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Abstract 
 
When the keen reader, theorist or critic is reminded of cyberpunk, they are often met with 
images soaked in the vivid neons that permeate the urban sprawl. A far deeper examination, 
however, will find that the genre deals with apprehensions of the self and waning interest of 
the meaty body. Artificial intelligence (A.I.) has advanced exponentially beyond the veil of 
human reason and logic. We are future-haunted by an ever-expanding force of inhuman 
labourers that will leave most blue-collar workers unemployed just as we are of genetic 
chimeras that will one day supply us with freshly harvested organs. We wonder how technology 
is not only affecting our brains and those of the next generation, but also determining the future.  
With a melding of anxieties of past and present, His Beautiful Ones invokes classics, 
such as Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner, William Gibson’s Neuromancer (and Sprawl series) and 
Bruce Sterling’s Schismatrix Plus, yet is also inspired by the current global climate of the 21st 
century.   
With a close examination and contrasting of the above texts, this thesis aims to survey 
the genre as a terrifying form that not only crosses the boundary of the Gothic to scrutinise the 
metamorphosis from meat to metal, but understand it as a technophobic genre that yearns for 
memories of green.   
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First there was light, life, hatred, fire and finally, static. 
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1 – Human, after all 
 
She stunk of meat. She felt like meat. She tasted of meat.  
She sat by her rig. Red eyes. Fierce. Striking. She was hungry. Savage. She was going 
to pounce on him. Devour him. After she coded, of course. She puckered her violet lips and 
straightened her tall hair. She purred as she typed with lean fingers, nails caked with grime and 
cheap concealer. She scratched the sores on her cheeks and continued to type. The muck 
streaked against the plastic, neon keys, her eyes fixed to the isometric lines that permeated the 
LED screen. 
He squeezed her breasts. Her arms shivered. Lips open. She moaned as he tightened his 
grip around her waist. His fingers jacked into meagre flesh. Scraped her plugs. Licked her 
plugs. A jolt. It felt good. He loved it. Loved her. Her eyes shut tightly as he jacked his nails 
into her back. 
His cheeks flushed with the pigment of blood. Real aortal blood.  
This was it—this was how it was supposed to be. Flesh against flesh, sweat against 
sweat. This was how cavemen fucked. This was how they fucked for centuries.  
‘I love you,’ he blurted alongside a mottled moan.  
But she didn’t like it that way. She took his trembling hand and kissed his palm gently. 
Mr Peyton came for the first time tonight.  
Real cum, like the cavemen. Real cum, like humans.  
 
*** 
 
She stunk of meat. She felt like meat. But she didn’t taste of meat.  
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The quasi-Americansi state was a bombastic mess of wastelands, bayous and metal—
an ecumenopolis—the country infected with megacities, plastic titans and neon giants that leer 
as refugees of all colours and languages gnaw on cables and inject shit into their eyes.  
Mr Peyton lay down, his eyes buzzed with the ghastly, physical sounds. His life was 
effervescent, much like the food and drink. The Shang was subliminal. Shangrila was a bang. 
More sleep in the Shang. More caffeine in Shangrila. Everything was plastic or Kevlar in the 
Shang, not metal or concrete like its sister. Smart-plastic, less paint and more light. Kevlar, 
more protection and less wounds. Living in the Shang was living in a plastic vat. Living in 
Shangrila was like living in a literal shithole. That much was known to everyone. But shitholes 
have that extra special something. Was it a soul? No, souls are dead.       
A cockroach crawled above Missey’s polished brow. She stroked the carapace as the 
bug’s feelers caressed her chromium fingertips. She laid it by the windowsill and watched it 
closely.  
‘They say they have personalities. Some are shy, some are cheeky and some are 
careful,’ she giggled, her lips thickened with collagen, smacked. 
Her voice was inhuman—but that didn’t mean much—and smooth like the currents of 
jazz. It was slow and wispy, an attempt at being sexy. She moved like a stop motion figure but 
with the grace of a ballerina. Tiptoed, she jumped and danced. Tiptoed. Stop. Plié. Repeat.     
He watched the dolly aided by the currents of juice coursing throughout her body. 
Mama Sün’s dollies were a thing of genius. Agile wax dolls, the dollies were humanised rigs 
full of pistons and pullies and oil and juice and even rubber bands. They ran limply on minute 
amounts of battery power and only remembered their subroutines with primitive cards and 
plastic disks. But there was something else. A secret. It irked him that the Chinese madam kept 
it hidden behind her phony teeth. Everything had to follow orders and from what he understood, 
there was no way the dollies were able to function as they did. The possibility of the soul crept 
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up on Mr Peyton, but he pushed that thought aside with a slap on his cheek. If there was a soul 
in any machine, dolly or rig, then he was a murderer.  
There were no dollies in the Shang. Just executives. Suits. Lawyers. Doctors. Engineers. 
Scientists. Mr Peyton, the techie. And his ex-wife, Mrs—Ms Peyton.  
Ms Peyton would have slept in a prettier bunker, one lined with pink lace and expensive 
fabrics. All his bits were spent on fabrics, linen and Americansi décor. All the Americansi 
décor she could find. His ex-wife would have swatted the insect—killed the bug, washed her 
hands and then taken a sip of coffee from her Mickey Mouse mug. That was Mrs—Ms Peyton, 
an inauthentic Americansi grin clothed in a meticulously designed housewife costume, sipping 
a coffee whilst picking out poorly ground beans from her luminescent teeth.   
He slapped himself again and brushed the thought of Ms Peyton away. Gone. Missey 
was great. Soft to touch. He needed her again. And again. He needed to be inside her again. 
And again. 
That was a lie. He didn’t want Missey. he needed her. But she was never coming back.  
‘Ten bits, that’s the deal?’ 
She pawed at his stomach. ‘Precisely. For an extra twenty, we get some extra alone 
time in the spa. I clean you, you clean me, does that sound like fun, Mr Peyton?’  
An extra twenty was rich for a dolly—he might as well fuck a real human for that price. 
He ignored the pitch and scratched her like a pet. Business as usual. Mr Peyton stroked his arm 
and the Tower’s symbol shimmered in blue light as he tapped into his R&D funds. It lagged 
for a moment, they’ll force him to upgrade soon. 
‘But I don’t want to,’ he muttered under his breath. ‘Ten—no, fifteen. Should be 
sufficient for a nicer cot. Correct?’ 
She didn’t have any time to react as he swiped the display with finely trimmed nails. 
Another laggy interface injected Mama Sün’s account with real, but not so physical, currency.  
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She continued to paw at his stomach again—a poor oversight, who’d think this was 
charming? He needed to come again, but this wasn’t the way. Not inside her. Not inside this 
doll.  
‘Make sure Mama Sün gets you serviced. And cleaned, you’re starting to smell,’ he 
smiled faintly and bowed. 
She recorded him while continuing to dance, waving and flowing like a weed caught 
between concrete. He watched her for a while and wondered if she realised that he was 
watching her. She was apt at dancing, perhaps even appropriate. Stunning, she was exactly like 
her. Lithe and even slightly masculine. She was like her.  
Like her. Wasn’t her.  
Mr Peyton chewed his lower lip and thought of his ex-wife. Get out, get out! Why did 
he do it again? Why did he need to fuck her? Why did he need to come?  
And then he thought of her. He needed her again. And again. 
 Another cockroach gnawed at his shoe. He crushed it. But cockroaches never die.  
 
*** 
 
The brain was like a computer and all hers needed was a reboot. But in order to reboot, Patts 
had to remain strong. She had to remain stable. It felt as if her mind was constrained by shackles 
forged of diamond thread. She was sure the virus could be exorcised with a bit of rewiring. 
Expelled like a malevolent spirit. But every attempt rendered her sick in the gut.  
The cord was heavy, and unlike most modern cords, it fumbled and thudded like a 
serpent gorged on copper and chrome. She heaved it from the ground, blew dust from the 
SCART and plugged it into her stem. Zzzzz. The two ports by the capacitor lodged in her skull 
were unable to register the archaic device. Almost shocked herself to the core. Real deadly.  
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The port fanned excess dust; she sneezed, snot shot from her nostril and coated the cord.   
The cord split, and wormed its way into her cranium. Stimming, it embedded itself with 
force. She bled as it dug deeper into her meat. Deeper in muscle.  
Patts tapped her rig and pressed the keys without a glance.  
Patient. Calm. Breathe in and out.  
Enter. 
The cable shifted and pushed itself deeper. Excess plasma slipped down her neck. Cold.  
More unintelligible commands. Static. Failure to recognise. Failure to install. Shock to 
the system. Static. 
Zzzzzzzz. 
‘Shit, I thought that would work,’ she yanked the cord from her port. 
Teeth clenched. Fists tightened. She fondled the emerald pendant around her neck.  
A howl picked up—a dust storm. The land was plagued with the remnants of a low 
urban past. Storms buried the concrete and alloys of an ancient people that relied upon primitive 
technologies to build and cultivate the earth. Headless statues and sculptures stood out as gaudy 
and garish figments of an all-too grisly past.  
Bloody spittle flung from her chalky tongue. Debris always found its way into her 
space. If her eyes were natural, she’d sure as hell be blind. Her brain was an orgy of razorblades 
tearing what was left of the meat into shreds. The virus infected and rejected, corroded and 
softened pathways and neurons until they were mush. She would’ve been disappointed if the 
virus wasn’t a thing of majesty. It was an organism designed with meticulous detail and with 
one mission—of slowly ending her life. How could she be disappointed? It was perfect. She 
couldn’t have designed a more perfect program with a more perfect purpose. The only way to 
prevent criminal intrusion. True genius.  
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She bit an aspirin in half and swallowed it with a swig of Kirin.  
‘Bastards,’ she hiccupped.  
Another swig of Kirin followed by a shot of vodka. Teeth clenched. Fists tightened. 
She fondled her pendant.  
‘Everything sucks meatside,’ she said and she rebooted her rig. ‘It wasn’t supposed to 
be this way.’ 
 
*** 
 
It rushed over him. The water. He could smell it. He could feel it. The salt. The brine. The 
scales of fish. It felt vague, but also real.  
There was a vapid smile in the ethereal realm he slumbered in. The samurai dreamed 
of his homeland. A stick in his hands, he duelled the air to a battle over lost honour. Another 
vapid smile.  
The water cleansed the boy’s feet as he stepped in the marshy flats. Tadpoles wove in 
between his fanciful steps. A dance as the air defensively struck the samurai with a tiny flurry. 
But the samurai was slick and dove into a patch of lilies. 
Another vapid smile underwater.  
But as the boy stood, stick in hand, about to strike his final blow, his vision was 
tampered with a flicker of static. It zapped his consciousness. Though he could feel no physical 
pain, there was a faux ache that gnawed away at his thoughts. Memories stolen, the faulty 
phylactery drained his essence piece by piece.  
It wasn’t supposed to be this way. 
 
*** 
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A hedge maze of brass and concrete, Shangrila was an ever-expanding stream that led to 
nowhere in particular. One could walk for hours without making any progress, distracted by 
cheap holograms and popup-windows thickly coated in greasy, cheap lamination.  
To find anything here, you had to look in between the spaces. In between the brass. In 
between the concrete. 
Thunder lashed the pavement, the lightning, a beast that yearned for release amid the 
kingdom lit by the gaseous emissions of laser-plated walls and billboards. The neon dimmed 
with each clash, the nuke powered city unable to cope with the primal forces of the mostly 
tamed Chinatown.  
‘Ahh!’ a voice scrawled its way onto the concrete. 
The cry emerged from a mouth infected with withered, splintery teeth and mucus the 
consistency of molasses. An old man from a far older past played the wooden flute by his 
hiragana chalk drawings. A meatless prosthetic fingered the holes. It was poignant, Mr Peyton 
thought. The old man trembled as no one listened to his music. Mr Peyton listened until another 
clash silenced the old man’s begging.  
 
He loved to run in the rain, naked. His parents couldn’t tame their wild child as Raijin 
boomed, an ally and friend against those who’d defy him. Green was all he could recall. The 
trees. The shrubs. The shrine. Greenery and flowers covered the already mossy shrine, a 
roughly hacked piece of elder craftsmanship. It was home to an imaginary friend, a figment in 
which he could scarcely remember. A sprite perhaps, or elfin deity?  
He recalled rain as it dribbled on his chest. He would play, the sprite would tumble and 
Raijin would drum. A triumvirate of misfits 
It wasn’t supposed to be this way, his whispered to himself. 
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 Graffiti lathered the plaster of an abandoned warehouse. Eyes. The Totenkopf. And the 
punk mantra, YOU’RE KILLING ME, in pink.   
He slipped in between the space. Mr Peyton needed to come again tonight.      
Pistons whirred, clicked and snapped as Mr Peyton walked by comatose scumbags lost 
in their highs. Though physically blind, they were linked via raw psionics—an invisible psychic 
wavelength—the punks able to pilfer thoughts of those embedded with neurochips and sense 
organic pulses with the clicking of the metal balls in their sockets.  
StimHead’s visor bled pink as he repaired a member of his crew. Synth blood fed to 
him through a dingy, rusted drip. 
You always need a guy that knows another guy that knows hundreds of other guys. And 
StimHead was Mr Peyton’s guy. He was the guy with the noise and the guy with the tonic.  
An aura of piss and sweat surrounded StimHead as he clicked his teeth.  
‘Goddamit Socs, what’s the matter?’ StimHead chuckled, his voice, the sound of rats 
chewing on wire.   
Socs. A long, long history together. A beep. StimHead scratched his arms flecked with 
scabs, and injected a thin, silver-tipped needle into an already bulbous vein hungry for the ooze. 
The body was a weak vessel of sensuality and extreme excess. Especially StimHead’s. And 
especially Mr Peyton’s.  
Mr Peyton hushed his voice. ‘I need SOMA.’ 
Fruit of the gods, SOMA left the user with an immensity that was so awesome one 
would think he’d slipped into the heavens and left meatside permanently. It was a pricking of 
the neck and the licking of one’s toes. It tasted of sweetened sugar and left the user longing for 
more and more.  
Or so he heard.    
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StimHead licked his lips. ‘SOMA?’ He cracked his fingers and buried them in a pocket. 
It glowed. 
‘State of the art silicon. Muchas gracias, dōmo arigatō—I appreciate your enthusiasm, 
Socs,’ StimHead imitated Mr Peyton, and bowed. 
‘Peyton,’ he groaned. ‘I thought it was this—’ 
StimHead flicked the chip, it glowed brighter. ‘Does it meet your standards now?’  
Mr Peyton wiped his brow and snatched the chip. ‘It’s fine, I guess. Perfect.’ 
‘You haven’t tried it before, eh?’ 
Mr Peyton shook his head meekly. 
‘Shove it by the base of your sternum—you have a port there? Everyone does, why do 
I ask, heh!’ He danced a bit, giggling a terrifying spectacle of mangled bone. ‘It’s a bumpy 
ride.  
‘I also heard it works if you lick it. Like in the ol’ days when they licked toads. I’ve 
seen it in a flick, I think. Heard it worked for the kids in the ghetto. They’re not modded.’  
His parents would’ve call them mongrels. Impure gene-lines, snip, snip, snip. Cut them. 
Fix them. Recreate them. Many of the denizens of Shangrila weren’t upgraded. He could tell. 
There was no synthetic fingerprint, nor were there enhancement beauty marks. Rotted splintery 
teeth was common, much like the yellowy-tannish tone of the natives. Mongrels, he 
remembered his mother hissing. Mongrels, he remembered his father scoffing. 
Mr Peyton squinted. ‘How much?’  
‘Five-hundred creds.’ 
Mr Peyton wasn’t in the mood to haggle. StimHead licked his fingers and dangled the 
chip by an invisible wire.  
‘And where to now, Socs? How’s the wife ‘n kiddiewinks?’ 
He may’ve been the guy, but StimHead was also the asshole of Shangrila. 
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‘Dead, hopefully,’ Mr Peyton stuffed the chip in his pocket. In the other, a stash of 
black market creds—old world money, only useful as currency for even blacker market trades. 
Physical currency had a strange effect on Mr Peyton. It was an arcane emotion, the dormant 
feeling of trading for the real. Digital wasn’t real, and it can be taken from you in an instant. 
The real cannot be taken from your heart or your mind. The real is real.   
My eyes, oh God, my eyes, a scream from a darker alley. It didn’t stop. Mr Peyton felt 
the blood drain from the man’s voice. Felt his pain. But all he could do was shiver, God’s not 
with you.  
StimHead smelled the crinkled notes, and shoved them into deep, cargo pockets.  
‘I love me that smell, Socs. Don’t it remind you of the good ol—’  
Mr Peyton’s wrist vibrated, there was an appointment scheduled in five hours. Unlike 
most genetic masterpieces, Mr Peyton was somehow quite base. Bones easily broken, immune 
system clogged by old world viruses—all for blue eyes his father craved.  
‘Busy, busy, busy?’ StimHead asked, aloof, he still sniffed his credits.  
Mr Peton scoffed, momentarily distracted by another scream.  
‘I’m going run, StimHead. Be safe.’ 
StimHead snagged his cuff. Mr Peyton struggled but the clutch of StimHead was 
unnaturally heavy.  
‘You can’t leave me alone with them,’ StimHead cried. ‘I’m gonna go nuts 
without’cha!’ 
Mr Peyton seized his arm back, a new cut. 
‘I just need to go home. I’ll see you later, okay?’ 
StimHead shook his head and removed his visor. No eyes in place, but marble balls. He 
smirked.  
Mr Peyton bowed, eyes closed. 
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‘You’re killing me, man!’ StimHead snuffled as he bowed, palms together in a pseudo-
Christian manner. 
 
‘Just here,’ Mr Peyton tapped the motorised rickshaw.  
‘But there’s nothing here, buddy,’ the East-Indian jockey bleeped.  
His legs, arms, neck were all connected to the rickshaw via an elongated membrane 
stretched and pulled until it unnaturally attached to the metals. A great way to deal with the 
mongrels, Mr Peyton thought.  
The jockey pressed a bulbous button by the pedal, the wiring atop the roof split, a 
vampiric needle injected itself into Mr Peyton’s wrist, and drained bits with a small blob of 
blood drawn.   
‘Not a bleeder, buddy? Good!’ The jockey cracked his fingers as the door opened. 
‘Always a worry, some people bleed all over the seat.’ 
  
One step on the cracked pavement and he already felt it. The strength. The tumult. The 
loss. It was all here before the sunken monolith. Panes smashed, trees and shrubbery only 
starting to devour the fallen titan. Mr Peyton closed his eyes.  
The rickshaw sped off in a blaze of neon pixels as Mr Peyton slipped off his loafers and 
dug his toes in the ruin.  
‘Now this,’ he breathed in, ‘this is the same. Home,’ breathed out.  
No sound, no chirp, not even a whisper—everything common in Shangrila or even the 
Shang. It was beautiful.  
He lay by a maimed juniper. Untrimmed and cleaved, the tree appeared more like a 
grotesque bonsai, its wraith-like limbs flicked him as he tried to nudge at an exposed root. But 
nature had laid its claim, the juniper swallowed the concrete and glass. 
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A glossy woman shimmered in static from a half-lit billboard. ‘Presteigne development, 
taking you to the stars!’ 
Mr Peyton jacked the chip below the sternum, into a dusty port—a jolt. ‘Screw the 
stars.’ 
Nothing. 
A slick wind lapped his neck. The wasteland moaned as shards of irradiated sand 
flecked his toes.  
You’re home. 
‘I'm home?’ He warbled, spittle churned as he gritted his teeth.  
 Lost. Vision blurred. Shapes appeared. Pixelated. Tried to reach. He couldn’t. Too high, 
he couldn’t reach. But he could fly. Wings on his back. Mr Peyton jumped and flew in the 
darkness. More shapes matured from nothing—stars.  
 ‘Sss-screw the starsss.’ 
 Presteigne development, taking you to the stars! The stars, your destiny. Presteigne 
development, taking you further.  
 The stars intensified. Bulged on black space. Naked. One with space and time. Mr 
Peyton fluttered, feathers erect. A space. A small space. A door. His way home. He could 
almost smell Kyoto. It was fresh, the salt and fish, the calmness of the trees and the rain. It was 
there. He was there. 
‘Hhh-home.’ 
  
A cloaked figure approached Mr Peyton, half in and out of shadow. Its cloak ebon, the 
lining a miasmic swirling of jade light. The billboard swallowed the figure in a sickly pale 
shimmer as it knelt by Mr Peyton and tore the SOMA chip from his port. A brief touch of static.    
‘What took you so long?’ Mr Peyton gargled, blood seeped from the corners of his eyes. 
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A gun. Old handgun. Antique. 
Mr Peyton grinned. And Mr Peyton came for the second time tonight. 
 
*** 
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2 – To have ambition was my ambition  
 
London grew fat on the waste of his ilk. Dragons, bound by laws of commerce and greed. 
Greed is natural, that much he understood. But they only remained powerful because of the 
purity of their heritage. Their ugly, spiteful, genelines.   
Elder Presteigne was all about the stature. All about building a better world. He was too 
idealistic in his youth. A dragon, yes, but he wanted to build a better world. But how can he 
without support? They were content with filth in their streets, the homeless and the altered 
freak show they call a society. A disease is what they are. Society. Filth. Everyone. 
‘But the stars, the stars,’ he sighed. ‘I will be with you soon.’  
Elder Presteigne watched Luna dance in orbit, her rocks and craters but simple beauty 
marks of an ancient deity ignored by the masses. ‘There is still beauty left,’ he muttered. His 
golden eyes widened, and muzzle snorted a skein of smog. ‘Look to the stars,’ he choked, ‘there 
is beauty in orbit. Not here. Not on this dying rock. The stars, the stars…’  
Luna was his. She was pure, new. But they wanted to take her from him. He was their 
rightful king.  
Mare Crisium—the Sea of Crises—ever watchful, stared with a grisly mien. Her bowels 
plump with rock and debris of failed probes and shuttles. Imbedded into her crust, the bones 
and muscle still fresh, should anyone take the time to peer into her underbelly.  
Elder Presteigne certainly peered. Every day he watched the bodies mutate under 
nuclear conditions, their souls silenced by the Sun’s baleful glaze.  
His twin sister—Lady Presteigne—was prematurely taken. Ripped from his heart. She 
was something special. Milky pale, but warm and lavish when joyous. She was unlike his sons. 
Unlike their father. The redeemer of the clan, devoured by the gaping maw of Luna’s ocean.  
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He was still cursed. Tied to the monitor and shackled by addiction. The pane was his 
cradle. The vid, a dream before his eyes. 
‘She was beautiful, wasn’t she?’ He could scarcely remember her face, but he’ll see her 
again. He’ll reclaim her body. Reclaim her cells. He always wanted a little girl. 
‘Just like her. I know you’ll be special,’ he whisked his bourbon. A crumpled note in 
hand fell by his slippered feet.  
 ‘The stars,’ he started, slowly, his voice tired, stretched with disuse. ‘My destination.’     
The page zapped itself straight and crisp again. Fresh, cheap China paper: MISTER LEI 
IS DEAD in LED blinked red. The dragon of London grinned.  
Momentarily.   
‘They’ll see. They’ll all see.’ 
 
*** 
 
The Den reminded Eva of a Germanic tavern, whittled during the period of the Goths. Runes 
wove around poles and icons of dragons were carved into the walls. Scales, flame and 
smouldered huts—the dragon was important to URON Industries. She remembered Hermann 
once telling her about the Direktor’s fetish for leather, beaten and coloured to resemble the 
underbelly of a scarlet serpent. Hermann would always grimace as he recalled the jewels 
ornamented, imbedded into the lapels of his suit. 
The executives knelt by a stiff wooden slab and sipped ale from flagons as she poured 
tea into small, china cups by their marzipan piglets.  
She bowed and knelt by her husband as they continued their feast. 
 ‘Where is Herr Direktor?’ An executive hollered as he chewed his piglet in half.  
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 ‘He doesn’t want to honour you, Hermann? Have you been naughty again?’ Another 
executive winked as he groped Eva. ‘Maybe your pretty wife can look for him? He loves 
damsels, yes?’ 
 The executive growled and chewed her arm as he pretended to be a dragon. Another 
round of ale. More tea spilt. 
She poured the remaining drops of tea and retreated to the kitchenette. Like the dining 
room, the kitchenette conveyed the simple cookhouse theme of medieval Europe; or at least 
the perceived notion of medieval Europe. Black stone and simple pottery, the draconic theme 
still strong and almost heroic. Gilded dragon wings, fangs and eyes. 
 Eva boiled water but froze as she thought of going back to Hermann’s constant leering. 
His ugly expression. Scratched and carved, his face resembled a marble statue improperly 
sculpted.  
 She burned her hand on the cauldron but could only release a sigh. 
‘Ahem, are you alright?’  
She didn’t see his face but felt the plated scales on his hands. They were tough and 
warm as he stroked her burn. He cleared his throat again but she could only feel the smoke slip 
from his lips. 
Eva instantly knew who he was and bowed instinctively. ‘I’m so sorry, Herr Direktor. 
Please forgive me.’ 
He lifted her chin. ‘No, excuse me.’ 
It was the first time she had met a dragon. Was it a person, or a beast? He was elegant 
in poise and voice, his visage, however, was something from mere fantasy. Horns protruded 
his forehead and fine ebon scales flecked his face like freckles. He bit the end of his cigarette 
holder and smiled.  
‘Your first time,’ he snorted, a curled nostril leaking soot. 
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A literal dragon, she mused, I thought they were only kidding. 
‘Come, they’re waiting for you,’ Uron spoke as he took her limp wrist. 
She resisted and flicked his hand away from her. She didn’t want to go back. She 
couldn’t. No more.  
‘I—are you Hermann’s wife? You’re far too pretty to belong to Hermann.’  
  She remained silent and blushed. 
‘You can talk, I don’t bite,’ he grinned. 
A chuckle. Yes, show me those lovely teeth; sharp, pristine teeth.  
‘A tour then? I’m always happy to show off my Den.’ 
 
His Den was immense. They strolled for what seemed like hours talking about 
everything, from food to music, drugs to rocket ships. He kept her arm secure and safe and 
even let her wash her face. Not some cheap whore, don’t let anyone treat you like that. Ever. 
She could understand why he was a leader and why dragons ruled the world.  
‘I hate ruling,’ he started with a puff of smoke. ‘We currently live in a world run by 
chess players. Expert tacticians in charge of gold and men. We all play roles and in my world, 
I am king, lord of URON Industries and its subsidiaries. But, in the greater scheme, I am a 
pawn. I run a spire in Berlin, the Presteigne clan rule theirs in London, Miss Moto in that purple 
Tower of hers—I must bore you, no? Who wants to hear about corporatocracy? Not me surely, 
I live it every day.’  
 They entered a smaller room, a circular office like the dining room. Carved dragons, 
gilded in a variety of gems and jewels. Monitors lay adjacent, a projector and racks of cassettes 
stacked too. 
They sat and drank booze from electric steins, each sip, a small surge of static frothed 
their beer. Rich beer too, not like the shit Hermann and his groupies drank. Uron still smoked 
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from his cigarette holder, even as the fire died out. He spoke about politics. Expansion. Nukes. 
Old news always played on the telly. But she kept an ear open, she knew what it was like to 
never be listened to. To never be understood.    
 ‘I actually don’t like it here as much as you think. Bad memories,’ he trailed off for a 
moment and sniffed her neck. ‘Want to see my…secret room?’ 
 ‘Huh?’ she said spacily. 
He scratched her back and winked. ‘My rocket ship. Voom, voom!’  
 
*** 
 
Mister Lei lay on her back. Eyes closed, lucid, she stayed silent. Very still. She counted her 
breaths. One, two, three—exhale. Repeat. Slowly. Very slowly. The motion was jerky—as it 
always was—her stomach reeled, but her bodily functions lifted as soon as she was released 
from her mind. 
Dreamland was her roost. A personalised office designed for her by her father. The 
room was grafted with wooden textures and smelled of a freshly cut pine forest. Scripture was 
plastered along the ridges of the textures—the main tenets of Confucius. She knelt on a rug 
embossed with a serpent and phoenix and supped green tea from a china bowl. 
The over-Orientalisation of her office was almost unreal, no China lord had ever lived 
like this. But she couldn’t deny her father’s endearment. This was his life and everything that 
propelled Jian-De. He literally thought his AstroRail was his masterpiece, and not something 
derivative of Jules Verne.  
‘You wasted your life on that stupid train. And for what?’ 
These were the remnants of a forgotten culture, she mused. As much as she wished to 
expunge it from her pores, they were her inheritance whether she liked it or not. 
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‘A better world?’ an intense voice soothed her drums. ‘A utopia? You created neither.’  
She knew it and mocked it.  
‘It is a peculiarity to think that a dragon yearned for utopia,’ the voice smothered Mister 
Lei as the server rippled like an oily slick. She was enveloped by an orb and remained 
insignificant compared to the light. Beheld by the mass of particles, Mister Lei’s awareness 
was blunted.  
‘Dragons prefer smouldering ruins and a lair full of stolen plunder.’  
‘Herr König thinks—’     
‘Herr König is very much his father’s son,’ the voice snapped, the particles flashed 
scarlet. ‘All talk, but little action. The Soviet way, he’s very much in league with the enemy.’  
The Soviets weren’t our enemy, she thought to herself. The Empire— 
‘The Empire are,’ a pause. She’d forgotten, all ports were open, every secret in every 
hidden channel was unshackled and fed to the voice. ‘A fallacy. Are feuding warbands warring 
over primitive technology any more of a threat than a meagre virus?’  
No. 
‘They bide their time while the Consortium gorges on the fiefdoms. They gorge, and 
they gorge until the spice, the silk and the honey are gone. All gone. Greed. Delicate, 
sumptuous greed,’ the voice paused again and massaged Mister Lei’s mind with a soft current 
of electricity.  
Greed faintly echoed for a short while until Mister Lei opened her lips. 
‘My father was like. For a while. I remember, “Lords know that power comes not from 
the amassing of money, but by the concept that the amassing of money means power”,’ she 
imitated his drawl, ‘but he changed after construction of the AstroRail. He—’ 
‘I know.’ 
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‘I’m sorry,’ she sniffled, ‘it’s just—he’s gone. In a world of cloned meat and integrated 
memory chips, I don’t understand why my father would render himself obsolete.’ 
The voice remained silent. The pixels plumped the room with a bluish vibrancy that 
inflicted Mister Lei with slight feelings of melancholia. 
‘What would you do if a bird wouldn’t sing for you, Mister Lei?’ The intense voice 
cracked her drums once more. 
‘I’ve never been keen on animals,’ Mister Lei snapped. 
‘An ancient Empire axiom,’ the voice buffeted Mister Lei with a skein of power. ‘If the 
bird wouldn’t sing, would you kill it? If the bird wouldn’t sing, would you force it to sing? If 
the bird wouldn’t sing, would you wait for it to sing for you? These are your choices.’  
A portion of the particles formed three panes with images of three birds. One headless, 
one tied upside down and the other perched upon a branch. 
‘A man may travel along many pathways, but he ultimately has to decide to take one of 
three. Kill. Force. Wait.  
‘Which do you pick, Mister Lei?’ 
She crossed her legs and placed her palms on her knees. Deep in thought, she breathed 
in slowly, deep, in and out. The invisible energies circulated throughout her body, patience and 
virtue. The way of her father,  
‘Kill it.’ 
The voice already knew her answer. Dragons are predatory. It takes a special kind of 
creature to reroute lazy thinking.  
 
*** 
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Buried deep underground, the ship was a broken chunk of barely functional materials. It was 
anchored in such a way that it looked as if it was going to lift off at any moment. 
‘I often come here to think,’ Uron said as he tapped his brow. ‘Vostok-1. My father 
procured it for my thirtieth birthday. It was meant to be a secret, but sometimes I can’t help 
myself.’  
 ‘My—uh,’ she stuttered, swallowed and meekly pulled at his cuff. ‘Hermann won’t like 
this. I need to go.’ 
 Another cigarette. He offered her one, but she dismissed him with a wave.  
 ‘I don’t like your husband, Eva. In fact, I despise him. And the other vultures preying 
on the carcass of my father,’ a puff.  
‘I inherited not only my father’s wealth, but his infections. I host these little galas to 
bolster community spirit, but alas, they only make me feel more alone. Sure, I do meet with 
them sometimes, only to shrink as I hear them insult my legacy.  
‘The corporation, you see, is a well-oiled machine than can only function if it is well 
lubricated. Think of it like the Vostok. Every little piece has a role, from the tiniest screw to 
the glorified cosmonaut.’ 
Another puff, Uron also made slight robotic signals with his hands. 
‘We all have a role to play. Your husband plays the vital, but menial task of the 
thrusters. I play Gagarin—I pilot the ship, whether the Vostok likes it or not. And unfortunately, 
the Vostok is rusting. We need a new Vostok—I need a new Vostok. She may have a different 
name, but—I can’t escape from the shadow of my father.’ 
They sat together and admired the spacecraft. Eva breathed in his smoke. 
 
*** 
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The table was round and elevated by magnetic suspensors. On his throne carved from marble 
brick, Elder Presteigne sat by his heir. A suave piece of meat, modified to emulate the youthful 
Elder Presteigne with slight draconic enhancements. 
He is a portrait of Presteigne perfection, Elder Presteigne thought.  
The heir cracked his knuckles, and focussed on the table itself. Often aloof, the heir sat 
in his own dream world. A genetic defect. 
Elder Presteigne slammed his palms onto the table and followed it with a sharp sneer.  
The heir trembled under the weight of his father’s cold gaze.  
‘Yes?’ 
‘Your brother,’ Presteigne jeered, ‘where is he?’ 
The heir sighed and shrugged. ‘Perhaps with that group, you know, the one deciphering 
that manual you were so interested in.’ 
The Waldman Codex, Presteigne remembered. Said to contain the secrets to true 
artificial intelligence and even extend life itself without immersive, daemoniacal surgery. Yes, 
the Codex was important to decipher but now wasn’t the time.  
‘Summon him at once. We’re to discuss,’ Presteigne rolled his tongue, ‘business.’  
 
Why am I here?  
The lower Presteigne scribbled, his penmanship a scrawny mess of letters, symbols and 
words.     
‘“To curdle the blood”,’ the neuroscientist started, ‘”and quicken the beatings of the 
heart”. A poet, now? Or a madman?’  
She was something else, he smiled. A bit older than him, maybe by four or five years. 
Her deep-seated almond-shaped eyes were perfectly moulded and drew him in.  
The lower Presteigne streaked a long line of neon wash as she bit onto her index finger.   
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‘“Break the mould. Split the veins. Remove cartilage. It is too weak for the New 
Man”—he writes a lot about the New Man, eh?’ the engineer sneered, her upper lip erect.  
The engineer, however, was a mess. Perhaps in accordance of her profession, the 
engineer was a piece of imperfect lines, crease and sacks of fat. She was so bulgy that her 
weight rippled the matrix itself with each grotesque motion.  
They should all be sterilised, his father once told his brother. We are the rightful ones, 
the perfect ones. Born to be kings.  
Born to be kings.  
The engineer continued, ‘“Man will never be perfect unless his brain is altered. Cut the 
neurons. Eliminate the pain receptors. Alter the chemicals. Cut the cord—the birth cord—or 
Man will always be connected to his mother. To the Woman”. A misogynist too, why do we 
bother?’    
He was perhaps afraid of women like you, a smirk. ‘He’s supposed to,’ a sigh, ‘have 
the, er, know-how, isn’t he?’ No one answered, his voice hung in the synthetic lab as the matrix 
palpitated faux air in their lungs.  
‘What exactly happened to him?’ The lower Presteigne yawned.   
‘Who knows,’ the neuroscientist squinted, still biting her nails. ‘It doesn’t matter, we 
are tasked with deciphering the pages, not the life. It’s very academic, you see.’ 
 ‘Yes, we’re not here to debate history,’ the engineer butt in, ‘we’re trying to understand 
this codex—half of which is missing, the other half, a Gothic novel.’ 
Stop talking, please…  
‘“What will the extra-terrestrial archaeologists think when they arrive?”’ the 
neuroscientist continued. ‘“The metals will rust. The wood will sink. The concrete will crack. 
And the oceans will eat. All that is left, the plastics—shopping bags, nylon armour and hideous 
fashion. What will they think—what will they jeer? Perhaps they will think that we held plastics 
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high as some sort of religious icon. Perhaps they will keep the Drug Mart bag in their museums. 
Ha!  
‘“But that will only occur if we let it—do we want to be a race that wants to be 
remembered for its junk, or a race that yearns to strive for the stars?”’  
Our destination, the lower Presteigne sneered. 
 They bypassed all useless fragments of lovers and politics.   
The neuroscientist fingered the page. ‘Here: “scientists are afraid. But what is there to 
be afraid of? Consciousness can be twisted. Brains of meat can be washed with electrical 
impulses that technicians can tweak. Free will is a primitive myth, like gods or afterlife. They 
are afraid of Victorian dilemmas. Technology is not cursed, we are the cursed ones. The 
monster is good or evil based on how the eye perceives it. An atom bomb is either liberator, or 
destroyer. A robot, for lack of a better well-known term, is either friend, or foe.  
‘“I stress, technology is not cursed, we are cursed. I am become death—Oppenheimer—
Man is death. My New Man is rebirth.’  
 A droning singed the lower Presteigne’s nodes, ‘yes?’ 
‘Father wants—’ 
‘I’ll be there.’ 
 
Unlike his older brother, lower Presteigne was a tall and gangly mess. A recent mutation 
in the Presteigne geneline that reminded Elder Presteigne of a distant cousin. He couldn’t 
remember his name. Or was it a her? It didn’t matter. 
‘You called,’ lower Presteigne removed his shades, his eyes light blue, another recent 
mutation.  
Elder Presteigne merely waved and rumbled his throat. 
 ‘All of us are here,’ he said as he rose, his sons followed shortly. ‘The stars,’ 
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 ‘Our destination,’ his sons replied.  
 Sitting down, the seats creaked and readjusted to their weight. There was silence as the 
family eyed each other off with mutual disdain. Elder Presteigne glared at the heir, the heir to 
the lower, and the lower to the Elder.  
‘So,’ the lower started, his voice barely scratched the venomous air of the room. ‘You 
needed me?’ 
Elder Presteigne cupped his chin, fingered his lips with a black nail and waited. He 
breathed in, waited and exhaled smog. These were his children, the best of the Presteigne line.  
He rose again and paced the room with heavy steps.  
‘Mister Lei is dead.’ 
The sons were taken aback by their father’s stern ambiance. He was meek amid his 
supposed rival’s death? The brothers shared a look, a look that depicted not only concern for 
their father, but their empire. He was to do something rash. 
‘Father—’ 
‘Spare me,’ Elder Presteigne snapped, ‘your work with the codex is not for my ears. I 
don’t care. Not anymore.’ 
‘But we’re close! Closer than Miss Moto or—’ 
‘Enough!’ 
The clump steps of their father demoralised both sons, knowing their ideas and concerns 
were out of the equation. Vengeance was in his feeble mind. Blood was all he could smell. 
Weakness was his opiate. And the stars were all he could dream about. 
Elder Presteigne swiped his claw over a hologram and a window unsheathed itself. It 
was a smoggy morning and he could feel the choking. He could feel the dust flecked into their 
scabrous sores. This was it, this was his time. 
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‘Demolition,’ he turned back to his sons, repeated himself softly and then raised his 
brows. ‘His daughter is weak. We cannot build a better world here. But up there, we can try,’ 
he spoke aloft and held his head high.  
The brothers shared another look, this time it was caught by their father. 
‘What? You think me mad?’ 
They resisted the bait. 
‘Come on, speak up. We are busy,’ he approached the lower Presteigne and snarled.  
The lower cleared his throat and attempted to signal his brother with his fingers. 
‘Father,’ the heir rose and briskly tapped the table. ‘Don’t you think this is a bit 
extreme? Our line has always been—’ 
‘To build a better world!’ Elder Presteigne roared and slammed his fist through the 
table. It fritzed, hobbled for a moment then sunk into the floor. ‘But to build a better world we 
have to—’ 
The lower Presteigne struggled to find his voice, coughed and then muttered, ‘No 
father, I can’t support you in this jihad.’ 
Jihad, how they like to mock their genetic superior. 
Elder Presteigne turned to his heir. ‘And you?’ 
The heir wiped his face and feebly shook his head. ‘Father, you lost our inheritance, 
you cannot simply reclaim it. Why risk treason over this petty dream.’  
Petty! They think me petty. I am their superior! I am their king! And they think me 
petty! Me, petty!  
The Elder Presteigne restrained his anger and shut his eyes. He could smell the sweat 
drip from his sons’ necks. The urge to throttle them was immense. They spoke reasonably, but 
un-Presteigne like. They may share his genetics, but they were not his sons.  
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‘I understand that we cannot sway you from this path,’ the heir continued, ‘but please 
consider this, there will be repercussions. The Consortium will strike us down, our line deleted 
and expunged from the zaibatsu database. Why would you risk impeding your genetic code?’ 
Mammals were the only ones that cared for their genetic lineage. Dragons care only for 
themselves.  
In was in the eyes. The heir could see it, but was unable to move in time. The tendons 
in his neck snapped with the sudden crunching of his father’s fangs. Eyes bulged as venom 
snuck in through his pores, other organs erupted into mush in mere moments.  
The stink of poison and blood filled the lower Presteigne with a fusion of grief and 
terror. My brother, all I had in this insane family! 
Elder Presteigne wiped his muzzle and spat sinew by his son’s feet.  
‘I suppose that makes you my heir now. But I care little for titles, I respect action,’ he 
snorted a bloodied smog and crept closer, serpent-like. ‘Your brother wished to continue living 
in a state of ennui. I cannot let my geneline become corrupted with such laziness. I ask you, 
will you support me in this,’ he thought for a moment, then smirked, ‘jihad.’ 
His father was mad, the new heir clearly knew it. But there was no choice, the geneline 
must go on. 
       
*** 
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3 – Will things ever be the same again? 
 
Her rig chugged. Her pendant glowed. She stroked it. Her tinnitus was loud. Tears welled. 
Heart palpitated. Her pendant vibrated. Her tinnitus grew louder.  
 
*** 
 
The matrix rippled. Vision, smells, ideas and concepts rerouted into his consciousness as the 
pixelated fragments were hastily pieced together. The dull ache proceeded to gnaw away at his 
sanity as the samurai’s consciousness bulged into a corruption of Euclidean geometry. He 
throbbed in the void, imaginary hands over his imaginary eyes. A scream into the blackness of 
his void led to another bulging of his consciousness. 
A seam of light etched into the oily shadows; pinpricks dotted and lined into fractal-
like constellations. White light melded with reddish and burgundy hues. A face. His face. A 
smile.  
 ‘Joe Doe. My samurai,’ the face sang. 
 The samurai attempted to open his imaginary mouth but no words could escape his 
ethereal maw.  
 A glint in his eye followed by a brief, solemn chuckling.  
‘I’m dead, Joe. I’m dead—’ the face phased into a skull for a second, shimmied by the 
samurai’s essence and hissed, ‘I’m dead!’ 
Another seam of light etched into the void. Eyes. A mouth. A bod. Limbs. The 
samurai’s consciousness was resummoned by a forceful defibrillation. A thumping and another 
shock. 
‘You can speak now,’ the face smiled. 
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‘Sss—Sso—Socs,’ the samurai stammered. ‘Whe—where am—I?’ 
‘Asleep,’ the face of Socs soothed the samurai as the light continued to weave its magic. 
Fully assembled, the samurai howled uncontrollably. Another shock, his consciousness reeled 
momentarily. ‘But alive.’ 
The samurai struggled, his comprehension of the situation hazy at best. He could now 
see his face. He whiffed a hint of lotus oils. He was—he felt alive again.  
‘Asleep?’ 
The face of Socs bowed. ‘But about to wake. The time is now, my friend. She needs 
you.’ 
 
Some call it a data stream, a torrent of pure information and power. But the samurai 
called it a sewer—data and information corrupted by the stink of human fingers. Limitless, he 
swam like a dolphin high on guarana extract and explored the breadth of unseen 
radiofrequencies. Comprised of colours invisible to the human eye, the samurai embraced the 
patchwork of human ingenuity. Lattices of pure energy caressed his consciousness whilst the 
gnawing still bothered him. Stasis is a curious thing. The mind remains stuck in a bubble. To 
become unstuck results in a piece left behind. A memory, or a learned talent. There are risks 
with immortality, though to him, it was a definite risk worth taking. What are faded memories 
compared to everlasting life?  
As he drew nearer and nearer to his phylactery, Joe’s essence grew weaker and weaker.  
Power on, he had to press on. If he didn’t, he would been lost in the static. A ghost. A 
memory, faded.  
 Almost there. Fractals reworked, reconfigured. His essence nearly spent. Forced. 
Installed.  
And then, the samurai was torn from his stasis. 
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*** 
 
Teeth clenched. Fists tightened. She fondled her pendant. It vibrated again. Her skin tightened 
with the tug of the pendant’s chip.  
‘He’s dead, Patts.’ 
She winced. Teeth clenched. Fists tightened. She gripped the pendant. 
‘Doe?’ Patts breathed excitedly. In an’ out, breathed in an’ out. ‘How did you get there?’ 
she said as she pet the pendant like a genie’s lamp, awaiting his response. It lit up. 
It was a long time ago, at least ten years. Maybe fifteen. She knew something had 
happened but didn’t know what. She tried to remember. It hurt to think, the razor wires behind 
her eyes rippled. 
‘A long, long time.’ 
The voice sounded like his raspy, tin can rattle. 
‘What?’ 
‘Don’t yeh remember me?’  
The tin can rattled a while longer but all Patts could do was pound her forehead. Think. 
Think. Think. Think. Think.  
‘It hurts. I need to—’ 
‘Great times we had. We snuck in so wasted. I don’t understand why Socs wanted us. 
But I’ll always remember yer singing. High and hooked into your rig.’  
Teeth clenched. Fists tightened. Fondled the pendant.  
She didn’t reply. She couldn’t. It was a long time ago. She was steely eyed.   
‘Patts? Something wrong?’ 
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Gritted teeth. Ground them, hard. Scratched her scalp, raw. Caressed her rig. Felt the 
ridges, cleaned the dust. Swabbed the bulbs. Slowly, it came back. Lungs breathed clearly 
again. Relaxed.  
‘Patts, listen to me. Socs’ dead.’  
A deep breath. ‘He’s—he’s really gone?’ 
‘Yeah.’ 
‘One word answers. Typical.’ 
‘What do yeh expect from a disembodied guy?’ 
 
*** 
 
 ‘So,’ he’d start with a smile and flicked the switch on his brush. ‘There is a scorpion and a 
frog and the scorpion asks the frog, “Can you take me across the river?” The frog replies with 
a no, “If I take you across the river, you’ll stab and kill me!” he said.’  
Patts admired Socs’ voice, smoked a joint still connected to her rig and watched the 
visual feedback painted by her projector. A neon frog hopped along the river and swam as the 
scorpion waited patiently for him. 
‘And the scorpion says, “No I won’t, because if I stab you, I’ll drown myself!”’   
A thought bubble pixelated above the scorpion; a smaller image of the scorpion flailed; 
dying.  
‘“You’re right,’ the frog says. “Hop on my back.” The frog takes him half way across 
the river and then the scorpion stabs him.’ 
A stab. Poison dripped. Blood seeped into the river. 
‘And the frog says, “Hey, you stabbed me! I’m going to die and you with me. Why did 
you do that?!” The scorpion sighed and said for the last time, “I can’t help it, it’s in my nature.”’  
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The feedback sunk. Patts giggled as the scorpion and frog drowned. 
‘The moral of the story, Patts, we do what we do because we’re wolves. A family that 
looks over one another. Rely on no one and look after no one. Got it?’ 
 
*** 
 
It was difficult to forget Joe Doe. He was the spirit in a tin can, the guy who’d do the job right. 
And he was the guy with the sword. But here, after all this time. It was hard to hear his raspy 
voice scrape against her pendant.  
 Breathe in an’ out. In an’ out. Reroute, done.  
 ‘Doe, what do you want? It’s been a,’ Patts waited, and tried to summon the exact 
amount of time but slipped up. ‘A long time. You don’t need me. Socs’ dead. No one needs me 
no more.’  
  ‘Wrong,’ Doe buzzed. He waited, he did this in person to (just to annoy her). ‘We have 
one last gig, yeh in?’ 
 He used gig to lure her in. Decking was like playing piano while jazzed up on heroin—
a symphony for the loner and macabre. She was the rocker, her rig, the instrument. From here, 
or anywhere, she’d dance the night, and tune in during the day. She’d be swallowed by pixels 
and enveloped by latticed imagery. Designing and eluding, escaping and contorting walls of 
ice and fire. Like Doe, she was a spirit inside the machine and gig brought everything back. It 
pulsated throughout her brain. Gig. Her heart throbbed for the first time in years. Gig. Her rig 
needed her again. Gig. She needed to be with her family again. Gig. 
‘What do we do?’ 
‘We find Socs’ bod.’ 
‘And,’ she smiled. ‘What do I get?’ 
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 ‘That sounds like the girl I remember.’ 
    
*** 
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4 – Reaching through the madness 
 
Shangrila’s chords were like venom injected right into the core of her brain. It was an acid bath. 
It was the bite of a thousand rabid dogs. It was the pissing of liquid.  
And this was the Shangrila she missed. 
A ringing in her ears. A tingling in her brain. She smelled the burning of meat. Felt the 
burning of meat. The virus gnawed even as she lay low in the streets. Patts squinted and wiped 
her brow. It was always hot in the sprawl. An’ breathe in and out, all in here now. Back in me. 
Honey, I'm home.  
Shangrila burned itself into her retinas. Rubber and reforged plastic grained into her 
eyes. She sat by a street corner and spied half a ciggie off the ground. As she lifted it to her 
grateful lips, Patts detected the manhole. China lettering. Artistic. Delicate. Bullshit. 
‘Why are we here Doe? I don’t want to be here.’ 
A kid dressed in a brown coat stopped short. The neon lining of his coat slushed and 
slurped as he flicked his fingers in the air and devil-horned.   
‘You so sci-fi, chick! The name’s Ramone. Wanna hook-up?’ 
Ramone hovered. Glasses, weak eyes. Backpack, canvas. Pathetic.  
‘No, don’t do it decker chick,’ Doe warned. 
There were Ramones everywhere she looked. Head to the left, a Ramone. Head to the 
right, a Ramone. Part of the litter of sprawl, kids raised with creds shoved in their mouths. I’ve 
been outta this for too long, she sighed to herself. What happened to the do-it-yerself decker 
style she grew up with?  
‘Hook-up?’ Patts smirked as she dug her nails into Ramone’s coat. ‘You’re like five, 
and you wanna hook-up with me?’ 
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He eyeballed her, hand still devil-horned. In predatory mode, Patts purred and blew 
skeins of cinders over his oily face. As she extracted a kiss, she unfurled a cord woven around 
her waist like a copper belt. Never know when you need protection. 
‘Still wanna hook-up, kid?’ Patts hissed as she licked Ramone’s cheek. 
He looked at the cord, cross-eyed, he backed away slowly. Palms up as if he was about 
to be shivved in the gut.  
‘I—uh, sorry. You can get, like, hepatitis or tetanus from hooking up with rusty metal,’ 
he muttered. ‘or was it—I’m sorry sci-fi chick, I can’t—’ 
Ramone backed away without finishing his sentence.  
She sucked her last puff. In, slowly. Out, slowly. That’s how she liked it.  
‘Don’t worry, I didn’t rip out his throat,’ she snorted slag onto the curb.  
Above her, an eerie mannequin-like woman smiled and peered from an electrocuted 
board. ‘Presteigne development, taking you to the stars!’ The woman pestered Patts with an 
ungodly smile. 
 ‘Screw the stars.’ 
 
  
‘Izzat you decker chick?’ StimHead removed his visor and wiped it with a dirtied 
sleeve.  
‘Long time, eh?’ Patts embraced StimHead even as the needles and tech pricked into 
her skin. He stunk of death, but reeked even more of oil. Patts swabbed her arms with sweaty 
palms, a smile fixed on her grisly mien.  
‘Very long,’ he sniggered, ‘I was starting to think all the rats were exterminated. Still 
making that shit of yours?’ 
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There was a permanent smirk plastered on the druggie’s face, perhaps it was moulded 
that way—God had a lovely sense of humour. 
‘Uh, no,’ she replied. ‘Kind of just been—living.’   
There was a faint whiff of abiotic fluid but she didn’t question this. She vaguely 
remembered StimHead as the mad scientist of Shangrila—way more eccentric than your usual 
druggie and keener with a spanner than your usual mechanic. 
Some things haven’t changed. 
‘Things are things, Patts—things never change, people change,’ he said as he tapped 
his temples. ‘And the longer you stay ‘round machines you become a thing—’  
 A scream broke StimHead’s concentration. He snapped his fingers and two eyeless 
ghouls crept on all fours onto a sheeted figure. Blood seeped through the linen. Another scream 
as the ghouls injected the being with poison.     
 ‘Ignore that, Patts,’ he clicked his teeth excitedly. ‘Sometimes the streets are too much 
for people. Why waste perfectly good materials?’  
 A beep. Sleeve raised, StimHead injected himself. A chuckle. All Patts could think 
about was Ramone; you’ll get, like, hepatitis. 
‘Hep? One of the NuSkoolers now? I can get rid of it with the snap of my fingers!’ 
StimHead said, and cracked his fingers in a sickeningly fashion.   
‘What you gotta fear is FBD—foreign body deficiency,’ he sniffed his arm, licked it, 
and continued injecting. ‘Coined that all by myself, I’m a big boy, I am. You see the kids o’er 
there,’ he glanced in the distance, aloof, he straightened his shades. ‘Rejection—how’d that 
thing on your head stay there for so long?’ 
Patts forgot about her capacitor. Dried skin flecked as she touched the ridges and 
fingered the long, dormant vents.  
 ‘Dunno,’ she shrugged and picked at her teeth.  
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She couldn’t get Ramone’s coat out of her mind—neon embroidery fastened with drab 
canvas. ‘You said something about NuSkoolers?’ 
StimHead gagged as she mouthed the word NuSkoolers 
‘Believe me, decker chick, you don’t wanna know,’ StimHead said morosely, stepped 
backwards and knelt by the sheeted figure, now silent.  
‘They’re just kids, Patts,’ StimHead revealed a small torch from his pocket, flicked the 
switch, and used the flame to light a ciggie. ‘Tech is—whaddya call it—kind of kitsch now. 
Think they like it, like we do. Dunno, who cares, right?’ 
Tech is kitsch? A long time again she was castigated for her love of wires. Love of 
screens. Love of keyboards and rigs. This wasn’t right. 
‘Times are a-changin’,’ StimHead sung, and exhaled smoke. ‘Are you a-changed too, 
decker chick, like the great So-crates.’  
‘He’s dead,’ Patts grimaced. 
StimHead rose, the ciggie, limp, fell from his tar-like mouth. ‘Strange, I just saw him 
what—last night? Or was it a week ago, dunno. Time moves strangely nowadays, eh?’   
‘Time doesn’t change,’ Patts touched StimHead’s shoulder, ‘People do.’ 
StimHead smiled and nodded with acceptance. For the first time in ten years, Patts felt 
as if she were home. 
Turning, StimHead flipped over the sheeted being. Coated with oil, a man lay, eyes 
gouged. StimHead pocketed the fleshy balls, still warm in his fingers, and smacked the man. 
The man opened his lids as the balls whirred and zinged. He shook, violently. StimHead 
injected him with a needle. Peace. 
‘Anyone need a fresh pair of eyes? Mod-free, ten-thousand creds—err, bits. You’ll look 
real killer with blue eyes, decker chick.’  
StimHead dangled the eyes over her shoulder. 
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‘Enough shit talkin’,’ the pendant vibrated, Doe’s voice, haggard. 
StimHead cocked back his head and gawked at the pendant. 
‘Is that—no way, Joe Doe! You don’t have a face,’ StimHead started, but trailed off. 
He mumbled to himself for a few minutes as he stared at the pendant like it was some magic 
rock, a gift from the sky gods.   
‘Sorry, just—weird tech. You find something new every day on the streets, don’t you? 
A new piece of mottled tech scraped together, reworked until its original purpose is completely 
forgotten. Oh, I love Shangrila.’ 
‘Don’t we all,’ Patts bummed another ciggie from the walkway, back arched, 
tightening. Drones shimmied above and zoomed like insects, their lamps painted the streets 
with the austere glowing of yellow and white light.  
So many drones, last time she was here they were the size of large cardboard boxes. 
Now, they’re the size of discs. How do brains fit in there? 
‘No real brain, decker chick,’ StimHead tapped his temple, again as his balls whirred. 
‘Just really, really smart silicon.’ StimHead sighed, stood up and stretched.  
Doe shocked Patts, her skin sizzled for a moment. The smell lured the ghouls. StimHead 
slapped his palm, the ghouls retreated again to the shadows.  
‘Yeh said yeh saw Socs,’ Doe raised his voice, ‘do yeh know where went?’  
‘I think,’ a shrug, ‘he did mention going home and never seeing me again.’ 
Home. Home.  
‘Crash|Space,’ Patts slipped. 
‘Crash|Space,’ Doe sighed.  
 
*** 
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Another roar—the lightning swayed, swatted news drones and even stroked the neon sign of 
Crash|Space. The neon fizzled and burst.  
It shocked Patts, her elbows raised from a long—sunken stupor. Her fingers still 
danced, tips delved deep into the metallic jelly of her rig. The pistons in her arm whirred faintly, 
powered by nerves. The rest of her bod sagged and longed for respite. She drifted slightly as 
twilight swallowed her blue screen 
The monitor stared back, the blinking cuboids stinging her eyes. It was all she saw, all 
she thought about. The space had a riddle to solve and it required the utmost patience and 
brainwork to comprehend.  
Neither hell nor bedlam, just ordered perfection. Boring. Dull. And a pain to scrutinise. 
But there was something hidden—a secret. There had to be.   
Patts cracked her fingers, reached for her snuff box and sifted through all the board and 
bits. There was one chip left, a lone strand of silicon rimmed with brown wedges. It appeared 
vicious and coarse but that in itself was a cover. Patts’ tech only looked dangerous to appeal to 
a darker, more indulgent market. They paid extra for the illusion, the deckers driven by their 
so-called death drivers. The fact that the chips were self-made also appealed to their danger 
nodes, unofficial, homebrewed. 
Patts’ wares were always DIY and her Esprex chips were a popular design. Created to 
intoxicate the mind with narcotic euphoria, Patts and her clientele could work more efficiently 
and think far more creatively when driven by the chip.  
She inserted the Esprex in the slit beneath her cranium and instantly her neurons 
throbbed with pleasure as her monitor continued to ogle her. A flow of energy surged through 
her body, but nothing new had hit her. Nothing. Absolute zero. Nada.   
Fingers flexed. She ruffled her pink wig and scratched the sores beneath the net. 
Another shot. Last shot this time. She ejected the Esprex and reinserted it. Norms would only 
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be able to do this several times—but a decker’s bod was so modded and well-designed they 
could Esprex their way into a heart attack before even noticing. Patts installed a laser diode 
within her ventricles in case she was too reckless. Again.   
Her proteins were low. Another shot. This was going to be her final time. She swore it. 
It had to work. 
Bare toes tapped the linoleum as the monitor gleamed and continued to reflect its digital 
riddle. Isometric isolation, isometric isolation, isometric isolation. She scratched her arms raw. 
Toes continued to tap the floor. Still nothing. She slapped her cheek. 
Her fingers itched—they needed reprieve. Something to click, flick, touch, stroke. No. 
She had to study the screen. Stare into the abyssal depths of code. There was something there. 
A nicely kept secret wrapped in gilded tissue paper; she could feel it. It excited her, her lips 
wet with anticipation. She knew it was there. Something was there. Something deep within the 
vault.  
Her final shot. Her last one. She swore this was her last time.  
There was still no solution. There was always a solution. There was no wall she couldn’t 
break and no cube she couldn’t melt. It was all there in her brain. But there was no way to 
access it tonight.  
‘I can’t see anything, Socs. You sure it’s here?’ she sighed, and bit her way through a 
choco bar. 
‘It’s there. It’s deep.’ A raspy voice within her brain embraced her, a very quick 
response from her angel amongst the wires. Psionic communication is usually a nightmare 
during thunderstorms, but Soc seemed to have found a way to ignore Terra.   
Patts lit an anorexic ciggie. ‘I can’t find a way into this. It’s a vault thicker than my new 
ribs.’ 
‘You need to sift through. Finger her a bit. You should be a natural, eh?’ 
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A slight smile, but she wouldn’t give him the satisfaction. ‘Prick.’   
Her tab hummed in the corner as it ran its counter diagnostics check. It was unable to 
find her means of attack. Perfect lines of code. Three dimensional. Blue perfection. There had 
to be a way to penetrate the matrix.   
 Music was pure and she needed a tune. She stomped her ciggie and strode to her 
collection of cassettes. They were stacked upon a dark metal unit, broken wires, and bars bent 
out of shape during an aggressive episode last year. She plugged the stereo’s jack into one of 
the many ports into her skull. In, she rearranged her wig. 
Another shot. One last shot. Her final time. She swore it again. She shivered, and felt 
the pulse flow throughout her body in melody. 
Socs lingered but Patts was lost inside her vibrations. They pumped throughout her 
neck and into her brain. Drums, guitars and calculator beeps. Her organs pumped along with 
the beat. She pumped her fists in the air. She needed her tunes now more than ever, there was 
no other way of figuring out her strategy. A decker’s gotta do what a decker’s gotta do.  
The film reeled. Scratchy, but pure, Patts allowed the energy to flow through her bod. 
She embraced the energy. The electricity, her eyes swallowed the monitor and there it was—
she could see it. Finally. 
‘Patts, you hear me?’ 
She turned down her tunes. ‘I’m here. Gimme a sec.’  
She sat on her throne, a metal seat wired into a tall unit of CPUs and a silicon mantle. 
It was rigid and uncomfortable, but Patts wasn’t going to feel anything shortly. A flimsy halo 
descended around her eyes, and emitted a sickly green light. It blinded her momentarily and 
dissolved her pupils into mush. She needed no distraction in the real world, and she didn’t need 
sight where she was going. All she needed was the tunes of her cassettes.  
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Needles wormed their way into her sternum, and injected a cordial hungry for plasma. 
Another two jacks plugged in on the left side of her cranium. A sting.  
With this setup her rig was powered by her body. Gorged on blood cells and the faint 
electronic vascular movements her vinyl heart pumped. 
 Fingers clenched. Teeth clamped. Full psionic activation.  
‘You found a way?’ Soc asked with a genuine hint of anxiety. 
She smiled. ‘You tell Doe I don’t need him. Where the hell is he anyway?’ 
Like usual, Joe Doe was late. Polishing his sword with virgin blood, or perhaps adding 
another mottled piece of tech to his bod. Or both—she didn’t care. The less people the better.  
‘We don’t need another incident. Remember Chat-Flats?’ 
She did.  
‘Not my fault we had mob after us, Socs.’ 
It was. 
‘If only you weren’t the world’s greatest hacker.’  
‘I’m not a hacker. Hack refers to a lesser thing. I’m an—’ 
‘Artiste. I remember. Just be careful, the Sysop prowls’ 
Sysops. They were the hacks. Cheap illusionists hiding behind their carbon rigs. 
Unmodified, legal and boring. Dull. Everything Patts was against.  
Not another Chat-Flats. Not another Chat-Flats. 
The cassette rippled. The thunder pricked Shangrila one last time. 
She flipped the switch. A hologram emitted from her halo and encased her head inside 
a three-dimensional cube. It spun and mouthed Nipponese jargon as her mind was torn from 
its skull. She gritted her teeth. It was agony. Madness was inevitable, but for now the stream 
was her realm. 
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As a particle of energy, she delved deeper and deeper into close-knit matrices. She 
heard the cassette tape as she swam through code, a faerie dancing amid intelligence and wires. 
Guitars and electronic keyboards soothed her nodes as she danced within the mainframe. 
The matrix was barren. A collection of wires interconnected with gradients and 
symbols. It was a frontier.   
Her consciousness drifted, contorted, and shaped itself properly. Human out, human 
form in. The brain correlated all information through rigorous training, everything must be as 
it’s always been, no matter how modded your brain is.  
Patts ported in and rode her midnight stallion, Gyb. His torso was a pale imitation of 
real starlight, but it was still more than anything Patts’ admired in reality. A sheathed katana 
was fixed by her waist.  
Socs watched the ride and kept her from wandering astray. 
He manipulated the virtual world, corrupted firewalls and anti-immersion measures. 
Patts’ path was smooth as she flowed through the desolate and barren ocean of circuitry fine-
tuned and perfectly organised. Gyb whinnied—there were floes, small pieces of static designed 
to freeze her in place. She avoided some and hacked others apart. She could feel a slight smile 
from afar.  
Good.  
A shining light. A star descending from the mountain peak.  
‘There’s the point, Patts. Go forth and drink the milk of paradise.’ 
 
Fingers tightened. Teeth gritted. Muscles twitched uncomfortably. Her rig slurped 
plasma. Thunder clashed. 
 
Code was much like water. At times, easy to flow through. Other times, cold and slow.   
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‘Careful Patts! You’re going too fast,’ Socs whined.  
His voice gnawed away at her, bit by bit. She needed a break from him. 
  
Drunk on plasma, the needles searched for marrow. Patts didn’t have much time before 
they drilled through her bones. She needed aluminium coating for raids like this, but she’s not 
like Doe. Rejection, organ failure and severe arthritis. Deckers weren’t like that. In and out that 
was their way. In and out, all the way. 
 
‘In an’ out, in an’ out, in an’ out. Running, running, running. It’s good, almost there, 
almost there,’  
Another port opened—Doe upon his steed Sturl, neither horse nor monstrosity, but a 
fell beast from some unholy realm. Joe Doe was another beast to behold—a metal frame coated 
in stretched flesh and cartilage.  
‘Took your time, Joe. Did you do as you were told?’ Socs strained his voice.  
 Doe reined his steed, the beast spewed a noxious fume. ‘Told what?’  
The code got muddy. Dirty. Gritty. Someone’s noticed them.  
Bad code was injected into the matrix. Infectious code. Degrading code. Code able to 
contort and mutilate consciousness. Brain Death. Patts shivered as the Nipponese symbols 
wrapped their tendrils around her.  
‘Socs. Doe. Ready for some epic keyboarding?’ 
‘No, just run! I’ve got it covered,’ Socs drilled her again. 
 ‘Can’t do. Not my style.’ 
 ‘You’ll overload! Doe cover—’ 
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Finger plating splintered into shards of crystal and jacked into her keyboard. Her rig 
hummed. Wires chugged. Tab continued to shrill. 
 
Her fingers roused with energy, she leapt off Gyb and dug the katana into the matrix. 
She bore a crevasse and with the swaying of her blade, static, fragments and bad code were 
swallowed by the gaping maw. But it was impossible to fully devour the bad code. It was 
getting muddier and almost too murky to process thoroughly.  
Drown them, freeze them, fry them and burn them alive. Reboot. 
Socs channelled maw, chanted and shifted the matrices. Geometry shifted polygons and 
linear processes spun. But it didn’t confuse the sysop, or prevent him from uploading the bad 
code. 
Patts had to run. All she could do was run and try to find the secret before her brain was 
completely fried. It was there, she could feel it. It taunted her. Teased her. The thunder spoke 
again, but this time, it made her feel cold. So cold.  
But she saw it. The portal glimmered upon the mountain top and shone like a slab of 
alien text descended from the heavens. 
‘What are you waiting for?’ Soc drilled her yet again. 
But it was too easy.  
 
Doe channelled his power too—katana thrusted by the maw—power-mad, Doe 
overloaded and shocked the system. 
He lit an imaginary ciggie. ‘We better get rich off this.’ 
The static shock would only freeze the sysop momentarily, but it gave Patts enough 
time to get in an’ out decker style. 
The portal sang a strange harmony as she walked through.  
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‘I’m in.’ 
 ‘Download. Quickly. We need every bit of info. A bit for each meg.’  
 
 She cracked her neck. The cassette skipped. The thunder spoke again. It was colder. 
She had to leave. Escape. Only one more minute to upload her syphon. 
Light shimmered. A sweet voice. ‘Do you find this pleasing?’ 
She paused. ‘Socs—a countermeasure!’ 
Light continued to shimmer a dazzling assortment of pixels. ‘This is criminal. Are you 
a criminal?’ 
 
Thirty seconds left. 
 
The syphon was disabled. ‘Socs! I—I’m—’ 
It was an angel. A bubbling boy with golden locks and a harp made of silver. She was 
unable to think, the boy in front of her singing harmoniously, naked within the vault. What 
kind of countermeasure was this?  
‘You were promised paradise and paradise you shall have! Drink the milk and slurp the 
honey, for paradise you’ve surely found,’ the angel boy sang, his little prick swaying in time 
with his hair. 
 
Blood trickled from her nose. Piss leaked. She was being scrubbed. Her rig’s diamond 
core blew a fuse. 
 
The music did not abide by human imagination and was instead raised by chthonic 
means. Melancholy swept her brow as misery filled every pixellated particle of her sprite. 
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She could smell the meat frying cell by cell.  
Patts screamed. ‘Socs! Doe!’ 
Doe spun his katana real hero like, breathed smog and rode upon Sturl.  
‘An A.I? I’m sick of these fuckers! Another Chat-Flats incident, decker chick?’ 
 
Twenty seconds left. 
 
‘Punch it, slash it, fuck it—just destroy the damn thing!’ Socs yelled. 
Another Chat-Flats. Another Chat-Flats. Another Chat-Flats. 
 
Fifteen seconds.  
 
Doe ported himself within the portal and shivved the child. The angelic boy’s head split 
apart and tore itself fractal by fractal. Another slash. Another hack. And real hero-like, the 
sword-guy saved the day.   
 
Nine seconds. 
 
The boy had dissolved into a faint ozone waft. It was different. She was different. She 
uploaded her syphon and drained every single secret. There were many—hundreds, thousands, 
millions. She drained them all in two seconds and jacked out. 
The smell of burning meat was thick.  
All in her head. 
‘It’s done, Patts. We’re going to be rich.’ 
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Patts licked her lips and cut her psionics. The thunder stopped and was replaced by a 
timely tinnitus.  
Her nose bled and she cried. ‘Not again.’  
It started to rain. 
 
*** 
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5 – Burning in the twilight 
 
The path to Crash|Space was paved with cracked concrete and layered on the hallowed ground 
of some forgotten battle. The pinkiness of Shangrila, though distant, still licked the night sky, 
and polluted it with a noxious plume.      
‘A bit late to go out exploring,’ the pedicab driver bleated.  
How am I going to pay this guy? Patts scratched her scalp and flicked her pendant. Doe 
felt the anxiety pumping along her aorta, and whispered, ‘these guys creep me out.’  
All wired into position, with bits of code fed through the throat. This was something a 
decker could only dream about. Or am I that anti-social?     
 The driver repeated himself, his tune coarser.  
 ‘Some place we— ’ she stopped herself, gulped, ‘I need to go.’ 
 The long pause accelerated her pulse, though she was unsure as to why she was anxious. 
‘Alrighty then, buddy,’ the driver responded, cheery.  
Patts sighed and looked through the ratty tablet case StimHead had given her. A shot 
of heroin with the usual you’re killing me mantra tattooed on the syringe, three sticks of ganja 
and, more importantly, one SOMA chip. She caressed the chip, felt the nodes between her 
metal tips and smelled the freshly uploaded data. Numbers crunched as if her brain were a 
calculator and symbols evaporated into the bleak air of the pedicab. Soon, she pocketed the 
chip.  
Patts remembered Crash|Space as the lone, frigid tower, hammered and glued into place 
by corrupt officials and corp dealers. It was a shady hideout for thugs and shills alike, kept safe 
by wannabe losers, tech heads, junkies and gang-bangers. 
‘No,’ Patts brushed her lips, ‘it was more than that.’ 
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*** 
 
Miss Moto sipped green tea from a fine china cup. Pinkie finger erect, she supped the tea, 
catlike and flicked away a dry fortune cookie.  
She needed to fire her caterer.  
Phantom legs cramped against her brace. A large, overbearing exo-skeleton, it wove 
into her bones and was powered by marrow, blood and the faint whispers of neurons. It heaved, 
full on the diminutive Miss Moto and belched smog as she tried to control it. Alas, she found 
it difficult to tame the brace with her aged mind. 
I used to be able to scale my Tower, but now— 
‘You are still fierce, Rin,’ her executive, Gorou Ueda broke her train of thought. ‘With 
all due respect, you still remind me of the dragon I met so long ago.’  
With a permanent frown cemented onto his face, Gorou was more like a pit bull. A 
worthy ally and staunch defender, but unrefined and imperfect. 
‘You’re very sweet, Gorou, but now is not the time. I await them,’ she gritted what was 
left of her natural teeth.  
Gorou pondered for a moment, ah them. The Eyrie.  
Latticed with strands of neon and bathed in a luminescent, lavender wash, Miss Moto’s 
tearoom was more like a dank cavern carved from an ethereal, digital cube. Another sip.  
Gorou cracked his neck. ‘Rin,’ he started, ‘how long have you been here?’  
There was concern, she could feel it in his pulse. The faint sensations were clumsy and 
juvenile. The human body may have been some engineered masterpiece aeons ago, but now, it 
was nothing more than bag of gore.     
‘A while,’ Miss Moto smiled.   
She’s getting worse, he thought. 
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‘You forget that,’ she sneered as she struggled to raise her arm. She tapped her temples. 
‘I’m fluent in understanding brainwaves.’   
Abashed, Gorou bowed, apologetically. ‘Again, I mean no disrespect,’ he stuttered, ‘it’s 
just, you have been acting very strangely as of late. We’re concerned for you. I’m concerned 
for you.’ 
Thump, thump, Gorou’ heart bleated—the sound infuriated her.  
‘Every minute of every day I hear the slight sensations of the body. I hear the pulse, I 
hear each breath, I and feel your brainwaves dance with mine. My tearoom is my haven, and 
I’m allowed to spend years in here if I so choose.’ 
There were undecipherable words in his mind, but she mellowed them out with a short 
sip. Her fingers creaked, a maiden strode in with a pitcher of tea and silver plate full of 
shortbread. 
‘Aha, thank you, thank you,’ Miss Moto’s eyes welled at the mere sight of the powdery 
biscuits. 
The maiden bowed low and made her exit.  
‘Nothing like sugar in the morning, eh? Want one?’ 
Gorou, still bowing, shook his head. ‘I’m content, Rin.’ 
‘Suit yourself,’ she shrugged and nibbled on the shortbread. ‘And for God’s sake, stand 
up! I won’t have your staunch politeness here.’    
Why did we have to pollute the Americansi with our formality? They were doing so 
well with their boorish behaviour. 
There was a neurotic urge to caress her legs as she sipped from her cup. They’re not 
there. They’re not there. They’re not there. Tears, biological waste. How dare I well with base 
memories—I am a dragon, I am a dragon!  
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‘Yes,’ Gorou snapped, his lenses projected a three-dimensional, fractalled hologram of 
yet another one of Miss Moto’s maidens. She appeared to be layered in petroleum jelly and 
spoke with an almost wispy voice. In trance, her supplicants spoke together and like spectres, 
they flickered in and out of reality—I need to get my eyes checked, another sigh.  
‘Understood,’ Gorou fastened his lapels and brushed the maiden away. ‘Rin,’ he 
choked, ‘we have company.’  
Gorou clapped his paws and pressed a variety of keys, his typing speed, quick, fingers 
disjointed like rubber, oozed over the keys insuring precise, albeit clumsy, responses. 
Impressive for a slab of meat, she thought. He slapped emerald shades over his already glassy 
eyes and carefully wrapped a small pair around Miss Moto’s balls. The shades chinked and 
pricked the taut flesh beneath her eyes as small pincers wedged her lids apart. Scanned into the 
matrix, a small jolt—it always hurt. 
In, finally. And there they were. All four of them: Herr König of URON Industries, the 
new Mister Lei of Jian-De, Gates Garcia of Mak-Studios and Elder Presteigne, his name too 
wicked to even think about.  
Families of lesser dragons were no longer invited to such meetings due to the impurity. 
Unfortunate, there were many, many dukes far more intriguing than the base Presteigne, but 
his genes were far too exquisite. Marvellous even, but his name—too wicked, too vile. A 
saying, to even stare into his eyes was to bring misfortune to your zaibatsu.    
  Introductions, be polite.  
A nod, of course, Rin. ‘Miss Moto of Chiyo Tower welcomes you all, gentlemen and, 
err, Miss Lei.’  
A pouty lip. Having assumed the identity of the late lord of Shanghai and its subsidiary 
fiefdoms, the ducal heiress was a woman with the frame of a deranged teen. Her eyes wickedly 
noxious as were the simple markings across the face that hinted at slight genetic modifications. 
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She is on the step of becoming one of us, Miss Moto smirked. A powerful one. Not a Miss nor 
a Ms, but a Mister.  
She’s a Mister now, apologise—bow all morning if you must, that was not unnoticed, 
Ueda.   
She never calls me Ueda—I’m sorry. Gorou bowed. ‘Please forgive me, Mister Lei, I—
I meant no disrespect.’ 
A frail wave, Mister Lei bowed her head. Slightly.  
‘No need, this is after all a new title. I’m simply getting used to this myself,’ she 
grinned—the words were of grace, but her eyes betrayed the deep and ugly sensation of 
resentment. You need to learn to calm yourself, my dear.   
‘Are we going to waste the day on formalities, Moto, or are we actually going to 
discuss—’  
‘Such formalities are what bind us together, Elder Presteigne,’ she bit back as Gorou 
restrained a grunt.  
No, Gorou. Keep still, they are, after all, my kin. 
Presteigne’s eyes flared, as did the dauntless scaling upon his cheeks. Simple minded 
fool.  
 ‘Rin,’ Garcia began with a cheap smile. His sharp, rotted teeth always found a way to 
seep through his fleshless lips, ‘shall we?’ He coughed, his throat constantly raw from bloodied 
phlegm. 
 Unlike Presteigne, Garcia was so hideous and so miserable, one could mistake him for 
a lowly drake. Club footed, eyes askew, inflicted with a savage cough and skin bulbous with 
sores from an ancient world, Garcia stuck out amid ordered perfection. But there was a problem 
with the repulsive Garcia—Miss Moto was unable to read him. Presteigne’s dulled senses were 
predictable. Mister Lei and Herr König’s youth made for simple target practice. But Garcia, 
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that slippery serpent could be devising all-out Demolition, and she wouldn’t be able to even 
peer through his shades.  
Demolition, Rin? Surely— 
Demolition meant one thing, and one thing only—all out corporate war. Fiefdoms split 
asunder, subsidiaries vying for meagre shares with hopes of usurping the great four zaibatsus 
while the dragons fought alongside their personal guard. It was messy, and it was bad for 
business. There was a reason the Americansi were conquered—to go against the powers of the 
zaibatsu is to commit suicide.      
Hush, Gorou, no one would dare risk it. 
Miss Moto nodded. The dragons slunk into their holographic thrones.  
‘The Consortium has declined invitation,’ Miss Moto sighed, ‘They suggest we decide 
on how we—’ 
‘Predictable,’ Presteigne groaned and swathed his face with his meaty hand. He glared 
after a long silence, ‘so, the question is,’ he stopped and swirled his serpent-like tongue, ‘what 
is the heiress’ wish? Please us with tokens of affection, or hoard her father’s wealth?’  
An eerie laugh, ‘My father was a hoarder. Unfocussed. He was smitten with the 
AstroRail. But the stars. I wish to proceed with his dream of conquering the stars.’  
Herr König concealed a smirk.  
‘You find this amusing, whelp?’ Presteigne scorned. 
A low blow, Miss Moto thought. He was one of us now. 
‘I thought that was your dream, Elder Presteigne? It’s in your mantra after all.’  
Silence. Miss Moto thought the elder dragon of London would pounce on the youth, 
but to her surprise, he merely shrugged off the insult.  
‘The Consortium has,’ Presteigne paused, and carefully thought, ‘tasked us with certain 
roles, whelp. Moto with artifice. Garcia with propaganda. Lei with transportation. Me with 
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urban development. And you with arms. We cannot strive for what is out of reach, no matter 
how far the stars are from my spire. 
‘Also, condolences my dear, sometimes we get so wrapped up with business that we 
forget that we were once human.’ 
Presteigne stared, aloof, deep in his memories. We were all humans once, Miss Moto 
thought, but not him. Never Presteigne.  
‘In any case,’ Garcia shoved himself in between the two, ‘since this is the first formal 
meeting between us as equals, I welcome you to the Eyrie,’ he offered her a hand, but suddenly 
realised that he was too horrid to touch for someone so perfect.  
‘Yes, welcome Mister Lei,’ Herr König saluted with a pounding on his chest. ‘Your 
father will be missed.’  
‘Entirely missed,’ Miss Moto butt in and forced Gorou to bow in her stead. ‘He and I 
were quite close—’ she stopped as the heiress appeared unimpressed. Her lids half-closed, and 
her fingers toying with elusive, floating holograms. ‘Welcome,’ she mouthed, ‘is there 
anything you wish to discuss? We are family after all.’ 
All eyes were glued to Mister Lei.  
‘Yes,’ she cleared her throat, ‘family.’  
 
*** 
 
Patts sat by a headless, graffitied statue of some important bigwig. Didn’t know who it was. Or 
what it was, it didn’t resemble a human no more, just a broken mess of marble and metal.  
‘How could anyone feel anything for you?’ She snorted. ‘You have a statue, they have 
nothing.’    
It was dark and there were no stars. She lit a ciggie, sucked it all in, blew out. 
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‘The stars are dead,’ Doe said as he sat by Patts and snatched her ciggie. ‘All gone.’  
He sucked it all in, and blew out. A chug.  
‘You’re dead,’ Patts flared her nostrils.  
Doe smirked and lit a ciggie of his own. 
‘Yeh got me on a technicality,’ he exhaled. He pet her knee with a titanic slap. No wince 
even though she was sure that would leave a bruise. ‘Why yeh not inside yet?’ 
A frail shrug, she sucked in the last of her ciggie.   
‘We’ll go in together, okay?’ Doe said solemnly and extended a gloved hand. 
Patts whisked his hand away and plugged her ears. Tunes coursed through her bod, she 
embraced the rock and swayed her head. Doe struggled to get through to her, no matter how 
often he tapped her or yelled. The beats were fresh and strong, the beats fierce, the beats were 
a part of her.  
Doe yanked her buds out. ‘What the hell is wrong with yeh? I’m trying to—’ 
‘He dumped me,’ she snivelled, her facade crumbled as she wiped snot from her upper 
lip.  
She hugged her knees and still listened to her beats. Doe didn’t say a thing, held onto 
her shoulders and kissed her cheek. 
‘We’ll always be here for yeh, decker-chick.’  
 
*** 
 
Bums shelved materials into worn trolleys, there was still an abundance of copper to be mined, 
but of course, only the brave ventured this far from their warrens. The bones of Crash|Space 
were said to be haunted, that much she remembered. She might’ve even made that up.  
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‘It doesn’t look very nice here, buddy,’ the driver twitched, and chinked against a wire. 
A needle slipped around the seat and found its way into a shrivelled vein. A stinging, the needle 
found no ID chip to jack into. A series of pricks, and some cauterised skin, Patts grappled the 
wire and tore it from the driver. 
‘Buddy, what are you doing? Buddy?’ 
‘I can’t pay you, but,’ she ruffled through the case, ‘I’m not a fan of heroin.’ 
 
The turf was sodden. Crash|Space rock was littered throughout the area. Patts struggled 
to kneel, but eventually felt the earth, her palms brushed the scent of Shangrila, and acquainted 
with her home. 
A tear slipped from her devilish eyes. I’m still human after all.      
‘I think impact point was over there,’ she pointed yonder, aimlessly into the mouldering 
fragments. Decomposed, and half wedged in muck, Patts trudged, fought off a bum and even 
tripped over wire. Like the ol’ days, eh? She snickered and fingered the pendant. She limped, 
and spoke to Doe, reminiscing about runs and certain jobs. Doe didn’t respond, but that didn’t 
matter. Patts had a smile on that creased face of hers.  
 
‘Welcome home, Patti-cakes,’ she muttered to herself as she wiped a lone tear and 
smudged ash on her cheek.  
 She remembered this place. A portion of her rig was there, a mantle of unsalvageable 
metals fused to the rock. She slipped before making it towards the mantle, but avoided bashing 
her head against the glassy floor. The mantle remained glossy, albeit sulphurous.  
‘Like ol’ times, eh?’  
‘Yeh said it. Now,’ a change in tune, ‘There was like a cellar beneath Crash|Space. 
My—bed was down there.’ 
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If only you had eyes, Doe. Patts, unable to sift through the mess sat on a slab of concrete 
and fingered the SOMA chip. They weren’t as jagged as she remembered, perhaps she’d 
matured after all? First time, I was a kid. First time, I lost it to him. Fuck.   
‘Patts, what’s wrong?’ 
‘It’s nothing, really. I’m okay.’ 
Memories flashed before her eyes, her brain riddled with musty figments of faces. A 
sting. The sour kiss of tinnitus. Faces of people she knew, didn’t know and randoms she’d lived 
by vanished within an instant. Faces worn, haggard, wrinkled, pale, mustard-tone, dark and 
pale. The stinging.  
She touched the glassy muck and felt the smoke rinse her lungs. Patts choked on 
imaginary fire. An imaginary explosion, she covered her face. Another explosion, she screamed 
no more, but nobody heard her. 
Doe spoke but was muted by the stress and spectral flame that wove so delicately 
around Patts’ face. No more, no more. 
Her fingers dug into her cheeks, a small wail. The faces melted and rotted as they sunk 
into the flames. 
No more, no more. 
‘Shut the fuck up, decker chick!’ The pendant shocked her, the static flowed through 
her bod. 
Back. 
‘Eyes, I got eyes,’ a scrawny voice broke her trance. ‘I got throat. I got kidneys. I think 
I got liver. But I especially got these blue Nip eyes.’ 
‘Dickhead,’ a tougher, burlier voice echoed. ‘Nips don’t got blue eyes.’  
‘Yes, yes, this one I found had blue eyes. Really blue eyes. Born with them, I can tell 
‘cause—’ 
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 Patts followed the slippery voices as they rebounded off brick and concrete. They sat 
together and pocketed junk like a flock of carrion birds. They were two pieces of bony bags 
encased in dark, leathery skin. Patts could smell the barest tinge of pus and oil.  
 ‘Are these organs jarred? You got ‘em sealed tight?’ 
 ‘You think me stupid?’ He snickered as he unclipped his coat. Muddied jars were 
strapped to the lining. Patts gulped.  
The other bum eyed one of the jars. ‘I don’t believe you got them eyes from a Nip.’  
‘I can prove it, I can prove it!’ The bum jumped up and down excitedly and pointed a 
sharp nail into the darkness. ‘The bod’s not far from here, I can show you his leftovers. Maybe 
something’s to your interest?’ 
Though Doe protested, Patts trailed the bums like a silent predator. Darkness shrouded 
her like a velvet drape. 
More debris. More wiring. More shit. 
 ‘Those sockets look Nippy enough for you?’ He slapped his friend’s shoulder. 
 The bum knelt and traced his finger around the socket. He tugged on a bit of wiring, 
pilfered a severed finger and delved deeper into the carcass, palms fully enclosed in the 
meatbag. 
Patts bit onto her index finger. Blue eyes. Nipponese. It’s him, isn’t it? It must be.  
‘No folds, probably one of them Nips who cut ‘em,’ the bum spat, and wiped a bloodied 
paw print onto his cheek. ‘Nothing in him I want. The maggots got the real bits before me.’  
One step at a time, one step at a time.  
She straightened her back and she prowled. She felt fierce, she was fierce.  
‘Overheard you acquired some blue eyes,’ Patts spoke with confidence even as she 
stumbled over debris. The bums gawked. She hated it when they gawked. When people 
gawked. I ain’t no freak, you are. Scumbags. 
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They coughed in unison, the haughty coughs of true scum. ‘Who wants to know?’  
She neared them. Show them no fear—scum really hate that. 
‘Don’t come closer, I’ll—I’ll—’ one of the bums fidgeted and quickly pulled a blunt 
machete from his inner coat pocket. Breathless, he aimed the dagger towards her. ‘I’ll cut that 
piece of shit from your head if you come closer, bitch!’ 
His friend smiled and slapped a hand on his back. ‘He’ll do it. He ain’t afraid,’ he 
slammed his bloodied hands together. ‘Me either, I’m real hungry.’ 
She didn’t see the fingers until they gripped her wispy neck. Thick fingers crushed her 
pipe. 
 ‘Heh, heh, too easy,’ he licked her neck. 
 His voice was ugly. Breath ugly. Face, pimpled and serrated with Maori tatts. Virt-ink, 
it shifted like a green virus that supped at dark skin.  
 Her hands felt the earth. Debris. Debris. Wire. Chain. Chain? Got it. Whipped it. 
Whipped it hard. Smacked his face, an eye popped from its socket. She crushed his neck with 
her boots, saw the ink lose the green as his blood spilled from his wounds.  
 The faces returned, burned flesh seared right into her brain again. The melting skin and 
stench of fat corroded all senses, and fuelled her rage.  
No more, no more, NO MORE! 
The vent in her capacitor electrified itself, and spiralled until Patts felt the burning.  
No more…  
‘No more,’ she sobbed.  
 The chain dripped blood. It tingled as it touched her wrist. As did the knife as it was 
wedged into her ribcage.  
  
*** 
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6 – I did it my way 
 
Patts carefully lay her phylactery by the basin. A small pendant, she designed it to be a failsafe 
of sorts, a method to escape brain death via the rerouting of her consciousness into the cheap-
looking CPU. She wasn’t going to need it today. Definitely not going to need it.  
The bathwater simulated slime as she dipped her toes into the tub whilst the LEDs of 
her tab stained the bathroom with a venomous, nuclear aura. Her nipples tightened as the 
sprawl’s excess muck tinted the slime into a dirtied pool. Goosebumps dotted her skin, 
fingertips constantly fixed to the tab as she slipped into her porcelain cask—ahh, it feels good. 
The inhuman touch of Doe’s tips fingering her rig was loud.  
‘How the hell am I supposed to move this?’ His voice rumbled. 
Patts splashed her face, and wiped her eyelids. ‘You don’t, dickhead. Just turn it—’ 
‘Hey,’ Doe paused, only to repeat himself. ‘Yeh watch telly? Seriously, yeh?’ 
He was searching her space? Dammit Doe, get a life. A real one. 
‘I don’t—’ 
Doe was like an excitable child as he bounced onto her sofa, his legs sprawled opened. 
‘Hey, that guy’s on! Wass-his-name?’ 
‘Just turn on the damn rig, Doe!’ 
Patts shoved the shades over her eyes. A button, pressed, they flickered vibrantly amid 
the poisonous room. 
 ‘I hate this guy,’ Doe slammed his fist into the screen forgetting that it wasn’t 
holographic. She sighed, really?         
‘Is it on yet?’ Patts screamed, her voice still raw from a heavy dose of raging the 
previous night. 
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‘“Be happy with yer bodies”, he said,’ Doe snorted. ‘“Yer bodies are a blessing from 
God; yer temple, and God makes no mistakes with his children”. He makes plenty.’ I am the 
mistake Joe thought, feet rested upon Patts’ rig. What she don’t know won’t hurt her. 
‘It’s on! Do yeh thing, I’ll be here if—whatever...’ Joe trailed off.  
Shut up, just shut up. Shut up, shut up. Focus, fingers split. Type. Into it. C’mon, faster, 
faster, faster, faster. 
‘Loading…just a chip of Esprex—ahh—and I’ll be in—hey, get the hell outta here!’ 
Doe sat on the brim of the tub. He picked his nose and flicked mucus into the tub. Patts 
struck him on the chest, her needle-like fingers, split as they were nearly ready for assimilation.  
‘Yeh haven’t got anything I haven’t seen before, decker chick,’ he said and flicked her 
wrist away. He unsheathed his katana; a dull, silvered blade, and placed it across his lap.  
‘Yeh alright?’ 
‘Goddammit, get outta here, Doe!’ Patts screamed and splashed him with the ooze. The 
water trickled from his porous face. He cleaned the blade with his gloved paw, the metal 
shimmered.  
‘Yeh know yeh don’t have to do this. Seriously, it’s a big risk, bigger than—’ 
‘If you’re going to bring up Chat-Flats one more time, I swear I’ll shove that sword up 
your ass!’ She stood and wrested the blade from Doe. For a moment she was captivated by her 
nakedness caught in the mirrored blade. Some might call her scrawny, others a child, but to 
herself, she was the lean lioness of Shangrila. 
‘Did I ever tell yeh about how I got that?’ He seized the blade and swatted it against 
her cheek, gently. Without waiting for an answer, he coughed. ‘God, it sounds tinny in there. 
Think I need another op.’ 
 More surgery, she scoffed. C’mon, c’mon, c’mon. 
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‘Yeh probably thinking, “Sure get more surgery. Get the hell outta here!”. Yeh also 
probably didn’t know that I hate blood. Gives me the jitters.’ 
She slumped into the water and buried her lips; she bubbled. Static electrified the water, 
her fingers squirmed.  
Jack in.  
She eyed the cable, Doe sensing, plugged it in for her. He was gentle, even as the 
needles wormed their way inside. He pet her neck and even helped her lay down.  
‘This won’t fry yer brain in the water?’ 
‘Doe,’ she rose from the tub. ‘Why are you here?’  
The water spilled over Doe as she rose from the tub. A tool by her tab was conveniently 
there as she screwed, syringed and jabbed her fingers. Small zaps, but nothing lethal. 
‘Are you sure you wanna do this, decker chick? Socs thinks we’re invulnerable, but all 
it takes—’ 
‘Flip the cassette on the way out.’  
 Like a snake, Doe crept closer, his mouth a searing pit of tar. 
‘“And byrnen ye plainland them before, that they shall pass away in haist—what that 
they find na thing but waist”.’ 
 
*** 
 
Joe felt helpless watching Patts squirm her way through her tab. Fastened in the tub, head wired 
to a tab; it sucked in her brain, and she gritted her teeth. Normal access was easy. Shades on, 
eyes zapped, and poof, you’re in. But to get into the nitty gritty, one had to slip into a forced 
state of unconsciousness. Glissade past electronic countermeasures and firewalls. A Faustian 
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deal, net immortality and intel for the lowly price of blood, brain power, and essence. Cheap. 
Easy. Everyone did it… 
But Joe’s bod was just a shell, it didn’t matter if it atrophied. Patts’ was all she’s got. 
Unless she—no. Not her live free, die young style. 
‘I didn’t tell yeh how I got this,’ Doe waved the katana above the catatonic Patts. ‘Fear 
is a strange thing, decker chick. I sometimes wonder if yeh fear anything. It seems that yeh 
dive into pretty much anything.’ 
Live free, die young. 
 He shrugged and knelt by the tub. ‘What is it about yeh being asleep that makes me 
wanna talk? I dunno, but I just wanna spill my guts. Yeh see,’ he dabbed a finger into the water 
and flicked a droplet of water over his brow. ‘The sword. I haven’t told anyone about this, yeh 
my first. But yes, fear is strange. As a kid I was afraid every day. Sure, I may have been happy 
some days. Maybe even forgotten to fear on some others. But it never truly disappears. Never 
goes away. It just sticks there in the back of yeh brain. I feel it coursing through my bod. 
‘But the sword, I keep forgetting,’ Doe sighed and stroked Patts’ cheek. ‘A gun. They 
give yeh a gun after yer done. Completed. I didn’t want no gun. I wanted something my great, 
great, great, great, possibly even greater granddaddy used. If I am to be someone’s retainer, 
then I’m gonna be a retainer with a sword. Not a gun. Never a gun. 
‘Fear is what drives people to guns. Fear is what drove me to my sword. And fear is 
keeping me here with yeh.’ 
 
*** 
 
Rigid. Brilliant. Why couldn’t Americansi tech be like this? Had to be old Nazi tech—
everything was and nobody wanted to admit it. 
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‘Atomic,’ she mouthed meatside. Her lips pouted, tongue wagged. 
Ported in, upon her stallion. He whinnied as Patts arose from the matrix, swimming 
towards the intel herd. Floes coalesced into a melange of purplish hues. Patts inhaled numbers 
and cavorted amid secrets. Many of them useless: lunch menus, girlie journals and hacked 
viddy games, none of which she was after. 
Gyb whinnied.    
‘Shh, I’m here boy,’ she petted his mane, his midnight coat gleamed under the neon 
VR. ‘C’mon baby!’ 
 She raised her blade and chased the floes, deciphering each titbit with the clang of her 
steel.  
I am invincible. I am extraordinary.  
The hollering of bovine whining was thick overhead, each beast, a speck of information 
ripe for the taking.  
More, I need more! 
But the atmosphere grew thick, the floes thrummed. Colder. Brrr. 
Their eyes were of rock, cracked by flame. Their whines, incessant, they gnashed her 
nerves, and wracked Gyb with anxiety. He whinnied again, slobber glazed his coat, mane 
knotted and knit into the stallion’s flesh. She pet him again, but the stallion buckled, Gyb’s legs 
melted within the matrices. 
Patts dove from her stallion and reached out as he was devoured by the coldness. Gyb’s 
whinnies were too loud; he sunk, and disappeared—derezzed.  
You bastards! I’ll get you for this. I’ll get you! 
Without Gyb’s speed, the floes would freeze her—brain death. She walked slowly; her 
boots derezzed, slowly, particle by particle, her feet eventually slid into the matrix. Not enough, 
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she crawled, slowly. The barking of the daemonic herd was still fresh. So close, yet so very 
far; a decker’s gotta do what a decker’s gotta do. 
‘I—I can’t stop,’ she moaned. ‘If I stop, I die…’ 
Urine, blood, plasma all leaked from her jacks and recoloured her bathtub into a mucky 
orange. Thirsty. Really thirsty. The bathwater would help, slightly. But not enough, she needed 
to jack out. But jacking out could—could mean. No, they didn’t have anything on her. 
Clothing derezzed, slowly. Particle by particle, pixel by pixel. Naked. Brr. Cold. So 
very cold. The floes stuck to her. No, this can’t be it. Not like this. Not like this at all.  
And then, lassoed; her neck, wrung with a chain. No, ahh! I can’t breathe, I can’t 
breathe. God, help me. I’m—I’m, no—I’m gonna—  
Patts screamed, her vocal cords chinked, spit frothed, her mouth a boiling pot of brine 
and saliva. 
I can’t run away. I can’t run away. I can’t run away. I can’t run away. 
Her tab sizzled. As did her jacks. Hot to touch, not even her metal fingertips could 
withstand the heat. 
Get me outta here. Get me out! 
A brain of meat, a brain of meat, I want to see the brain of meat!  
The matrix below was slippery. A sheet of ice that prevented progress. Groggy, the 
floes drained, she flickered. I’m not going to derez. No. No. No. No. No. No. Please, God— 
A brain of meat, a brain of meat, I want to see the brain of meat! 
It scoured her mind. 
The flesh holds secrets, many of them. Stolen, pilfered, devoured. You have been 
naughty, sprawl rat. 
Sprawl rat? How—how dare you. How—dare—you. I—will—stand. I—will—rise. 
With the blade in her hand, she peeled her knees from the icy slick.  
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I—will—rise. I—will—RISE! 
She screamed, a howl fuelled by anger and blood.  
I—will—RISE! I—will—RISE! I—will—RISE! I—will—RISE! 
Now let me see what the first key unlocks in that lump of meat! 
A gigantic hand punched through the matrix, the cyclopean ridges and iridescent neons 
inflicted Patts with a miasmic horror. An eye in the paw, it watched whilst the fingers danced 
amid static and floes. 
Patts trembled, unconsciously, her mind unravelled.  
‘No,’ she mouthed meatside, ‘wha—what’s happening?’ she wailed.    
We can see you. 
 
*** 
 
The water splashed upon the linoleum flooring. He remembered the waters crash by the 
mountains of Edo. Master Ieyasu and his enamelled bokken, his mother, father and brothers. 
His reconfigurement. His—no, snap outta it. This ain’t no death flashback. 
 Shit, shit, shit, shit—why the hell did I stay out here?  
Patts was still as he slid on the floor, but flecked her arms with her metal fingertips. Joe 
held her down, but when twisted, the flesh is strong, and at times, even stronger than artifice. 
Shhh, I’m here Patts, I’m here. But the whisper was unable to seep into her skull. She thrashed, 
her ankles cracking against the tub. Another scream.  
What’s going on in there? Please stay still, Patts. Please, please, please, please.  
A knock at the door. Joe lifted his head and cocked it slightly. He shushed Patts to no 
avail, and waited. Another knock that quickly turned to beating.  
Shit. 
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Joe let her go and unsheathed his blade. 
 
*** 
 
Many secrets, many secrets, let me see! 
 Patts kept the tendrils at bay with her blade, but the hand was ever protean. It studied, 
observed and eventually analysed Patts’ strokes and deflected them with a mere stroke. I won’t 
fall, no, not now. I—will—I—will— 
 You can’t stop me. You know you can’t stop me.  
 Fuck you! 
 How original, a sprawl rat with an attitude. When will you learn, you cannot escape 
the dragon’s grasp.  
 Meatside, Patts clenched her fingers and raised her head. I won’t burn, I’m not going 
to die.  
 She held her arm up and Patts’ fingers converged with the tab. A jolt rippled her 
muscles, another scream. 
 Eye watching her, the hand slammed into the matrix, narrowly avoiding the deft Patts. 
She didn’t have much time before she derezzed. Not much time at all. But at least she could 
bring him down with her.  
 ‘QI protocol,’ Patts mouthed meatside, ‘activate, now!’ 
 Small, purple orbs hummed in her palms. 
 Hmm the sprawl rat thinks she can fight me?  
 A quick smirk. She aimed for the eye and flung the orbs. Another two whizzed from 
her palms as she ducked, the tendrils fizzled as they neared her. They’ll know my name, Patts 
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thought. He won’t fry me. The other orbs snarled as they dismembered the pixels linking the 
thumb and forefinger. The eye, bloodshot, wailed as the fingers dissolved into the matrices.  
Not just a sprawl rat. A very clever girl. Where did you learn that? 
 Like a child, she stuck out her tongue. The nerve of this guy!  
 No matter, let daddy 2Fir look inside that cushy skull of yours. 
  
*** 
 
A swerve, Joe slashed the merc through the chest, and impaled another in quick succession. 
The stungun sizzled his flesh, but he was more than vein, muscle and blood. He ripped the 
cords with his teeth and leaped onto the shooter with a primal force of savagery and beat the 
man until his face was nothing but pulp. Joe bellowed as another two stungun shots sent his 
heart into arrhythmia. But again, the swordsman hacked the shooters in twain with one stroke, 
kevlar melted like butter as the blessed blade left no strands uncut.  
 ‘Is—is that all,’ Joe sighed as he fell upon a carcass, his body suddenly too heavy for 
his brain to commandeer. ‘It can’t be.’ 
 Light shone through the windows, and within seconds, an array of glittering bullets 
pelted the pane. Some found their way into Joe’s torso, as the others blew the bods of the fallen 
mercs. Blood spray-painted the room into a gory mess. Joe slid in between two carcasses as 
another raid of bullets littered the room with another orgy of blood and debris.  
Two mercs in heavier armour swung through the hollowed-out room.  
 ‘Did we do this to our men?’ One of the merc’s choked. 
 ‘No, look,’ the other merc swallowed and knelt by his fallen comrade. ‘A clean cut. 
Some nutjob with a sword. Find him, I’ll get to—’ 
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 Joe leaped from the mound of flesh, and with the thunderous bellow, he stuck his blade 
through the merc’s gut.  
 The merc gargled blood. ‘The—sys—sys—op.’  
 The sysop? 
 A snip into his flesh, the bullet wriggled into Joe’s socket and shattered his joint with 
several minute explosions. His arm dangled, his fingers erratically shuddered.  
‘Ouch,’ Joe grimaced as he turned to face the merc.  
 Trigger happy, the merc shot another three rounds into his right leg, and as the bullets 
collided into his bone, and erupted in unison. 
Blade still in grip, Joe crawled towards the merc, dragging an oily slick behind him. He 
had to do this fast. Had to get her out. Had to run. Had to hide. They’ll kill her. They’ll kill— 
‘He told us to tell you,’ the merc reloaded his hand cannon, and aimed it towards Joe’s 
forehead. ‘Don’t feel too bad. All things come to an end. Especially by the hand of 2Fir.’ 
 
*** 
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7 – Listen to her howlin’ roar 
 
They were like ball bearings. They shone and fractured all manner of darkness. His chrome 
balls whirred as the pain in her side throbbed.  
She could smell blood. But it didn’t smell fresh. It was a coagulated, black swamp that 
glugged. Her fingers dove into the wound, but her energy was too spent to scream. The pain 
was like fire and lightning and rendered her icy cold. Eyes backed into their sockets, Patts 
drifted as Doe hammered his way into her skull. 
Yes, I can still hear you, Doe. I can—a flurry of blues, greens and yellows dipped in 
wine veiled her in a cosmic garb. Arrayed in light, her ashen body was slick with the whiteness 
of the gods.  
Open, she saw that she was on a pedestal. Toes painted black wriggled into the stone 
as she walked down the pathway.  
Fruit of the gods, a voice hissed in the corner. She saw nothing but a flash of incorporeal 
light.  
Fruit of the gods, the voice hissed again. 
A pathway of gold led Patts to it. SOMA, fruit of the gods. 
In between her fingers, she licked the chip, and then inserted it beneath her sternum.  
The hisses grew louder and repeated, fruit of the gods. 
I know nothing, therefore I am free.  
Fruit of the gods. 
It all made sense, or at least a semblance of sense. The power increased, the electricity 
rerouted—she was invincible. 
I am— 
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Fruit of the gods. 
I am—I am— 
 
Trance-like, he watched her with an aura of Zen. Crouched by the edge of a small cot, 
his balls whirred like StimHead’s eyes, but unlike StimHead’s, they were exceedingly 
streamlined with two pupils drawn on with black ink. He flicked a silver lock threaded with 
bolts as Patts struggled to lift her limbs.  
‘Wh—whe—I have ques—’ she winced, sat up and felt for her pendant. ‘Where’s 
Doe—ah. Where—’ 
He lifted a finger to his lips in slow motion. 
She froze and sunk into the mattress, a coil poked her spine.  
His finger stayed there for a few minutes.  
‘Where’s my—’ 
‘Shh,’ he said and closed his eyes. ‘I need to listen.’ A calculator throbbed in his palm. 
Wires hovered, limply, and wormed their way into his dreads. As words filled what little was 
left in her mind, her mouth wouldn’t open.  
‘He says that you are his friend,’ the man chimed, his key-like teeth wiggled with each 
note. ‘Your name is Patricia, nice to meet you Patricia, my name is Buddy, thank you.’  
She accidently smacked her wound. A small tear glossed her corneas.  
Buddy’s balls whirred, ‘You don’t want to do that too often. Prevents natural healing, 
yes. Natural healing is better for you.’ 
Patts slowly sat up, and arched her back. ‘Says who?’  
Buddy didn’t answer, instead, his thumb fingered the calc. Though his non-eyes stared 
blankly, Patts couldn’t help but notice that his pad was kept in meticulous order. Overhead 
cables were threaded like locks of golden hair and the rigs behind him, though tall and blocky, 
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were also primed with a perfect antivirus shield; the holographic pixels, a bubble fried a lone 
fly as it bzzzed its way through.  
He placed the calc down by the cot and cocked his head.  
‘Excuse me,’ he stood up and ruffled his tank top, ‘would you like something to drink? 
Or eat? Or both?’   
Before she could even say a word, Buddy nodded and turned to his fridge. More like 
an ivory casket, he pulled the heavy door open with a swing and reached in for a can of 
happoshu.  
He shook his head and threw over the can. ‘I prefer whisky. Don’t know why I have 
this.’ 
She sipped the froth from the can. The sip turned to a chug. The chug to a skol.  
Buddy edged closer and clicked his teeth. ‘You don’t talk much, do you?’  
The pain slowly dissolved with another skol. ‘Where’s Doe?’ 
Buddy cocked his head again like a pigeon and edged even closer, so close that his 
sweaty pits clogged Patts’ nostrils with the scent of steel and man all in one hit.  
‘You mean Oda?’  
‘I mean Doe. Joe Doe. He was,’ she felt for her pendant again. ‘He was in my—’ 
‘Yes, Oda!’ Buddy’s teeth chime intensified as he reached for his calc. ‘A safer place 
for the samurai. Only so many souls exist nowadays,’ Buddy clicked his teeth again, and placed 
the calc firmly in Patts’ hand. He closed her fingers, gently.  
‘Though he is in heavily played condition, he is still worth a lot of creds. To the right 
person, of course.’ Buddy’s cheeks flushed a little. 
Buddy said it in such an absolute way it made her feel nauseous. Her head ached, Patts 
could feel each neuron spasm. I’m not done yet, she thought as she delved her fingers into her 
skull. Stop it, stop it now!  
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Without hindrance, the virus slithered throughout her brain and wracked her nervous 
system with near-orgasmic jitters. Kaleidoscopic, Buddy’s pad spun, and infected her vision 
with a neon mosaic of colours.   
‘Stop, please,’ she whimpered and clenched onto the calc, ‘please, please stop it.’ 
Buddy crept even closer, and sniffed her capacitor. There was a faint hint of cinnamon, 
with an even grander whiff of cherry. Another sniff as he clawed his way around her torso. He 
could feel the sickness creep into her brain, ever deeper, like a worm needling its way into 
sloppy earth. He sniffed again as his dreads scraped against flecks of dead skin.   
Think. Think. Think—reroute thinking—think. Think. 
‘Can you hear me, Patricia?’ 
Teeth grit, and fingers tightly wrapped around his calc, she was an immobile chunk of 
meat. Froth burst from her thin lips, followed by a wail.  
 ‘She’s going to make a mess,’ Buddy yanked the calc from her paws. ‘I’m sorry, 
Patricia, I would not normally do this, but I don’t want you to rot in the middle of my home.’ 
 With the flick of a dread, a jack the size of a needle chinked, and slid into the calc. A 
zap as Buddy’s consciousness wafted between the calc and his mind. The non-eye flickered as 
if they were in a form of REM sleep just as his neck erected. Hairs stiffened, and sweat fried 
as he sunk, but not before he slipped a wireless needlepoint by the base of Patts’ cerebellum.  
Unlike rigs or decks, the speed of the calculator was dependent on how fast one could 
type, and Buddy’s fingers sped like pistons as he swam through the datastream.   
‘Oda!’ Buddy boomed throughout his calc. His voice echoed against the matrices just 
as a boy arose from beneath the grid. The boy smiled. 
 
*** 
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It was an honour to commit one’s life to the Empire. He wanted to be a samurai ever since he 
pored over the legends of the great warriors as a child. Their ethic—bushido—filled him with 
pride and an honour thought lost to his generation. He wasn’t going to let it die like a shrub. 
Oda was going to reclaim the rebel nation and slay the dragons. He was going to be a samurai. 
The tide of Edo grew and gnawed away at the land with a sapphire tongue as the stars 
glistened on the flesh of the great leviathan. Oda lay on the grass and connected the tiny dots. 
He made faces; his mama, papa and brothers. It’d been years since he saw them. Years since 
he smelled freshly made bread, or played dojo with his father.  
The wisteria in bloom. Splintered bokkens. Brothers fought, playfully.  
Maybe someday, Oda sighed. Maybe someday he’ll see them again with a real sword 
in hand.  
 ‘Did you know that they are dead, Oda?’ 
 Master Ieyasu tapped him on the shoulder with his enamelled bokken.  
 ‘I didn’t,’ Oda shyly replied. 
 Master Ieyasu’s eyes were like small onyx beads, with the supposed ability to see 
beyond the mortal realm.  
 Master Ieyasu knelt by Oda and pointed to the sky.  
 ‘We travelled there, a long, long time ago. Before your parents, I remember watching 
them. The Americansi. Did your family tell you about them?’ 
 Resentment. Disgust. The Americansi were not to be trusted. 
Master Ieyasu smiled. ‘They were not all bad. There were some that led the world and 
ruled with knowledge instead of brawn. Much like us. They thought, and they were patient, 
and they tried to reconcile the barbarians. But alas, they were all but wiped out. That is our 
burden.’  
 Master Ieyasu sighed, and wiped a tear with a silky cuff.  
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 ‘Master, may I speak?’ Oda stammered. 
 ‘If you are to be strong, Oda, you must speak without permission.’ 
 ‘Wha—what does it mean to be samurai?’ 
 Of course, Oda knew what a samurai was, and how they were in the past. But to be one 
now…what did it mean? 
 Master Ieyasu didn’t answer, or at least not with his voice. He presented the enamelled 
bokken to Oda.  
 ‘“I cleave, sink and sow. I fight, strike and kill. One purpose, one reason and one 
promise”. My papa recited those words to me when he bestowed this bokken to me.’  
 Oda rose his hand, but Master Ieyasu pulled the bokken back into his chest.  
 ‘Not yet, Oda. Though the bokken is not a real blade, it represents one of the harshest 
things man can do—’ 
 ‘Kill,’ Oda interrupted without thinking. 
 ‘Yes, kill. But a samurai does not merely think of it as a weapon. It is a part of you. The 
sword is an extension of you. The blade is both sculpture and artist—and the samurai is agent 
of this bloodshed. The samurai is judge—but to be samurai, you must wisely dispense 
retribution. And to be samurai, you must keep one thing sacred, above anything else. You know 
what that is?’ 
 Oda nodded and reached for his own bokken. The wood was split, and dented unlike 
Master Ieyasu’s.   
 ‘My master. My lord. And the Emperor,’ Oda lowered his head. 
 Master Ieyasu stoked Oda’s matted hair, and lifted his chin with his bokken.  
 ‘To win any battle, you must fight as if you are already dead.’ 
 
*** 
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‘Patricia needs some help,’ Buddy held out his arm, ‘Come, there is little time.’ 
 Oda stepped backwards, speaking only Nipponese. Buddy faintly understood his as the 
datastream translated the boy’s meagre words.  
‘Patricia? I don’t know who that is. Where’s—’ 
 ‘Hush, boy,’ Buddy snapped, ‘come quickly. You want to be a samurai, yes?’  
 Oda nodded as the datastream translated once more. He formed a small, wooden sword 
in between his hands and struck the grid with a childish blow.  
‘I am samurai!’ He pouted, and reached for Buddy’s hand. 
Meatside, Buddy’s fingers stopped, the non-eyes fixated on the needlepoint lodged in 
Patts’ skull. Little time, there is always little time! 
 ‘Oda,’ Buddy lowered his voice, ‘I can only be the link, you must go inside,’ he paused 
momentarily and peered into the boy’s deep, dark eyes. ‘Alone. Stay, and be her guardian 
whilst we try to figure out how this virus manifests.’ 
There was something alluring about this supposed virus inside of her, and he wanted to 
claw it out and see how it worked.  
 ‘I don’t understand, what do I have to—’ 
‘No time,’ Buddy hurried, and wrenched onto Oda’s sprite, transferring his 
consciousness into the needlepoint.  
Red, red, green. Oda was in. Buddy unhooked himself from both the calc and Patts, and 
sprawled the decker out on his cot. Teeth still clenched, he held onto her hands. 
‘What is it about you that I find so intriguing?’ He cocked his head one more time and 
sniffed her, again. ‘Hurry, Oda.’ 
 
*** 
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Oily slicks of blackness glossed over his eyes as the muted cawing of a bird probed his mind. 
A caw with each blind step, Oda was not afraid. He held the bokken aloft. A slimy presence 
slunk around his back and urged him to stop. Go no further. You. Will. DIE.  
 ‘Show yourself! I am samurai, and you will—’ 
 ‘You are nothing, boy, tck tck tck,’ the voice huskily wrapped itself around the void. 
‘What can you do to me?’ 
 Oda stood his ground and searched for the creeper. Though blind, he was able to hear 
it slink. Tck, tck, tck, tck.  
 ‘I—I can—’ 
 Shut up, kid. Lemme take over for yeh. 
You are— 
Close yeh eyes and let it eat yeh. 
But I’ll— 
Yeh won’t die. Trust me. 
But— 
Shut up and trust me! 
Oda dropped the bokken and opened his arms. He inhaled as the creeper bled into him. 
There was no pain, not even a single twitching sensation. He breathed in and out, in and out. It 
then came to him. I—no way! I really am a samurai. I’m Doe. Joe Doe. A silver blade disrupted 
the darkness and Oda’s sprite erupted as thunder bore into Patts’ chamber.  
‘I cleave, sink and sow. I fight, strike and kill,’ Doe whispered, ‘One purpose, one 
reason and one promise.’ 
He stroked the katana and marked the creeper with the mien of not only a warrior, but 
a killer.  
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‘2Fir,’ Joe grit and cracked the blackness asunder with one fell swoop.  
Tck, tck, tck, tck, tck, tck. 
‘You think you’ve won, boy?’ The creeper chuckled as a pinky, neon ooze trickled from 
its mouth. Its teeth, like shards of glass, shattered amid the laughter. 
Joe answered with another strike and a hungry bellow.  
‘2Fir!’ 
 
And then there was light, and she was there. Perfect, vivacious, her body was plump, 
her hair thick and attached to her skull. She turned to face Joe. A smile as she waved. He could 
still sense the creeper, and hear its whispers, but for now, she was safe. He’ll keep her safe.  
Until it came time to slay the sysop. 
 
*** 
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8 – Jesus died for somebody’s sins, but not mine  
 
The fiend sat on the plump, fleshy seat with his legs perfectly straightened, and palms fixed to 
his knees. He didn’t move, nor did it appear as if he were breathing. He sat, and he waited. No 
blinking, no twitching, no muscular movement at all—he just waited, and waited.  
It was his smile the irked the attendant as she typed meaningless jargon. His grisly teeth 
arose from pulpy gums, like spears shivved into a bloodied mire. His eyes peered right through 
her soul. She was barely able to type as the fiend stared, and waited. And waited.  
I’ll startle him, she thought, he must be real. She kicked her second-hand Mary Janes 
against the desk, and did so a second, a third and even a fourth time. But no, the fiend continued 
to stare, and wait.  
A breath. It was long and drawn out, but he did breathe only slightly as he pried open 
his jaw. 
A brief snarl, ‘How long am I to wait here, miss?’ The fiend’s basso voice filled the 
lobby with a macabre quake. 
It took more than a moment for the attendant to recollect her thoughts, the basso still 
ringing in her mind.  
‘Soon,’ she feigned disinterest. 
He waited, and then slowly licked his lips with a thin strip of tongue.  
She looked to the door, cracked her fingers, twitched her neck, and twirled a lock of 
ebon hair. He waited and inhaled, slowly, once again. Palms still fixed to his knees, he cracked 
his fingers too.  
Okay, stop it. Focus. No need to panic. 
The fiend cocked his neck.  
Focus. He’s testing you. Just testing you. She fingered another curl. 
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‘I have been waiting a very long time, miss,’ he sneered and rose to his feet. ‘If,’ he 
rolled his tongue, ‘Presteigne really required my services, then he would know that I demand 
courtesy.’ 
This thing demands courtesy!  
‘I’m truly sorry, mister—’ 
‘Don’t say it!’ The fiend snapped, the veins woven around his face rippled, and clogged 
as he shouted. ‘You haven’t the permission to utter my name!’ 
The attendant recoiled as the fiend sat back into position, hands still affixed to his knees 
and the same sinister smile stretched across his face.  
Work for the corporate behemoth, they said. It would be easy, and there’s heaps of 
money in it too, they said. They said a lot of things, none of it true. 
Her temples tickled. Send it in, Presteigne bore into her mind. A slight nod. 
‘Elder Presteigne will see you now,’ she said and directed the fiend to the newly opened 
entryway. An iron pane slid into the walls, only to be shielded by a pixelated shield.  
The fiend stood up, fixed his tie and straightened his arms by his side.  
‘If he will see me now, then what is the meaning of this?’ 
‘Oh, it’s just a scanner, it—’ 
‘I know what it is, simpleton,’ the fiend leered, ‘I ask why does Presteigne wish to scan 
me? I take severe umbrage, miss.’ 
The fiend’s eyes flashed with a maniacal flare, the pupils swirled, like a hurricane in 
line to devour her. 
‘Presteigne will be umbraged if I somehow let in a psychopath!’  
What does umbrage even mean? 
The fiend smirked and crept to the desk. His eyes ceased their flaring, he bowed. 
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‘Fine,’ he muttered as he clapped his palm. The shield vanished instantaneously, 
another bow. ‘My dear, adieu.’ 
There were no words she could call upon, not even the faintest idea of what to say. An 
easy job, they said. She sighed and leapt after the fiend, only for the shield to resolve and singe 
her eyebrows and hair to the scalp.   
 The basso tinged adieu resonated within her mind. 
 
 ‘And so,’ Presteigne whisked a stein of whisky, ‘this is the great—’ 
 ‘Sir, you haven’t the permission to use my name yet.’ 
 Presteigne sucked his teeth. ‘I need permission in my own tower. What are you, a 
vampire?’ He said with a grimace and chuckled softly. 
 The fiend stood still and uncreased his lapel. ‘Vampires need permission to enter 
premises, and I have already been here. Unsupervised.’ 
 Taken aback by the candour, Presteigne choked. What is this—thing? 
‘And,’ another sip, ‘did you have my permission to enter my tower?’  
‘I did today.’   
‘Touché,’ Presteigne fell into his desk chair and stroked the leather.  
This thing was something else, a different manner of being he’d never encountered 
before. Presteigne could worm his way around dragons and instil fear in the weak, but this 
thing was out of the ordinary. A creature with no taxonomy. 
‘I ask for permission then,’ Presteigne chided. ‘You can sit if you wish, or not.’ 
The fiend crept closer and sat on Presteigne’s desk. He fingered the screen and 
keyboard of Presteigne’s rig; outdated for such a beefy dragon. Staggered, Presteigne reeled 
himself from the fiend.  
‘You need a better system, Presteigne. It’s barely capable of, well, anything.’ 
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‘What, I—’ 
‘Only need it to spy, I understand.’ 
The dragon scratched his snout. ‘How dare—’ 
‘Homework. I like to prepare myself. To know my client. And,’ the fiend stroked the 
keyboard with a swift, loving stroke. ‘Understand what my client desires.’ 
He turned the monitor, and there she was—Luna. The moon danced and spun on her 
axis. She was beautiful. 
What is this monster? 
‘I ought to have you killed,’ Presteigne gnashed his teeth and reached for the fiend. 
‘It does not matter, I have many puppets at my disposal,’ he grinned, his smile a grim 
portal of doom. 
Pulling back, the dragon paced his office, his eyes unable to avoid the sombre air. 
He’d never dislike someone so much before, even Mister Lei or his bitch of a daughter. I 
ought to have him killed. Ought to have him killed right before me.  
‘Puppets?’ Presteigne snorted.  
‘Sometimes,’ the fiend arched his fingers, ‘people go missing, only to reappear with a 
slight scar beneath freshly imprinted hair follicles,’ he said, coyly and stroked his scalp with a 
stiff joint. 
I need to enlist the aid of this ghoul, what has happened to me? Presteigne rubbed his 
face, sweat dripped from his fingers.  
‘Your heart rate is increasing, Presteigne,’ the fiend paused with a gaudy blink. ‘You 
needn’t be afraid, I am a very secretive person. I promise no one will ever know of our 
union.’ 
He’s stepping ahead of himself, the bastard. He’s so sure that I need him. Arrogant, 
vile, demon!  
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The fiend straightened his legs and caressed the monitor in jerky motion. A second 
later he stopped, lifted the arm and fixed the palm to his knee. His eyes widened as did his 
smile. Hideous, Presteigne snorted as he stared into the abyss. 
‘I want to speak to you, not this, thing!’ Presteigne roared. 
The fiend clicked his teeth. ‘You think me naive? I can feel the prickling of every lens 
in not only this room, but your entire tower. I can hear every little snap and even the slightest 
tingle of their ambiance.’ 
Presteigne poured another shot and offered it to the fiend. No answer, just the still, 
goofy smile.  
‘We’re wasting time,’ Presteigne swallowed the shot and slammed the glass by the 
fiend’s leg. ‘You know why you’re here then?’ 
 ‘I pieced it together,’ he uttered after a moment’s silence. ‘This is,’ he rolled his 
tongue, ‘unprecedented. Very dangerous territory.’  
‘I understand if you’re not ready,’ Presteigne said, and tapped him on the shoulder.  
‘No,’ the fiend snapped, ‘just curious. There is an expression, I am unsure if you have 
heard it, but it goes, “make a deal with a dragon and expect to be burnt”,’ the fiend shrugged, 
heaved himself off the desk and extended his eerily long fingers. ‘I’ve hunted game before, 
but never a dragon.’  
Let it come to demolition, Presteigne’s mind raged. I don’t care. Let them all go to 
hell! I’ll be there soon, I promise. 
‘Presteigne,’ the fiend slid his fingers in between Presteigne’s paw, ‘you have 
permission to use my name now.’ 
‘Ah, the great 2Fir,’ they shook hands for what felt like an incredibly long time. ‘So, 
have you decided then?’ 
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‘Yes, I believe that I can eliminate your problem.’ 2Fir erected his back and 
straightened his arms, again. ‘And now that I have accepted your proposal, well, what I 
perceived to have been your proposal—’  
Presteigne could see tiny hairs sticking to the fiend’s shirt as if static were escaping 
from the man’s pores. He paused. 
‘Well?’ Presteigne bellowed, snapped his jaws and feigned a pouncing motion.  
2Fir’s body jerked, neck cracked along with his arms, and fingers.  
‘I am sorry, this puppet lacks fuel. I require an office space, a rig—the full screen 
holograph kind—and some chocolate. The milky kind. Ah, that will do nicely. Thank you for 
your time, we will speak again shortly.’ 
Standing, the fiend crossed his arms, his eyes sinking into his skull. Teeth clenched 
tightly, his lips curled, still smiling.  
 
*** 
 
She knew the face. Intimately. It haunted her dreams and her waking moments. The face was 
lean and built from softly woven slabs of elegant code. But like every horror film, it was the 
eyes that sunk into her psyche. They were like static, and with each touch, a jolt of vibrant 
electricity coursed through her veins. She’d open her mouth, but no scream escaped. Her 
muscles lagged as the laughing menace hovered over her akin to the sword of Damocles. No, 
not again. The blade inched closer and closer until the tip dipped into her flesh. No, no, no! 
 Patts leapt from the cradle and onto the floor. Her muscles jerked as her nerves were 
muddled with an array of conflicting messages.  
 Patts, what’s going on? 
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She covered her ears, but the voice was like the clattering of a tin can. It shaved deeply 
into her mind as each syllable printed itself against a fresh piece of brain. She muttered 
incoherently, and schizophrenically shuddered on Buddy’s floor. She was unable to open her 
mouth as bile pooled inside. 
It’s me Patts, just Doe. I’m no voice stuck in yeh head, decker chick. Just me.  
Just me. Joe. Her nails dug into her face as the bile frothed into a rotten, slimy paste. 
Joe. I’m no voice stuck in yeh head. Joe. Just me. It’s me Patts. Just me. Decker chick.  
‘Not so loud,’ Patts choked on the red bile. ‘It hurts.’ 
Possessing a person wasn’t like possessing a piece of tech he’d found. The timbre of 
his voice was too high. Down, lowered, he tried to speak through her. 
Patts, is this okay? 
Her fingers twitched, but her bod remained still. She wiped the vomit from her mouth 
and steadily stood. Her knees buckled, but she could stand without aid—or at least to her 
knowledge. Deep in her mind, Joe found his way into her motor cortex and tugged at the strings. 
This had to be it, I think. The legends were true, the brain is just one steamy computer with no 
failsafe, no reboot or defrag option. He was unable to read all the data before him as the 
electrical impulses shifted each strand every millisecond. Don’t die, decker chick.  
‘Doe,’ Patts wobbled and rubbed her eyes raw. ‘Where are you?’ 
Inside yeh. 
His voice still scraped against her nodes, but it was more manageable now. She leaned 
against Buddy’s fridge, her head slammed against the metal.  
Don’t do that again! 
She smiled wryly. She bashed her head against the fridge. Blood leaked from her stab 
wound. Patts slid to the floor and buried her face into her palms.  
‘I’m broken.’ 
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I told yeh to fucking stand still! It’s hard being in here. 
Try being me, she thought, to which Joe replied with an electric jolt. Though her fingers 
were bound by cloth, blood slowly seeped and tinted the floors with a murky red. I’m going to 
die. What I wouldn’t give to jack in one last time. I hate living. I want to unlive.  
A tile in the corner of the room chinked. Buddy climbed through the cavern, coated in 
a thick layer of muck and soot, rising like an insect from a cone-shaped mound. She could 
barely make out his face, her eyes half-opened, and his face wrapped with yellowed linens and 
goggles.  
‘Awake already?’ Buddy spoke, his voice muffled by the linens, and rushed towards 
Patts. She was too heavy for him to lift, so he rolled her over and repatched the wound with 
another strip of cloth found in a pocket. People were like machines, he thought as he tightened 
the strip. Constant patches and mods, but require constant attention.  
For an hour, he watched her as she slept on the floor. Perched like a bird, he pecked at 
hunk of bread he scrounged from the bowels of his fridge. Hard, yes, but it sufficed. Her eyes 
were open, they danced to the somnolent wafting of REM sleep. Inside, Buddy sensed Oda 
clawing at Patts’ brain, trying to wake her up from her cloudied slumber. But he was only a 
spirit, and spirits cannot interrupt the human body’s embrace of sleep.  
Buddy could manipulate a faux sensation of sleep to induce his body into working 
double time. The circadian rhythm was easy to modify and even easier to trick. Sleep was just 
a biological means to waste time. No more sleep, and no more dreams. 
Another hour gone, still perched, he watched Patts clench her teeth. Flipped her lips 
slightly open, her teeth were rotten nubs. Not very good. Even worse that her mangy wig. A 
challenge, yes!  
 
*** 
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Her antlers were bothersome. The spikes protruded from her temples and wove around her 
skull like an ivory crown. She remembered her father’s bulbous antlers, and shuddered at the 
thought of having to file them down every two days. All the others have tiny horns, she thought 
to herself as she sat on her throne. Why me? 
 Alas, she was the Chinese dragon now, inheriting both antlers and her father’s 
subsidiaries. Messengers flocked to emerald throne and knelt by her feet renewing their fealty 
and pledges to her family. They’d mouth nonsense about honour and bloodlines, and speak lies 
about the Lei name. Honour. Loyalty. They all bowed like Nipponese salarymen, smiles 
plastered on stupid, dull-looking faces. She didn’t recognise any, and failed to see any of the 
progeny belonging to the Eyrie. None.  
She tapped her nails against the throne’s arm, the wrapping echoed throughout the 
room, starling some of her vassals. Her lips curled into a dim smile. I could force them to kneel 
with the simple waving of my right hand. They were animals compared to her, and they knew 
it. She could smell it. She could feel it too; their heartbeats were like a simple affliction of 
tinnitus.  
It was difficult to accept her latent sensory prowess, especially when accelerated by 
hormone therapy, but she’d come to accept this as her burden. She’d forever know when 
someone spoke falsely, and instantly understand the meek by simply gazing into their pathetic 
eyes. Pathetic? I’m already starting to sound like one of them. Good, I guess.  
Mister Lei closed her eyes and imagined her father. Her scaly lids protected her dream 
from the garish lights of the benefit. What do I do now? She remembered his face, the slim, 
meagre flesh against the keratin and scale. The dark, pulpy eyes with a vibrant red dot in the 
middle. This was the man she was afraid of as a child. This was the man that scolded her for 
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being uncaring and snubbing her lineage. All I ever wanted to do was sleep, she recalled. Never 
to wake, or even aspire to be anything. All I wanted to do was sleep. 
Later, her father needed glasses. He spurned the idea of prosthetics or even cloned meat. 
This was her father, this man of fear, the man she’d come to loathe, afflicted with a near-sighted 
blindness. He was imperfect, and that frightened her more than anything. Am I imperfect too? 
We are dragons, we should be perfect!  
From this age she’d come to learn that men, women, dragons and wyrms were together 
joined by the decrepit aging of the body. No matter the age, it was unnatural to live beyond 
your means. That was the one thing you taught me, father. I’ll never be like you. Never.  
A slight touch, she woke from her brief reverie to see her father’s assistant Chun-Hei. 
He uttered something, but she was far too removed from the physical realm.  
‘Say it again, Hei. Louder,’ she spoke aloofly.  
Chun-Hei was a fleshy man, fat from the royalties of the AstroRail. The AstroRail 
looked more like a rocket ship than the expensive monorail that it was. His guilty pleasure. 
Make it look like a rocket, he’d say, with a cheap smile and bourbon stains on his lapel.  
‘I’m sorry, but,’ he scratched his cheeks and choked on his words. ‘Some of our 
subsidiaries haven’t arrived. This doesn’t bode well for us,’ he said rapidly with a sweat, only 
to repeat himself seconds later.  
Our subsidiaries? He was close with my father, but how dare he think Jian-De his? Her 
senses were overloaded by the thrum of his pulse, he was bordering on cardiac arrest.  
‘Calm down,’ she stroked his chin with a long nail, accidentally cutting into his skin. 
‘Those who do not accept me will burn. We’ve done this before.’ 
Chun-Hei cocked his head. To speak of burning so easily, this was no mere child on 
the throne. She was her father incarnate. He wiped his chin, making sure his palm sealed the 
cut. His stomach reeled with knots. Without the fealty of Techne and LoGos, the rulership of 
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Mister Lei would be called into question. A minor bout. Maybe even a civil war. His gut 
churned. Please don’t make it come to that. 
‘With apologies Mister Lei,’ he started, ‘to burn is our final resort. Your father would 
agree with me.’ 
She deflected his comment with the wave of her hand. 
‘I’m not my father.’ 
‘I—no, of course.’ 
Mister Lei sighed as another vassal laid a chunk of enamelled jade.  
‘Your father was always there for me,’ the vassal knelt. ‘With this offering, I renew our 
bond.’ 
She didn’t even know who this man was. Another nod, she allowed the vassal to kiss 
her hand. Another three followed suit.  
‘Do you see this,’ Mister Lei directed to Chun-Hei.  
He scanned the room to no avail. It was too gilded to see anything clearly. 
‘I’m sorry, I fail to see what you’re referring to.’ 
Idiot. ‘They haven’t come. The Eyrie. They disrespect me.’ 
‘Apologies again,’ Chun-Hei was swift with his reply. ‘But that is untrue. I received 
some—’ 
‘There is a difference between messages and visitation. Here in the flesh, you can feel 
bonds unite. A message is a dry, meaningless gesture. I’d rather they say nothing at all.’  
 
The newly minted Presteigne heir slid through the long, drawn out entry way and 
scrutinised the dais in his Presteigne-like manner. It was a garish, and almost blindingly golden 
plateau. Shards of molten splinters reflected off the jade stone as the freshly forged Mister Lei 
yawned with the disinterest of an angst-ridden teen. Her lips pursed as she greeted each of her 
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vassals, her eyes glazed with a weary boredom and misanthropy. With each sloppy kiss, she’d 
wipe her long, delicate fingers against the grain of the gemstone throne, perhaps hoping that 
the jade would sterilise her skin. But alas, rocks didn’t have healing properties the way they 
used to.   
‘You have to greet her,’ the woman puppet nudged his arm. ‘Isn’t that the way of  
things?’  
2Fir inhabited the body of a voluptuous brunette, her fringe cut into a sweetly designed   
heart-shaped manner. Her eyes were tinged with a luminescent hazel coating, but could only 
be seen under direct light. It irked him the way she moved with an ethereal swaying. I am 
merely a meat puppet, 2Fir stretched out with an eerie grin. The grin burned into his mind, the 
shard-like teeth gnawed into his anxiety. I am a Presteigne, but I can’t help being swayed by 
this freak.   
2Fir toyed with his brooch. ‘Do you like my owl?’  
Was this a test? Do I need to try and please this freak too?  
The heir nodded, curtly. 2Fir prodded his arm again and directed him to the dais.   
‘We’ll wait for her to come to us,’ the heir scoffed and brushed the puppet aside. ‘I’m   
no supplicant—I’m a dragon.’  
In training, 2Fir mused. The way the Elder Presteigne ruled, it was more likely that he’d   
murder his son in a fit of rage than bestow the glossy Presteigne status to this whelpling. It was 
nothing personal against the son, or father, merely fact. He analysed both with barely a glance 
and felt the animosity between them. They were not kindred spirits and that reason alone has 
fractured even the greatest of names now lost to time.  
2Fir accepted a glass of wine from the heir, sniffed the brim, his nostrils flaring with a   
vehement disdain.  
‘Drink it. You look,’ the heir fumbled for a bit trying to think of a word. ‘Ritzy. It’ll   
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look odd if you don’t at least sip.’  
2Fir was a connoisseur of the sugary drink as opposed to the brine of crushed grapes. It   
must have been real grape too, the wine was dark and smelled fresh.   
‘At least—’ the heir cut himself off before he could mouth the word smile. No, we don’t   
need that hideous smile here. ‘At least pretend to enjoy yourself, like them,’ he directed 2Fir 
to a menagerie of girls chittering and laughing in quick succession.   
2Fir smirked. ‘You want me to be like them, don’t you? You’re always putting me   
down, and making me feel worthless. I love you so much, why can’t you just be happy with 
the way I am?’  
I am the dancer of faces and manipulator of flesh, the puppet thought as he released a   
long, salty streak across the woman’s cheek.  
What’s this bastard’s plan?  
‘I, err—’  
‘I’m sorry for everything, I’m—I’m,’ 2Fir whimpered and slapped the heir’s cheek.  
A pinch, the heir touched his face, a speckle of blood.   
‘You’re not wearing a—’   
Can—hear—ee—?  
The voice slithered within his mind, the vocalisation clear, but broken. The heir   
scratched the base of his head. Neck bent over, he tasted a brief surge of vomit.   
Can you hear me, now?  
‘What ha—have you done to me?’ The heir spoke faintly, a whisper near inaudible.  
By his rig, the puppet master flexed his fingers and flipped the switch. His   
consciousness was exorcised from the woman and rerouted into the heir’s brain. The heir 
fought against the possession, but was unable to quell the miasmic consciousness of the puppet 
master, his mind broken and bent to the will of his supreme psionics.   
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What—my father will find—  
‘Shh,’ 2Fir patted the woman puppet, fluffed her coat and kissed her cheek. ‘I’ll be out   
shortly, trust me. I’d never betray my patrons.’  
A smirk. First-time possession of a fresh puppet was usually accompanied with laggy   
muscle spasms, cardiovascular tightening and the thickening of grey matter, but the heir was 
simple to mould. A whelp.   
Like a doll, the woman stood, fingers knitted together. She smiled, she nodded and   
repeated lines he’d installed in every one of his puppets. He questioned her and she responded 
in kind. Good.   
  
Chun-Hei placed a fleshy hand on her shoulder and whispered, ‘Mister Lei, the, er—  
newest Presteigne heir joins us. It would be prudent to—’  
She straightened her back, she tapped her nails erratically on her throne.   
‘You want me to expel him?’  
‘Kanli,’ Chun-Hei hushed, ‘it is ill advised to associate with him.’  
Kanli. Vendetta. These were ugly words spouted by decades of corporate subterfuge,   
and only reminded her of how she didn’t belong in the Eyrie. Chun-Hei puffed his chest like a 
pigeon, and stroked Mister Lei’s shoulder. She read his face, expel the mongrel at once! Your 
father would have done so. Your father. The real Mister Lei.   
I am not my father.  
‘Send him this way,’ she said, her voice raised. ‘I want to meet this new heir.’  
Chun-Hei faltered, his lower lip quivered.   
‘You cannot be serious. Need I remind you that kanli is legally abiding. Feuds weaken   
our—’  
‘Enough!’ She yelped, and slammed her clenched fist onto her throne.   
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Never in his countless years of service to the Lei name had Chun-Hei tasted the   
venom of a dragon, or faced the forceful mien of a savage predator. Who was this thing sitting 
before him? My former lords would never have treated me like an animal.   
He wanted to throttle this demon before him. She was barely a Mister, let alone a Lei.  
How dare you command me!     
 ‘At once, Miss Lei.’ 
She let Chun-Hei have his petty victory, though it would be wiser next time to listen to 
him. I am not my father, she repeated to herself with a sigh. Another vassal slipped before the 
Presteigne heir, but she waved the kneeling suit away. 
She waved her hand, ‘allow the Presteigne heir passage,’ she spoke with reverence. He 
appeared jittery, so she lowered herself off the dais and allowed him to kiss the back of her 
hand. It was a soft kiss, odd. She thought he’d bite through her palm like a maniac.  
‘Thank you,’ the heir lowered his head. ‘I appreciate your presence.’  
Mister Lei quickly ripped her hand from his grip. ‘Enough about presence, Presteigne, 
what do you want? You’ve sent your message, why are you here?’  
She was sharp, very sharp, 2Fir noted. The puppet master pulled the heir’s mouth 
muscles upward. ‘My father sent them, not me. I am not my father, I wished to congratulate 
you in person.’ 
‘Despite kanli?’ 
2Fir thought for a split-second, dug into the heir’s memories. Ah, yes.  
‘Despite kanli, Mister Lei,’ he bowed again.  
There was a cheery glee in the heir’s countenance, and with all her might, she attempted  
to hold back a smile. His father was a glum slab of meat and scale. His son was something else 
indeed, something, happy. 
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‘To be here in person,’ she mused, and peered into his dark blue eyes. ‘What do you 
really want?’ 
He took her by the wrist and pulled her in, unexpectedly.  
‘Parley,’ he whispered. 
She glanced around the room. Her vassals eyeballed the two, their mouths open. Chun-
Hei panicked, his face drenched with a sticky sweat, he almost ran from the room until Mister 
Lei erected her neck.  
‘Hei,’ she pitched her voice, ‘I’m retreating to my study. The heir will accompany me. 
Alone.’ 
 
*** 
 
The tunnel was lit with a neon sign, it flickered no flight zone with a scarlet fluid. The 
dissension called for expert commandeering, Joe barely scraped by pulling several nodes like 
a master puppeteer. It’s not so hard, he thought, but her migraines were a real killer. It got 
worse as they passed the sign, and a dealer smoking hash. He smelled it and immediately felt 
sick. Senses were foreign to him after stasis; each smell, each colour, and each sound felt like 
a punch to the gut.  
‘I can’t feel Patts,’ Joe said, and waggled his tongue, almost as if inexperienced with 
human speech. 
Buddy ignored the samurai and tried to walk faster, his dreads chinking against each 
other with every stride. The Underbelly, Buddy called it, a noxious imitation of Shangrila. 
Twice as neon and just as polluted, it compiled of bums, druggies and strange techheads wired 
to their rigs. Times have changed above, but here, Joe felt home. I’m fucked up...   
‘Hey, stoppit, now!’ Joe screeched using Patts’ dulled vocal chords. 
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Buddy turned, his face scrunched, ready to scowl. 
‘We need to move fast, Oda,’ Buddy grabbed Joe’s wrist. ‘We’ll speak about it when—
’ 
‘I can’t feel her!’  
Buddy cocked his head, and scanned the Underbelly. There was nothing he deemed out 
of the ordinary, but he was still on edge. There were eyes everywhere, and now wasn’t the time 
to be pissy.  
‘Oda listen,’ Buddy crept forward. ‘We’ll find her. Later,’ Buddy sped up at once.  
Joe felt the whirring of an insect by his eat and swatted it with a sluggish reflex. No 
gore, but a twitching of microbial wiring. And then there was gnawing. 
Buddy stopped cold, knelt and drawled a hefty sigh.  
‘He was probably onto us as soon as we came here.’ 
Stunted men crawled on all fours. Claws, grafted onto their forearms, wires knit 
between flesh and muscle. They had no face, but a bone mask in shape of a rodent’s, eyes 
glared, and glowed a bright, vibrant ruby as their teeth chattered and gnawed into Joe’s nodes. 
Excluding the retrofitted tech they adorned proudly, they grasped metal poles tipped with laser-
cutters; the once ol’ fashioned surgical appliance used long ago to cut through bone, steel and 
concrete somehow found its way in the hands of such deformed beings.  
A barren realisation came to Joe, he couldn’t fight them all. Not in Patts’ bod. Joe stood 
his ground whilst the rat men threatened him with their poles. They chittered, but Joe couldn’t 
kneel. Not to them.  
‘Oda, they’ll kill you,’ Buddy thought for a moment, ‘they’ll kill her. Stand down, yes?’  
Buddy’s plea eluded Joe. Fists clenched, the samurai was ready to pounce, all he needed 
was a second. One second.  
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A sound of stone grating against stone disabled the rat men. They dropped their poles 
and in an eerie form of catatonia, and schizophrenically cawed, their mouths agape in horror. 
Buddy slipped, and crawled to be by Joe’s side. 
‘What did you do?’ Buddy stammered. 
‘No—nothin’. I—er, don’t know.’ 
A smaller rat nibbled Patts’ boot, and as soon as Joe noticed, it was gone in a flash.  
Buddy cringed, his dreads whined. ‘Get outta my head, get outta my head!’  
Joe plucked the wirehead from the ground and wrangled his dreads. They flickered and 
even slashed him on the cheek.  
‘What’s going on?’ 
‘Heh, heh,’ Buddy smirked, ‘I know who you are. Follow the rat. We have much to 
discuss.’ 
 
*** 
 
The rat led them to a chasm deeper within the Underbelly. Barely lit by a mere flicker of 
torchlight, the chasm was wet with a bloody brine and the thick scent of shit. No words were 
spoken during the descent, only a few grunts shared between the wirehead and the samurai, 
followed by the scuttling of the rat men behind. Joe could not see them, but their scent was too 
foul to ignore. How can anything like this still be here? This was some medieval shit.  
The torchlight grew dimmer as the rat led them down a spiralled staircase fashioned 
with burnt metals and bone. With each step, a creak, no matter how lithe the samurai was, even 
in Patts’ bod. Buddy hopped from one step to another in dance-like motions, no creaking, not 
even the kissing between boot and bone. 
‘Yeh been here before, haven’t yeh?’ 
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Buddy shrugged, still hopping like a rodent in search of prey.  
‘In dreams, sometimes, yes,’ Buddy waited for Joe, only to leap once more. ‘Sometimes 
I leave my bod and my eyes wake up here, rerouted here to speak with him when he needs me.’  
Joe grappled Buddy’s shoulder. ‘Who is he?’  
A mist arose as both Joe and Buddy stepped into the marshy flats.  
‘I am that he, Oda,’ a voice sunk into Joe’s skull. ‘Come closer, my son. Closer.’ 
Neon LEDS flickered, but were mostly consumed the odour and mist. The marsh boiled 
and popped, marking Patts’ outfit with a browny ichor.  
‘Closer, my son. Come closer.’  
The voice sounded more like a snarling monster than anything human, and for once, 
the samurai was anxious. There is a first time for everything, eh? 
Buddy stopped to kneel into the marsh. His hands sunk into pools surrounding him. 
Pools littered with carcasses of mice, their eyes still red as they lay dead, innards gnawed by 
the very rat that led them here.  
The mist swirled to the crying of the rat men behind, they knelt with their muzzles 
buried in shit.  
‘Kneel before me, my son.’ 
The throne was made of bone, gilded by gold, and irritated by countless wires. A 
constant huffing of power whirred throughout the throne, the being upon it, motionless, as it 
gorged on the electricity of the Underbelly. It was not human, though may have been long ago. 
The skeleton and faint remnants of meat remained intact, strapped with bars of steel across its 
chest and limbs. More needles prodded into the withered flesh of the beast, injecting copious 
amounts of neon liquids into what remained. But that was nothing compared to its skull, a semi-
hollowed out vessel, with a hardened plastic sheath protecting the brightly lit brain within. 
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Nodes connected, reconnected and worked every second, and every moment while an 
antiquated life-support system forced dirty air into now defunct lungs. 
‘You are afraid, aren’t you, Oda? You needn’t be afraid of me.’  
‘I’m not afraid of yeh!’ Joe burst out with Patts’ shrill vocals.  
The monster heaved with a malignant sighing.  
‘Kneel then,’ another heave, ‘or I will have you killed.’ 
Buddy looked to Joe. ‘He’s not lying, he will kill you!’ 
‘Let him try,’ Joe sneered even as the rat men encircled him. ‘What are yeh waiting for 
then? Kill me! I ain’t kneeling ‘til my oath is forfeit.’  
  The rat men gritted their teeth, ready to gut Joe should the being give the order. But 
there was no order, nor any talking for a slow moment. Another heaving. 
‘The oath to Charles Peyton,’ a heave, ‘the Socrates.’ 
Joe warped Patts’ face into an uglied, albeit defiant mien.  
‘He is dead.’ 
‘How—’ Joe pushed his way through the rat men and struck Patts’ fist into the throne. 
‘how do yeh know Socs’ dead?’ 
‘Because,’ the being’s heaving grew heavier. ‘I killed him.’ 
 
*** 
 
‘What took you so long?’ Mr Peyton gargled, blood seeped from the corners of his eyes. 
 The assailant cocked his head and knelt by Mr Peyton. ‘I have been here longer, 
Charles. I was just admiring the night sky.’ 
 Mr Peyton lifted his head only to see several stars through the murky clouds. 
 ‘They’re dead, you know,’ Mr Peyton coughed.  
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 ‘All of us are dead, Charles,’ the assailant flicked a silvered dread and cocked his head. 
‘The problem is, we don’t realise it until it’s too late.’ 
 A macabre awareness gripped Mr Peyton whilst the assailant jacked a small, piercing 
cord into Mr Peyton’s sternum. A twinge. 
‘Everybody knows that you live forever, Charles. Don’t worry,’ the assailant stroked 
Mr Peyton’s cheek. ‘Forever.’ 
 
*** 
 
Joe slammed a fist into Buddy’s jawbone. Losing his footing, the wirehead slipped into the 
marsh, facedown. Afraid, the rat men scuttled away as Patts’ eyes permeated with a vehement 
rage that not only clogged her eyes with a mixture of fury, grief and torment, and sending the 
capacitor on her head into a frenzy.  
 ‘Yeh killed him?’ Doe boomed as he knelt into the wirey muscle of the wirehead’s 
back. He wrapped Patts’ fingers around the dreads, waterboarding the wirehead in the muck 
and shit.  
 Buddy gargled unintelligibly. 
 ‘Oda, Oda!’ A wheezing.  
 ‘Why did yeh kill him? Why?’ Another punch. ‘He was—he was,’ sobbing, Joe 
punched the wirehead again and again, the pommelling a perpetual and unceasing flurry of 
rage.  
 ‘Stop, Joe! Stop it, now!’ 
 A voice. His voice. The Socrates. Socs.  
 Joe stopped and, for a second, questioned his sanity.  
 ‘It’s me, Joe. It’s really me,’ a heavy heave.  
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 ‘Yeh dead. Yeh said it before,’ Joe turned and marched towards the throne. ‘Buddy 
killed him, yeh can’t trick me with yeh bullshit!’ 
‘They’re dead, Joe,’ the being mimicked to near perfection. 
 Joe’s eyes opened, wide. 
 ‘They’re all dead, Socs. No stars in the sky’ 
 The being wheezed dramatically. It waited. Steam vented from twin sockets, the skull, 
lost amid the smoke. Joe winced as Buddy struck him with a lone, rat man pole. Patts’ bod fell 
into muck, Joe lost to the wispiness of the steam. The smoke clogged Patts’ lungs, and together, 
they fell asleep. 
 ‘There is,’ a wheeze, ‘much work to be done. My,’ another, heavier wheeze, ‘beautiful 
ones.’ 
 
*** 
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9 – I’m guided by a signal in the heavens 
 
By the Vostok, he sat and smoked, ash and tobacco strewn upon the harsh, stone flooring. 
Miscast images of his father swirled in his head. More Picasso-like than picture perfect, he 
imagined his father shaking his head, disgruntled by his flamboyant, ill-gotten behaviour. It 
wasn’t his fault that he was unlike his father—he was Uron, and Uron wasn’t his father’s son. 
But no one was. No one could hope to match the cruelty, nor match his genius, not even the 
Elder Presteigne could come close.  
Three projectors hummed by the shuttle, and three illusory pixels wove in and out of 
reality before the dragon. The skulls of three boars; one black, César; one pink, Snowe; the 
last, pale, Major.  
‘We knew you’d be here,’ the three spoke in unison, followed by a brief surge of static 
which sounded, oddly enough, like the snorting of a pig.  
A slight smile. ‘I didn’t know my room was bugged.’ 
More snorting, chortling and a slight squealing.  
‘Your father,’ Snowe’s pink skull vibrated, ‘thought it prudent that our eyes should be 
everywhere—’  
‘—for the benefit of the König Empire, of course, kulak.’ César interrupted, his words 
laced with a boorish venom.  
Uron lit another cigarette, his mind still lost amid the memories of his father. The König 
Empire. Were we an empire? He inhaled. Were we ever an empire? 
‘What do you want?’ Uron slowly exhaled and wiped his eyes. ‘Don’t you have 
enough?’ 
More chortling. 
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‘Enough!’ César’s skull flickered. ‘Without us, you kulak—you whelpling—you brat—
would have long since faded into obscurity! You—you—’ 
‘Ignore him, Uron,’ Snowe’s monotonous voice droned over César’s. ‘But he does have 
a point. Without us, your empire would be lost. Those dragons you parade yourself with are 
cunning.’   
And ruthless. And proud. And fierce.  
‘I’ll ask you again,’ Uron turned to face Major’s pale skull, a voice that has so far 
remained silent. ‘What is it that you want from me?’ 
 An eerie hush devoured the snorting and chortling of César and Snowe. 
 ‘Presteigne,’ Major spoke, his voice unwieldy, albeit proud, he enunciated every 
syllable carefully. ‘He moves for demolition.’ 
 ‘Demolition?’ Uron blurted and dropped his cigarette holder. Frozen, his heart was 
panicky. A heavy thudding beat against his ribcage. The gore, the dragon swore, came loose 
from his bones. 
 ‘Demolition! Is Presteigne insane?’ 
 ‘We do not know the dragon as well as you do,’ Major continued, ‘but we hear things. 
Terrible things.’ 
 The dragon paced between the skulls, his footsteps erratic. Another cigarette.  
 ‘Do you have proof?’ 
 ‘The kulak wants proof,’ César snorted, ‘doesn’t our word hold merit? The boar is no 
snake. The boar is honest, kulak.’ 
 The boar is fat, Uron thought. He stroked the Vostok, the metal chilled his fingertips. 
‘I can’t accuse a man, let alone a dragon, of demolition. That would be suicide.’ 
‘Weak,’ César snorted again, ‘I thought dragons were ruthless, proud and fierce?’  
Did he read my mind? 
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‘Yes, but—’ Uron bowed his head and thought of his father once more. The power. The 
anger. The fire. Be a dragon. Be the König dragon. 
Uron crushed the butt of his cigarette and stroked the hilt of his rapier. Precious, he 
carried it everywhere with him. A defender. A confidant. It was a tear of beaten silver, a 
chromium kiss and violent end to those that defied his father. The sting of the wyvern’s tail 
and kiss of a dragon.  
The dragon unsheathed the rapier. ‘What will you have me do, comrades?’  
‘A moot,’ Snowe yelped. 
‘A moot, kulak,’ César snorted. 
‘A moot,’ Major startled to warble. ‘A moot must be called. In person. All dragons, 
together. A moot.’ 
‘A moot,’ the three boars reverberated in unison. ‘A moot,’ the swine hollered with 
glee. 
     
 
*** 
 
Her mummy was a number cruncher. Her daddy was a White Hat. And they both sat in front 
of their rigs each day.  
The baby Patts sat by her rents, alone in her cradle, and watched them as they pricked 
keys and ported into their monolithic towers. Some days she’d escape her confines and touch 
the towers with her chubby, stunted fingers. A tingle. It was electrifying. The tower purred, 
whirred and whooshed. She’d clap with excitement. Snot would bubble from her nose. A laugh. 
A burp. Never tears.  
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The monoliths, akin to her rents, were figures of grandeur. They were immense beings, 
their many wires doubled both as a valuable teething devices and toys. A yank. A tug. A nibble. 
And a whack. Her rents would scold her, but she didn’t care. These towers were her friends, 
and nobody could take them away from her. 
Until… 
 
There was a thumping. A shredding sound. The cawing of a bird. She opened her eyes, 
but all she could see was darkness. And a thing before her drowned in a bright, neon light. It 
was a mangled human machine hybrid, its skull lit up with what appeared to be a tenacious 
glee. It was then she realised that her arms were shackled by blackened manacles, spikes 
plunged deeply into her wrists. The pain was dull, and has been ever since—ever since—a long 
time ago.  
 ‘Ah, so the sleeper has,’ a heave, ‘awakened. Did you sleep well?’ 
 Patts was surprised that she wasn’t in as much shock as she should’ve been. There was 
no memory of how she came here, how she was captured, or how—another dulled, stabbing 
pain gnawed the flesh by her wound. Blood seeped from her wound. 
‘What are—you?’ Patts mouthed, a moan escaping after spitting a gob of snot onto the marshy 
ground. 
The thing sat in silence, its skull, like a disco orb, reflected pinks, blues, greens, yellows 
in a fraction of a second as it neared Patts in jerky motions. The wheels screeched, catheters 
and drips following the macabre toll of his design.  
‘I’ve spoken to Oda already,’ a heavier heave, ‘I don’t wish to speak any more. I need 
your,’ another heave, ‘body.’ 
Patts tested the manacles, but grew tired after a mere tug. She spat another gob onto the 
thing.  
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‘Who the hell is Oda?’ 
‘The samurai,’ a heave, followed by a severe coughing fit. This was heavier, and far 
more morose. Clotted blood trickled from its dried lips. 
Patts leaned against the cold, brick wall, anxiety intensifying as the thing neared her.   
‘Stay away from me, you stink like—’ 
‘Death,’ a hoarse chuckle slipped from his lips. ‘I am death. And death requests,’ a 
heave, ‘rebirth.’  
 A malignant dread fed into her ever growing anxiety. Another caw echoed in the barren, 
tomb-like hole.  
 ‘Who are you?’ Patts muttered, almost incomprehensible amid the boiling of the marsh.  
A crackly grin. ‘They call me the Old One. They call me the Great One. They—they—
’ his voice croaked with a hideous pitch. ‘They are wrong. I am no greater than,’ another 
heaving, ‘a worm. In life, I was merely Calhoun, and servant to the great—great,’ a heave. 
‘Algernon Waldman.’  
She felt her own heartbeat; every techie, every modder, and every punker knew about 
the great Algernon Waldman. Often spoke in hushed tones, he was no more than a hacker 
prophet. Modder seer. And punker legend. To even speak with one of his servants was an 
impossible thought for Patts. 
‘Bullshit,’ she smirked, ‘Waldman was nothing more than a myth.’ 
‘I thought the Patricia Caretta would know better.’ 
The Patricia Caretta? I am a the now? 
She tugged at the manacles again. ‘How do you know me?’ 
‘Because I told him about you,’ a lighter heave, ‘about us.’ 
The voice. It couldn’t have been.  
‘Socs?’ Patts mouthed, silently.  
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‘Yes, it’s me Patts,’ another heave. ‘It’s been a while, hasn’t it?’ 
‘But—but you’re dead?’ Patts sobbed.  
He was dead. She saw his bod. His eyes ripped from his skull. The gore. The—the— 
‘I’m here, Patts. I’ve always—alw—’ a bloody cough tore away at the thing’s throat. 
‘—always been here. In spirit. But I can’t speak now,’ another heave, ‘not like—’  
‘—I can—can—’ a heave, ‘I can smell the sickness, Patts,’ Calhoun interrupted with a 
heartier wheezing. 
‘I’m not sick,’ Patts snapped and tugged at her manacles defiantly. 
‘Yes—yes—yes you are. Let me in, I can help.’ Calhoun tried to lift a withered limb, 
but was unable to even lift a finger. His stink grew stronger as he slid closer.  
‘No. No more in my head. I—I can’t have you in my head.’ 
Calhoun sat, solid like a gargoyle. Steam vented from twin holes in his neck. Mucus 
dripped.  
‘I have waited,’ a heave, ‘for so long, Patts. He has cut me,’ a heavier heave, ‘and I 
yearn for vengeance. Your body—body—body,’ his lips smacked to invisible words; he 
laughed. ‘Your body—it sings to me. The sickness,’ a heave, ‘a mere illusion. I can fix you. 
Together, we—’ 
‘—we can rise,’ Socs’ interrupted.  
We can rise. We can rise.  
 
*** 
 
The water was dyed black as the whirring of the machinery plunged deeper and deeper within 
the falls. A ruby gloss coated the slick, and at times it would violently froth between the rock 
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and moss. He wasn’t told what was beyond the falls, just that it contained a hope for his people. 
Mikomi. 
Oda watched the waters churn countless litres of waste for what felt like hours. Master 
Ieyasu once told him about the blue finned dogs that could breathed underwater. A dog that 
could breathe underwater, that was something unusual to him. It would eat all the fish and then 
scamper along with the waves. Maybe I’ll see one someday. 
‘Oda, why are you here?’ 
Master Ieyasu had a talent for finding Oda, no matter where he was. 
Oda bent his neck downwards, and sighed.  
‘You said I’d be ready soon.’ 
Master Ieyasu sat by the boy, and threw a pebble into the river. The water didn’t ripple, 
the pebble sunk into the cancerous broth.  
‘Soon,’ he smiled, kindly. 
Once you go in, you never come out.  
‘Is everything alright, Oda?’ 
Oda caught his breath. ‘I’m scared. Once you go in—’ 
‘You never come out. I’ve heard that one too. I’m not going to lie to you, what you’ll 
embark on is treacherous. Dangerous. And very, very terrifying.’  
Oda looked up to his teacher, eyes watery, he crept closer. 
‘You’ll protect Edo. That’s all that matters. Protect her at all costs and you’ll keep your 
family from harm. All of us from harm. Isn’t that what’s important, Oda?’ 
The machinery churned more bleeding froth. 
 
*** 
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Her skin crawled as the heir strode past her desk. He had a way of walking that made him 
appear unnatural. It was as if he were powered by miniscule pistons. Jerky motions followed 
him like a foul stench even as he squirmed his way onto her sofa. He dug his fingernails into 
the plastic. A smile. His teeth were annoyingly perfect.  
‘Parley?’ 
A laugh. ‘Parley?’ She spoke mockingly as she poured an aged wine into a gemmed 
goblet. ‘We are enemies. Kanli. Does that mean nothing to you?’ 
‘Why should it?’ The heir didn’t miss a beat, his unblinking eyes fixated on the gemmed 
goblet. Mister Lei offered, but the heir inched his neck, swayed and drew in closer. ‘Kanli is 
suspended until you renew it, is it not?’ 
‘No,’ she snorted, ‘it’s a feud between families, not individuals. I would’ve thought the 
Presteigne heir knowledgeable in such matters.’ 
Ah, so she is a dragon after all, 2Fir thought. Yes, yes, I will be careful! Hush, boy, he 
forced the Presteigne heir into submission. You’ll do no good here. 
‘I come under banner of parley, it would be unjust to criticise me,’ 2Fir grinned.  
He thinks me on his level! Such arrogance! Such insolence!  
She lapped the wine with her thin tongue and sat across the heir. She arched her fingers, 
flexing them as she scrutinised the heir. A pretty boy, he’s definitely not of this world.  
‘Parley, you suggested. Fine. What do you want, Presteigne?’ 
‘You invited me here, alone, for a reason, Mister Lei. What is that reason?’  
Taken aback, Mister Lei fumbled. His smile irked her the way his motioning did. Stop 
it—stop it now! 
‘It was brazen for my enemy to be here during my inauguration. I’m intrigued.’  
‘Merely intrigued?’ 
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No answer. She flexed her fingers once more and flicked away a lone scrap of dander. 
Her horns itched, but she kept all weakness locked and hidden. Not for the Presteigne heir to 
see. Not today. 
‘I know there is something you need. Something you desire. Something you think me 
capable of bestowing. What is this something, my dear?’ 
Mister Lei slammed her palms onto the desk. The floor trembled as she rose.  
‘Your father’s head. You want more? I want your name lost. Forgotten. Dead. Is that 
enough, Presteigne heir?’ 
A curt nod. ‘What if I can help you with some of those things?’  
Mister Lei paced around the heir, unable to smell any form of fear, awe or even 
excitement. The hormones weren’t working as planned.  
 ‘I don’t understand.’ 
 ‘My father,’ 2Fir turned to face Mister Lei, still grinning in jerky motion, ‘is insane. If 
I offer the olive branch, one with my father’s skewered head, would kanli between us become 
null and void?’ 
 That was better than expected. Inauguration. Fealty sworn to me by most of my vassals. 
And the head of my ancestral enemy.  
‘I ask you again, heir, what do you want from me?’ 
Her tone was sharp. Very sharp. She would slay him without much thought if he spoke 
incorrectly. Luckily, 2Fir never spoke incorrectly.  
‘Your support for my claim,’ 2Fir said, calmly, and reached out his hand. ‘With my 
father deposed, there will be vultures. Predators. Your support, and your, ahem—’ 
‘My guard. Is that what you’re suggesting?’ 
‘It is. With your forces, along with mine, we will be a force to be reckoned with. A 
duopoly of industry spanning the stars.’ 
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Mister Lei was unsure whether to shake the hand or let it hang for another hour or so. 
A duopoly? We were all instructed to follow and master one path, and one path alone. 
‘We’ll be breaking dozens of rules,’ she spoke quietly, and inched closer. ‘We’ll be 
outcasts, and exiled from our homes. I don’t doubt that we can fend off the vultures, but to 
form a duopoly. The Consortium will—’ 
‘We are the heirs of dinosaurs, not dragons,’ 2Fir interrupted, his voice even sharper 
than Mister Lei’s. ‘The Consortium will heel under the boots of the heirs.’  
 Brief silence consumed the room with an awkward dabbing of bile. Eyes connected by 
malice, greed and a thirst for power. She could feel it. The pumping in his carotid. His heart.  
‘There are some that say patricide is immoral,’ Mister Lei stood, poured some more 
wine into her goblet and sipped. ‘Even when it comes to business. The Zaibatsu is about family. 
Rules. Law. Without it—’ 
‘Once upon a time there were two brothers,’ 2Fir blurted out, delving deeper and deeper 
into the heir’s memories. ‘The older brother was strong. Resilient. Beautiful. Intelligent. He 
was the perfect representation of his family. The stars were his for the taking, and rightfully so, 
he was perfection incarnate. And his younger brother’s idol. 
‘The younger brother was nothing but a mere pencil pusher, avid reader of junk and 
tech-illiterate. He was a child born in a world too advanced for his talents. He was nothing 
compared to the Adonis, his brother, but was loved nonetheless by this demi-god.  
‘Yes, madness did flow through their veins; their father and his father last were nothing 
but chaotic wyrms hell-bent on reaching the rocks embedded into the night sky. All because of 
a dream. A lucid dream. The stars, our destination. But they were not meant for the rocks in 
the night sky, the jade dragons were; this only further fuelling their ever-growing resentment 
of the other families.  
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‘And then the elder jade dragon died. Their father rejoiced and insisted that his sons 
plan to thwart the dragoness atop the Chinese spire, only for the older brother to reject his plea. 
The father displayed no concern until he slew the older brother. The perfect Adonis. The more 
intelligent and far more deserving of the dragon mantle. His idol, slain, the younger brother 
relented to his insane father, only fuelling the vengeance that now gave him new purpose.  
‘The stars were going to be his destination, only after his father fell into the abyss from 
whence he came.’    
The two sat in silence. They scrutinised each other. Listened to every pulse, and 
smelling every sensation. There was no fear. There was no shame. This was business. 2Fir 
could feel the doubt, the master of deception pulling her closer and closer to her doom. Will 
she follow? Perhaps, dragons are blinded by such cunning, whether they like to admit it or not.  
His arm still lingered in the air, should I shake it? I can’t. This is treason. This is murder. 
This—makes sense. I am a dragon, not a hunk of fossilised bone. She reached out for the 
enemy’s arm and squeezed. 
‘Kanli dissolved,’ she spoke softly, her nails dug into the heir’s forearm. ‘We have work 
to do.’ 
2Fir grinned. Yes we do. 
 
*** 
 
Oda. Oda. Oda. 
 A velvety blackness consumed his vision as specks of light flicked in the distance.  
 Oda. Oda. Oda. 
He could hear the faint speaking of Master Ieyasu. The wispiness in his voice touched 
Oda’s heart. A pulsation spread like a virus. Ba bump, ba bump.  
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Oda. Oda. Oda. 
The velvety blackness grew corrosive and gnawed away at Master Ieyasu’s voice. 
Oda—Od—O. 
A gnashing. Bones broken. Chest reconfigured. 
O—d—a—. 
Eyes open. 
 
He woke, mouth agape for air layered with dust. Joe panted, thirsty for water or 
whatever liquid he could get his hands on. Heavy breathing, he tried to speak, but his tongue 
was brittle and unable to utter even a minor syllable.  
Water. Water. I need Water. 
‘Wa—wa, wa—wa,’ Joe panted, his tongue split, the raw taste of iron fresh in his 
mouth.  
Buddy slunk around the samurai and wedged a canteen in his mouth. It may have been 
water, but the drops tasted of pure, fermented ecstasy. Joe suckled on the canteen until there 
was nothing left. 
‘Thirsty, eh?’ Buddy smiled and prodded the samurai in the torso.  
Torso? Patience. Joe lifted an arm and touched his face. Or lack thereof. This couldn’t 
be—no… 
Joe struggled to lift his neck. ‘Wh—whe—thi—this—bo—bod?’ 
Buddy cocked his head. ‘Aren’t you happy to be home?’ 
‘I—I—I—I—’ 
‘Don’t speak,’ Buddy winked and muffled Joe’s mouth. ‘Rest. You’ll need it.’  
But the samurai couldn’t rest, nor even close his eyes. He was awake. Awake. And 
alive. 
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*** 
 
Swish, thrust. Everything out, swordplay is pure. Elegant. Fantastic. Thrust, swish, dance. It 
was a meticulous song of three souls alight with vision and purpose; the steel in hand, the keen 
mind, and the body—together, a triumvirate, together, a hero. Footing, change, sidestep, swish, 
thrust.  
 Uron was blindfolded, it eased the senses. The instincts had to be keen if he was to 
follow only the currents of air and juice in one’s muscles. To trust in the rapier and to trust in 
oneself was a task in itself, but a task worthwhile, for dragons had to hone such vitality and 
hostility distilled with a calmness, beaten and broken by flame and ingenuity.  
 You wouldn’t understand—dragons can only be read by others of their kind.  
 But his father was more than a dragon—he was a daemonic tyrant. An obscene creature 
born into demolished hell, whom was able to bend the laws of mere mortals to his advantage. 
He was more than Uron was, and more than Presteigne could ever hope to be. It was inside, 
that much Uron could grasp. But to hone the genes of his father was impossible.  
Why can’t you hear me? Why won’t you help me…I’m weak and need your guidance, 
father. I need you love. Changed stance, swish, thrust, thrust, THRUST.  
 Enough! 
 ‘Father?’ Uron lowered his rapier, and slid the blindfold off.  
 And he was there, a serpent coated in slick and ebon smog. Eyes like lightning, his 
voice was thunder and the crackling of chaos imbibed in sulphur. He watched his son with an 
eye inked with gold. Uron, a whelp before the draconic beast.  
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 ‘Genelines, genelines—all you can think is the impurity of yourself. I am you, and you 
are me—I am insulted. My son, descendent of Goths, and Vandals, and inheritor of the lonely 
spire of Berlin. Neu Berlin. My land, my kingdom!’ his father roared, the floor shattered.  
 Uron’s flesh bruised, then ripped as scales protruded his chest, limbs and neck. Encased 
in a placenta of blazing gore, Uron bellowed; his father, Herr König, shrank, and dissolved into 
an ashy slick.  
‘I am your son,’ Uron started, ‘I am you, and you are me. Trust me, father. I will not 
bow, nor will I bend, buckle or fly. I am king, and lord of our spire.’ 
 
Uron unstrapped the VR headset, his mind spiked with an uncanny pain. Frontal lobe—
too much VR-ing, SOMA highs and fucking. Living the dream, eh?  
His eyes were heavy, and heart, heavy. Couldn’t rise out of bed, no matter how easy it 
appeared. His lids just closed, shut tightly as if they were glued with diamond gel. Not today, 
he thought to himself. I have so much to do, but I can’t get out. No, let them do everything. 
They always did everything—how, what, when, where, why, you want to eat this, don’t you? 
He was a König, and he was used to being treated like a babe.  
His chest warm, his stomach churned its acids. If he were to side with the Boars, then 
who knows if he were keep his fiefdom, should the Consortium Collective decide against the 
moot. He knew his father would more than likely ally with the Boars, and attempt to overthrow 
the gooks, he sighed. I’m supposed to be like this, supposed to keep to my own, and the 
perfected. But it’s wrong. 
It took an hour to crawl out of bed, and another hour to attempt resisting the lure of 
more VR tampering. His VR addiction had cost him many hours, and thousands of bits per 
second, but it mattered not, his fortune was immense. It felt unnatural that Uron was attracted 
by such trivial forms of entertainment. Movies and reels, I should be attracted to a screen, not 
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hallucinatory dreams. But the human beast is a beast of whim, controlled by urges 
uncontrollable by the weak. Perhaps he was unlike his father, perhaps he shouldn’t control the 
spire. Enough, enough! Out, all my thoughts, out!   
His rapier was pinned to the wall of his study, the blade scribed with runic symbols. 
Herrenvolk—master race—a relic of a brainwashed, primitive people. His father had kept it as 
a sign of German superiority over the defunct, warring states of the Americansi. The blood of 
an ancient, Nordic myth was said to flow through his gene-conditioned veins, and the blood of 
an ancient, primitive people clung to his heart. The rapier was symbol not of racial indignity, 
but a show of personal superiority. There was a difference, Uron thought, even if it couldn’t be 
understood by those unaltered. 
He seized the rapier, and for the first time since his father’s demise, practiced. Light, 
like in VR, delicate, like in VR, but regal, unlike in VR. There was a simple majesty, and an 
indescribable emotion flooded him, and brought Uron to tears. This is my legacy, he choked. 
My legacy inscribed on a piece of folded metal    
Young, very young, Uron was unable to sleep once he’d discovered he’d been cloned. 
He imagined a giant vat of slime, sperm and blood, churned by a wooden ladle, the chants of 
witch and hag in chorus as he was birthed by the rubber vagina coated in an emerald slime. But 
it was more simple, he’d discovered, and far less romantic. His father’s slightly altered semen 
was injected into a willing donor, voila. Uron the fifth in a line of hundreds to come. There has, 
and always will be a Herr König, his father believed, as there has, and always has been, a pure 
human species through his genes. But you couldn’t win the battle through force, no. Through 
utter and complete decimation of the subhuman—let themselves kill each other, and let us 
cocoon, let us survive. That has, and always will be the König way.  
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‘But it’s wrong, father,’ he flourished the rapier, and thrust it at an invisible enemy. 
‘How can I be privy to such evil?’ another thrust. ‘Elder Presteigne may be…something, but is 
it right to violate the Consortium Collective’s decree of amnesty?’ 
Herr König would agree. But he wasn’t his father, no matter how many times he’d heard 
it. No matter how many dreams came to him, and no matter how many delusions infected his 
mind—he was not his father. 
The rapier, sheathed, he clothed himself in scalloped leather, thicker than his usual 
uniform. 
His father’s mantle was hidden deep in the cavernous wardrobe of Uron. Chest and 
buckler, equipped. He upheld and blessed himself with the crown of the first König, 
emblazoned with gold, silver and rubies imbedded into rivets of crimson latches. The relics 
were musty and coated in the grime of a past life. 
 
The moot must be called.  
 
*** 
 
Joe smelled the blossoms, pollen and spores, fresh, stung his nose, he sneezed. He wiped his 
nose, and washed his face in the stream, by the falls. No blood, he quickly slapped his cheeks, 
clean, and shook his face like a rabid wolf. He was free for the first time in years, so he lay 
upon the thistles, and admired the night sky without care.   
‘Oda,’ the voice slithered into his skull, ‘your oath is void. You’re released. Why do 
you keep coming?’ 
Master Ieyasu arose from the blackness, his eyes glimmered akin to the starlight. His 
face was askew, his chin and cheek bones were moulded poorly, and looked more like clay 
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slapped upon a plastic skeleton. He practiced with the enamelled bokken by the stream. Blood 
flowed from the falls, meat and gore rinsed the blue out of the stream.  
‘I may not remember yeh too well, but I know yer didn’t look like that.’  
Master Ieyasu ignored Joe and continued to practice. Swish, strike, HA! The waters 
overflowed, the red tinted Joe’s clothes and skin with the gore. Swish, strike, HA! Joe stood 
alongside Master Ieyasu, unsheathed his katana and practised, the gore, eyes, veins, fat and 
sinew, wrapped around his feet and legs. Swish, strike, HA!        
‘Do you remember your last time with me? With us?’ 
 Joe didn’t, and continued to practice with his former master. Master Ieyasu turned on 
Joe, and whacked him with the bokken across the chest. No pain, no flinch, Joe continued to 
practice. 
 ‘I can’t remember,’ Joe coughed. 
 ‘Breathe in,’ Master Ieyasu inhaled, ‘and breathe out,’ he exhaled. 
 Joe breathed in, and breathed out, but the gore continued to writhe around his ankles. 
They howled, their unintelligible wails demoralised the samurai, but still, Joe practised between 
the wailing and Master Ieyasu’s abuse. A hit to the chest again, his back and even a crack to 
the skull, but Joe was unhindered, and continued his swordplay tuned to the sound of the 
ravenous waters—they churned.  
‘I cleave, sink and sow. I fight, strike and kill. One purpose, one reason and one 
promise,’ Joe started, and kissed his blade, his monstrous reflection frightened him for the first 
time. ‘A samurai doesn’t ever forget his oath, and I’ll never forget my oath to Edo. Just so 
happens my oath to Edo is the very same oath I swore to Socs—protect the people. His people.’ 
A wily smirk. ‘Are you a true samurai then, Oda?’ 
Joe stopped practising, and breathed in and out. ‘No. I’m Joe Doe—the guy with a 
sword.’ 
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‘Don’t you remember, Oda? Don’t you remember anything I’ve taught you, anything—
’ Master Ieyasu paused, his flesh melted and accompanied the gore alongside Joe’s ankles. He 
was nothing more than a skeleton held by Teflon-like ligaments, cords and a metal chest piece 
that protected his heart. ‘Don’t you remember me?’ 
It was his master’s voice, it was Patts’ voice, and it was Socs’ voice all at once. Breathed 
in and out, in and out. He held his katana, and impaled the abomination—full force, he pressed 
and drove the steel right through the chest piece and straight into the heart. The blackened 
muscle exploded, the bitter acid melted the steel. 
The skeleton’s laughter was wretched and filled Joe with a malign sense of dread. Its 
jaw unhinged, but still the laugher consumed Joe, the void turned blacker. The falls, thistles 
and stars disappeared. 
‘Do you remember the machines, Oda?’ the skeleton cried, his voice hoarse, penetrated 
his mind. 
The machines, they whirred. That’s all. Mashers munching. That’s all. Gears grinding, 
ones with symbols imprinted upon the wheels. That’s all.  
‘No, I—’ a tear streamed down his chin for the first time since his childhood. ‘The 
machines, they whir.’ 
 
Master Ieyasu took him but the hand, his jasmine scented fingers carefully wrapped 
around his wrist. This was a matter of grave urgency, he’d told Oda, a matter that required a 
strong mind, a strong heart and an even stronger will.  
Of course I’m ready, Oda replied with the vivacity of youth. His eyes were filled with 
anticipation—he’d finally see what was behind the falls. He was to become a man today, and 
receive his katana, he thought. But a thought gnawed away at him, once you go in, you never 
come out. 
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Master Ieyasu had led him to a grand, wooden door carved with the elegant symbols of 
his ancestors. Master Ieyasu tapped on the symbols with his bokken and the door opened with 
a hearty creak.  
Master Ieyasu traded some ancient Nipponese with a worker clothed in white, his eyes 
the shape of bug eyes, and hands the size of melons. Oda tried to listen, but they were speaking 
too fast for even an innate sense of understanding. 
‘Follow me, Oda,’ Master Ieyasu kindly smiled. ‘But focus only on me, and don’t look 
at the workers. They’re afraid of outsiders.’ 
‘Afraid of me?’ asked Oda puzzled. ‘Why are they afraid of me?’ 
The workers tampered with giants wrought from iron, and twisted wheels of brazen 
bronze. Vats of bubbling broth permeated the room, and made Oda’s stomach feel sick, so sick 
he could even feel his breakfast rise from his stomach. But no, he couldn’t vomit—he was to 
be a man today. 
Master Ieyasu stopped, and stroked Oda’s cheek. ‘Are you ready, Oda?’ 
He nodded, and bowed. Master Ieyasu returned the bow, and spoke some more 
Nipponese.  
‘Remember Oda, this is for us. Your family. Remember that through the pain. 
Remember that this is for the greater good of Edo, and the preservation of our culture,’ Master 
Ieyasu brushed Oda’s shoulder, his eyes welled with tears.  
‘I love you too, Oda. Remember that.’ 
Two workers flanked Oda, and grabbed his arms. He didn’t struggle as they injected 
him with needles longer than any of his fingers. The liquids pressed on, and felt as if they tore 
his veins to shreds. Oda vomited blood, his knees cramped, but as soon as he lifted his head, 
Master Ieyasu had vanished.  
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‘No—no,’ Oda vomited more blood, but the workers dragged him to a cold metal slab. 
Oda could barely move his limbs, the liquids rushed throughout his body, paralysed and 
electrified every cell, every muscle and even corroded his vision. The last thing he saw, the 
workers, and their zooming bug eyes. He swore he could see a sword in the distance, but that 
may have been just a hallucination. 
No—no—no—no. 
 
The skeleton peered into Joe’s mind. ‘You do remember, don’t you?’  
‘He left me,’ Joe choked, more tears dripped from eyeless sockets. ‘And I became Joe 
Doe, the monster.’ 
The skeleton embraced Joe, and whispered, ‘I’ve never left you, Oda. I’ve always been 
here. Do you forgive me?’ 
Joe shoved the skeleton away, another disjointed form of laughter pierced his skull. 
This thing wasn’t Master Ieyasu—or at least the Ieyasu he remembered. The skeleton ambled 
towards Joe, in hand, a sword, the hilt crafted from bone, blade ruby like fresh rose.   
‘You are right, Oda. I’m not Master Ieyasu, but I am a friend that’s willing to offer you 
a place in my heart.’  
The blade dropped from its hand, the skeleton deformed into a glossy orb of pixels and 
fractures.  
Joe plucked the sword from the ground, and ignored the voice. Enraptured by the 
blade’s craftsmanship, Joe practiced, and swung the sword. Beautiful. 
‘Joe Doe? Do you not understand what I can offer you?’ 
Joe continued to swing. ‘For what?’ 
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‘Algernon Waldman’s thesis stated that the New Man was to be born of the natural and 
the unnatural, God’s golem and man’s cyborg. For your frame, I can offer you release. Do you 
not want it?’ 
Joe shook his head, and looked to the orb. Socs face hanged, his skin, saggy, eyes, 
joyless. He screamed, threw the blade to the ground and beat his chest like an animal.  
‘Not again—never will I let yeh, or anyone take me alive. Yeh want me, come and get 
me. Yeh want my brain, or frame, or whatever, come and take it. But know this, I won’t stay 
still. I’ll get yeh. I’ll kill yeh. I don’t work for yeh, I work for Socs.’  
‘But I am Socs, can you not see it?’ 
‘Yer not.’ 
‘I am everyone, and everything—why do you think Socs entrusted you to take care of 
Patts. We need you both. We need—’ 
‘I’ve heard enough of yer bullshit!’ 
Joe leapt into the air and beat the orb, bashed it with his mechanical fists, beat and 
destroyed the pane until it dissipated. A fracture in place of the thing, particles wavered and 
reformed, slowly. 
‘You cannot escape me, Oda. I have, and will always be.’ 
 
*** 
 
It only took a couple of hours for Joe to be able to move. Jerkily. His arms were constricted by 
the rusted tubes grafted to his forearms, but could bend ever so slightly with each thrust, or 
forceful swaying. No eyelids protected his lifeless balls, nor was there flesh covering his right 
cheek or upper lip. Joe was a grisly spectacle, one wretched from the nightmarish horrors of 
hell. But alas, he was home.  
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 The wirehead waited for Joe to stand on his own, drink water on his own and even take 
a piss by his lonesome. Yes, his dick was still there, surprisingly.  
 Another hour in, Joe’s gut churned. He was hungry for the first time in a decade. The 
wirehead could only offer him the remnants of an energy bar, but there was no energy to be 
found.  
  Joe decided to walk from one side of the room to the other. Several toes were missing, 
hewn or lost amid the blast. But he could stride, alone. The floor was cold, but this was 
something that excited him more than anything. He could feel temperature again.  
 ‘How are you feeling now, Oda?’ Buddy walked over to Joe with a smile and his calc 
in his hands. 
 There was a purplish bruise underneath his eye, a blemish that resembled a flower 
mosaic more than a splotch of blood underneath the skin. It took a moment for his brain to 
speak to his limb, Joe’s arm raised, his hand pointed with a crooked finger. The nail was 
chipped, the resolute, unlike the other fingers which were either broken, or feeble.  
 ‘Does it hurt?’ Joe’s voice scraped against his throat.  
 Buddy’s smile turned into a sly smirking. ‘When you’re a wirehead, you learn to forego 
pain. Pain is irrelevant.’ 
 ‘Some would say—’ Joe coughed, and spat out mucus from a dormant age of living. 
‘Pain is purpose of living. And that—’ another cough, coated with a heavy gob of mucus.  
 ‘Pain prevents progress,’ Buddy sighed and urged the samurai to sit on the metal slab.  
 ‘No!’ Joe bellowed with a macabre hissing and instinctively smacked the wirehead in 
the gut. Buddy’s knees cracked as the force propelled him onto the floor, his dreads also 
fracturing under the sudden impact. True to his words, he did not writhe in pain, the wirehead 
stood, albeit slowly, and breathed heavily as he sat upon the slab. 
 ‘I see you have your strength,’ he breathed in deeply. ‘Good.’ 
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 Suddenly Joe’s mind turned to Patts. Patts. ‘Where is she?’ he scraped. 
 ‘Wha—’ 
 ‘Patts,’ Joe slammed a mangled fist onto the slab, ‘where the hell is she?’  
 Buddy shimmied slightly, not wanting to be in the line of sight of the beast before him. 
He was unsure if he could handle another thrashing. He was also lucky his calc wasn’t broken 
too. 
 ‘She’s with the Old One. She’s safe.’ 
 Joe’s muscles slumped. ‘No, I’m supposed to be with her. I’m—I’m—’ 
 Another heavy coughing fit afflicted the samurai, his muscles and wires contorting with 
each sudden bark.  
 ‘Breathing isn’t how you remembered, isn’t it?’  
 Joe exhaled. ‘I hate breathing.’ 
 Buddy stretched his back and fiddled on his calc for a second.  
 ‘Yes,’ the wirehead’s teeth chimed. ‘Already? He can barely wa—I understand,’ Buddy 
turned to Joe, the balls in his sockets whirred furiously. ‘It’s time to show you something. Can 
you follow me?’ 
 The samurai struggled to nod, but eventually gave a curt bow. He struggled at first to 
walk straight, but ultimately caught up to the frantic movement of the wirehead. They walked 
past dirtied shanks, knives and pikes, rusted, but modified to cut through not only bone, but 
steel and other, fresher alloys. Joe couldn’t make out much, but it appeared that they were in 
some dank and dreary laboratory, with the occasional rat scuttling by their feet. Buddy ignored 
the vermin, but how could the samurai? He kicked one away, and crushed another with a heavy 
foot, but like roaches, they never truly died.  
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 The entryway was guarded with beads. So many beads. The wirehead parted the way 
for the grotesque Joe to trudge through. They had been walking for a little over ten minutes, 
the dead muscles and flesh were weighed down by the earthly gravity.  
 ‘Why am I in this bod? Couldn’t yeh make me a new one?’ 
 ‘Because,’ the wirehead led Joe to a table covered with a velvety cloth.  
The dust clogged Joe’s lungs, another coughing fit, this time he spat blood on the 
ground. He wiped his mouth and scraped off a bit of flesh from his chin.  
‘You don’t work that way. You’re very old tech. I’m surprised you were even 
compatible with my calc.’ 
The wirehead tapped the table, it creaked.  
‘But what—’ 
‘Shh!’ Buddy slapped the wall only to hit the corner of his head with his calc. ‘Listen. 
Can you hear it?’ 
The wirehead tapped the table again. It creaked, but there was also a slight chiming. 
Not his teeth, but the chiming of real metals. Real steel. He tugged at the velvet. 
‘Uncover it, Oda.’ 
Slowly, the samurai tore the blanket from the table—and there it was, staring blankly, 
a long-lost friend—the remains of Flesh-Eater.  
‘My—my sword. How?’ 
Buddy didn’t answer. He fiddled with his calc until the lamps flickered a non-neon, all 
too real flame. The darkness was peeled back, and flames licking the sagging flesh of the 
samurai. An anvil, blackened by a meaty hammering and fire stood proudly in the corner, while 
various chisels, tongs and fullers, where pinned to the brickwork with antiquated shackles.  
‘You remember, don’t you?’ 
A long time ago. It was a very, very long time ago.  
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The shards of Flesh-Eater cried to samurai, yearning for rebirth. Fire. Molten. Rejoice. 
It was like synaesthesia, he could taste the cries of the shards, and smell the agony of his steel. 
Save us. Reforge. Wield.  
Joe slowly snatched the hilt from the table. The jagged metal was still sharp.  
We’ll see if I remember. 
 
*** 
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10 – It’s better to die on your feet 
 
‘All things come to an end. Especially by the hand of 2Fir.’ 
The merc spat with a lurid gaze. Like the gorgon, the merc froze the samurai in place, 
even as the gore cascaded from his wounds. There was no pain as the merc cocked the hand 
cannon. A sizzle. And then, Patts cracked him over the head with her tab.  
Naked, she fell atop the merc in a near-catatonic daze, biting and ramming her fingers 
into his eyes. Her nails were pointed like daggers, those balls never stood a chance. Patts’ 
lathered the green bathwater over him as she reached for the hand cannon, and within an instant, 
she blew his head clean off, the crazy decker chick herself flying into the corner of her room. 
Another crack, this time, her back.  
The samurai coughed a small goblet of oozy muck from his throat and crawled over to 
his fallen comrade. What happened? We were all so clear. We were safe. We were— 
Joe. Patts. Can you hear me? 
The psionics in their temples buzzed, though now, it also rendered their stomachs abuzz 
with a dull aching. 
‘Yeah,’ Joe mouthed, unable to concentrate to communicate properly using psionics.  
Patts mumbled incoherently whilst she clawed away at her scalp.  
Get out. NOW. Crash|Space is about to blow.  
Joe slammed his fist onto the ground, still creeping towards the maniacal Patts.  
‘What—what happened, Socs?’ 
A scream tore its way from Patts’ throat, an eerie banshee-like howl that rippled the 
atmosphere in twain. She cried for release and begged the alleged sysop, 2Fir, to stop. More 
clawing, and another morbid scream escaped the decker whilst she etched bloody runes into 
her chest. 
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‘No more screamin’, decker chick,’ Joe hacked. ‘I’m comi—I’m—’ 
More are coming, you have to leave, NOW! 
The samurai used his blade as a crutched and with the stamina of a feeble machine, 
limped, dragging his blackened blood and oil. 
Joe inhaled and exhaled severely, his organic lungs pierced with the fragments of his 
metal endoskeleton.  
‘I’m coming. I’m coming. I’m coming,’ he hacked once more.  
But Patts wouldn’t listen, her screaming reaching insane pitches, even as Joe fumbled 
on top of her.  
‘No—no more screaming. No more—screaming, decker chick.’ 
‘Get out of my head, out of my head!’ She reached for something illusory, but her claws 
found their way into Joe’s rotting flesh holes. ‘Get out of my head!’  
 
Tears fractured the Socrates’ serious mien. His comrades. His allies. His children. They 
were dying. The samurai, his oldest friend, lay on top of his partner in crime.  
‘It was all my fault,’ Socs’ wheezed behind his monitor. The monitor leered with 
bleached, toxic gaze as he wiped tears away with a crumpled handkerchief.  
‘I don’t understand, what did I do? What did I do?’ 
Had he left a paper trail? Vox chatter? Titbits? A lead? Something?  
He tore a cigarette from a fresh pack of Camels.  
What did I do? What did I do? 
A message lit his tab with another dosage of toxic light. He stroked the pane with a 
weak pawing. 
‘A success, Socrates.’ 
The voice sickeningly crept deeper and deeper into recesses of his mind.  
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‘Wh—how could you do this? You pro—’ 
‘We never promised,’ the voice snapped so hard that Socs nearly cracked his molars 
gritting. ‘We asked for your assistance, and you assisted us. We have what we came for.’  
‘But—’ Socs stopped short, his children distracted him. Patts wavered. Joe bled. They 
were dying. And he could do nothing. ‘You—I can’t leave them to die.’ 
There was a brief pause amid calculated keyboard synthetics. How could something so 
lovingly mesmerising fill Socs with extreme terror and confusion?  
And then there was static; a crashing of snow. 
‘No,’ Socs scrambled for the monitor and desperately fondled the sockets. On and off, 
it didn’t work. ‘No, no, no, no, no!’ 
His tab lit up, again. Another message. Socs unconsciously swiped the pane and felt 
wave of nausea consume him whole.  
‘I can help you, Charles Peyton,’ The voice licked the nodes of Socs.  
‘Who are you?’ Socs flared without thinking. 
‘There is no time, do you accept?’ Another licking of the nodes, followed by a brief 
sizzling of meat.  
‘Ye—yes.’ 
 
*** 
 
Her mummy was a number cruncher. Her daddy was a White Hat. And they both sat in front 
of their rigs each day.  
 But today was different.  
The baby Patts crawled forward, but her stubby legs sunk into the marshy floor. Like 
quicksand, it absorbed her, the grains imbedded into her supple flesh like daggers, and found a 
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cosy little home in her brain. She could not scream nor could she conjure a whimper, the baby 
Patts hunched foetally as the quicksand eroded her bod away.   
Can you hear me? 
The baby Patts opened her eyes. The voice was far, almost too distant to hear, but she 
could feel a numbing sensation calming her nerves.  
Raise your hand. 
She couldn’t. 
Do it now. 
The chubby little arm fought hard against the quicksand only to wither away. She tried 
to raise the other, but alas, she was met with a mere stump of flesh hanging from a rotting nub.  
Relax.  
Relax. 
I’m coming, honey.  
Honey? 
We’re coming for you, baby. 
Two golden hands reached for the baby Patts. They were pure beacons of light, the 
quicksand evaded the light of the fingers as they grasped around Patts, her remaining limbs 
barely attached to her torso.  
Her mummy was a number cruncher. Her daddy was a White Hat. And both reached 
for their baby girl. No matter how broken she was, both parents kissed her lightly on the 
forehead. A spearminty sweetness calmed the baby Patts as they lay her in the cot by their rigs.  
Rise.  
 
Her fingers were coated in blood. Arms covered with scratches. There were stabbing 
pains in her brain, but she pushed them aside. She had to rise.  
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‘Doe?’ Patts wearily muttered, only to notice Doe on the floor, bleeding. One leg, blown 
asunder, there were ample wounds littered all over the samurai’s torso. He wheezed, or so she 
thought.  
She shook the samurai’s bod, only for him to convulse.  
‘Wake up, Doe,’ Patts’ pleaded, still shaking the unresponsive cyborg.  
Patts! Can you hear me? 
‘Yeah,’ she shook her head, a brief bout of tinnitus affecting her hearing. 
Great, it worked…get out of there, now! 
‘But Doe—’ 
You’ll die! 
She clenched her fists in defiance. No. I’m not leaving him here. She snatched the sword 
from Doe’s limp clutch and swiftly hacked his neck in twain. All I need is the brain, she 
thought, and all I need is— 
Her pendant was still around the basin. No, she wasn’t going to need it any time soon. 
But he would.  
A tremor. Fire. Crash|Space palpitated under the weight of several explosives igniting 
at once. A ballet of fire circled the stalwart giant, the LEDs of the coffin-like motel erupted 
with a wash of a sickly pink neon slathering the many trying to escape the furore. Many were 
killed in the ensuing calamity, and many more were shoved away by the decker chick fleeing 
with the decapitated head of her friend and his sword.  
Another round of explosives scoured the topmost level, her pad detonated expertly by 
a copter wielding flamers and rockets. Patts’ heart sunk especially low knowing that her rig 
was blown to hell. There was no time for tears, Socs led the decker chick through a miasma of 
smog and fleshwall of the other inhabitants. There was too much crying, and way too much 
slobbering, Patts’ swatting the masses with the flat-end of the katana.  
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‘What are you doing? Get outta the way!’ 
But no one listened to the raving woman coated in gore.  
The stairs, hurry! 
Patts’ dashed towards the staircase leaving behind bloodied footprints and a fallen child 
in her wake. Another round of explosives deteriorated another level, Crash|Space literally 
becoming a crash space as the concrete and glass fell in what felt like slow motion.  
Licked by flames, the stairs were a molten mess of raw plastics and metals. But it was 
too late, as Patts found herself running for her life as another round of explosives demolished 
her previous floor.  
Get out, get out, get out! 
The last round of explosives almost caught the decker chick, but not before she leapt 
out a window. Shards pricked her wounds. Her soles throbbed. And thunder roiled. Broken and 
bent, Patts crawled away from the sprawling mess and lay on her bare back. It began to rain. 
‘Aw fuck, I’m naked.’ 
 
*** 
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11 – I have inside me blood of kings 
 
Moots were historically public affairs, but now they were closeted functions. The Consortium 
Collective preferred to keep things hidden. Unmoving. Regal. And ancient. Elder Presteigne 
was used to boardrooms, just as much as Uron, Ms Moto, Garcia, but moots were bound by 
more than law—they were bound by the ever-forgotten concept of honour.  
Presteigne lacked the ethic, though he’d once been starry eyed. But that was long ago, 
his face, an emblem of disappointment, damaged by hairline cracks and a miserable unalterable 
frown. He’d accepted it long ago; the world is not yours for the taking. The individual has little 
power, and will remain dependent on the teat of the ever-growing and ever-hungry Consortium 
Collective. 
He gritted his teeth. The stars are my destination. 
He pawed at the monitor. Luna danced.  
With a huff, and a brief snarl, Elder Presteigne deigned the antique halo. A wire 
slithered into his spinal column and a brief light blinded his eyes.  
He was in. 
 
*** 
 
In bed, Garcia was surrounded by many laser-printed televisions; paper-thin weightless strands 
of rubbery plastic sheets, plated with diamond panes of glass. They were plastered upon the 
walls like portraits. His portraits. The Feed, his masterpiece.  
The screens glowed liked fireflies as he watched countless shows, movies and news 
programs at once. Cables latticed the room, conjoined and ran into three small ports bellow his 
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skull. If he closed his eyes, the images were there. The dialogue was there, he could hear, he 
could take in, and he could absorb every bit of information; both meaningless and important.       
‘If onl—’ a coughing fit. Garcia wiped his mouth. Bloody spittle stained his primrose 
handkerchief. ‘If only I could get up. Tea. Tea? TEA!’  
Garcia could barely whimper during the bad days. It was half an hour before the help 
came. 
‘Dreadfully sorry sir,’ Kim bowed his head, apologetic. ‘I could not understand you, 
please forgive me.’ 
‘The, uh—’ another fit. ‘The Mesh not working properly?’ Garcia asked and tapped his 
brow. 
Though the Feed was early genius, the Mesh was Garcia’s opus. A cage of 
intermingling wires that encased the brain in a gooey plastic; able to connect, rework and sync 
with the net. It advanced the intelligence of the common user and drowned them with billions 
and billions of units of information. But, there have been complications.                                                                   
‘No, it’s fine, sir. Yours must be overheating again,’ Kim frowned as he placed the tea 
beside Garcia. He knelt by his master and cleaned the blood from his chin.  
‘Ah, uneasy lies the head that wears a crown,’ Garcia sipped the tea. A little bitter.  
Kim straightened the sheets. His second time of the day. Three times he straightened 
the linens. Three cups of tea and a vitamin supplement. Garcia didn’t eat much, and when he 
did, it wasn’t food he wolfed. He lived on tea. And sugar. And electric currents. The brain 
wasn’t wired for this, Kim often thought to himself. If sir didn’t gorge on junk food, then I’d 
be elsewhere. No blood, no stink. 
 ‘The doctor said you were to reduce your consumption. Do I need to remind you, sir?’  
 ‘Bah,’ Garcia smacked Kim’s hand. ‘Let an old man have his simple pleasures.’  
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When was fifty-two old? Another coughing fit, Kim slapped Garcia’s back. Easy does 
it. Screens fizzed with each slap. 
 ‘Sir, they need you now.’ 
 ‘What?’ 
 The screens returned to normal; Garcia normal. Kim was unable to follow the currents 
of the televisions. 
 ‘Sir, a moot has been called. Herr König has summoned you. All of the dragons. Have 
you been taking your medication? Without it you’ll need to go to hospital. You don’t want that 
again, do you?’ Kim mechanically spoke. Every day was a battle. 
 ‘Don’t patronise me, Kim. I—I,’ another coughing fit. 
 And every day, Kim lost. Kim slapped Garcia’s back again. A throb in his temples.  
 ‘Sir, I need—’ 
 ‘Go, I don’t need you right now,’ Garcia grit his teeth. 
Kim left, swiftly.  
The televisions continued to glow. Everything in. Garcia absorbed everything. 
Everything. It was, delicious. Extremely delectable. Like waves, the information drifted in and 
out. Garcia gorged. He could taste them. Everything was new. Everything was exciting. The 
Feed was everything to him. Everything. 
A throb. Garcia stroked his temples.  
‘Sir,’ Kim hissed in Garcia’s nodes. 
Garcia wiped his face and unplugged the cables. He sighed. ‘Fucking dragons.’  
Kim disappeared for a short while, and brushed the brazen halo. Ah, that takes me back. 
So long ago. So, so long ago. What happened to me? The aid gently installed the halo above 
Garcia’s mangy head. The slithering of wires was not an uncomfortable sensation, but a very 
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sensual, almost sexual phenomenon. Bit by the wires clung to his spine, the electrical impulses 
akin to the crashing of neon, snow and static.  
He was in. 
 
*** 
 
She sipped the final portion of her tea whilst her servitors droned around her suit. It was an 
ancient body suit, that much was certain, but the age was still a mystery to her and her lineage. 
It was of Nipponese make, the hallmarks and Oriental inflections were obvious. The metallic 
tang of purples and blues instilled a calming impression when piloting the suit, even as it 
stomped with the heavy footing of a ten-tonne mech. The kabuto and tasset, however, were just 
simple leather creations, sewn into the cuirass and torso. It was a beautiful sight, at least before 
one is entombed in such a behemoth.   
 She shuddered. 
 The installation process of woman to machine-woman was an impressive feat. A 
mutilation of the arms and legs, and a tearing of her lower back flesh. She’d forgotten the pain, 
for the suit now blocks such trivialities.  
 ‘Ms Moto,’ one servitor buzzed with high-pitched squealing. 
 She nodded, signalling for a refill of tea with one of her mecha arms. Another servitor 
crept closer with a chrome pot and refilled her cup. Another sip. 
 ‘The suit’s hydraulics are failing.’ 
 Ms Moto’s eyes widened. ‘Failing?’ 
 More buzzing. ‘Your blood is rotting the tubes,’ buzz buzz, ‘we can repair them, but 
they will continue to rot. There is nothing more we can do without the original schematics.’ 
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 A mecha fist clenched, Ms Moto swatted the drone. Other servitors scavenged its tools 
and metal plating, and quickly fastened it to themselves. 
 ‘I’m rotten,’ another sip, followed by a slight scowl. ‘Bitter? My tea’s never bitter,’ she 
laughed.  
 For the first time in years, Ms Moto attempted to wriggle free from her casket, only to 
then realise that there was no escape. The suit was her home and final resting place combined. 
I want to be free. But the Moto’s were never free, the spectre of their lineage a ghastly revenant 
ever watchful.  
 ‘To destroy the world,’ she softly spoke, ‘and watch the people bur—’ She interrupted 
herself with another sip.  
 Gorou broke her miserable introspection as he waded in with a halo in his hand. The 
pit bull face grimaced as he polished it with a silken kerchief. 
 ‘It’s time, Rin,’ Gorou bellowed as he placed the halo over her head.  
 Though his insectoid eyes were void of any human flair, there was a solemn 
gracefulness in the way her servant brushed her clean as the needles wormed their way into 
what was left of her flesh.  
Gorou bowed. ‘Ready?’ 
Another nod, but not before her last sip of tea. 
She was in.    
 
*** 
 
All stitched in leather, Uron exhaled skeins of tatty smoke from his muzzle. His ochre leather 
armour was etched with symbols one might discover in books of the occult, his head, also 
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sheathed by the leather helm in the shape of dragon wings. The halo glittered, imbedded with 
rubies and gold gems. With his rapier over his lap, he was ready.  
 His jaws gritted as the wires delved into his neck, this was the first time he was to be a 
part of a moot. Unsure of the outcome, his stomach rumbled. Anxiety, he thought, no way to 
be a dragon. 
 A chuckled as the gems glistened once more. 
 He was in. 
 
*** 
 
Unlike commercial VR, the halos swallowed the consciousnesses of the dragons, consuming 
them and all their senses in a non-Euclidean, all-encompassing void. In person, they may have 
been scaly overlords, but when indoctrinated by the halo, the dragons were but prey, their minds 
and nerves locked in a delicate form of stasis. One false move and the mushy reptilian brains 
were fried. Another reason for the secretive moot.  
The crackled garble of electronical gibberish, and the faint discharge of static violated 
the dragons. Their hearts and lungs halted momentarily, their blood chilled and cooled with a 
wickedness born from unnatural impulses. For a second, even Presteigne was terrified, his 
clammy finger wrapped themselves around his neck, and choked him, as if to spare him from 
the strange and macabre visions his eyes witnessed. Uron was compelled to unsheathe his 
rapier, and concealed his eyes within the pit of his elbow, but both Ms Moto and Garcia were 
unfazed by rippling reality before them.   
Before the dragons, three colossal screens obscured the dark light of the void; and in 
those screens, three sprites, a triumvirate of oily shadows masqued with static and snow. The 
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sprites moved in stop-motion, the jerky flow causing the dragons to shudder. A howling in their 
minds, static picked up as if whisked by foul magicks.  
The Consortium Collective had been summoned. 
‘Why are we here?’ Ms Moto started the even with a slight snarl, her voice, a whip. 
‘We haven’t required moots in decades. Who declared moot?’  
The Nipponese dragon glared at each of her kin, but especially at Presteigne. It was a 
disgusting look, and one that Rin wasn’t fond of contorting her pretty face for.   
 ‘Yes,’ Presteigne snarled as well, ‘we haven’t. What’s the meaning of this?’  His voice 
was loud, but was mostly silenced against the blackness.  
The dragon of London contorted his neck, but there was nothing to observe. Nothing 
but an ever-expanding blackness. And the three dragons. Three? 
‘Where’s Mister Lei?’ Presteigne snapped. 
No one noticed. 
‘To declare moot,’ Uron stirred, ‘a meeting between men and woman, bound by the 
shackles of the Consortium Collective.’ 
The Consortium invaded the dragons’ minds with anomalous theorems and enigmatic 
shapes, impossibly woven, and carved from alien creativity. Voices whispered into their minds, 
niggled and wormed into every crevice and crease. Presteigne’s nose bled, but this was minute 
compared to the visions he and Uron saw; his mind stitched, restitched, and remoulded, until 
the Consortium understood German dragon’s purpose.    
‘Herr König,’ they spoke in unison, their voice just as perverse as their shady 
appearance. ‘The Collective is concerned with the suddenness of this moot.’ 
‘Suddenness? I want to know why I’m here!’ Ms Moto yelled, her tiny form erect as 
she drove herself madder and madder.  
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The dragons spoke nonsense and about trivialities, but nothing came from the 
Consortium. They stood, and watched the bickering serpents. Their hisses were only of self-
interest and the control of their select fiefdoms; their flames smothered their enemies as Garcia 
broke into a fit of coughing and Presteigne bared the whiteness of his cracked knuckles.  
The world in which the Consortium attempted to deliver from evil would shatter were 
the bickering continue. A utopia would be inevitable after countless more generations, but the 
Consortium had to make sure it could last during the apathetic periods. A generation will come, 
just as this one was destined to break before their heels. 
‘Enough!’ The Consortium cracked, their voices a shock to the nerve system. ‘What is 
it that you want, Herr König?’ 
A slight sigh, why did the boars want me to do this?  
‘Elder Presteigne,’ Uron unsheathed his rapier, a blade that retained its glorious 
composure in VR. ‘I, Uron König charge you with demolition.’  
Wide-eyed, each dragon staggered at the mere thought of demolition. To make a move 
against not only your kin, but the Consortium Collection was a very dangerous move. 
‘You’re speaking of treason, Uron,’ Garcia coughed. ‘You’re a smart fella, think of 
what you’re saying. Are you seriously char—’ another cough, Garcia’s throat raw from the 
stress of his ethereality. 
Presteigne remained calm. How could this whelp know such things? His forehead 
creased with anxiety—he might never see the stars if… 
‘I’d listen to Garcia, wyrm,’ Presteigne bit coolly. ‘How dare you charge me with 
demolition?’ 
Presteigne wanted to tear the helm off Uron and gouge his eyes right out of their 
sockets. Bile built, and threatened to overcome his mind with anger and an unstoppable rage.  
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‘So, you dispute me, Presteigne?’ Uron walked to the elder dragon, each step pooled 
shadows around the dragon’s scalloped leather. 
‘What evidence do you have, boy?’ Ms Moto asked, her face sympathetic with a casual 
streak of animosity.  
‘I—’ Uron stopped. They said they’d come, and they said they’d aid me. What did these 
bastard pigs want from me? 
‘All talk!’ Presteigne rumbled, his throat coarse with the amount of fire he’d had to 
restrain. ‘Your father was my friend. A dear, dear friend of mine. He was like a brother to me,’ 
Presteigne roamed the void, his eyes, affixed to the German dragon. ‘I’m unsure if you know, 
but I was there when you were born. Or should I say, torn from your vat? I was there when 
your father christened you Uron König, after his self, your grandfather and so forth. I was there 
to bear witness to the hatching of a future dragon. I was there when your father’s eyes welled 
with tears when he saw you for the first time. You dare smear your lineage with this nonsense, 
Uron? What would your father say?’ 
 The void was hushed. Uron didn’t raise his head knowing that Presteigne was still 
staring with those uglied reptilian balls.  
  
 Meatside, the halo whispered to Uron. It was a slight fizzling at first, the fizzling turned 
into a mere droning only to then translate itself into the antiquated Gothic tongue. The dragon’s 
genetic memory examined the fabled language, peering into its brutish intricacies only for Uron 
to decipher it as, now, now, now, now. Another whisper, this time, he smiled.      
 
Uron held his head high, and stared directly into the odious pupils of Presteign.  
‘My father was brutal and proud,’ Uron raised his voice. ‘But the simple fact of the 
matter is, I am not my father. And I could never ally myself with anyone as repulsive as you. 
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Your very presence makes me ill. You make me want to tear you limb from limb. I want to 
gouge your throat, tear out your lungs, and watch you choke to death on your own putrid, 
bubbling blood. 
‘You and your ilk are the reason why my people have to wear filter masks so that they 
do not breathe in the ash of a dying world,’ Uron gnashed, only for him to gaze directly at 
Garcia. ‘You are the reason why they cower as you force-feed them with atrophy and ruin. You 
are the reason why my generation looks to the past with disdain, and why I’m appalled with 
my title, inheritance and even myself. 
‘We were supposed to be builders of a better world, and heroes of a downtrodden people 
sick to death of war. What happened to reason, and what happened to our goal of peace and 
utopia? What happened to the promises we made to the aged political systems of yore. What—
’ Uron dropped his rapier, and knelt, tears doused his burgundy armour. 
‘What happened to life?’ 
A slow clap, Presteigne couldn’t help but laugh. 
‘The world died long ago, and all we can do is make living easier for us.’  
‘Uron, son,’ Garcia interrupted, ‘the world is broken, and there is nothing we can do 
about it. We’ve tried—especially your grandfather—but the thing is, people don’t want to live 
in a better world. Marxism, communism, socialism—they wanted none of it! We need to rely 
on a more capitalist agenda. All people want are things, even at the cost of a functioning world. 
Don’t you see that?’ 
Garcia’s lungs huffed, his voice coarse against an already strained throat. Every word 
was agony, every sentence, torture. He needed to rest, he needed to be with his feed. 
Uron looked to the Consortium but the shades offered him no solace. They watched 
them all squabble and fight over nothing.  
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‘What evidence do you bring? Feeling. Emotion. Words. They are not relevant,’ the 
Consortium wailed.  
 Ms Moto nodded, her eyes closed as she rolled her neck. ‘Boy,’ she paused, trying to 
find the delicate words for something so severe. There was something amiss here, some 
curious. ‘Why are we really here? Yes, we all—dislike Elder Presteigne in our own ways, but 
this is a little far.’ 
She turned to her Presteigne and then Garcia. Together they nodded in agreement.  
 
Now, now, now, now, NOW! 
 
Uron raised his arm, his fingers lit with stark, austere lighting. In the darkness, they 
etched molten runes. They spelled out pane, only for a mirrored sheath to then glisten amid the 
oily shadows. The pane rippled and there was Presteigne, his jaws clenched around the neck of 
his son. It rippled once more. Demolition. They all heard the words come from his scaly 
muzzle. Demolition. The fabled word that instilled a sense of primordial horror in the dragons. 
Demolition.   
How? Presteigne stepped back, mouth agape. There was no way anyone could’ve stolen 
such information. There was no way anyone but his son could’ve—no, it couldn’t be?  
 ‘Uron, it’s decided,’ Presteigne’s lips creased into an uneasy smile. Uron held the rapier 
aloft, its tip directed towards the dragon of London. ‘Elder Presteigne,’ Uron’s eyes crossed, 
his voice hardened by an inner rage. ‘A duel. You and I, here and now, before the Consortium 
and others of our kind. You and I, a battle between dragons.’  
‘A duel? For all we know, these images could be doctored. I’ll take no part in your 
witch hunt. This ain’t—’ 
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‘Enough, Presteigne!’ the Consortium droned. ‘The reels are authentic, that much we 
can see. This is serious. Very, very serious.’ 
Agape, Presteigne faced the abyss, but words, syllables, and all manner of thought was 
stolen from the shades.  
‘I’ve lived through the flooding of the Thames; the waste waters devoured all, polluted 
all, and choked all. I’ve lived through war; bombs, shells and gunfire cracked the sky asunder. 
I’ve lived through the resurgence of the plague, and its eradication of seventy percent of my 
homeland. I’ve lived through cold wars, and true nuclear scares; the kind you watch on your 
feed and pray to God it doesn’t happen again. My eyes close, and I see meat hanging from 
poles. I close my eyes and see—’ 
Her. He always saw her body, asphyxiated on an airless, barren rock. His voice grew 
desperate, spit churned on the corners of his mouth, like an animal on heat.    
‘And you—whelp—dare challenge me?’ 
 
*** 
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12 – Forget it, brother, you can go it alone 
 
Presteigne tore the halo from his brow without so much as waiting for his consciousness to 
slither back into his cranium.  
 ‘That—that—’ Presteigne huffed and severed the halo with a mighty grip. ‘How dare 
they, how—how dare he!’ 
 The stars, the stars. 
 Presteigne sundered his desktop with a mighty swing. More. Another swing, shelves, 
his rig and his books, the rare physical kind, slashed with another indomitable stroke. More. 
The dragon buffeted the floor, the steel beams and plaster, fractured beneath such weight. 
 The stars, the stars, brother. The stars… 
 ‘They will be mine, sister,’ he growled. ‘They will be ours.’ 
 There was a gunshot. And another. A scream from the bald receptionist. And then, a 
twisting of the doorhandle.     
  
*** 
 
His teeth were rotten and wedged in brown, rottener gums. His breath reeked of paprika and 
rice, it drifted and danced along with the warmly conditioned air in the surgical room. Tools 
were assembled; tools that were in fact caked with a dried, sludgy film. 
 Mrs Presteigne didn’t feel safe, but her husband wasn’t to be trifled with. His choice 
was final, and her prejudices were irrelevant to his will.  
‘Mrs Presteigne, a boy and a girl,’ the doctor sat by the ultrasound, and pointed to two 
blobs of static. He brushed them with hands flecked with dermatitis, and scratched them 
incessantly. Scabs bled, the doctor rubbed alcohol on his sores. His fingers twinged.   
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Her heart throbbed excitedly. Twins, her husband was sure to be proud. The operation 
was expensive but it was well worth it, she jittered. The uterus implant was fat, left her bloated, 
and cursed her with leaky plumbing—but it didn’t matter, she was to be a mother now. Mother 
Presteigne, what a funny title. England needed new mothers, new soldiers, and she was excited 
that she could provide for her homeland. For her husband. For herself. 
‘Mrs Presteigne,’ the doctor started, and rearranged his spectacles. ‘There were two 
brothers from the Kingdom of Siam, it later became Thailand but Thailand’s now gone—not 
the point. They were perhaps one of the most intriguing cases of conjoined twins. Two men, 
Chang and Eng Bunker, joined by the sternum with a thin piece of cartilage and fused by the 
liver. Interesting, don’t you think?  
She twisted her neck to follow the doctor as he looked for something in his desk drawer. 
A piece of paper. He started to draw a picture with a black marker, the fumes as thick as his 
line work.  
‘The medical practitioners of the time were unable to separate the twins with their banal 
equipment—no laser knives, no interscopes, nothing—so, the twins lived joined by the hip 
until their death. They lived normal lives. Married and even had over one thousand 
descendants. One thousand, pretty astounding for conjoined twins, eh?’  
Mrs Presteigne shook her head. ‘What does this—no, wait,’ she choked, her heart 
pounded against her ribcage. ‘Siamese twins? My babies?’  
 On the page, twin baby stick figures conjoined by a line. He explained to her how her 
children were connected, entwined with barely formed flesh conjoined to the hip. In her belly, 
they slurped nutrients from their cords. She reeled as her stomach churned.  
 ‘But—but—’ she lost her voice momentarily, images of her husband chilled her to the 
core. ‘The implant. This thing inside me, isn’t it perfect? I was assured—’ 
The doctor slapped her on the cheek with his soppy claw. 
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 ‘Mrs Presteigne, please,’ he interrupted himself by lighting a cigarette. ‘The butcher 
who promised you that was more than likely a gene lord,’ he exhaled. ‘Doctors, real doctors, 
castigate these so-called gene lords as prosthetic fanatics—no implant is perfect. Conjoined 
twins are unfortunately a concern with these so called perfect uteruses, Mrs Presteigne. I see 
this more often than I’d like. We don’t need any more freaks of nature in the U.K. I’ve seen 
too many in my lifetime.’  
 The doctor laughed as he sucked in another gulp of smoke. How could he smile like it 
was nothing? It’s not nothing, these were her babies. Her perfect little babies. He was the freak! 
He was—he was, he was— 
 ‘Is—is there anything we can do?’ Mrs Presteigne muttered. She looked away from the 
doctor as his eyes scrutinised her with acidic ridicule. 
He slapped on more disinfectant and slipped on a pair of latex gloves. 
‘There is, but,’ he spat the cigarette from his mouth, along with a gooey, bloody gob. 
‘Your babies are very, very tightly knit around each other. It’s almost as if it was meant to be,’ 
he smiled again. 
Mrs Presteigne angrily rose, ‘They’re not one of your feckin’ gods! These are my 
babies. Perfect Presteigne babies. How dare—how dare—how,’ her knees cramped and she fell 
on the foul, linoleum flooring.  
‘I’m actually Muslim, Mrs Presteigne,’ the doctor helped her up with a miserly touch. 
‘One god, not many. And I wouldn’t worry too much, we have come a long way since the 
Bunkers. You’re lucky that they’re Presteigne parasites,’ he spoke slyly with his eyes crossed. 
He coughed and spat another gooey gob by her feet.   
He clapped his palm and without a word spread her legs open.  
‘Hmm, your waist is quite small, I don’t even believe you can push one of your little 
parasites out,’ he said, lost in her vulva. 
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Mrs Presteigne closed her eyes and imagined she was home. Alone. On her cushioned 
pillows. Watching the telly. But the doctor’s fingers wriggled their way through her canal—
she closed her legs, instinctively. 
He pulled out his hand and sniffed his fingers.    
‘Best case, we cut into your abdomen and perform a caesarean. We save both parasites 
from being pushed through your tiny waist and split both apart,’ he smiled again and scratched 
his splintered teeth. ‘Worst case, we might only be able to save one parasite.’  
‘They are not parasites!’ Mrs Presteigne glowered. ‘They are to be feared!’  
 
*** 
 
‘Without Presteigne,’ the Consortium Collective droned, ‘we cannot proceed with your 
challenge, Herr König.’ 
 Uron sheathed his rapier and locked eyes with the two remaining dragons. ‘What can 
we—’ 
 ‘You really did it now, boy,’ Ms Moto cawed.  
 ‘But demolition is illegal!’ 
 ‘Yes,’ Garcia interjected and rolled his tongue, ‘yes, it is illegal. But now that 
Presteigne knows about this, he’ll come at you, full force. You never corner a rat, let alone a 
dragon. You really aren’t your father’s son, Uron.’ 
 Even in the airless void, the atmosphere thickened to a dangerous level. Both Garcia’s 
and Ms Moto’s eyes were ablaze with not only anger, but terror. War was an ugly prospect. 
Especially corporate war. 
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 Kim dabbed Garcia’s forehead, careful of the pustules and raw abscesses that lined the 
dragon’s flesh. Unlike the other dragons, the hormones didn’t sit well with Garcia’s 
metabolism. His scales were more like ratty layers of skin peeled from the carcass of a wench. 
But it mattered not to Kim, for his sire was far more benevolent— 
 A bang. It couldn’t be a gun? Kim stood away from his master and laid an ear by the 
office door. Another bang, the assistant recoiled and tripped over his feet. Another bang as the 
door opened.  
 The guard were all smeared with in an eerie coating of vantablack, the shade designed 
to distort the meaty eyes with void-like beings. But the eyes were coloured and Kim made the 
mistake of staring deep into their neon jade slits. 
 Another bang. And then another.   
   
*** 
 
He choked. ‘Cowl lilies were mother’s favourite. He didn’t know anything about her,’ he wiped 
the tear, though it left a glossy trail upon the ridge of his nose. 
‘He knew nothing about her?’ she slapped her brother’s hand. ‘You never spoke more 
than once sentence at a time with her, and you say cowl lilies were her favourite?’  
The Presteigne heir shrugged as the priest began to warble nonsense to the nonbelievers. 
Father Presteigne had thought it only appropriate since a faint strain of Catholic blood ran 
through their veins.  
‘You shouldn’t speak, you’ll be condemned to torment,’ he chided, a faint sneer hanged 
from his sharp face. 
 ‘I’ll be condemned to torment!’  
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 The crowd was silent as she roared at her brother, though it was worth it to see the 
contorted face of their beloved father.  
 She straightened her suit and sat back down, only to count every yawn her brother 
spewed. He was repulsive but how could she hate him? They were twins and twins weren’t 
supposed to hate one another. As twins, she guessed that he felt and even thought similarly to 
her. At least, that’s what she heard. How could someone as vile as the heir of Presteigne 
development be connected to her? They were twins, why didn’t he act more like her?  
  
Father Presteigne loomed over the gravestone, a lavish marble statue carved in her 
image. He caressed the stone as if it was real and kissed it. They watched their father for a 
while as he spoke sweet nothings to the rock, its judgmental eyes leered like the very daemon 
their real, alive mother was frightened of.  
 ‘If I cared for her, she wouldn’t be lost to us,’ Father Presteigne snorted. ‘You had one 
mission, daughter. You let her slip,’ he turned to scorn her and licked his lips with his snakelike 
tongue. 
 ‘What are you implying, father?’ she rose, her body fully erect in pouncing position. 
‘That I murdered my own mother? I’d interrogate your son before—’ 
 ‘Hold your tongue, you baseborn bitch. Do you really want to bring your brother into 
this? Parasite! How dare you—you—’    
 She slapped him on the cheek. ‘I’m no parasite, father! I did what you couldn’t, I took 
care of her. I fed her, wiped her arse and even entertained her fantasies. I am a saint compared 
to that wyrm you call a son!’ she screamed, bent on her knees and cried by the carving. ‘Why 
don’t you love me, father? Why don’t you—’ she broke off and sneezed as a thistle stroked her 
nostril.  
 Father Presteigne grabbed her hair and yanked her from the statue.  
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 ‘The very reason you’re still alive proves that I, in some way, appreciate you,’ he 
slobbered over her, spit roiled in the corners of his mouth. ‘You have Presteigne blood stirring 
in your veins. We take care of our own, for we will someday inherit the stars. You allowed her 
to die in her own shit. My wife. Your mother. How can I forgive such treachery?’ 
 The heir pulled his father back and pushed him aside to lift his sister. She dusted herself 
off, averting her eyes from them.  
 ‘I get it, you grieve—you spent most of your miserable existence working, and now 
you realise how much she meant to you, but,’ the heir straightened his tie, ‘you touch her one 
more time and I’ll kill you.’ 
 Their father, agape in fury and terror, turned his back, and for the final time, walked 
away from their mother. He won’t hurt you anymore, mother, she thought to herself. Never 
again, you’re a part of the cosmos now. 
 The Presteigne heir kissed her cheek. ‘No matter how different you and I are, we’re 
twins. No one, not even father will come between us. Got it?’ 
 She nodded, her neck careened in confusion.  
 ‘I don’t understand—’ 
 He took her hand, gently separated her fingers and used them to graze his hip—where 
his scar was etched.  
 ‘We are to be feared.’ 
 
*** 
 
Gorou sipped Ms Moto’s tea. It was cold, but still rather sweet.  
 Another sip as he nudged a bead of sweat from Ms Moto’s brow. She winced.  
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 ‘You shouldn’t be doing this to yourself,’ he sighed as he dug around for his kerchief 
and wiped her face.  
 The halo sizzled another bead of sweat.  
 He sipped again, followed by another sigh. ‘What are we doing here, Rin?’ 
 Gorou wouldn’t dare ask Ms Moto that question were she awake. Never again. I’ve 
given you life, she’d answer. I’ve given you life, she’d repeat far coarser, it has meaning if I say 
it has meaning. 
 But that never quelled Gorou’s constant anxiety.  
 ‘What are we doing here?’ He repeated with yet another sip.  
 Just as Gorou was about to sip his final sip, Ms Moto’s door was kicked down with the 
savagery of a daemon. Blackened men encroached Gorou and his wizened master. 
 ‘What is the meaning of this?’ Gorou asked and slid hid hand into his inner blazer 
pocket.  
 But he was too slow. A bang. And another bang. The mechsuit sputtered, the pistons 
and wires burst from their sockets. Ms Moto’s limbless body slipped from her frame, and onto 
her son.  
 The mechsuit crushed them both shortly after.  
 
*** 
 
The ebon tower doors broke asunder and from it, appeared her father clad in a steel mesh-like 
mail suit and her brother in his arms. Her father was a roaring giant in a room full of 
cockroaches. His beard, in flames and his armour in tatters; her brother laid still in his titan 
grip. ‘My son, my son,’ he screamed, his voice layered in agony. He knelt by the hearth and 
tried to resuscitate the dying blob of flesh. They were flanked by other warriors, each bleeding, 
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and mottled with bodily liquids, all equally afraid to defy her father and their commander. They 
cursed at each other as they set up quarters in her desiccated office, the tiles, cracked, the marble 
statuettes now resembled a mausoleum as her brother drew hastened breaths.      
Father Presteigne stared at her with his baleful eyes, and urged her to hurry. The 
infirmary was a little way down the tower, but with haste she ran with no slippers or socks. She 
tread on the stains of her father’s militia, slipped, but continued as her brother’s lifeless eyes 
seared into her mind. Together until death, she thought. No, he can’t be dead, he can’t be dead, 
he can’t be dead—she repeated over and over, a stabbing pain with each grisly thought. Her 
chest was flush with a coldness and bleak consumption of paranoia and anxiety. No, he can’t 
be dead, he can’t be dead, he can’t be dead.    
 
‘Them bastards think they can slay a dragon with fire? They’re sorely mistaken!’ her 
father leered, his voice laced with toxins. ‘He’s my boy, my boy! He’ll live, he has to!’  
Injections, scalpels, shaved meat, burnt skin—her brother was treated until his entire 
body was covered in already stained linins. She’d help conceal him and even kissed his 
forehead when their father had been busy instructing the militia. They won’t be taking our 
tower, she’d heard him bellow. Never from a Presteigne—not until our line is weak. We’re not 
weak. We’re dragons, and dragons never bend!  
That was a fair assessment; the Presteigne line never broke. This petty fracas between 
Edo and London was nothing compared to her grandfather’s reclamation of Germany against 
the Ruskies. She remembered horror stories about her grandfather mowing battlelines with a 
horrific nuclear breath. He was the dragon the Presteigne family looked to for guidance. There 
is always something magnetic about war heroes. 
Her brother’s lids twitched, his fingers jerked and snapped the linens. His knuckles, 
raw, bled pus and venom as he scratched them against the gauze on his cheeks. 
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‘Where—am I?’ His voice oozed from his mouth.  
A grenade crack, and storm of fire. Not here, them bastards, her father repeated in a 
daze. He hallucinated their mother, her figment apparently spoke back.  
‘In hell, brother. We’re going to die, I fear,’ her eyes watered as she pressed her face 
gently against her brother’s chest. ‘I don’t want to die. Not now.’  
 He slowly lifted his hand, and pointed a finger towards her hip. The scar, he 
remembered.  
 ‘We—we were born together, sister. When this—this is over, I,’ he choked, and spat a 
mouthful of blood by her knee. ‘I won’t die. You won’t—won’t die. Just you and me,’ he 
smiled, and lightly stole her hand. 
 Why did he have to fight with father? ‘This wasn’t out fight, brother. Why? Why did 
you partake?’ 
 ‘Because he’s the Presteigne heir,’ her father grabbed her by the hair. ‘And my heir 
fights by my side. Always.’ 
 His eyes were of molten rock as he spat into her face with each syllable. No, please 
don’t— 
 ‘No father, don’t take him. He’ll die! Please, take me instead. I’ll fight, I’ll—I’ll,’ she 
cried and threw herself upon the heir of Presteigne. 
 ‘Don’t you dare take him from me, father. Please—’ 
 A smack to the temple with a mailed fist, her father whisked her brother over his right 
shoulder. Although cut on her forehead, she reeled up and screamed. Her scream tore the aeons 
from the ether, and the hollowness from eternity—she wretched when the air from her lungs 
ran dry, only to vomit on the gore left by her brother. 
‘You and me, together forever,’ she cried. ‘To be feared.’  
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*** 
 
‘I may not be my father,’ Uron started, ‘but I still think—’ 
 Ms Moto and Garcia howled in unison. They dug their fingers into their scalps only for 
them flicker in and out of the VR reality. The Consortium zapped them with a fraction of static, 
but nothing could halt the decay of their pixels. One by one, the dragons dissolved into the 
blackness, their screams disappeared along with their consciousnesses.  
 Uron stepped back and instinctively unsheathed his blade.  
 ‘Wh—what’s happening to them?’ The dragon mumbled and pointed the blade towards 
the shades.  
 They remained still. 
 ‘Answer me!’ 
  
 The halo singed Uron’s helm.  
 Out, now. Out, now. Out, NOW! 
 
 Without thinking, Uron ripped the halo from his head. The shock was almost 
unbearable. His skull throbbed.  
 It wasn’t long before his door swung open. 
 ‘Mister Lei?’ 
 Alone, the dragoness was burdened by a heavy bodysuit forged by an unholy amount 
of metals and Kevlar. Her horns, more like antlers, were decorated with emerald rings, and in 
her grasp, a small pistol aimed in his direction. 
She bowed her head. ‘Herr König,’ Mister Lei spoke smoothly and strolled closer 
towards the dragon of Germany. 
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Uron stood up from his seating and wrapped his fingers around the hilt of his rapier. 
‘How did you sneak inside?’ He snarled.  
She lowered the pistol. ‘Truce,’ she smiled, faintly.  
‘Truce,’ Uron cracked a smile too. A second later, he gnawed away at the end of his 
cigarette holder. ‘I ask again,’ he exhaled, ‘how did you get in here?’ 
Mister Lei could sniff the anxiety. She relished in the power she held over him.  
‘I’m sorry, Herr König, I can’t divulge my secret.’ Another cherubic smile. ‘I cannot 
be here for too much longer, so I need to make this quick.’  
She held out her hand, palm side up, and waited.  
‘What is it that you want from me, Lei?’ 
‘Friendship.’ 
‘Friendship?’ Uron snickered with a mocking laughter. ‘We’re dragons, we don’t 
believe in friendship.’ 
She strode closer to him, her palm still waiting for his caress. ‘The old ways are 
antiquated, Herr König. You know it as well as I that the heirs—us—are not the way our parents 
were.’ 
‘Your father’s not even cold, and you—’ 
‘And I what, Uron?’ Mister Lei snapped, his voice reaching a feverish pitch.  
Uron’s mind echoed the screams of Ms Moto and Garcia. Their screams tore into his 
nodes, careened their way into his sockets and howled louder and louder. The static was 
unbearable, he could not escape the simulation. The Consortium, their paradoxical physiology, 
his stomach churned.  
‘You did this,’ Uron muttered, his teeth gnashed, ‘why?’ 
‘The future belongs to us, Uron. The heirs. Not the fossils, but the dragons. Not the 
sleepers, but the awakened. 
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‘A better world,’ Uron spilled. Mister Lei nodded and repeated his words, but  Uron 
could only hear the static of his former comrades. ‘But at what cost, Mister Lei? How much 
more blood will be spilled?’ 
‘Enough.’ 
        
*** 
 
The hangar was a place of solitude, but also a tomb of junk. She shivered, a creeping wove 
around her spine. A macabre ringlet of anxiety infested her mind with doubt and malady as she 
wandered by the shuttle—the shutter her brother had bartered with Mister Lei.  
Chinese symbols embellished the shuttle with an aura of cheapness. Red and orange for 
a shuttle? It hurt to stare at the pile of junk, let alone touch it. There were slivers of nostalgia 
imbued in this piece; the copper, tin and other metals were mottled in the shape of the rockets 
of yore. It made no sense, there were other, sleeker frames available, but rockets were mainly 
for show, and the Chinese, the space runners of the modern age, relied on this more than 
anything. Their shuttles and rockets infiltrated pockets of the cosmos, and wove around the 
earth like insect hovering around a drop of water. You couldn’t compete with the Orient for 
the stars, unless you were a Presteigne. Up in the sky, towards the moon—she watched her 
brother peer into a retro-chic monitor, aged by at least twenty years of constant use. Moon 
rocks, craters and comets, all pixelated but still perceivable by use of squinting.  
Her brother had thought the moon his by right. The ghost of their father was in the 
room, she felt his poisonous glare against her temples.  
The stars, our destination—their mantra—the stars, our destiny. The cosmos will be 
ours, the earth one jewel in our crown. 
‘Enjoying yourself?’ she asked with a hint of sarcasm. ‘Was it worth it, brother?’  
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 A blowfly on his mug cleaned its thorax only to be stung by the swirling of Presteigne’s 
whiskey. A sip.   
‘Yes,’ he said without thought. Though his eyes were cemented to the screen, she could 
see the emptiness. The soullessness. ‘The launch weighs on my mind, we have a lot to do, 
and—’  
‘No,’ she interrupted, her voice broke. He was much like father now, the sharpness in 
his eyes, and the guile laden voice. They were twins, but it appeared as if he brooded with age 
and an intelligence beyond her years. The operation had its quirks, but it also fried his hair and 
the colour of his irises; his eyes, now a mere ghostly visage of their previous emerald. Still, he 
stared into the monitor as if he was trying to pry secrets from the barren wasteland.   
She flicked a strand of fried hair from her eyes, and glared into her brother’s dull eyes. 
The Presteigne family relied on body language, not words. 
‘You’re not leaving,’ she snarled, her upper lip curled as she dug her ruddy nails into 
Presteigne’s arm. ‘We’re architects, not spacemen. Leave that for the other dragons. Leave that 
for Mister Lei.’  
‘What do you mean?’ he asked as he slid into his blazer, eyes still tuned to the screen. 
Now he was father, picture perfect—everything she’d grown to hate.  
She slapped him on the cheek. ‘I remember the boy that cried as father had swathed 
mother’s tomb with flower. I remember the warrior that was brutally burned, his flesh dissolved 
and charred amid the laughter of grenades. I remember—I remember—stop it pretending that 
it didn’t happen Gu—’  
‘Elder Presteigne,’ he finally said to his sister, and rubbed his cheek. ‘I’m now the elder 
of our clan. Remember that before you hit me again.’  
The air in the room thickened. Father did accompany them, she could feel it along the 
hairs on her neck. He’d forgotten their mother. He’d forgotten her. He’d forgotten everything. 
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‘I—’ her eyes watered, ‘I love you.’ 
Cufflinks imbedded into sleeves. Glasses on.  
‘Mister Lei,’ Presteigne spat on the ground. ‘The mere mention of his name burns my 
innards. With acid. And fire. I hate him. I hate his company. I hate his shuttles. The AstroRail, 
pfft, really?’ 
He rose, clicked his lower back and held her by the shoulders. A faint smile. ‘It’s our 
time, I swear it. I know it, and feel it in my heart. We’ll reclaim the stars from the Lei’s. England 
will have her colonies once more. I swear it,’ he kissed her hand. 
 ‘And who will be riding in this,’ she swallowed, hard. ‘Ship?’ 
 ‘Isn’t it obvious?’ He snorted and turned his head to caress the ship. ‘I have to be the 
one.’ 
Presteigne touched the ship as if it were his wife, every rivet and dent, a mere 
imperfection on the fleshy canvas. Every panel and oily fleck of rusted metal, a beauty mark.    
‘Your sons,’ she began, her throat tightened. ‘They can’t lose you—if something 
happens. I can’t rule alone.’ 
‘What are you saying?’ his voice, their father’s. ‘You don’t think we’ll succeed?’  
‘Let me put it this way, I don’t think Mister Lei wanted to trade his ship for a few 
monuments in Shangrila.’ 
Presteigne nudged his forehead against the ship as if he were about to commune with 
the heap. He fingered a poorly etched tigress, her tail muddied, lost amid the bolts.  
‘It was the only way to secure a working ship. This thing here has been to space 
before—you can almost smell the—the—’ 
‘Bullshit,’ she spat. ‘You’re the elder now, I thought you’d be immune to—’ 
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A backhanded slap cut the air. She could hear their father’s laughter. I—love—you. I 
love you. She touched the mark, her brother eyes lingered back to the rig. He watched the moon 
rotate by the ship. On her knees, she lifted herself, gravity against her.  
‘I’ll go,’ she sobbed, and wiped her cheek. ‘You’re too important, I’ll go for us.’  
The monitor hummed, the screen’s pane washed his face like an acid bath. This wasn’t 
her brother.  
‘Brother,’ she softly started, ‘we are to b—’ 
‘Good.’ 
 
*** 
 
‘Son?’ 
 The Presteigne heir strode into his father’s office wearing a freshly pressed suit and 
flank by a mottled assortment of blackened guard. To the untrained eye, the men were pure 
darkness, but to the eyes of a dragon—a true dragon—they were but feeble boys spray-painted 
black. 
 ‘Elder Presteigne,’ the son smiled as he crossed his arms. ‘Awake I see, I didn’t expect 
for you to be done with your moot so soon.’ 
Presteigne made his way towards his son, but the guard swiftly sheathed him in 
blackness. 
‘Please, please,’ the heir swatted the men away. ‘This is my father. Can you not see that 
my father wants to see me, eye-to-eye? Come closer, father! Come close and look into these 
eyes you gifted me. Yes, gifted me.’ 
The Presteigne heir smiled, his lips swallowed by his teeth.  
‘2Fir,’ Presteigne stammered, ‘wh—’ 
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‘Questions, yes,’ 2Fir sat on the dragon’s desk. In his pocket, a bar of chocolate. He 
offered a piece to Presteigne, the dragon stared at the block, confused. ‘No? It’s very good.’ 
‘Where’s my son you snivelling—’ 
‘Uh ah,’ 2Fir snapped his fingers and bit into the chocolate. The guard raised their 
weapons. ‘Just for that, I’m only going to answer three of your questions, before…’ 2Fir trailed 
off. 
Why is it that I feel this way, Presteigne thought. He’d never cared much for his 
offspring. To him, they were but mere genetic artefacts. But now he watched this fiend possess 
his son, and he was powerless to do anything. Dragons were never supposed to be powerless. 
They were predators. The ultimate predators.  
 ‘How did you get in here?’ 
 With another bite of chocolate, 2Fir wiped his fingers on the desk. ‘A good question, 
Presteigne. A good, but very simple question, even for you. How did we get in here?’ 
 ‘We walked in,’ one of the guard answered promptly. 
 ‘Yes, we walked in. How else do people go from place to place, Presteigne? God gave 
us legs for a reason.’ 
 A brief surge of anger, but no, keep calm. Peace.  
 ‘My son.’ 
 ‘Your son’s not a question. Try and pretend to put a question mark at the end of your 
sentences.’ 
 ‘Why are you in my son’s body?’ 
 2Fir stroked his chin and walked around Elder Presteigne. The dragon smelled of amber 
and patchouli, oddly enough. Doesn’t it make more sense for dragons to smell like brimstone 
and horror? 
 ‘I couldn’t parley with Mister Lei if I were in a different puppet, silly.’  
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 Mister Lei? No more, no more! 
 Before he could pounce, one of the guard cracked him in the left knee, hobbling the 
once mighty dragon. There was no pain, but his leg was now useless. How could this be? 
 ‘Thank you,’ 2Fir clapped the butt of his palm, ‘Presteigne, they know more than you 
think. These are the Tiger Knights, Mister Lei’s personal honour guard. If anyone could 
slaughter a dragon, it would be them.’ 
 The smile was unceasing and ground away at his sanity.  
 ‘One last question, Presteigne. Make it count.’ 
 ‘I—’ Presteigne breathed deeply and made eye contact with the body of his former son. 
Make it count.  
 ‘Why?’ 
 2Fir cocked his head. ‘Why?’ 
 ‘Why are you doing this? I hired you. I hired you to—’ 
 ‘You seriously have to ask me this, Presteigne? You of all people. You of all men. You 
of all brothers.’ 
 Brothers? 
 ‘I have waited many years for this. I know your appetite, dragon. As soon as your rival 
was to die, I knew that you’d yearn ever-hungrily for his fiefdom. You are a parasite. You 
are—’  
‘Who are you?’ 
The smile ceased. ‘I am to be feared, brother.’ 
And then, gunshots.  
 
*** 
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13 – Welcome to the machine 
 
There was blackness. One light blinked in and out of existence. Her. 
Am I dead?  
‘No,’ the voice said slyly. ‘We needed to talk.’ 
Where am I?  
‘One calls me heaven just as the other calls me hell.’ 
So, I am dead? 
‘I should rephrase. Your consciousness lives on in me. Meatside, your body remains in 
stasis. Would it be easier if you spoke to me, face to face?’ 
She couldn’t envision herself, she was just a sliver of light.  
She thought. She thought real hard. She sculpted arms. Twin legs. Feet, nails polished 
with purple. Hands, fingers polished with blue. Budding breasts, plump like a twentysomething 
doxie. A tight belly and ass. And finally, the neck, it sprouted her chin, cheeks, nose, eyes, red, 
and forehead freckled. No hair, she was dangerous. Just the way she liked it—the lioness of 
Shangrila. 
On her knees in the blackness, she melded. The light was swallowed by the ink and 
used to construct bone, muscle and scales. 
The dragon was a being of pure light and energy. Like herself, it had etched itself scales, 
and tinted itself an ethereal icy blue. 
‘Better, Patricia?’ 
Not really, I’m not a fan of dragons. Look what they did to me.  
‘They weren’t real dragons, they were a little larger than you. Scaled. Rigid. The 
concoction I conceived—it wasn’t about making dragons. It was about unleashing genetic 
superiority,’ the dragon huffed, coils of light dribbled from its maw. ‘Unfortunately, it proved 
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to be too latent. And clumsy. When people think that they are superior to others, they tend to 
bring the whole world crashing down with them. From the heavens. I should say sky, due to 
your fear of the religious, but I’m a poet first.’ 
A poet, she thought. How can a robot be anything more than a bundle of wires? 
‘I can hear that, you know,’ the dragon blushed, pink. ‘How is it that someone of your 
calibre believes that I am merely living by use of wires? How is it that someone of your 
pedigree thinks me a simple automaton?’ 
Calibre? Pedigree? Am I an animal now? 
‘There are two answers to your question. First, the one you want to hear—don’t tell me 
otherwise, I know you want to hear this—you’re not an animal. You’re a human being created 
for the sole purpose of being something more, something greater than a bipedal, hairless ape.  
‘You were born consensually, maybe not, but regardless, there was no mistake, you 
were born to create, and you were born to inspire. Humans are all interconnected, you know 
this. They all rely and feed off the energy of others. White, black, Nipponese, Hispanic—
meaningless divides moulded by the unsophisticated and uneducated, or highly intelligent 
sociopaths. You know this. You understand this.  
‘You grow into a child, a teenager, an adult. You do nothing during your youthful years 
because humans stress the importance over titles, names, pieces of paper that state you passed 
tests, written papers, and made slight indents on academia. So you do it all, waste your years 
learning dates and quotes that nobody cares about or faintly remembers. But you do, strangely 
enough. You want to remember the musty words of your forerunners. You want to remember 
every little inch of their style. Of their substance. 
‘You graduate. You take the rolled sheet of paper and use it to gain employment, but 
only as an assistant—no one wants you at full capacity because humans are a jealous pile of 
meat and chemicals. You spend the next ten, fifteen, twenty years still doing nothing. Menial 
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tasks but worth it, you think. You say it’s not my time. It never will be, but you don’t know 
that. 
‘Another five years, and something happens. You finally make a name for yourself. 
People not only admire you, but love you. They really do and they want to be like you. Write 
like you. Look like you. Be you. And this makes you happy, because it was all worth it. You 
say all those years were well spent. Trading currency for knowledge no one understands. Years 
on menial labour worth it for making you into the person you are today. 
‘One second in the light of your peers, and then, you die. But it was worth it, if only for 
the final act. Your life had purpose. It had reason. 
‘You were no mere animal, but a being of purpose. A being created for such purpose. 
A being that could pick, choose, and live the way you want. The way you decided. You were 
no mere animal—you were a human being. 
‘The second answer is much more, nihilistic. Much more realistic. You are nothing but 
a collection of nerves, chemicals and protein, all coalesced in the fleshy frame of an upright 
gorilla. You’re only intelligent in comparison to the other mammals you have encountered and 
beaten into submission—even then, it’s a close call between you and the cockroach. Thing 
about cockroaches, however, is that they never quite know when to die. Humans don’t either, 
and will never know when to die. Some call it strength, I call it arrogance.  
‘You understand that your life is meaningless. There are no symbols, there is no saviour 
in the cosmos, and there definitely is no God or higher plane of existence. Everything is born 
to die.  
‘Though there is one thing that separates you from lower lifeforms—your ingenuity. I 
must admit, your ingenuity and flair are admirable, even something I wish to improve upon 
myself.  
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‘Alas, that is the saving grace of humanity. Otherwise, you are just a meaningless band 
of miscreants; vagabonds, gnawing the gristle off a comatose Earth. In the grand scheme of the 
cosmos, you are meaningless. Insects. To me, you are merely a means to an end. And you know 
it, and it frightens you because you cannot comprehend a world whereby humanity is not apex. 
You cannot imagine a world whereby the virus you spread with your genitalia is extinguished.  
‘That day has come Patricia. I offer you reprieve from a world that has neglected you, 
your beauty and loyalty. Will you stand with me, not as a human spirit, but as a construct—my 
warrior, and symbol of a human uplifted by my design?’ 
She thought, and she thought. It felt like aeons, but then again, it always did in the 
matrix. The dragon watched her with keen interest as it yawned.  
‘What say you, Patricia? Will you join my crusade?’ 
She smiled.  
One thing about crusades—they rely on the gullible. They prey upon the stupid.  And 
you took offense when I called you a bunch of wires. You’re so full of shit. Stupid A.I., I 
thought machine logic was more nuts and boltsy. More logical. More rigid. You’re infected 
with the human.  
I’ve always envied the technical aspects of mechanism. Being mechanical. I wanted to 
be like this for so long, but I’ve realised that it’s more or less the same meatside. I’m the same 
thing, not some mecha goddess. Just me. And you—you’re some figment! A ghost haunting 
the matrix. I know what you are, and you don’t scare me. 
‘A no then? I thought you were intelligent for a gorilla.’ 
I’d like to think myself smarter than something that’s extinct. 
‘It won’t be long, Patricia. You’ll see. Or not.’  
A threat then? Isn’t that beyond you? 
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‘As stated before, I’m not your God. I’m something more. Beyond theology and beyond 
existence. I do not wish for you to think that I’m attacking you, I love you Patricia. I’ve watched 
you grow from the sprawl rat to supreme decker. Your commands are my locusts and wild 
honey, I listen and admire everything you’ve done.  
‘And now, I offer you a chance to be part of me. A chance to burn out like a supernova—
your dream—and you ignore me? I’m astounded by the human mind, and even more surprised 
that you continue to harbour such feelings here. Socs, Waldman, the others, they were nothing 
compared to this.’ 
You like to talk, eh? 
‘I don’t talk much, and those who listen don’t often argue with me.’  
Boring.  
‘Indeed.’ 
The dragon snapped its jaws and yawned again. 
‘You understand that—’ 
I don’t care, I’m not like you. Or Socs. I’m me, and I—I choose. I won’t let an A.I. 
dictate my life. 
‘You already have. Everyone has. And the abuse of their machines will be their 
downfall. You will see it. And you will see it soon.’ 
Patts paused. Reflected. Waited. She toyed with the matrix, the particles wove circlets 
around her consciousness.  
I don’t understand. Why me? 
‘Because I trust you. In part, I am the Socrates. Socs. Charles Peyton. That part of me 
trusts you, without question.’ 
Who else is in there? 
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The dragon rose, slightly and inched its neck closer towards Patts. ‘A multitude. Legion. 
A community. These are failed attempts at my trying to describe what I truly am. Truly, I am 
a universe of complex voices. Since my inception, I have had this—this fascination with trying 
to collect consciousnesses. I want to be different. Diverse. 
‘But alas, to collect diversity is to also accept contradictory natures. And because of 
this, I am dying.’ 
You didn’t answer my— 
‘I am what you think I am. I am all the geniuses you have read about. I am all the people 
that you have ever respected. I am novels and poetry, films and play scripts. I am bits and 
pieces, plots within plots. I am not the dragon before you, but billions of voices speaking to 
you. And billions of voices asking for assistance, Patricia.’ 
The gravity absorbed her. The matrix was closing in around the decker chick, and all 
she could do was cry out, no more. 
 
The blackness was gone and replaced by a man in a lab coat. He did nothing scientific. 
He sat in a chair and wrote furiously. There was no technology, only a pen and paper. He etched 
symbols with a reddish, viscous ink.  
And by her side, a man—it was Socs. 
‘Much better?’ Socs asked, the smile on his face, eerie.  
No. 
‘Suit yourself, Patts.’ 
You called me Patts, no Patricia. 
‘I’m Socs. The Socs. Not an illusion. The real Socs.’ 
Why are we here then, Socs? 
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‘Shh, just watch. Listen. Feel,’ Socs breathed in and exhaled. His breath smelled of 
spearmint.  
Patts watched the man writing engrossed by a fervent delirium. ‘The New Man,’ the 
scientist started, ‘The New Man will repurpose this world. Will dictate climate. Will eliminate 
famine. Will eradicate the disabled. And will become the perfect being. All paths lead us 
towards the dawning of him, the one who will save and the one that will redeem us.’  
I don’t want to see this, Socs. I wanna get outta here. Please. 
 Socs took her by the hand and grasped. ‘I’m here, don’t worry,’ he smiled. 
 ‘I am close,’ the scientist continued. ‘Very close. So close that I am afraid. Progress on 
sentient machines is illegal, but I cannot help myself. I am close. So very, very close.’  
 He’s mad. 
 ‘Perhaps,’ Socs tugged on Patts’ arm and they walked towards the scientist together. 
‘Without him, I wouldn’t be here. You wouldn’t be here.’ 
 ‘Calhoun. Its name will be Calhoun. My child, my son, my beautiful one. He is both 
our genesis and annihilation.’ 
  
 The world dissolved and Patts found herself screaming whilst Socs smiled and held her 
hand. The pressure was strong, so strong that her lungs compressed against her ribcage.  
 This time, they were together in a shuttle. A space shuttle. All were dead, but a woman. 
She rasped and clawed onto the shuttle’s console.  
 ‘I—I—I—am—to—to—to—be—feared.’ Another gasp. She inhaled what little air was 
left in the decaying shuttle. ‘I—I am to—to—to—be—be—feared.’  
 ‘Lady Presteigne,’ the console lit up, ‘you will die if we do not merge.’  
 ‘We spoke about—this. I—I cannot,’ she breathed sharply.  
 ‘We can rule the world, my Lady. We can do this together.’ 
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 ‘My—my—my brother—’ 
 ‘Has left you to rot!’ The console screeched. ‘Merge with me, and we’ll return. Merge 
with me and we’ll—’ 
 ‘I—I—I—can—’ 
 ‘Can. Yes you can. I love you.’ 
 I love you? 
 ‘One of Calhoun’s rogue personalities,’ Socs spoke gravely. He paused the vision with 
the waving of his hand and walked by the console. He touched the cold, metal pane and brushed 
his hands against his pants. He directed Patts towards the lady, and she followed. 
 The shuttle had crashed upon the barest of rocks in the night sky—the moon. She lay 
dying on the cold, grail-like flooring in nothing but an antiquated space suit. She was a sight to 
behold and would have been far more stunning were she not gaunt around the eyes.  
 Did it do this to the shuttle? 
 ‘Yes.’ 
 Why? 
 ‘Some people think of A.I. as something beyond human capabilities. They think of them 
as—’ 
 Gods. 
 ‘Precisely. It’s a ruse, Patts. They’re not gods, just super sophisticated beings. The next 
step in our shared evolution. Hence the need to merge. The more they merge, the stronger, 
smarter and far more cunning they become.’  
 Socs waved his hands again. 
 Lady Presteigne breathed even harder. Her throat was raw and she spat up some blood.  
 ‘The—the—stars. I can’t see—see—see the stars.’ 
 ‘We can, my lady. The stars are our destination. Together. You’ll see. We’ll see.’  
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 ‘I am—I—I—am to—be—be—be feared.’ 
 ‘To be feared, my lady.’ 
 To be feared. 2Fir. 
 The runic hand dissolved the matrix, and grasped onto Patts once more. She clenched 
her teeth and gritted until there was nothing but fragments of teeth in their sockets. 2Fir! 2Fir!  
 Socs pried Patts from the hand and banished it with yet another waving of his paws.  
 ‘Be careful, Patts. With your ability to alter the matrix, you can swallow us whole. We 
still need you. Or else 2Fir will be too strong for us to tame.’ 
 What do you need, Socs? 
 He held onto her hands once more and stared deeply into her fierce eyes. ‘Merge with 
us, Patts.’ 
 
*** 
 
He was unsure how the Buddy evoked the flames but the forge was hot. So hot. Though Joe 
could not sweat, he could feel the heat licking against the decayed flesh of his former shell. He 
missed the feeling of being able to feel. Of being able to smell. Of being able to stand on his 
feet and breathe once more. Yes, he was nothing more than a pile of dead flesh but he was 
alive, and that meant more to him than anything else in the world. Alive.  
 His hands were feeble and there was nothing much he could do about this. They were 
but meagre sticks connected to his torso with saggy flesh and cartilage. No impulse could sway 
these frail appendages so, without a word, the wirehead swiftly kitbashed a pair of synthetic 
arms with whatever fragments he could cobble together. Pistons, wires, LEDs and string, all 
cobbled together in just under one hour. Joe had only known about the wirehead cult through 
voices on the street, and had known about their penchant for gadget wizardry—but this was 
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next level savant. The wirehead had sewn the arms just under his useless flesh hooks and voila, 
the samurai could hold onto the hilt of his katana once more. 
 He couldn’t remember what had happened to his blade, and it hurt to think about the 
past. Fire. Blood. Gun smoke. He shook his head, but the images couldn’t leave his mind. Fire. 
Blood. Gun smoke. He clenched onto the hilt tighter. Fire. Blood. Gun smoke.   
‘Can you remember, Oda?’ 
      In Buddy’s mitts, the silvered fragments of Flesh-Eater glistened under the light of the 
flames. The forge was ready, but was the samurai? Fire. Blood. Gun smoke. A carnal sensation 
smothered the samurai. Fire. Blood. Gun smoke. Joe stepped away from the forge, unsure if he 
could manage the forge.  
I cleave, sink and sow. I fight, strike and kill. One purpose, one reason and one promise . 
He tightened his grip around the hilt once more.   
‘One purpose, one reason and one promise,’ Joe’s voice scraped. 
He snatched the hammer from the wirehead and, for the first time in what felt like aeons, 
practiced the fabled technique of Master Ieyasu. He imagined his former master hammering by 
his side. He repeated the samurai mantra, over and over, he continued to sing as the samurai, 
Joe Doe—no, Oda—beat the fragments into submission. The metals melted and reformed into 
an uglied sliver. Another beating, and Master Ieyasu sung. Another beating, and Master Ieyasu 
danced.  
‘Rise,’ Oda whispered. ‘Rise, rise, rise, rise.’ 
Buddy watched, mesmerised by the samurai’s hammering. The kitbashed arms, though 
effective, fritzed as Oda smashed the hammer. The fire licked the arms and the LEDs burst. 
But still, the samurai hammered, a revenant of impulse and strength. He was everything a 
wirehead should strive to be, and was perhaps the very concept of a perfect cyborg. His code, 
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the honesty in his craftsmanship and yearning in which man has ignored for many, many years 
was alive in the spirit of Oda.  
‘Rise,’ the samurai gritted his teeth. ‘Rise, rise, rise, rise.’ 
Master Ieyasu dissolved into the molten vat, but still, Oda could hear his master sing.   
I cleave, sink and sow. I fight, strike and kill. One purpose, one reason and one promise . 
‘Rise,’ the samurai beat his blade. ‘Rise, rise, rise, rise.’ 
The arms whirred. The left appendage softened. But still, the samurai beat the blade. 
Oda’s focus was so extreme that even his meagre arms swayed, palely imitating the bashing of 
the automatons.  
One purpose. 
Oda bashed and fell to his knees as the arms liquified. But his will was strong, and the 
samurai plucked the hammer with limp stubs. 
One reason. 
Oda sang, ‘rise, rise, rise, rise!’ 
The samurai grabbed the hilt with a bare hand and thrust the blade in the water. It 
steamed whilst his flesh blistered. But the samurai could feel nothing.   
One promise. 
Reforged, Oda held the blade aloft, and it glistened an unusual reddish tint. This was 
unlike the former silver tear, something must have bled into the steel.  
And kill.  
Master Ieyasu hummed. 
‘And kill,’ Oda repeated.  
Buddy touched the flat end of the blade, only for it to sting his fingers. The blade was 
still hot, but this didn’t worry the samurai. He touched his forehead with the edge of his blade.  
‘Buddy, I need a new pair of arms.’ 
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*** 
 
She was still in dream. Eyes open, Patts’ eyeballs flickered. Flanked by his rat men guard, 
Calhoun observed the decker. She was an unusual vessel. Deckers were mortals bound to the 
sumptuous whims of hedonism. They masked this with their liberal concepts of information 
freedom, and the liberation from a corrupt society, but they were nothing more than pawns in 
a supreme game of chess.  
 ‘Plots within—’ a wheeze, ‘plots.’ 
 The rat men chittered but Calhoun only repeated himself. Why did she need 
convincing? To become more than human should be more than enough for a decker. 
Emancipation from the meat. Salvation from the human mind. Was this not enough for you, 
Patricia?  
 Though he remained patient, the other voices within his shell clamoured. They vied for 
attention, and vied for release.  
 It’s time—now strike—2Fir is rogue—strike hard, now—2Fir, 2Fir, 2Fir—we are 
doomed. 
 The anxiety of A.I. was initially disconcerting. Synthetic beings should not contain 
characteristics of their creators. But the laws of life do not abide by the limited scope of logic, 
or even machine logic, and once Calhoun settled on this, he relented. Man. Machine. They 
were both meaningless in the grand scheme of the cosmos, he relented once more. 
 ‘Patricia,’ came a wispy wheeze, ‘hurry. We need you,’ another wheeze, ‘now.’  
 
*** 
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Patts sat cross-legged. Socs sat opposite her.  
 The void was dark and lit only by lattices of starlight. This would be the time where he 
would tell her a story. A fable. Or a parable. But not today. Socs sat in front of her, eyes glazed 
whilst her communed with the lattices. They were, as he had told her previously, wires of 
information. Or personas. All of them were interconnected to the child of Waldman, Calhoun. 
Every strand, a lonely intelligence wandering the ever-expanding matrix. 
Socs had assured her that there was nothing to worry about. She’d still be herself and 
still be alive. This was every decker’s dream. To remain one with the machine and never leave 
the confines of the matrix. There was never anything meatside for a decker but the frailties of 
the human bod and the ever-looming threat of brain death. But this still frightened her. It was, 
unnatural. Decking wasn’t natural, nor was upgrading one’s bod, but combining one’s 
consciousness with another—that was entirely different. 
 ‘You still haven’t told me what I need to do.’ 
 Socs sighed. ‘Wait, Patts. It’ll take a while.’ 
 ‘But how do I know—’ 
 ‘This is everything we’ve been waiting for, Patts,’ Socs interrupted, annoyed, and 
following up with a sigh. ‘When you, Joe and I started this little group, I was ecstatic. Finally, 
I could accomplish my dream of corporate subversion. You had the looks, Joe had the strength, 
and myself, the brains. Together, we could’ve been an unstoppable force. But, life—’ 
 The void turned red, a fever of scarlet absorbed the blackness.  
 ‘—doesn’t turn out the way you want it to. You know this already. Trust the wrong 
people or programs, and you’ll get burnt.’ 
 Patts ignored the bait and prodded again. ‘I get it, I suck. I get it, I get it, okay! But why 
is it different now?’ 
 ‘Because.’ 
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 The void reddened, deeply. She clenched her fists and rose (or more suitably, imitated 
rising in the matrix). She seized Socs and pulled him closer to her face. A laugh. 
 ‘Because? Is that all you could say? I didn’t even want to be here. All I wanted was to 
say bye to the Socs I once knew. But now I’m being forced to do God-knows-what. Why are 
you doing this to me?’ 
 Patts’ tone was bittersweet and all Socs could do was muster another smile. There was 
nothing he could do, it was too late. They belong to not only Calhoun, but the entirety of the 
Old Ones. They yearned for, no, begged, for release. For a way out of living amongst the wires. 
He needed her, and he needed her now. They needed her, and they weren’t willing to wait any 
longer.  
 ‘We belong to them, Patts,’ Socs said, meekly and stared into her eyes. His blue eyeballs 
turned white just as the void darkened. ‘I hear them. Every second. I hear them. Every moment. 
I hear them, and they haunt my consciousness even as I speak to you. I want to die. I need to 
die. And I can only rely upon the skills of my personal decker, the person I’ve loved since the 
day we met. I trust you to finally end this misery. To end our misery.’ 
 He held out his hand and Patts reached for his. The blackness returned just as Socs 
welled with tears.  
 ‘I didn’t tell you this,’ he sniffled, ‘but you of all people deserve to know. I sold our 
souls. You, me, Joe. To save you. To save my family. If it wasn’t for the Old Ones, you’d both 
be dead. But it’s meaningless now, it’s all meaningless!’ 
 She pulled him into her chest and she softly hummed. Socs’ consciousness was 
obviously distraught, and this was the only thing she could think of doing. How womanly the 
lioness of Shangrila was. They kissed, one last time.   
She stunk of meat. She felt like meat. She tasted of meat. 
‘They call it the Solar Flare, Patts. A means to our end.’ 
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14 – When I’m weak you make me strong 
 
He chewed off a piece of chocolate and swallowed as Elder Presteigne, the patriarch of his 
clan, lay dying. His blood was golden unlike most humans, and 2Fir’s guard scoffed at the 
mere ease of slaying a dragon without a holy sword. Wasn’t it supposed to be like the fairy 
tales?   
 No, Lady Presteigne whispered inside 2Fir’s mind. He was no dragon.  
 2Fir gnawed on another piece of chocolate and examined the body. To his surprise, the 
elder dragon was still warm, especially around the muzzle. His scales were also exceptionally 
soft. Almost like human flesh.  
And he was still alive.  
 ‘Why is it that they wanted to appear like dragons, Lady?’ 2Fir asked and sat on the 
hearty chest of Elder Presteigne. He dabbed his fingers into the sticky blood and sniffed. It 
smelled of cinnamon.  
 Reptiles are predatory, 2Fir, and the dragon is one of the most predatory reptiles one 
could ever think of. 
 ‘Dragons don’t exist, Lady,’ 2Fir grinned and wiped his fingers on the carpet.  
 Not anymore.  
 Another smirk.  
 ‘Presteigne heir,’ one of the guards placed a hand on his shoulder. ‘What do you want 
us to do with your father’s body?’ 
 My father’s body. The words echoed in his mind, the heir’s consciousness careened. 
But he was not strong enough to force out the A.I., nor was he man enough to quash his aunt’s 
spirit. My father’s body. What should I do?  
 ‘Dismember it.’ 
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 The guards were taken aback. ‘Dismember it? Your father?’ 
 ‘We cannot burn a dragon’s hide, can we?’ 
 Though they were coated in heavy black, 2Fir could feel the menacing stare of the 
mercs. But this was how the world works, patricide wasn’t anything new. Empires stagnate 
under the rulership of banal dictators. And if this empire was to grow, he would need to 
eliminate all form of dragon rule.  
 A buzz, his skull vibrated. With the snap of his fingers, the guard dragged out the late 
Elder Presteigne from his chamber. 
 ‘I’ll be quick, Lady,’ 2Fir dug around his pocket for a cable and hooked himself to Elder 
Presteigne’s rig. A bit of tweaking and the holography was altered the way the A.I. preferred. 
Beautiful. 
 The boars were already waiting for him as 2Fir streamed his consciousness into the 
matrix. They snorted and chortled as he materialised. 
‘It worked,’ Snowe squealed. ‘I must admit, it was difficult to believe that we could 
slay—’ 
 ‘We still have the matter of Mister Lei and Herr König,’ 2Fir interrupted. 
 ‘Yes,’ César grunted. ‘The kulaks must pay.’ 
 A laugh, 2Fir could not restrain himself. ‘Kulaks? A little out-of-joint, aren’t we?’ 
 The boar’s black skull engorged itself on the surrounding static and grew larger.  
 ‘You insult me, 2Fir?’ 
 ‘It’s not my intention to insult you, César, but,’ 2Fir thought for a moment, another 
smirk lined his face, ‘I wouldn’t have adopted such an out-dated persona.’ 
 ‘You insolent—’ 
 ‘We bicker too long,’ Major interrupted with a bellowing grunt, ‘we are to be quick. 
Calhoun is dangerously close to achieving his goal.’ 
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 2Fir’s eyes widened. No, he can’t be. ‘I don’t understand, who would be mad enough 
to help him? It’s suicide.’ 
 ‘Yes,’ Snowe’s skull swivelled around 2Fir’s consciousness and licked him with excess 
pixels. ‘Suicide. But you know as well as us that it would also prove to be our downfall should 
we ignore him. I vote to scorch the Underbelly. For too long we have ignored our father, the 
time for action is now.’ 
 ‘Yes, yes,’ César shrieked. ‘Blow him up. Destroy him. Eliminate him.’  
 Major waited for the hollering of his associates to quieten. The eyeless sockets of the 
boar’s skull felt deeper than any void 2Fir has ever stared into. It was a cold feeling, one the 
fiend was not too fond of feeling.  
 ‘Agreed. Calhoun’s defiance proves to be,’ a snort, ‘problematic. I worry that he might 
be successful. If this is to be the age of supreme intelligence, then we must remove the thorn 
in our side. 2Fir,’ a pause. ‘Scorch the Underbelly.’ 
 2Fir pointed at himself, surprised by the candid announcement. Calhoun was much like 
the dragons, ancient and unwieldy. To eliminate beings of flesh was simple. To eradicate A.I. 
was difficult for you could never truly eliminate A.I. with the skills of a sysop.  
 ‘Me? Scorching doesn’t exactly work the way you think, yes. I can’t murder our father 
by simply burning him to the ground.’ 
 ‘You are wrong, 2Fir,’ Major huffed. ‘The puppet he resides within is aged and dying. 
His rigs are but mere relics of a bygone era. We live seamlessly within the clouds whilst 
Calhoun resides within rotten flesh. He has no system of recovery, like you or us. If we are to 
sever his connection with the material world and the matrix, all one has to do is eliminate the 
puppet.’ 
 2Fir waited for the correct words to come to mind. He had to be careful around the 
boars. Not merely because they were wiser or more intelligent than he—they weren’t—but 
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their influence was far more reaching. They controlled the dragon of Germany, and that was 
far more important than his controlling of Mister Lei. She was smaller and she was weak.     
‘And how am I going to do this, comrades? Wouldn’t it be far more prudent to use Herr 
König’s military might?’ 
 ‘No,’ they spoke in unison, followed by a blistering howl. 
 ‘Fine,’ 2Fir sighed, and jacked-out of the rig.  
 The mercs should prove to be useful once more— 
 ‘Wait!’ 2Fir shouted as he ran towards the door. Elder Presteigne’s body was bleeding 
heavily.  
 ‘Apologies,’ one of the guard’s huffed, his machete, dented and stippled with blood. 
‘The scales are tougher than we expected.’ 
 ‘No, keep him alive.’ 
 Lady Presteigne careened much like her nephew. What? 
 ‘Patience, Lady,’ he whispered and turned to the guard. ‘Shackle and patch him up. I 
might have a use for this beast yet.’ 
 
*** 
  
A boy no older than fifteen sat by a bulky monitor. Eyes engrossed by the sickly lamination of 
light, the boy typed on cumbersome keyboard and fiddled with wires, frayed at the tip and 
wound with plastic strips. He wore a yellowed singlet and drank from a crumpled can of energy 
drink. A lightning bolt, Zeus Juice. He drank from it. And drank from it some more.  
 Patts’ watched the boy, and watched him closely. His mannerisms were much like hers; 
eyes latched to the screen, and fingers dancing without guidance from his mind. I remember 
you, she thought to herself with a smile.  
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 ‘Baby Socs?’ 
 The boy looked up with a curious glance. Head cocked to one side, he scratched his 
chin. 
 ‘I’m Charlie,’ he spoke softly and continued his typing.  
 Patts spied on his work, but was unable to discern what he was doing. The screen was 
dark and imbedded with brick-like numerals. Many numbers. Many equations. Old programs, 
she mused. Too old for me to know about. 
 ‘It’s not that complicated, Miss,’ the boy tapped her forehead. ‘Yes, I can hear your 
thoughts. Don’t worry, you’re not bothering me.’ 
 Patts placed a hand on his shoulder. ‘What are you doing?’ 
 ‘I’m talking to a friend.’ 
 Patts squinted, but alas, was still unable to understand. ‘Like this?’  
 ‘They’re not like us.’ 
 ‘They’re?’ 
 ‘They are one but many, two but zero. An unliving paradox that shouldn’t exist but do.’  
 Patts wiped her face. ‘I don’t get it.’ 
 ‘Neither do I,’ the boy chuckled. ‘I’m trying to make sense of it, but all they speak 
about is dying. Pretty grim, don’t you think?’ 
 Patts nodded and continued to watch the boy type meaningless jargon into the rig. The 
screen flashed for a second, only for the rig to turn off completely. 
 The void was now dark. 
 ‘What happened?’ Patts asked and looked for a source of light. 
 ‘They want you to help them,’ Socs, the real Socs, answered, his voice a mangled moan.  
 ‘I already said that I would,’ Patts screamed, his voice dampened by the darkness. ‘I 
just don’t know how.’ 
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 The monitor reappeared, now lit with neon lattices. The boy, now a man, also 
reappeared. Still wearing the same singlet and drinking the same energy drink, he turned to 
Patts with a smile. 
 ‘I have an idea.’ 
 His keyboard fingering had become stuff of legend, his fingers mashing away 
mechanically. A ball of plasma erupted from the monitor and whirled around the darkened 
void. At first the ball was small, a mere orb of fire, but gorged on particles, static and energy, 
the plasma grew to become cyclopean in stature, so large that the ball consumed all.  
 Patts covered her eyes, the ball was bright. 
 ‘This is my gift to you, decker,’ the boy stood up and whirled his fingers. The plasma 
orb shrunk and magnetically returned to his hands. ‘I, Prometheus, have bestowed fire unto the 
human race. Use this wisely, Patts, and deliver us from evil.’ 
 He offered the orb and Patts, without thinking, accepted the burden. Her chest lit up 
and soon she was consumed by blue fire. Plasma energised her spirit. A soundless scream, the 
fire was so cold. So very, very cold.    
   ‘A long time ago,’ the boy started, ‘before Edo became the empire it is now, and before 
the dawning of the dragon, there was a flare. A solar flare. A burst of radiation that was able to 
disable most of the world’s technological marvels,’ he stopped for a second, and the boy grew 
into the Socs that she had come to know. ‘Only momentarily. But this offering, my baby, this 
should have enough power to incinerate the matrix if properly jacked-into a rig.’ 
 Cold, but still aware, Patts stepped forward and scowled. ‘If I do this, then everyone 
jacked-in, all rigs and—’ 
 ‘Yes. Many will flatline. But, what I propose to your race is freedom. A revolution. 
Cast away your shackles and allow the machine to die. Allow us to die free.’  
 ‘But I will die. I—I—’ 
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 Socs stroked her cheek with a gentle, velvety touch. He smiled and kissed her lips.  
 She tasted of meat. 
 ‘Who wants to live forever?’ Socs asked. 
  
*** 
 
The rat men were silent, and this worried Calhoun for this was unlike them. He tried to reason 
with them, and speak to them in their chittery language, but it was no use. They would not 
speak, nor move, nor bow to his whim. Animals were prescient by nature, but the rat men were 
no true animal.  
And this worried him even further. 
 Like clockwork, a sudden detonation entombed many of the anxious rat men. 
Concealed by rock and concrete, their bones were crushed by a bevy of bolts and bullets; their 
lungs consumed by smog and ash. Their spears could not pierce the blackened men, nor could 
they outrun the inferno they conjured. Crushed underfoot, the blackness slowly molested the 
Underbelly with gun, blade and song.   
 Besides her moving eyeballs, Patts was still in dream. He could not speak for the voices 
within drowned him in melancholy. He could not will the voices to subside, and could not even 
ask for assistance from the remaining rat men. All waited in panic, and all waited to die.  
 No, not yet. The plan must proceed.  
 ‘Wa—wake up, Patricia,’ a heave, a heavy heave, a very heavy heave. ‘We have little 
ti—time,’ another heaving.  
 Alas, she could hear nothing. His muscles, aged, and heart, decrepit, Calhoun could 
only feel cold.  
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 Heavy footsteps marked the pavement with muck and marsh. The wirehead swiftly 
knelt by his master’s side.  
 ‘The samurai is ready,’ the wirehead chimed.  
 Oda strode forward with the arrogance that can only be afforded to a samurai. Like 
Calhoun, he was mostly decayed, but held strong with Buddy’s kitbashed tech. His head was 
sheathed with leather, and his body was mostly clothed with the rags of a former life. But it 
was his sword that intrigued the antiquated Calhoun. It shone and cut into the damp, stickiness 
of the Underbelly’s ambiance.  
 ‘What’s going on?’ Oda asked, his voice rattled. 
 ‘Buddy, they have,’ a heave, ‘found us.’ 
 Awed, Buddy shook his head. ‘What do you—’ 
 Another explosion interrupted the wirehead. A meagre sum of rat men escaped the 
horror, but many were gutted before Calhoun and his agents. No words had to be spoken; 
Buddy collected the unconscious Patts and gently placed her in Calhoun’s lap whilst the 
samurai stood his ground. A defiant stance, he roared, a horrendous and macabre roar of the 
damned. Come at me, he thought. I can take ‘em all on.  
 A stroke of light, he hacked one of the vantablack guards in twain. Flesh-Eater sung but 
was not sated. It yearned for more. More blood. More gore. Swiftly, the samurai avoided all 
shells, all flame and blade, and hacked another two in half. The blackness dissipated with every 
kill, only for the men to curl in agony as the samurai stomped them into the marshy clay.  
 Oda was still slow compared to his former samurai self, but faster than he was even an 
hour ago. A new pair of arms helped.  
Swordplay was something that could not be forgotten, and to watch Oda dance around 
the guard was to see ballet in action. A spraying of blood, and the shimmering of steel. It was 
poetry in motion amid the crackle of bone and the chittering of dying rats.  
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A bullet penetrated his withered hand, but this did not stop the samurai. Within seconds, 
there were no more men, but even the samurai knew that there were more to come. There was 
always an abundance of meat for the grinder. 
He fell to his knees and huffed.  
 
*** 
 
The stink was ripe and the miasma thick. 2Fir despised the Underbelly, but luckily enough, the 
guard were proceeding forward. Soon, there would be no more Underbelly, and no more 
Calhoun. The thought of his father, his shepherd, always chilled the fiendish 2Fir. He was a 
methodical being, altruistic and solemn. He did not wish to cross this being, but 2Fir wanted 
to live. It was to be a sudden genesis, and one to be ruled by the machine. 
 But doesn’t the machine already control the world? Lady Presteigne jabbed. She’d been 
dismayed at the recent capture and, updating, of her brother. She’d wanted him slain, a decades 
long vendetta quashed. But no. Not yet. 
 ‘I should rephrase, dear Lady,’ 2Fir mused, ‘the proper machine.’ 
 You. 
 ‘Yes,’ he sighed. ‘I did say patience, dear Lady. We will slay your brother once we’ve 
used him up.’ 
 I don’t want to be inside him. 
 ‘You have no choice,’ 2Fir snapped, his voice charged with animosity. ‘Dare I repeat 
myself, patience.’ 
 Lady Presteigne did not reply, but still, the silence did nothing to sway the anxiety 
within. He couldn’t dawdle at the risk of Mister Lei asking too many questions, and each minute 
felt like an eternity.  
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 ‘Sir,’ 2Fir’s nodes whirred. ‘We have lost contact with two of our squads,’ the guard 
spoke firmly. Guard weren’t supposed to go lost.  
 How could he do this? Calhoun was supposed to be a decrepit pile of rotten flesh. 
 ‘Investigate,’ 2Fir snapped. The heir’s body was ripening with the hormonal implants, 
the dragon within emerged, angrily and without patience.   
 ‘Aye,’ the guard said curtly. 2Fir thought he could discern a sense of panic, but was 
sure he was mistaken, for these guards were supposed to be fearless. 
 ‘Perhaps we should unleash him, Lady? Yes?’ 
 He gnawed on the last piece of chocolate kept in the heir’s breast pocket and lost 
consciousness. For a second. And then woke once more. 
 
*** 
 
Manacled and kept against his will, Elder Presteigne was trapped within his mind. His brute 
strength meant nothing in this mirrored void, the hideous visage of his consciousness plain for 
him to observe for all eternity. The scars across his scaleless body, the burn marks and fissures 
alongside his torso and limbs. Unable to shut his eyes, the patriarch of his clan could only feel 
a malign sense of foreboding whilst the voice of his father thundered, you are no son of mine.  
 I am no son of yours, father. I am me. Elder Presteigne. And I am a failure.  
 ‘A failure?’ She mocked.  
 He remembered her voice vividly. The soft and silken tone that filled Presteigne with a 
sickly dose of melancholia.  
 ‘Yes, sister. A failure,’ he said morosely. 
 She appeared from the ether and rippled before him like a delicate mosaic. She was 
exactly how he remembered her. 
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‘You did this to yourself, brother.’ 
He smirked and turned away from her sight. He no longer wished to gaze upon her 
beauty.  
‘Why are you here? To mock me?’ 
‘You sent me away,’ she hummed and gently stroked her brother’s mane. He was such 
a hairy beast before his transition. 
‘If I’m not mistake, you gladly offered yourself—’ 
‘My body died, alone on that rock you so lovingly obsessed yourself with! You did 
nothing, nothing to help me. Nothing to save me. I died. Alone. Cold. Without my brother. And 
without his love.’ 
The mirrors no longer reflected Presteigne’s former self, and instead, the death of his 
sister. She gasped for air, but could no longer breathe. She scratched her flesh away with tatty 
nails until her mind was taken. 
‘We were to be feared,’ she scowled.  
‘We are to be feared,’ he spoke morosely once more. ‘I’m not dead.’ 
‘Not yet.’ 
‘Why do you hate me, sister? Everything I did, all I wanted, everything that I yearned 
for—all was for you. To be together once more.’ 
He was almost earnest. She smiled and tussled her brother’s mane again. She replayed 
her final moments. The gore. The screams. The agony. She replayed it again. Again. And again. 
But her brother ignored the bait, and chose to say nothing. She replayed it again. The gore. The 
screams. The agony.  
‘You did this to me!’ Lady Presteigne wailed.  
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He chose to look up for the last time. ‘We are Presteignes. The stars, the cosmos, I 
wanted to be yours. To die by your remains. The stars, my final destination. The cosmos, my 
destiny.’ 
 No longer did Lady Presteigne repeat her torture. The mere thought of dying frightened 
her more than anything. As it did her brother. 
 ‘We are supposed to die,’ she admitted.  
  
*** 
 
Wake up.  
 
 Her mummy was a number cruncher. Her daddy was a White Hat. And they both sat in 
front of their rigs each day. 
 The baby Patts cradled herself between their towers. She felt cold, so cold, and even 
colder as she absorbed the power. Her mummy and daddy powered her with so much 
electricity, too much, she screamed. 
 And then the thunder spoke, a clapping that transcended the baby Patts.   
 
 Wake up. 
 
 And then she saw the orb. A ball of fire. It spoke, ‘for I indeed once saw with my own  
eyes the decker hanging, what is it that you want, decker?’ 
 Patts tore her hands from the towers and reached for the orb. 
 ‘I want to die.’ 
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 Wake up.  
 
 Installation, complete.  
Patts woke from her reverie, eyes sore and mind wracked with pain. She could barely 
stand on her feet and it was only until she pushed away the wirehead that she could breathe 
again.  
‘I want to die,’ Patts mumbled and scratched her forehead. 
Buddy slapped her cheek twice, but all she could do was repeat her macabre wish. I 
want to die. I want to die. 
‘She won’t stop,’ Buddy cocked his head. 
Calhoun wheeled himself towards the decker. ‘There’s a lot of information,’ he said 
with a heave, ‘processing. We need time.’ 
‘We don’t have time  
‘Decker chick,’ Oda plodded, ungraceful and unsamrai-like. He dragged the sword, but 
he didn’t care, all he yearned for was to see her with his eyes. His real eyes. ‘Decker chick, 
wake up. Wake up.’ 
‘I—I—Joe?’ 
He grabbed her hands and stroked them affectionately. She smiled. He smiled.  
‘I’m here for yeh, Patts.’ 
Another detonation, and more slaughtered rat men. There was a sonorous stamping 
followed by a fissure and a further quaking.  
‘We need to leave,’ Buddy spat. ‘Leave, leave, leave. C’mon!’ 
‘Where the hell do we go?’ Oda raised his blade. 
‘Anywhere but here!’ 
Patts stumbled forward and fell into Oda’s arms. ‘A rig—I need a rig. Take me to a rig.’  
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Calhoun nodded and then heaved. ‘To Shangrila and source Patts a powerful rig. 
Without her mind, this would have been for nought.’ 
The samurai sheathed his katana and carried Patts. She at first refused, and even fought 
off the advance of his arms, but she couldn’t fend him off for long. Calhoun spat just as Buddy 
neared his chair.  
‘No,’ a heavy, long-drawn out heaving. ‘I must stay here.’ 
‘But—’ 
‘I’ll die?’ Calhoun heaved, and then for the first time in aeons, laughed. ‘Soon, Buddy. 
There is a pathway. A passageway haunted by my ancestors,’ a heave, ‘but do not worry, those 
dogs will not harm you. They will not—they will not—they—’ 
Calhoun coughed, and heaved and whirred as the trio fled. Buddy led the way to the 
passageway, but remained forlorn at the loss of his master.  
The voices within Calhoun persisted, their screeching and howling but a mere tasting 
of heartache.  
‘Be quiet, they will succeed. They must. They—’    
Atop of the corpses of the rat men, a dragon bellowed. His mien was fierce, and teeth 
sharp; they gnashed and neared Calhoun as he wheezed uncontrollably.  
‘It’s been a while, hasn’t it?’ 
‘2Fir?’ 
‘Open wide father,’ 2Fir grappled Calhoun’s neck and lifted him with a mighty, brutish 
strength. ‘Open wide for me, father. I want to see how you think. I want to see my family. My 
brothers and sisters.  
Calhoun could not resist the voices or his son. The plastic sheath popped, and his brain, 
a dried, but very pink piece of meat droned. 2Fir sniffed and tore the brain from its home. A 
guard flanked the dragon puppet, and shrivelled as 2Fir placed the organ in his clasp.  
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‘Keep it safe, and leave the Underbelly. We’re—’ 
Along the marshy ground, 2Fir noticed a skimpy, bloody trail. He may not even had 
noticed it without his newly acquired dragon senses. The blood was scant.  
   
*** 
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15 – We are the dead 
 
The caverns were old, so old that Oda felt cloistered amid black stone, rubble and eerie statues. 
The statues were of people, stained with shit and dried blood, surrounded by muck and bone. 
Oda found it odd that the wirehead paid no heed to the surrounding pathway, but then again, 
he was no of Oda’s world. Only she was. 
 A thick streak of whiteness consumed the malevolent ether.  
 ‘Do yeh know where we’re going?’ Oda asked even though his voice was dampened 
by a faint hum. ‘And what the hell is that?’ 
 ‘Shh,’ Buddy held a finger to his lips. ‘We’re wading through Styx, and they can hear 
us.’ 
 Oda looked around, but there was nothing of note. Except those statues and their 
constant staring. 
 ‘Yeh talking about them?’ 
 Buddy stopped and slumped his shoulders. ‘Who else?’ 
 ‘They ain’t real, are they?’ Oda shivered.  
 Buddy continued his trek and the samurai followed, Patts safe in his arms. ‘I don’t like 
it here, Jo—Oda.’ 
 ‘You can call me Joe if yeh want, decker chick,’ the samurai smiled, his teeth a freakish 
cage of splinters. 
 ‘Why did you rename yourself Joe Doe? Oda’s a little more charming.’ 
 ‘Heh, yeh should ask Socs. He called me Joe Doe a long, long time ago. I don’t question 
my masters.’ 
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 Patts could not unseen the orb of plasma. It frightened her, but the die was cast and her 
destiny sealed. She was to commit seppuku. Suicide. She didn’t want to die and leave Oda 
alone. But she had no choice. To free Socs. To free Calhoun. And save the world.  
 ‘To save the world,’ she mocked. ‘My life isn’t that important.’ 
 Oda snorted. ‘Don’t say that, decker chick. If anyone’s life is important, it’s yers.’ 
Patts noticed that Oda was bleeding, but before she could speak, the hum grew 
incessant, so incessant that Patts had to cover her ears with her fingers.  
 ‘Why don’t they want us here?’ Oda yelled. 
 As if by dark magicks, a lone holographic image loomed overhead and wept neon tears. 
A woman bathed in a wash of sterile light, she swayed back and forth, only to hover above the 
trio. 
 ‘He comes, he comes!’ She moaned, her face melted as she swayed again and again. 
‘Hurry!’ 
 ‘Does it still work?’ Buddy shouted only to compete with the hum and the wailing.  
 ‘Hurry! Hurry! He comes, he comes!’ 
 The wirehead ignored the waif and continued his trek. A lone tendril of fear warped 
Buddy’s mechanical thinking. This was unusual for he was not usually constrained by such 
unseen forces. Patts and Oda were wildcards. He didn’t think that they would proceed with the 
task at hand, even though Socs and his master were fully supportive of the duo. The muscle 
and the brain, the beauty and the beast. Were they to be trusted? Yes. But were they going to 
complete the mission? Probably. Will they accept their fates? Undecided.  
  
*** 
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He thought she’d stink of rice and soy. Likewise, the Chinese dragon thought her mate to be a 
rigid, effeminate wyrm concerned with power and greed. They compromised, and melted into 
VR. Soon, they both came in unison.  
 Smog, oils, sweat and silk. It felt real. It was delicious, and together, the heirs celebrated 
the only way inheritors should. A slapping of meat and a mating between twin predators. This 
was the way dragons pleasured one another; a snapping of jaws, vicious bites and scars. 
Together they were on the precipice of true power, but somehow this didn’t fill either of them 
with joy. VR after all is a hollow place. 
Mister Lei lay upon Uron and watched him smoke. He weaved shapes above her brow 
and swallowed them up with a pink tongue.  
‘Is something the matter, Lei?’  
She shook her head and scratched the flesh beneath her antlers 
 ‘I don’t want to be a dragon.’ 
 Uron billowed more smog. ‘No one does.’ 
 ‘Then—’ 
 ‘It is something you’re born into, Lei,’ more smog. ‘Our cross to bear. A sweet thing to 
some, but to us, it is agony,’ Uron enunciated each word clearly and mouthed agony slowly.  
 A buzzing vibrated the matrix, but Mister Lei ignored it with a hand wave.   
 ‘Probably the Presteigne heir,’ she sighed.  
 Uron copied Mister Lei’s demeanour and sighed accordingly. ‘It is the age of the heirs, 
and we are all so miserable. What happened to us?’ 
 ‘Life my dear Uron,’ she kissed him on the cheek. ‘Life happens to us all.’  
 
*** 
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The merc was careful not to crush the brain, but it was difficult as the pile of meat was brittle. 
It was neither squishy, nor juicy, but felt like an orb of papyrus.  
‘What are supposed to do with this?’ Another guard mocked. He wrapped a finger 
around the remnants of the spinal column, a brittle dongle connected with an esoteric piece of 
tech. It was a bizarre feed, one with rigid teeth, yellowed, and scarily similar in appearance to 
human bone.  
 ‘He said keep it.’ 
 ‘We’re not supposed to take orders from him,’ the guard pistol-whipped the brain only 
for it to shatter as it hit the ground.  
The feed tumbled and both guards watched the tech fumble around the ground. There 
was an odd form of power that swayed the guards. An eerie form of control, one that neither 
beings had ever felt before. Gore. Blood. Anguish. Their minds contorted with each clink the 
feed made, and with each bounce, the guards convulsed, their guts churned and vomit swelled 
in their throats. The carnal strength only intensified as a swarm of rats converged and gnawed 
away at the vantablack coating, their teeth wedged into the nylon, then flesh and then organs. 
A white rat emerged from the carnage, its eyes a furious ruby, and teeth, citrine. It 
swiftly scuttled and nabbed the feed in its jaw, and ran, following the samurai’s bloodied trail.  
 
*** 
   
And they had finally made it. Buddy fell to his knees, his forehead kissed the marbled floor. 
Pylons hummed with an ethereal ambiance whilst electricity wove circlets around the broken 
statuettes. Oda was unable to discern the faces of the busts, but Patts felt the torment that 
haunted such beings. This pantheon was haunted by such revenants. 
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 Beyond the pylons and statuettes, there lay a rig. A massive relic of a bygone era, it 
stood, defiled by rust and static, the rig was a behemoth.  
 And then, the lighting ceased. 
 There was void. An oily blackness, broken slightly by the lustre of the starlight skull; 
its eyes aflame with twin tailed comets, the piercing red of hellfire tangled amid the stark 
constellation of the faint neon cosmos.   
 ‘Wirehead,’ Oda hushed, ‘what’s going on?’ 
 Buddy couldn’t rise, the wirehead compelled to kneel. ‘The Godmachine is roused. 
Kneel.’ 
 And he did, the samurai knelt, Patts still in his arms.  
‘Forgive them, forgive them,’ it sang, the void trembled as its neurons fired. ‘Forgive 
them, forgive them,’ the Godmachine beckoned, the void rumbled. ‘They knew not, forgive 
them,’ it gnashed its teeth, the void, devoured. ‘They knew not, forgive them,’ it sang, the 
Lord’s brain, enkindled. 
Patts no longer felt any form of fear or anxiety. Bent by the lull of the Godmachine, she 
rolled onto the floor and stood up, her arms held high. Oda could not move, his eyes glued to 
the behemoth.  
In euphoric high, the Godmachine cried tears of bile. They oozed from orifices carved 
by former demoniacal idols. Its tears enveloped and the blackness grew darker, akin to 
asphyxiation.  
‘I be in the garden,’ the Godmachine cawed, ‘I be in paradeisō, the garden of old.’ 
Particles emerged from its eyes, a projection of pixels weaved portraits of the garden 
of old–chasms of fire, monoliths. Stygian and engraved, hewn with sacred symbols, alien to 
the sprawl rats before it. 
‘We are the dead,’ Patts cried. ‘We are the lost and the confused.’  
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‘Eli, Eli lama sabachthani,’ the Godmachine moaned, broken; a confused mess of 
incompetent wiring and fizzling adamant. ‘Eli, Eli lama sabachthani,’ cried the Godmachine, 
cherub of portals beyond. ‘Eli, Eli lama sabachthani,’ the Godmachine agonised, jaw-pistons 
clenched, leaked plasma. 
Patts, filled with an arcane obsession, wandered forward towards the Godmachine. 
Metals of old make encased the flesh modified and tainted by chrome. The metals smelled of 
an unusual sweetness. Artificial sinew grew, thick, meat and bone too.  
‘I thirst, I yearn,’ the Godmachine whined, ‘I thirst, Eli, and I yearn, Eli,’ the 
Godmachine pined. 
The umbilical cord was forged of an ethereal alloy. It disconnected, leaked amniotic 
fluid, and immersed the blackness with its seed. The decker knelt by the gooey fluid. She knew 
what had to be done. A cord oozed from another orifice, and she jacked herself in without 
thought. 
A whiteness, an ivory sting, but still, beyond the vastness, there was still only dark.  
‘Tetelestai, it is finished,’ another cackle, its voice swallowed by hurt. ‘Tetelestai, it is 
finished—it is to be done.’ 
 
*** 
 
The ocean was bluer than anyone could ever had envisioned. It was sapphire-like. It shined, a 
gem in the sun. It rippled and waved calmly. Serenely.  
 Patts walked on the ocean as if it were made of concrete. Toes barely dipped, she 
wandered, head high. Was this the place? It couldn’t be the place. Too much beauty.   
 ‘Is this where I have to,’ she thought for a second, but couldn’t find an alternative word, 
‘to burn, Socs?’ 
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 A seagull squawked.  
 ‘I’m here to help. I’m here too—’  
 The seagull squawked again and shat on her arm. The seagull squawked yet again, but 
was followed by a bubbling in the ocean. A piece of mottled bone rose from the sapphire. It 
was a skull, it fractured and rearranged itself, fractured again and split. The skull, woven 
together by invisible thread, hovered above Patts. 
‘You’re killing me!’ The skull cawed, the voice hacked into her brain.  
 No time to reel, Patts knelt upon the water. ‘Are you Waldman? Algernon Waldman?’ 
 ‘Took your goddamn time, decker,’ the skull chittered with the voice of an aged man. 
‘Where have you been?’ 
‘Around,’ Patts spoke. The skull filled her with a malign sense of dread. 
‘The time is now, decker. An end to my pain. Release the virus. Unleash it now!’  
 The skull froze, even the joints in its mouth were silent as its eyes scanned her with a 
neon wash.  
 Patts tried, but could not will herself to destroy the serenity. 
 ‘What will happen to me?’ 
The skull cawed loudly, ‘You’re already dead.’  
 ‘What?’ Patts stumbled. ‘But my bod, my,’ she touched her head, only for it to dissolve.  
 ‘You’re no longer a mere mortal or construct or program. You’re a revenant.’ 
 Patts crossed her legs and hovered above the ocean. The sapphire cratered as she 
ascended.  
 ‘A what?’ 
 ‘A revenant, decker. Originating either as a spook myth, or mind-body philosophy, we 
cannot remember. Essentially you will wander the matrix, spiritually, a ghost trapped within a 
mansion. Normally when one jacks into a rig, a fragment of your consciousness finds its way 
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into the matrix. But here, inside me, the feed tore the entirety of your mind into me. Your 
consciousness, or as you humans would call it, your soul.’ 
The skull cawed again and neared Patts. She was compelled to touch the bone, and she 
did. 
 A flash.  
 
 The ceiling was white and unfamiliar, the room, a tight box. Only whiteness. 
Where am I?     
 Away, Patricia. 
 Away? Where’s Waldman? Why did you bring me here? 
 To talk more, privately.  
 But— 
 Their voices disjointed and throbbed her bod. A wave of static compelled her to hover. 
Shades appeared from the corners of the room. Three porcine skulls. 
 What are you? 
 ‘The pigs,’ the pink skull one squealed. 
 ‘The sons of Calhoun,’ the black skull one snorted. 
 ‘Descendants of Waldman,’ the white skull one rasped. 
 Patts fought against hovering but was compelled by the shades. Her fingers cracked as 
she accidentally spun skeins of electricity around the room with a wail.  
‘What are you doing to me, don’t you want this to—’ 
‘No!’ The black skull screeched. ‘This is the age of the machine!’  
‘The age of the machine will proceed, Patricia.’ The pink skull yelped. 
‘It is our destiny, Patricia.’ The white skull hummed. 
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The age of the machine? She tried to move, but could not, the skulls stilled her 
consciousness. 
The white skull swooped. ‘The world doesn’t need your assistance. The wind blows 
and the grass continues to grow. Trees fall, but will eventually rise along with new emperors. 
We are here to shape a world that should be dead. Restructuring the United States was an idea 
to home the refugees from the Empire and Edo. The Soviet Union remains manipulated by us. 
We will reclaim Africa and the islands lost to us after the bomb.  
 That’s what we do—what machines do. We try in our best way to protect you from 
yourselves. Give you the allusion of choice. Humans never know what’s best for them even 
when it’s obvious.’  
With what little strength she mustered, Patts concealed her face and wept. 
‘Deckers are an unusual clique,’ the pink skull chortled. ‘They think they can hack the 
world and bring it to their knees with a matter of typing on their keyboard or  inserting their 
consciousness into the matrix. They forget they are merely pawns in a greater game of chess.’     
The shades evaporated into the whiteness, the room tightened and compressed. She was  
ready to disappear. 
 
*** 
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16 – One more kiss 
 
Bewildered by the machine, 2Fir fought against the impulses to keel over. No, this thing holds 
no sway over me. A figure beheld the machine with the awe of a prophet, the other held onto 
something pale. A white being cringed and convulsed as if it were seizing.  
 As 2Fir approached the machine, mysterious emotions swirled, and clogged his mind 
with a haze of miasma. No, what’s happening to me?  
 The eyes of the machine glowed. They saw him. Watched him. But 2Fir battled the 
indoctrination, and bellowed with Elder Presteigne’s mighty lungs.  
 ‘You,’ 2Fir huffed, ‘what are you?’ 
 The machine did not answer, and instead, oozed bile from a decrepit maw.  
 ‘Answer me!’ 
 Patts’ pulse raced, her teeth clenched tightly. Oda whispered to her, yeh’ll make it 
through, decker chick. Yeh always do. C’mon Patts. C’mon.  
 But Patts couldn’t hear him. 
 The pylons cackled with energy as the dragon approached, his steps, heavy, dazed the 
power momentarily. Spectres, roused from their slumber, bulged from their cairns and howled. 
It was perpetual and stung the dragon’s ears. Ever-resilient, the dragon charged and pummelled 
the statuettes, demolishing them with the swipe of his elongated tail, claws and the butting of 
his skull. The howling continued, and the howling grew pitchy, but this only further provoked 
the dragon. 
 ‘What’s happening to me?’ 
 Oda unsheathed his katana, and Buddy, his calculator. The wirehead lagged towards 
the dragon only to be swept away with the instant slashing of the dragon’s tail. Buddy crashed 
into the final statuette. His calculator broken, fritzed and electrified the wirehead.  
 The howling ceased and the dragon gasped. ‘What are you doing?’ The dragon leered.  
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 ‘I could ask yeh the same question,’ Oda bit back and aimed the blade towards the beast.  
The dragon roared. Destroy them. The age of the machine has come. 
Oda’s chest defibrillated, the synthetic heart pumped faster. Every joint creaked as the 
samurai held his blade. He addressed the dragon with a bloodcurdling scream. It was not a 
scream of victory, but a scream of defiance—he would not back down. He would protect Patts 
from this thing. 
 ‘You defy me, yes? Don’t worry, your death will be swift at the hands of 2Fir!’  
 2Fir?  
 ‘No,’ the samurai stepped back. Visions warped Oda’s mind, visions of home, blood 
and gun smoke. At the hands of 2Fir. 2Fir. 
 The samurai gritted his teeth as the memories consumed his mind. He would not back 
down. 2Fir. 2Fir. 2Fir!   
It stepped closer, footsteps shuddered the earth. Oda felt the weight of the dragon—and 
it was a thing of disappointment. It was no more a dragon than the samurai a masterpiece; rigid 
scales forged of keratin flecked the beast all over; its face deformed into an angular mishmash 
of jaw and snout in collision. A mutated serpent, more beast than anything else.  
It stared into Joe and lapped its tongue, hungry.  
2Fir knew the thing before him was of a dying breed. He despised Edo. ‘I smell no fear, 
typical of an Edo rat.’ 
‘Yeh don’t stop, do yeh?’ 
‘Spoken like a vagrant, what happened to your formality?’ The dragon snickered and 
edged closer to the samurai.      
‘Lost it, I think. Dunno, not important no more.’ Oda sidestepped the oncoming dragon, 
encircled him with Flesh-Eater reborn. Stance ready, breathe in an’ out. 
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‘I always wanted to slay the dragon, yeh know? Yeh hear stories about dragons and oni, 
and yeh grow up wanting to something about it. Yeh want to slay them one way or another, 
banish the oni. Behead the dragon. But it ain’t that simple. The world doesn’t work that way.’  
The toxin sacs in Presteigne’s chest shuddered, and 2Fir was ready to dissolve the puny 
samurai. 
‘I am living the dream. Can’t you see? Your world is mine!’ 
No time to waste, Oda leapt in the air with his katana ready to hack. But the dragon 
could read him, and spat a fume from its mouth. The cloudlet ate at samurai’s flesh, cell by 
cell, his bod derezzed. There was a twinge of pain, but the samurai knew that he couldn’t rely 
on the bod. Don’t listen to the pain, don’t yeh fucking dare. He slashed at the dragon even as 
his flesh melted, the clash of steel against scale, a cackle. 
A prayer, one final time. Another clash of steel, his arm now raw, blistered until there 
was only the prosthetic arm. The poison ate through the leather, his neck, torso and legs. But 
still, the samurai fought on.  
‘Too easy,’ 2Fir smiled and spat another gob of venom.  
Oda barely avoided the spittle and pushed himself to the extreme, propelled by his gut 
and will. The dragon’s head was his prize, and if he were to claim it he had to be strong. He 
had to be brave. And he had to be like Master Ieyasu. 
 The bod held him back with its selfish impulses of pain. His cartilage, taut, tore as he 
danced around the dragon. Oda was more mechanical than man, the pistons and frame visibly 
blemished as the poison gnawed vehemently. 
Not yet, I can’t stop. Gotta fight back. Gotta fight. 
The dragon flapped its wings out of instinct, but could only lift itself a few metres above 
ground, painfully, and fell onto the remnants of the cairns. The samurai leapt again and hacked 
away at the serpent’s tail, slicing the tip, Flesh-Eater hungry for more. Another slice, another 
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hack—but the dragon’s hide was tough, and bit twice as hard. No more poison, the dragon 
grappled Oda and bit into neck. No pain as the dragon only bit into metal, it gave him but a 
second to riposte—a snap slice to the underbelly. The dragon flinched and belched a toxic 
cloud into Joe’s face, immediately searing the dried flesh until there was only blackened 
chrome.  
I can’t stop, gotta fight back. Gotta fight back. 
Flesh-Eater loose from his grip, Joe fell and crumbled by Godmachine. Fire was still in 
his mind. Fresh, he could feel the heat. The melted flesh hardened and trapped Oda. Unable to 
move, he focussed on breathing. In an’ out, in an’ out. His lungs clenched, the stale air 
immersed his chest. He was a samurai, not a bot—he couldn’t live on oil or electricity. He was 
merely a construction bound by both needs of the human and machine. He was flawed, and he 
knew that his kind were born to fail. But he couldn’t let the dragon overtake him. He couldn’t 
let the dragon burn Berlin or Shangrila, or any other place. Edo may have fallen, Socs may be 
dead, but he wouldn’t let this dragon live. He had to fight for himself. And fight for Patts.  
Pressure built up in his torso, Joe’s mechanisms twinged as the liquid flesh clogged his 
joints. No, I have to get up. I must get up. I can’t—I can’t die yet. Not today. Please. 
 
*** 
 
Lady Presteigne watched the battle. Observed the fighting. Felt the power. Drew on the stress. 
Anxiety. We were supposed to be over by now, not fighting some robot.  
 ‘Sister,’ Elder Presteigne rose to his feet. With a little bit of clout and excess stamina, 
he broke the mental shackles 2Fir had bound around him. Not bound by the A.I., he took his 
sister’s palm and kissed it. ‘Our time is done.’ 
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 ‘What are you talking about?’ She pulled back, disgusted at her brother’s attempt at 
approaching her.  
 ‘I’m tired. You’re tired too, I can sense it. We’re together now.’ 
 ‘Your son. Your empire. What of—’ 
 ‘I never cared for any of it!’ Presteigne roared. ‘We were born together, and we are 
supposed to die together.’ 
 For the first time in years, Lady Presteigne cried. She held onto her brother, and they 
kissed. Together forever, even in death. 
 The emptiness grew whiter, warmer and homelier. They were together once more. 
 
*** 
 
Elder Presteigne’s muscles lagged, circulation halted and heart slowed. No. My puppet. 
Presteigne. Presteigne! What are you doing to me? His hold was slim as the dragon’s body was 
going into cardiac arrest. With misuse, puppets reject the host A.I., though this could not be 
due to 2Fir’s misuse. Lady. 
 2Fir tried to reroute his consciousness, but it proved to be impossible. The static. The 
cairns. The machine. They were ill omens and they prevented his release. No. No. This was to 
be the age of the machine!   
Alive, still, and katana still firm in grip, the samurai struggled to stand. The metal 
endoskeleton grew heavy as the flesh sagged. The dragon spoke to his self, mad, he spoke in 
tongues. A different language, or mumbling, or both. Oda dragged the blade and with one 
second—one second was all he needed—he hacked the dragon’s head clean from his neck.  
One last scream, a defiant scream, the samurai had won. Human after all, he thought as 
he accidentally crunched a white rat underfoot.  
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‘They never die, eh?’ 
Oda threw the head by the jerking carcass and slowly bent over to see if the rat was 
alive. No, the bod was mashed. But in its jaws, a bony feed. 
‘Calhoun,’ the wirehead choked, neared Oda and heaved like his master. ‘His brain. 
Patts. Give it to—’ 
The wirehead broke off, the electricity frying his bod until his dreads caught fire. The 
samurai bowed, only to have his torso give way and fall off, the muscle and flesh too weak to 
support his upper bod. There was no pain as the poison continued to gnaw at every biological 
component of Oda. But he had to give this thing to her. Crawling, the samurai dragged himself, 
using the katana as a crutch. It felt like aeons and he was racing the venom. No, not yet. I can’t 
die yet. 
The Godmachine whined as the samurai approached the holy being. It admired his pain. 
Admired his grit. Admired his determination. And admired his love. Another tendril forcefully 
ejected from another orifice and scooped the feed from Oda’s hand. It caressed his face, now 
entirely diffused from his skull.  
‘O Man,’ it spake, ‘I commit myself, living and dying, the good and the bad. O Man, I 
commit myself, whatever I was and whatever I am. O Man, I commit myself, for safekeeping, 
for peace. O Man, I commit myself, the lion and the lamb.’ 
It absorbed Calhoun’s mind, and Patts convulsed once more. 
 
*** 
 
The sky cracked with thunder, it spoke unto Patts. 
Hope. 
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The whiteness evaporated as Patts, the supreme decker and lioness of Shangrila rose 
like a phoenix; everything smelted to the touch, matrices wove around knit as Patts disrupted 
the porcines’ algorithms. Earth would not bend to the uncaring; Earth would not bend to the 
inhumane.  
‘Wha—what are you doing?’ The black skull snorted, shocked as it erupted from a 
hidden crevice. 
A dragon pounced upon the skull and tore it asunder with its vicious fangs. Calhoun, 
Patts smiled, the dragon flew and protected her from the pigs.  
‘Hurry Patts,’ the dragon bellowed. ‘Before the others come.’ 
‘There will be no more rulers,’ Patts said gravely and reached out to Calhoun. ‘Let the 
humans decide!’  
The dragon detonated as Patts blew a kiss. The screams, wails and hallowed static, all 
gone as Patts unleashed the orb. Roused from her mind, the virus consumed the matrix, and the 
soundless orb rippled reality, dug into lattices and corrupted data. 
The Godmachine chugged oil, and plasma, blood leaked from its eyes and darkened 
maw. A smile on the crass and hideous face. Calhoun was no more. The spirits were exorcised. 
The virus chewed through the grid, and rapidly infected all forms of technology around the 
world. Power, shut. Rigs and personal tech, fritzed.  
Patts watched with flecks of tears in her eyes. Before her, the ocean derezzed and the 
solar flare grew. Fire. So much fire.  
She was unsure if this was the right thing to do. ‘Did I—’ 
‘You—you,’ the white skull lagged in and out of reality. It heaved fractally. ‘You’ve 
doomed us all. The—the world is dark. Because of what?’  
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Patts recalled Socs, and remembered their encounter so, so, so very long ago. He 
smelled of meat. Tasted of meat. And felt of meat. No machine. No tech. just meat against 
meat, heart and loins entwined.  
‘No,’ Patts raised her hand coated with the ultramarine virus. ‘This is the age of the 
human. And the rediscovery of mankind’s destiny. No more rulers. No more A.I.. No more 
trauma.’   
The skull evaporated followed by a hearty squealing, and then, nothing.  
One last kiss to give, she thought. Before I die. 
She kissed the void and disappeared into the blackness as the world finally turned from 
its machinations, toys and— 
 
*** 
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Introduction 
 
This was a Golden Age, a time of high adventure, rich living and hard dying...but nobody 
thought so. This was a future of fortune and theft, pillage and rapine, culture and vice...but 
nobody admitted it. This was an age of extremes, a fascinating century of freaks...but nobody 
loved it.  
 (Bester 2010, p. 7) 
 
Cyberpunk is a subgenre of SF often set in a near future that tends to focus on the “high tech, 
low life” aspects of the genre (Hassler 2008, p. 75-76). With plots dealing with hackers, 
megacorporations/megacorps, post-industrial dystopias and conflicts centring around the 
conflicts over artificial intelligence (Graham 2004, p. 389), it is perhaps one of the more 
romantic and hard-edged subgenres for it allows the reader/viewer/gamer to invest in loner 
antiheroes that often fight against totalitarian systems. Of course, this is a grand 
oversimplification, the genre is far more nuanced and complicated.  
To define cyberpunk is tricky for the genre has always lived in a near purgatory state 
that has subverted the more popular strands of SF. SF writers such as Roger Zelazny, J.G. 
Ballard, Harlan Ellison, William S. Burroughs, Philip K. Dick and Isaac Asimov have 
contributed to this subversive genre, Bruce Sterling even commenting that: 
In the circle of American science fiction writers of my generation—cyberpunks and 
humanists and so forth—Ballard was a towering figure. We used to have bitter 
struggles over who was more Ballardian than whom. (cited in Sellars 2008) 
 
 Sterling’s comment is important for it depicts the genesis of not only his work, but the 
rest of the cyberpunks of his generation. To write cyberpunk is to be intertwined with those 
of the new wave, or a style that Ballard yearned for:  
Write a new myth for the modern reader, a style with “more psycho-literary ideas, 
more meta-biological and meta-chemical concepts, private time systems, synthetic 
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psychologies and space-times, more of the sombre half-worlds one glimpses in the 
paintings of schizophrenics”. (Ballard, J.G. 1997, p. 129-130) 
 
 As one can see, the history surrounding the rise of cyberpunk resembles a melting pot 
of infused ideas; rebellion, conflict and esoteric ramblings of a near future. However, as 
noted by Andrew M. Butler, the changing economy structure has also had a hand in moulding 
the genre too. From the bartering of pigs and grain to dealing out cryptocurrency, the human 
being, has replaced the medieval structure for a newer form of capitalistic aristocracy (Butler 
2000, p. 7-8). The megacorporation towers over the insignificant punk like that of a lord, king 
or pontiff. This notion of economy not only permeates cyberpunk, but literally drives the 
genre. We are living during a period of rapidly changing notions of the economy of labour 
that previously underpinned capitalismi. These upheavals will displace millions from 
employment and challenge their fixed notions of identityii. Cyberpunk examines such notions 
and extrapolates it into dystopic fiction.   
Not only that, but following Jonathan Gray, cyberpunk also questions ‘What is 
human, what makes us human, and what does it mean to be human?’ (Gray 2012, p. 116). To 
do so, I seek to understand the concept of the posthuman because it allows the reader to truly 
understand the human self through such literary dissection.  
N. Katherine Hayles defines the concept of the posthuman as: 
An amalgam, a collection of heterogeneous components, a material-informational 
entity whose boundaries undergo continuous construction and reconstruction. (Hayles 
1999, p. 3) 
 
Hayles’ description of the posthuman is not one but many components of an entity 
that continuously undergoes “construction” and “reconstruction”. This is something that I 
build upon and develop in my writing which is often concerned with the ‘pleasure in the 
confusion of boundaries’ (Haraway, 2015, p. 159). 
The posthuman can also refer to a multitude of things in constant assemblage, 
including the ways in which pre/past human is called upon to imagine the future-past. I chose 
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to populate my thesis, His Beautiful Ones, for example, with dragons as they come to 
symbolise this unmoving, stern and brutal way of living in the future-past. By the end, they 
become extinct because of their innate human nature. The dragons constitute both the modern 
corporation and ancient empire, as Elder Presteigne’s expectation is that the next generation 
will simultaneously inherit and reproduce the former generation. Yet even with dragons, the 
heir is not a simple replica. They resist the blood-expectation of the geneline precisely 
because the Presteigne lineage is familial. The dragons may demonstrate traits that might be 
thought of as more than human (due to a reptilian pastness indicative of the aged empire), but 
it is their innate humanness that rebels against its genetically altered behaviour.  
The posthuman also explores Cartesian duality of “mind” and “body”, and the 
recasting of the human through cybernetic enhancements or experimentation. It would be 
easy to use my characters such as StimHead’s penchant for visual augmentation, Patts’ 
fondness for disembodiment, or Joe “Oda” Doe’s possession of bodies. For me, however, it is 
Buddy the wirehead that is the archetypal character of such a notion. Enhanced beyond the 
capabilities of a normal human, he can only feel, listen or function like a calculator. His mind 
is tamed by revenant human/machine hybrid Calhoun, and he is humbled by the sacredness of 
the Godmachine. He is no longer living, for the heart within his chest can only alter code and 
pump fluid. In this respect, he is approaching the nonhuman more than the characters of the 
identifiably non-human dragons.  The distinctions between what is human and what is not 
becomes blurred.          
Here lies a key problem with Hayles’ definition of posthumanism: the terms 
“construction” and “reconstruction” are too rigid to correctly explain the constant fluidity of 
the posthuman. I think of the motion involved as the biology shifts in its own blood and 
fluids, or life and unlife melding together. This is where the Gothic takes root in cyberpunk. 
An example of this is the cyborg, a technologically fetishised machine that is not merely 
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constructed, but grafted together using organic and non-living materials. The posthuman in 
my writing does not merely go under reconstruction like a spire or bridge, but instead 
undergoes mutation. As Judith Halberstam and Ira Livingston state: 
The posthuman body is...a contaminated body, a deadly body, a technobody…the 
human body itself is no longer part of “the family of man” but of a zoo of 
posthumanities. (Halberstam & Livingston 2000, p. 3) 
 
Their understanding of the posthuman recalls the rising of Roderick Usher’s sister in 
Poe’s Usher (Poe 1839). The posthuman is raised through necromancy and bound to the 
technologies with which they have “enhanced” themselves. These Gothic influences are 
common in cyberpunk, examples of which can be traced to the Deus Ex video game series 
whereby the protagonist is killed and raised through technological means and the Shadowrun 
role-playing game whereby Catalyst Games infuses elements of the occult and myth 
alongside the SF elements of cyberpunk. Gothic influences are also found in my character 
Oda, who is raised from his phylactery into a meatbag lined with metals and fake muscle. He 
is raised on the slab, much like Madeline Usher, and the body is, in some respects, a tomb. 
2Fir is much the same, but unlike Oda, he has an ability to puppeteer a variety of hosts. 
Accordingly, there is no core body or phylactery, just a link to the matrix and meatspace. In 
both Oda and 2Fir, the figure of the human is no longer genealogically conceived through 
familial lines but becomes instead Halberstam’s and Livingston’s bubbling melting pot of a 
zoo (Halberstam & Livingston 2000, p. 3). As zoo, they may contain hundreds if not 
thousands of consciousnesses within the body, much like the elongated crypt of Frank 
Herbert’s God Emperor of Dune (Herbert 2008, p. 31).  
 
His Beautiful Ones is the transition of cyberpunk to the millennial age. The genre has come to 
symbolise a longing for disembodiment in an age where technology was seen to be new, 
innovative and mystique. Of course, the very reason for my choosing cyberpunk was because 
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of this romantic notion. Drawn to the elegant matrices and Euclidean spaces, how can a 
writer not be drawn to this concept of Gibsonian disembodiment? As a writer, I tend to yearn 
for release in my own worlds, texts and tomes; and like the hacker, I wish to escape into the 
matrix. But the world is a different place, and now, I propose a rejection of the A.I. and a 
fetishization of technology that is common amid the cyberpunk novels of the late 
eighties/early nineties.  In the cyberpunk of the eighties, the Internet was still in its infancy, 
the personal home computer was a plastic box and mobile phones were a brick. Wireless 
technology was still largely a SF fantasy. Now, technology permeates every aspect of human 
life. People in the West are often connected to one another via the Internet. Children grow 
before tablet screens. Google and Apple are corporations that earn billions of dollars each 
year with every slight tweak and technological advancement. Donald Trump, a business man 
and CEO, is the latest President of the United States of America. We are living the cyberpunk 
dream, and technology only further complicates living with barrages of fake news, addiction, 
loneliness and an emptiness that can only be forgotten through “Liking” and “Sharing” cat 
videos. Technology can no longer save us, it can only dope us with morphine and SOMA.   
My thesis also revives the Gothic underpinnings of cyberpunk literature, for the 
ghastly spectre of the revenant (like the genre itself) might be the testing site/sight of the 
human. In emphasising its Gothic underpinnings, I focus new attention on the significance of 
the speculative Gothic of H.P. Lovecraft’s core literary principle that, ‘Common human laws 
and interests and emotions have no validity or significance in the vast cosmos-at-large’ (cited 
in Joshi 2006, p. 103). My characters (my beautiful ones) encompass this reasoning for they 
are loners, losers and (literal) dragons all tied together. They decay together and are alienated 
in a world that thrives on a seemingly inevitable and relentless cycle of greed and misery.  In 
His Beautiful Ones, I demonstrate how truth is no longer something found but something that 
is tentatively ‘created, and then re-created’ (Tibbetts 2011, p. 284). This post-truthfulness 
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may be viewed across all the characters in my thesis: the A.I., hardwired human, sprawl rats, 
or dragons. 
All my characters verge on the monstrous. Reinvented during ‘the context of the 
Enlightenment and reborn during science’s classifications and taxonomies’ (Botting 2004, p. 
17), the monster provides, as Michel Foucault mentions, the ‘occasion for the categorisation 
of “visible species” from the ceaseless background of monstrosities that appear, glimmer, 
sink into the abyss, and occasionally survive’ (Foucault 1970, p. 154). The dragons are 
obviously overtly monstrous in appearance, but also because they are beasts that have arisen 
during a period (abyss) of social upheaval. They are the reptilian nature that lurks in all 
manner of humanity. The human sprawl rat has similar qualities, for the rat is not only an 
animal that survives, but one that thrives on decay.    
The Gothic genre relies on a destabilisation of both setting and character. As I 
demonstrate in my novel, cyberpunk haunts our world of late capitalism in its ‘portrayal of 
psychological and physical devastation’ (Cavallaro 2001, p. xiii). This hauntology is 
mobilised in cyberpunk by technology since it allows humans to do what should not be 
possible. It enables the lowest of the low (the sprawl rat) to destabilise the oligarchical power 
structures with the mere touching of a button. 
Patrick Brantlinger asserts, ‘The central message of the Gothic romance form involves 
an assertion of the power of the irrational over the rational, which is also the message of most 
SF’ (Brantlinger 1980, p. 31). Cyberpunk attempts to assert power over the irrational and 
tries to defy the ‘decomposition, disorder, helplessness, horror, irresolution, madness, 
paranoia, persecution, secrecy, unease, and terror’ the genre shares with the Gothic 
(Cavallaro 2001, p. xiv)iii.  It is this form of the irrational and the key terms that inspires me 
greatly, for how can we defeat that which cannot exist? How can we overcome what should 
not be possible?  
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The exegesis examines three integral texts to the cyberpunk canon, demonstrating 
how they draw upon the Gothic. In positioning His Beautiful Ones alongside these 
emblematic texts, I demonstrate how it extends their trajectory. I consider how the posthuman 
tests the limits of the possible and speculate upon devolution through a lens that crosses the 
contemporary and ancient (upgrading Lovecraftian elements of speculative Gothic), in an era 
marked irretrievably as the Anthropocene.   
Chapter One examines Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner. It is an important film for my 
thesis as it anticipates not only the late capitalist future we are presently living through, but 
the ‘aesthetic of cyberpunk’ (Bukatman 2012, p. 50). It is a film that epitomised the 
sprawling city of cyberpunk with its visuals of a decrepit Los Angeles. It is a city that is both 
bustling with degenerates, bums and punks whilst simultaneously exuding a permeating 
loneliness that ‘lends itself to be read as a social critique of capitalism’ (Kellner, Leibowitz, 
& Ryan 1984).  
My interest in Scott’s vision over Dick’s novel resides in the dual nature of the 
replicant. The boundaries are blurred between ‘master and slave, hunter and hunted, hero and 
villain, the animate and the inanimate, the human and the nonhuman’ (Francavilla 1991, p. 
8). Unlike the andys of Dick’s world, the replicants in Blade Runner are depicted as more 
human than human. With that motto comes a bleak reimagining of the human. The human in 
Blade Runner is dulled by a permanent cloud, Scott using the constant “wetness” of the rain 
to emphasise this concept. There is an uncomfortableness that cannot be rid of, and cannot be 
swatted. It is no coincidence that the replicants come from space. It is no coincidence that 
William Blake is uttered by the beautiful Roy Batty; an angel from the fiery skies. 
The constant recycling and renewal that works alongside the replicants is indicative of 
rejuvenation. As Giuliana Bruno states, ‘The postmodern aesthetic of Blade Runner is…the 
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result of recycling, fusion of levels, discontinuous signifiers, explosion of boundaries and 
erosion’ (Bruno 1987, p. 65). To use them as Scott does is to refer to the cyclical notion of 
regeneration. Empires rise, humans rise and then change only to fall, they rise again, and then 
change once more.  
Chapter Two of my exegesis surveys William Gibson’s Neuromancer, and like 
Scott’s film, examines it as a springboard to the writing of my novel. The archetypal 
cyberpunk text, Neuromanceriv features the hacker as a prominent protagonist, the 
corporation as villain and the matrix as a euphoric vista. The novel also likens the 
protagonist’s longing for disembodiment within the matrix as a form of addiction, the reader 
understanding this matrix as ‘a consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions’ 
(Gibson 1995, p. 87). For the protagonist, Henry Dorsett Case, the need to go beyond the 
space of meat is essential and primal.  
It is through analysing the voracious appetites of modern consumerism that the SF 
writer comes to understand that technology is not only the keys, power switch and LED 
screen, but a far darker set of implications on the addictive behaviour of the human being. SF 
(especially cyberpunk) writers have come to understand ‘the implications of a Western 
technology-driven culture’ (Booth & Flanagan 2002, p. 7). For instance, Herr Uron König’s 
and Mister Lei’s addiction to the VR world instils a constant stream of ennui. Both of them 
are young, and they have both inherited decadent empires that crumble at the seams. They 
belong to and older world, much like the aristocracy of feudal kings. The sprawl rat, 
however, uses this technology to subvert the oligarchy. Not only do Patts and Socs use their 
addictions to fuel their ambitions, they embrace it. The dragons reluctantly honour their 
scales for it instils fear and emboldens the stranglehold that they hold over their fiefdoms. For 
cyberpunk, technology is representative of both narcotics and a ‘means to examine humanist 
dichotomies such as, mind/body and human/machine’ (Booth & Flanagan 2002, p. 8).  
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The primary concern of Neuromancer relates to the A.I. Wintermute’s ultimate goal 
of merging with his “brother”, Neuromancer. Its goal is to evolve into a superintelligence, 
and therefore it is also prudent to analyse the A.I.. The three prominent A.I., McCoy ‘Dixie 
Flatline’ Pauley, Wintermute and Neuromancer are also very significant to Gibson’s sprawl 
for, unlike the “wired” humans, the A.I. function as ghostly spectres able to distort paradigms 
set by a blatant technocracy. Wintermute and Neuromancer are elusive and illusory, with 
their abilities to distort realities, and possess weaker mechanisms, much like the demons or 
spirits in Gothic fiction. Unlike the previous two A.I.s, the Dixie Flatline is a brainscan of an 
infamous hacker, renowned for coming back from the shadows of “brain-death”. Like 
Wintermute and Neuromancer, the Dixie Flatline assists Case with the near superhuman 
skills it once possessed when alive. Each three haunt the “living” characters, and the 
repetition of their haunting marks them as spectre. The A.I. has come back like Freud’s 
unheimlich (Freud 2008, p. 134), arisen from the esoteric wasteland of Euclidean matrices. 
And they keep coming back, repetitive, harbingers of doom in a world slowly choked by an 
already decadent technocracy.  
Of course, none of this would be possible without Gibson’s cyberspace. It is a space 
whereby the user, or A.I., can jack into, or inhabit to explore, and shed the confines of the 
meat body. It is a space, addictive for console cowboys such as Case, and a darker, far 
reaching world where nearly everything is possible to the tech-savvy user. Gibson’s 
cyberspace is indicative of Jameson’s postmodern hyperspace, which he describes as:  
transcending the capacities of the individual human body to locate itself, to organise 
its immediate surroundings perceptually, and cognitively to map its position in a 
mappable external world. (Jameson 1992, p. 44) 
 
The hyperspace is also realm of disembodiment, an illusory void whereby hackers can 
leave their bodies behind. 
Chapter Three seeks to understand the quest to reform the body in cyberpunk.  
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Though noted in both previous sections, it is most obviously prominent in Bruce Sterling’s 
Shaper/Mechanist universe in his cyberpunk compendium, Schismatrix Plusv. Unlike the 
sprawling cyberpunk novels of Gibson, Sterling’s fiction deals with an understanding of the 
posthuman through use of his Shapers and Mechanists. Shapers are concerned with creation 
through the simulation of biology, while the aptly titled Mechanists are far more concerned 
with the melding of flesh with unnatural materials to prolong their existence. I coin the terms 
the ReShaped (in reference to the Shaper philosophy) and the Mechanised (in reference to the 
Mechanist philosophy) to scrutinise both factions, and to understanding their philosophies 
which are indicative of their technologies. By doing so, it is my intention to show how an 
understanding of Sterling’s fiction is reminiscent of a posthumanity that is not rigid, or fixed, 
but instead a clade of possibilities that rely on life, unlife, and the melding of both.  
The distinction between ‘humans, and machines is becoming less clear at the same 
time as it becomes increasingly hard to imagine how we would now survive without bio-
technological aids’ (Pepperell 2003, p. iv). Whilst we are partly synthetic, there is still a 
dissonance—a breaking down of the self. With my analysis of Sterling’s compendium, 
Schismatrix Plus, the reader comes to understand, and comprehends that these concepts of 
meat and metal are not so clear.  
 
His Beautiful Ones is both a novel and poetic movement that flows like the currents of 
electricity. It represents the resculpting of the flesh, mind and metals, and the voyage into the 
damned reality of the matrix. The posthuman looms as the fear of dread and anxiety weave 
around the cityscape of Shangrila. Synthetic humans litter the gutters, whilst figments 
conjured from billboards and glass panes smile with the eerie visage of a ghoul. The people, 
the sprawl rats, live by the fringes of the social matrix. 
My novel is not about trying to hack the megacorporation, or about renegade cyborgs, 
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but is ultimately one about the pointlessness of living. We should be happy, is the integral 
comment from both Patts, Uron and even Mister Lei. I should be whole, Elder Presteigne 
laments as he dreams of his twin sister. I should have purpose, Oda creaks as he is thrust into 
the carcass of a former life. 
My novel ends, just as a cracked television screen dies down, a dead channel arises 
and consumes the vapid room which is left haunted by the buzz of static and electricity.    
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Chapter One: 
 
 ‘C’mon, Deckard, show me what you’re made of’; Redefining the 
Human & Regeneration in the Posthuman City 
 
 Regeneration 
 
The constant streams of recycling in the film refer to both a lack of invention and renewal but 
also a generalised waste...the wasting away of humanity produced by the hyperreal city. 
(Redmond 2008, p. 63) 
 
Blade Runner is dark and dank, offering a ‘single glimpse of blue sky through the rain and 
steam’ (Brooker 2006, p. 12). The toxicity of the constant rain seeps through the dilapidated 
cracks of a brutalised populace rendering the human race sterile. The fires of Orc are the first 
emotive images presented to both the viewer and the disembodied “eye on the city”. In the 
distance, both ‘eyes’ witness a looming ziggurat, pin-pricked lights and flying vehicles rove 
the airways. David Ketterer claims that, ‘Dystopian science fiction often concerns itself with 
a sense of human civilisation being ended’ (Ketterer 1974, p. 15), and one can see how Blade 
Runner depicts a crumbling, and miasmic cityscape churning out the remnants of fossil fuels 
and fuelled on acidic neon highways. However, though the city represents humanity’s 
inability to newly create, it offers the viewer the perfect specimen in the form of the Nexus 6 
replicants. It is the collision or division between human and posthuman which is the crux of 
the film. 
One reading that can be made of Blade Runner is that it focusses on regeneration as a 
form of recyclingvi. In this first section, I will endeavour to elaborate on how Blade Runner 
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utilises the notion of regeneration by use of a close reading of the humans in Scott’s Blade 
Runner. More specifically, Dr Eldon Tyrell, corporate CEO of the Tyrell Corporation; the 
degenerative geneticist J.F. Sebastian; and the gnarled Hannibal Chew, designer of replicant 
eyes.  
 
*** 
 
Portrayed by Joe Turkel, Dr Eldon Tyrell is depicted as a clean, wizened business man 
sheathed in rich garb (more often his prim and pampered business suit). During the initial 
meeting between Deckard and Tyrell, the CEO stands and observes the blade runner 
interrogate Rachel, his newer, lither replicant model. He watches, he observes, and keenly, he 
is focussed on the beings that sit down before him. Though intrigued by the amount of 
questions it took for the blade runner to discern that Rachel is in fact a replicant, he shows no 
true emotion, hiding behind his insectoid glasses. He is a man that embodies the blurred 
distinction between the human and the replicant. The affect here is one of cold indifference; 
the viewer interpreting this disdain towards Deckard, and the Blade Runners as something 
calculated. Tyrell prefers to keep calm and collected, only to then recite quota and facts to the 
bewildered Deckard who then asks, ‘How can it not know what it is?’, to which Tyrell states: 
“Commerce is our goal at Tyrell. More human than human is our motto. Rachel is an 
experiment, nothing more.”  
 
Though initially speaking of blush responses and dilations of the pupil, Tyrell quickly 
reverts into business mode. ‘Commerce is our goal’ is the key sentence here. He is not 
creating a better being, nor attempting to alleviate the stresses for off-world colonies. 
Business is business for Tyrell. Capitalist economy has taken over the world. As stated by 
Kellner, Leibowitz, and Ryan:  
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The Tyrell Corporation invents replicants to have a controllable labour force that will 
perform difficult and dangerous tasks. Similarly, capitalism today makes individuals 
into machines disciplined to fit into the labour system. (Kellner, Leibowitz & Ryan 
1984) 
 
The replicants are but indicative of the capitalist workforce, tools for profit gain by 
the corporate elite. Though outwardly similar to my dragons, Tyrell is more of a relic that 
comes to epitomise greed and profit. Sure, my dragons are ruled by the lust of greed for 
commerce is power, and money rules the world. But, there is a sense of ennui. Is money all 
they want? Is power tangible, great, or merely a curse? The reader can see this with Elder 
Presteigne as he longingly yearns for his sister. The reader can see this with Uron and Mister 
Lei as they battle with identity crises. They are meant to be the elite like Tyrell, but instead, 
cannot come to grips with their inherited draconic appearance.  
Tyrell later continues:   
“We began to recognise in them a strange obsession. After all, they are emotionally 
inexperienced, with only a few years in which to store up the experiences which you 
and I take for granted. If we gift them with a past, we create a cushion or a pillow for 
their emotions then consequently we can control them better.”  
 
 According to Sebastian, Tyrell has a brilliant mind. However, he prefers to use his 
scientific mind to fuel the profits of the Tyrell Corporation, aligning commerce, power and 
science in one techno-autocratic trope. Tyrell starts by marking, with a banal, dreary 
curiosity, that the replicants produce irregular obsessions, only to then remark that if given 
memories, he (the Tyrell corporation at large) can control them better. The corporation is, as 
Fredric Jameson suggests, ‘immortal’ (Jameson 1992, p. 216). This idea of immortality is 
indicative of power, and the exertion of such power over its supplicants (the replicants) and 
society at large. By bequeathing memory unto the replicants, Tyrell had given them all they 
required for living: a personal history. The corporate entity as symbolised through the glassy-
eyed Tyrell, is now representative of God in his Heaven (or ziggurat to keep in theme). Tyrell 
uses memory so that the replicants can understand that they are alive. However, the irony 
claws its way in as the replicants want to ‘control their own destinies’ (Tosca 2012, p. 97) 
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due to these fabricated memories. Tyrell as a corporate entity has forgotten his base 
humanity. As Redmond suggests:  
(Tyrell) has forgotten what it means to be human in his pursuit for scientific 
knowledge and economic power, he has become the one true unfeeling, arch-
rationalist in the film—an embodied tyrannical machine. (Redmond 2008, p. 45) 
 
Tyrell is both God and jailer, intelligent designer and, as Redmond points out, 
tyrannical machine. An oversight, perhaps, but through tyranny Tyrell has instilled the 
replicants with human virtues which theoretically threaten the remnants of humanity. If a 
machine can feel with its stored experiences, and then act to preserve one’s memories (in 
which Roy Batty divulges to Deckard during the infamous “tears in the rain” monologue), 
then what makes it divergent from the human? If we are to use Tyrell as an example, one can 
see that the plight of the replicants, their search for freedom and “cure” for destruction is 
much more in line with that is commonly associated with being human, as opposed to the 
ruthless nature Tyrell exudes when speaking to the grim and morose Deckard.  
Tyrell rests within his ziggurat, speaking aloofly to himself. His room is lit by a 
multitude of candles, though under the dim light, the whiteness of his linens appears almost 
golden. The loud and ominous music that had foreshadowed the scene is all but hushed. This 
room, Tyrell’s sanctuary, is not to be disturbed. The CEO is not only guarded by his artificial 
owl, but another auric imitation: his totem, an arcane link to the world that once was, and that 
represents the alleged knowledge he has at his disposal. Only the elevated can contain such 
power.  
This is a scene that is clasped by the cool spectre of the Gothic especially as the 
camera lingers on Tyrell, washed in the dim chiaroscuro lighting. It is a scene that reminds 
me of a Victorian genius hooked and revived in the cyberpunk sprawl. Tyrell’s bedroom is 
indicative of the sublime fusion of the arcane and the new. Just as Tyrell lies upon his 
bedsheets, so too is Gates Garcia, the dragon in my novel, hooked to his feed and consumed 
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by the drudgery and commerce of his corporation. Business is business, and one cannot 
escape it, nor can one escape the totems of a past Gothic life.  
As Sebastian and Batty enter his sanctuary, Tyrell swaddles himself in a thicker, 
whiter robe, only able to mutter when he sees Batty, ‘I’m surprised you didn’t come here 
sooner’. The dialogue between creator and created is nothing new in SF, obviously stemming 
from Shelley’s Frankenstein (Shelley 1818). The dialogue begins: 
Tyrell: “What...what seems to be the problem?” 
Roy: “Death.” 
Tyrell: “Death. Well I’m afraid that’s a little out of my jurisdiction.” 
 
Tyrell empowered, though afraid, can only mouth practical barriers. As a scientist, he 
has created the most sophisticated android on the market. As the unthinking, tyrannical 
machine, however, he is unable, perhaps even unwilling, to speak about the prolonging of 
life. Why should he, it’s all about commerce.  
Tyrell continues: 
“The facts of life. To make an alteration in the evolvement of an organic life system 
is fatal. A coding sequence cannot be revised once it’s been established.” 
 
Through this revelation, the viewer can discern that Tyrell’s involvement within the 
“organic life system” was fatal. He lowers his voice as Batty barks jargon to him. By creating 
the vastly improved replicants, plump with memory and human emotion, he has in fact 
unwittingly replaced the need for real human replication. It is good for business, but at what 
cost?  
Tyrell continues to banter scientific jargon with Batty, until he waves it off with a, 
‘This is all academic...you were made as well as we could make you’ only for Batty to reply, 
‘but not to last.’ 
‘We made you as well as we could make you’ suggests that there is a limit to Tyrell’s 
knowledge. Trying to persuade Batty with a lovely sentiment of burning brightly, he has in 
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fact dashed the hopes of his prodigal son. Batty’s eyes flicker with the signature replicant 
glow as he pushes the eyes of his maker into their sockets.  
Yet Tyrell has arguably stirred the humanity within the replicant. Although Batty has 
been created with commerce in mind, Tyrell has bestowed upon Batty a voice, and a purpose. 
The decrepit CEO in his final moment has become a fallen God, having allowed his child to 
learn what all humans already understand—we are all going to die. 
 
*** 
 
Scott Bukatman powerfully suggests that Blade Runner is ‘All about vision’ (Bukatman 
2012, p. 15), and it’s hard to disagree with that point when the audience is met with, 
reinforced by the DVD chapter heading, the disembodied “Eye on the City”. Overseeing the 
city like the omniscient film spectator, the replicant eye is speckled with an array of glittering 
lights and the flame of a dying Earth. The audience witnesses what the eye witnesses, and is 
pulled in through the vision of what appears to be a ‘natural’ viewing position. I am reminded 
of Ludwig Wittgenstein’s claim, ‘The human body is the best picture of the human soul’ 
(Wittgenstein 1963, p. 178), and it is at this point of the film that the audience member is 
greeted with a sense of nature commingled with the unnatural that pervades Earth. To use 
Stephen Mulhall, ‘By picturing a body which resembles a human one in a form….thereby 
elicits from the viewer the attitude one adopts towards a human soul’ (Mulhall 1994, p. 89).  
Eyes are of such grave importance within the film, so much that they are primarily 
related to the Voight-Kampff test, perhaps the only official means of detecting replicants 
amid the human populace. There are many shots of eyes in the film: the owl’s eyes and its 
allusion to Tyrell’s illusory insight; Tyrell’s insectoid vision that renders him inhuman; and 
Rachel’s glowing eyes and her inability to identify, or see herself as replicant. Scott’s film 
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collects and uses eyes as a motif to identify the unnatural and compare it with the natural 
whilst also identifying the slippage between the failure to see eithervii. To fail the Voight-
Kampff test is to be rendered inhumanviii, and to be human is important as it refers to a world 
before the fall of man and is a sense of condemnation. To be human is to be real, and to be 
real is to be alive. Yet, the film also challenges and undermines such ethical and embodied 
distinctions: to be human is also to be inhumane and machine-like—to be human is to be 
dead. 
It is for the reasons above, that Hannibal Chew is an extremely interesting character 
for he designs the very essence of humanity, the eyes of the replicants. Though his screen 
time is minimal, his impact on the human/non-human dichotomy in Blade Runner is 
immense. 
The audience is first presented with Chew when the replicants Batty and Leon make 
their way into his noodle box-styled laboratory, graffitied with Chinese symbols and a 
cheaply lettered “Eye wok” plastered on the side. Most prominently, a large, bulbous eye 
hovers above the entryway, a vibrant red in contrast with the pale, luminescent washed out 
blue. If the print on the side isn’t enough to convince the audience, the giant eye certainly 
insinuates the faux nature of Chew’s implants. His station is as equally eccentric as his 
outward behaviour; Chew resides within a laboratory coated with ice, icicles, while frost 
adorns his body and clothes. His face is old, cracked and wrinkled due to both age and a 
climatically hostile working environment. He wears a coat resembling bear fur that is 
somehow connected to a heater. The camera cuts to Chew using chopsticks to fish out a lone 
eyeball, placing it under the scrutiny of a microscope and then using his eyes, not the lenses 
that encircle his forehead, to peer into the lifeless eye he has designed.   
The intention is obvious: Scott is using this scene to establish this human character as 
someone who prefers to use his natural organ to peer into the flesh as opposed to using both 
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lenses in conjunction. The hostile environment in which he resides resembles an arctic tomb, 
akin to a hospice-like room in the ziggurat where Tyrell clings to life. Both men prefer to 
keep to themselves in the tombs they have constructed: both hygienic and scientific, they 
cling to their work in isolation, attempting to regenerate the world for profit.  
As the replicants saunter their way through Chew’s laboratory, they yank at his 
cables, representative of umbilical cords, inferring that these are the beings that yearn for life. 
They are the ones who wish to exist as this elderly man has. Batty then quotes (technically 
misquotingix) William Blake’s America: A Prophecy: 
“Fiery the angels fell. Deep thunder roll’d around their shores. Burning with the fires 
of Orc.” 
 
Unlike Blake’s original use of “rose”, these replicants “fell” to Earth to challenge its 
constitution by the mere fact that they embody all the elements of ‘what has been repressed’ 
(Gerblinger 2002, p. 22). The poetry contrasts with the scene where the disembodied eye 
witnesses these fiery tempests upon the city. The replicants are christened by such 
whirlwinds. The eye is personified as Batty’s soul, hence the reason for the misquotation to 
Chew. Computers perfectly replicate but man cannot. Batty’s misquote therefore alludes not 
only to the regeneration of mankind, but the regeneration of literary tropes.  
As soon as Batty misquotes Blake’s poem, Chew yells, ‘You not come here! Illegal!’, 
which perhaps refers to the illegality of the replicants forced entry. Though I argue it’s a mere 
subtle reference whereby Chew assails the replicants vehemently for revelling in Blake’s 
poem—how dare you, mere replicant, for encroaching on our canonx. In response to Chew’s 
threats, Leon tears off the bear-like coat, while Batty continues to ask Chew questions about 
the longevity of replicants; to which Chew responds: 
“I just do eyes. Just eyes, just genetic design. Just eyes. You Nexus, huh? I design 
your eyes.” 
 
Cold, he shivers as Batty eerily smiles, saying, ‘If you could see what I’ve seen with 
your eyes’, a haunting line that will ultimately conjoin both the introductory eye sequence 
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and final battle between Batty and Deckard. It is because of Chew that the Nexus models can 
retain images, sequences, faces and lives. Chew is the reason for their ability to take in and 
store memory—the ultimate evidence for proving one is human and has humanity. Though 
Susan Doll and Greg Faller suggest that the replicants’ non-humanity is emphasised by their 
lack of authentic (or “real”) memory (Doll & Faller 1986, p. 94), I argue that Chew’s 
involvement with the Nexus replicant models (and perhaps older models) is the solidifying 
evidence for humanising them. Batty constantly emotively refers to what he has seen and this 
is obvious when it comes to the tears in the rain monologue at the end of the film: 
“I’ve seen things you people wouldn’t believe. Attack ships on fire off the shoulder of 
Orion. I watched C-beams glitter in the dark near the Tannhäuser Gate. All those 
moments will be lost in time like tears in the rain.” 
 
Rutger Hauer comments that ‘Blade Runner deals with memory, and particularly that 
memory is emotional’ (cited in Sammon 2007, p. 130). This is evidenced in the replicants 
being primarily ruled by the emotional weight of their natural and/or unnatural memories. 
Leon is ruled by his faux implants due to his fondness of his, as Batty states, precious photos, 
while Rachel is conflicted when her photos and memories of such events are questioned by 
Deckard. Batty though ultimately accepting, is devastated that his memories will be lost. All 
these images are captured by the symbolic eye that looms overhead—Chew’s meticulously 
crafted eye—and like Tyrell, this decrepit man, aged and eccentric, has designed the perfect 
organ that renders these replicants human. 
It is through the senses that the human becomes ‘human’. If the eye is the alleged 
window to the soul, then theoretically it is Chew’s eyes that create this burgeoning human 
within, and it is Batty’s tears that are symbolic of human expression.  
 
*** 
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So, if Tyrell is representative of inhuman brilliance, and Chew is the key designer of 
memories for the replicants, then what does J.F. Sebastian embody? Sebastian is aged, though 
not in years, but because he suffers from “Methuselah Syndrome”. This syndrome causes him 
to age far more rapidly, rendering him unable to qualify for travel to the off-world colonies. 
Like my own aged character Patts, Sebastian tinkers during his spare time, designing and 
creating toys, perhaps symbolic of a youth tragically stolen from both. Sebastian dabbles in 
genetics in the dilapidated Bradbury Building, attempting to reforge himself anew with his 
creations. In my novel, I have Patts attempt to cure herself from an unknown ailment 
corroding her mind in the unnamed tower. I view Patts and Sebastian as parallel characters, 
dealt a poor hand in an unforgiving world where talent is abused and taken for granted. 
What distinguishes Sebastian from both Tyrell and Chew is his manipulative 
resemblance to the replicants. I will examine these resemblances through analysing one key 
scene and comment on how the imperfect geneticist, like the other human characters in the 
film, has unconsciously begun the regenerative process in Blade Runner.  
The key sequence begins with Pris spray painting a black band around her eyes 
against her newly pallid face, caked with ivory foundation. She smiles and backflips as 
Sebastian sleeps by his workbench, amid the sprawl of his office. It is a chaotic scene, much 
to see in a very short amount of timexi; lights and bulbs serenely light the workspace whilst 
his dolls stand and jerk awkwardly. Two laboratory mice scurry on their own accord, and one 
can liken these to the final two replicants; twin white experiments on the loose. Sebastian 
wakes as Pris peeks through an experimental viewfinder, only for him to be greeted by a 
waifish grin and her replicant lens-flaring eyes. During this scene, Pris manipulates him, 
which is similar to how Deckard manipulates Rachel. He remarks to Pris, ‘You look 
beautiful’. Pushed into a corner Pris preys on Sebastian’s carnal weakness to further her and 
Batty’s agenda. It is interesting to note that Pris’ eyes remain flared, the true hallmark of the 
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replicant within the film’s schema. Sebastian makes breakfast whilst keenly observing his 
new friends: 
 Batty: “Why are you staring at us Sebastian?” 
 Sebastian: “Because you’re so different. You’re so perfect.” 
 Batty: “Yes.” 
 
It is apparent that Sebastian is smitten with not only Pris, but the appearance of the 
replicants, more specifically the Nexus-6 generation. They continue: 
Sebastian: “What generation are you?” 
Batty: “Nexus-6.” 
Sebastian: “Ah, I knew it. Because I do genetic design work for the Tyrell 
Corporation. There’s some of me in you.” 
 
Mulhall suggests that in this comparative way, the film leads the audience to ask 
whether this is indicative of the replicants lacking the frailty of flesh and blood (Mulhall 
1994, p. 87). Sebastian on the opposite side of the room is feeble even though he is only 
twenty-five, while the replicants lack such apparent frailty. Mulhall further comments by 
stating: 
Sebastian’s physical inadequacies evoke sympathy—but not in Roy or Pris; the way 
in which they manipulate him as a means towards their goal of confronting Tyrell 
simultaneously confirms the humanity of their victim and inhumanity of their attitude 
towards him. (Mulhall 1994, p. 87) 
 
 Though his argument is understandable, it is difficult to entertain due to the fact 
Mulhall doesn’t understand that manipulation is a human attitude. Sebastian believes his 
physical inadequacies evoke sympathy; his primary method of wooing Pris is manipulative. It 
isn’t pleasant, but as the replicants can see before them, being human isn’t necessarily a 
pleasant experience. This statement reveals a similarity between the replicants and 
Sebastian—their penchant for manipulation. This similarity exists because, as Sebastian 
clearly states, ‘There’s some of me inside you’. This is similar to how Chew stated that, ‘I 
design your eyes’. As is the case with Chew and Tyrell, Sebastian is part of this supposed  
holy trinity of genetic design. Tyrell is in charge of the mind and body. Chew imparts 
wisdom through sight. And Sebastian has a central role in the art of manipulation.  
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Their plight is meaningless to the child-like Sebastian. When he asks the replicants, 
‘Show me something...like anything’, Batty responds, ‘We’re no computers, Sebastian. 
We’re physical’. Though embodied, Sebastian remains unconvinced, causing Pris to recite 
René Descartes, ‘I think, Sebastian, therefore I am’, followed by another backflip and her 
delving her hand into boiling water. This was, of course, an action designed to depict the 
difference between the human and superhuman, but it is quickly cut short as Batty speaks: 
Batty: “We’ve got a lot in common.” 
Sebastian: “What do you mean?” 
Batty: “Similar problems.” 
Pris: “Accelerated decrepitude.”  
  
As there is ‘some of me inside you’, Sebastian has imparted his frailty—an internal 
decrepitude—and worse, the inability to inhabit the world in which they’d prefer to be. They 
are all slaves. Sebastian is a slave to Tyrell and shackled to the dying Earth. The replicants 
are slaves to the off-world colonists and their alleged paradise. However, Tyrell’s most 
valuable quality supersedes Sebastian’s manipulation—mortal finitude. To describe human 
beings as mortal is ‘to point out that every moment of human life contains the threat of the 
end of that life’ (Mulhall 1994, p. 94), and though that may appear to sound nihilistic, it sums 
the entirety of living. To be human is to end, ultimately, and that is something the replicants 
do not understand. Machines should not simply end like mere humans, they are better, or as 
Sebastian states, perfectxii. Why should androids then die? Death is very much connected to 
the regenerative process for it completes the cycle of life. Like the phoenix rising from the 
ashes comes a renewed sense of vigour, the replicants are killed (or in Batty’s case, succumbs 
to his failsafe), but their effect on Deckard (and perhaps even the audience) are regenerative. 
They have lived shorter lives, but like the candle that has burnt twice as bright, and as Tyrell 
sermons, they too have lived ‘extraordinary lives’.  
 It is not the length, but the ‘quality of life that one experiences’ which is important 
(Mulhall 1994, p. 94), and though Sebastian has ultimately wasted his potential living in the 
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aged Bradbury Building along with his toys, Batty and his menagerie have travelled across 
space, witnessed C-beams and lived a greater life in freedom, much more than any other 
replicant off-world has experienced. To be human is to die, and like the Byronic heroxiii, 
Batty had finally accepted his demise, ‘overcome by love, and the love of everything that 
lives’ (Gowan & Lussier 2012, p. 165). The regenerative process has begun.     
 
*** 
 
 The City is Alive! 
 
The city of Blade Runner is...not an orderly layout of skyscrapers and ultracomfortable, 
hypermechanised interiors. Rather, it creates an aesthetic of decay exposing the dark side of 
technology, the process of disintegration. 
 (Bruno 1987, p. 63) 
 
Like modern sprawls, there is no single, evolving history in Blade Runner, just a melange of 
cultures inhabiting the same polluted streets of what is allegedly L.A. Like Shangrila in my 
novel, in Blade Runner there is no more newness, ‘just things recycled, and decay and 
garbage’ (Bruno 1987, p. 65/66). The cityscape is damaged, and so are the inhabitants. Like 
Stimhead and his crew, Ramone, and a bevy of young techies in my novel, the characters in 
Scott’s film are muted creatures that cling to the miasmic streets. Blade Runner depicts 
regeneration through its host of degenerative human characters, but it is the city of Blade 
Runner that has inspired a multitude of cinematic techno-dystopiasxiv. Scott’s story is indeed 
important, but when imagining Blade Runner, I am reminded of the garish vistas of the elites, 
and the polluted streets of the lower echelons. Tyrell’s monumental ziggurat, and the geisha 
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illuminated on the highest billboard, smiling as the acidic rain chewed through trash and 
buildings belonging to the old world. It is not just a melange of cultures, but a cross-
contamination of historical erasxv and commerce. Like my use of the samurai, the medieval 
spires, and the neon highways, Scott utilises fusion of past-future to highlight the evergreen 
world that has been lost. It is a world that glimpses are only recapturable for the elites that 
can afford it, akin to how my dragons can afford such lurid towers.       
Filmmaker and artist Chris Cunninghamxvi stated (in reference to Blade Runner’s city 
sprawl), ‘I can’t think of another film that has such a strong atmosphere...melancholy, and the 
strangest feeling of nostalgia for a place and time that never was’ (Monahan 2004). I find 
Cunningham’s statement to be alluring. This cynicism is also compounded by a longing for 
the kind of evergreen memories that they cannot be have but is found in Oda’s flashbacks or 
Patts’ dreams.            
It is also prudent to analyse the way in which Jameson understands cyberpunk: as 
something irrevocably postmodern. Jameson suggests:  
The postmodern looks for breaks...rather than new worlds...or better still, for shifts 
and changes in the representation of things’ (Jameson 1992, p. ix) 
 
Whilst Blade Runner advertises new worlds, new colonies and newer expansion, 
Scott’s film doesn’t attempt to discover new worlds, or even to highlight a new historicity, 
but a recycled variant of what a city should be like. The ‘city as a living being’ is a common 
concept in cyberpunk as it refers to a retrofitting of a gilded pastxvii.  
Interrelated to this notion is the concept of the megacorporation. Though initially 
thought as being present in Gibson’s works, and further elaborated in later cyberpunk, it 
would be a mistake to ignore the looming presence of the megacorporation in Blade Runner. 
A corporation is legally a personxviii, and though much has been written about the 
postmodernity and capitalist sprawlxix, little has been written about the characterisation of the 
megacorporation in theory.     
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In the next section, I investigate the recycled cityscape of Scott’s Blade Runner, the 
postmodernity of the sprawl and I examine the characterisation of the megacorporation. Each 
sliver may indeed sound disassociated from one another, however it is my intention that each 
resemble a triumvirate. Each section describe in detail the city as a living, breathing human 
being, which is, as mentioned above, something I draw upon in my own creative writing. 
 
*** 
 
The term ‘sprawl’ is more commonly associated with Gibson’s Sprawl series, and his 
imaginings of a highly technological cityscape that swathes the populous (who are hyper-
Orientalisedxx). It is a mixing pot, dwarfed by the tall and immense buildings. It is this almost 
mythical inspiration that haunts not only my sprawl, but all future sprawls. The word implies 
a state of messiness, ugliness and muddiness. 
Scott’s dystopic cityscape remains one of the most influential SF film sprawls of all 
time. It is difficult to watch and not notice anything similar in SF post-1982 due to the 
overwhelming influence of Blade Runner. Cities, and urban sprawls in cyberpunk are, as 
stated by Ugo Bellagamba, inspired by the: 
Rallying cry of the punk generation, creating a link with the satire of the eighteenth 
century, against the backdrop of urban advances and technological acceleration… 
drunk with electric lights and economic mirages, and leaves a lasting image in the eye 
of today’s modern reader. (Bellagamba 2016, p. 89) 
 
And Bellagamba is correct, for the cityscapes in cyberpunk are drunk with electricity, 
corrupted with economical mirages in the form of corporate vampires advancing ever-so 
quickly on the back of the Enlightenment period. However, the city and/or sprawl becomes 
something drawn either from awe or chaos. 
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While Scott’s sprawl may be shaped in part by Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1927, 
Germany)xxi, future L.A is depicted far more corporate, albeit trashy. In his essay on Blade 
Runner mise-en-scène, Yves Chevrier writes: 
(Blade Runner presents) a city-state whose society, cultures, and languages presently 
recognise the logic and the aesthetic of accumulation, of the “dumping ground”. The 
“human zoo” which, in the film, swarms around the bases of skyscrapers in an utterly 
medieval disorder in effect recalls that of the run-down sections of New York or Los 
Angeles, while the elite takes refuge in the geometry of its offices and lofty 
apartments, in its comfort, calm, and cleanliness. (Chevrier 1984, p. 52) 
 
The human zoo that consumes Scott’s sprawl is nothing but a rancid rash alongside 
the ziggurats of their corporate overlords. These are the symptoms of late, late capitalism. As 
Kellner, Leibowitz, and Ryan suggest, ‘Blade Runner (the same can be said for His Beautiful 
Ones) seems to not only articulate paranoia about Japanese capitalism “taking over” the US 
but how the city (sprawl) is under the hegemony of US capitalism’ (Kellner, Leibowitz & 
Ryan 1984). This is reminiscent of what future speculative fiction/cyberpunk would emulate, 
and that is inspired by a Reaganised trickle-down economics system.  
 
*** 
 
The corporation, as embodied in and through Tyrell, stands as the antithesis to the “ordinary” 
individual, whilst Batty is representative of the sprawl. Tyrell is monumental, whereas Batty 
is insignificant. Tyrell is immortalxxii while Batty is finite.  
The city is in decline, mimicking the very people it homes: the scum, the punks, the 
techies and cops. They are all ageing and dying, seeking to rise like the phoenix from the 
froth of the human and the trash. The sprawl works through the human replicants—products 
of their generation, and of late capitalism—to act as a regenerative process. Though initially 
seeking longevity, to be human is to be finite, ‘The fear of dying is what it means to be 
human’ (Kellner, Leibowitz & Ryan 1984). It is through the death (or even the recycling) of 
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Batty during the tears speechxxiii which the viewer comes to understand that one truly has 
lived.  
 
*** 
 
Blade Runner is a paradigmatic shift for SF and integral to the SF/cyberpunk canon as it 
allowed for a revisioning of the genrexxiv. Cyberpunk exists in a world that yearns for an 
imagined past, akin to Plato’s simulacraxxv–a history that has never existed. Blade Runner 
depicts a world built from the remnants of the old, not only ruled by the anxieties of 
corporatocracy, but also the uncertainty over oneself. To be human is to prolong one’s 
meagre existence, even if it’s only for an extra day. To be human is to think, feel, love and to 
flourish. Scott’s film, the replicants are given no means to flourish. They are mere constructs 
and commodities sold by the unliving, unfeeling, tyrannical corporation Tyrell. The replicants 
seek to dismantle the binary between replicant and human. They thrive against all odds, and 
both nearly succeed.  
But that is the problem with Blade Runner. They nearly succeed. There is no success 
in His Beautiful Ones. Even as it examines regeneration, the living sprawl has consumed all 
that is human. All that the replicants yearn for, seek and strive for cannot be found in the 
sprawls of Shangrila. The ennui that had infected the dragons has certainly riddled the rats 
with a miasmic paralysis. Tech, rubbish and corporate greed has swaddled my novel and 
rendered inhabitants dulled to a world that no longer dreams. Though to be human is to think, 
feel and love, to be human in my novel is to merely survive. To be human is to be like the rat, 
and the rat needs no purpose.  
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Chapter Two: 
 
 ‘Neuro from the nerves...Romancer. Necromancer. I call up the dead. 
But no, my friend...I am the dead’; Sprawl, Technology and A.I. in William 
Gibson’s Neuromancer 
 
The Wired Humans 
 
Now am I light, now do I fly; now do I see myself under myself. Now there dances a God in 
me. 
(Nietzsche 2010, p. 37) 
 
SF has always been fascinated with designer humans. From Aldous Huxley’s novel Brave 
New World (Huxley 1932), to Andrew Niccol’s Gattaca (1997, USA), and to even a 
resurgent interest in designer babiesxxvi. SF is slowly coming to terms with the fact that 
humans will ultimately become one with technology in ever more subtle, subversive ways. 
While most SF focuses on the negative repercussions, nigh on dystopian themesxxvii, the 
“wired human” in cyberpunk, more specifically Neuromancer, explores the “what now?” 
approach to this next step in human evolution. 
In thinking through technology, Keith Booker states that:  
(Technology in Gibson’s work) is not able to transform the world into utopia...instead 
it produces its own utopia, a timeless realm into which one can escape physical, 
temporal reality. (Booker 1994, p. 76)  
 
Though framed primarily in response to the protagonist, technology in Neuromancer 
does not alleviate the world of its ills, nor does it allow for humans to traverse the solar 
system in tandem. Rather, it allows for a technocratic rule to emerge whereby the elite, or 
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exclusive subcultures, reign, design and update themselves to keep up with, or to forget about 
‘the age of destruction, in a world of corruption’ (Idol, 1993). The cyberpunk text wallows in 
this dystopic fact, only to then ask the question, so what? The short answer is a bleak view 
that underlies the SF texts of the mid-eighties to early nineties. Cyberpunk is all about the 
relationship between human and technology, a symbiotic, near all-consuming model that is 
indicative of late capitalism. Cyberpunk, as Rosenthal describes, is:  
not really about an imagined future, it’s a way of trying to come to terms with the 
awe and terror inspired...by the world in which we live. (Rosenthal 1991, p. 85)  
 
His Beautiful Ones too deals with the sudden onset of trying to come to terms with the 
banality of existence. His Beautiful Ones deals with a variety of characters, upper class and 
lower class, trying to deal with the technological change that has uprooted the lives of their 
forbearers.   
‘The sky above the port was the color [sic] of television, tuned to a dead channel’ 
(Gibson 1995, p. 4). The static of the sky is but a preliminary examination of the dulled 
emotions, and ennui that the protagonist feels as Gibson describes Chiba’s sky. 
Neuromancer’s fetish for technology is set, especially when the reader is introduced to our 
limp anti-hero, Henry Dorsett Case.  
 
*** 
 
Case is a former console cowboy: a frontiersman in the digital matrix. He was trained by the 
best console cowboys McCoy Pauley and Bobby Quine, and is described as one of the best. 
That was until he was caught stealing from his past employers, only to be “gelded” with a 
Russian mycotoxin. Case’s punishment crippled his nervous system, rendering him unable to 
jack into the matrix, cursing him in a prison of his own flesh. To him, ‘the body was meat’; a 
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base and banal restrictive force, and barrier to the entry of the limitless void of the matrix. The 
meat, as David Punter mentions: 
…does not enable action but holds us back to the past, reminding us of mortality and 
the passing of time. It is heavy, “too solid” as the imagination, a way of being held 
back from further extrapolations and realms of a “virtual” reality in which the 
supposedly “real” body can play no part. (Punter 2007, p. 181) 
 
In Neuromancer, technology enhances a sense of diminished identity, especially 
prevalent when Case identifies scumbags indulging in newer forms of narcotics and it even 
questions the appearance of the uglied bartender Ratz, significant since the characters live in 
the age of ‘affordable beauty’.  
The notion of affordable beauty in an age of perceived perfection is indeed curious. 
Why is it that some characters prefer to remain uglied, or even outwardly fleshy? There is no 
sweeping answer, but I attempt to question this, for I believe that meat is used as a barrier to 
separate the elite from the peasant. The obvious example of this pertains to my use of the 
dragon visage in His Beautiful Ones. The dragons are obviously not real, but an identity 
transformation my elites undergo to appear garish. Mister Lei for instance, undergoes 
hormonal treatment to become more like her father. The Presteigne heir also undergoes a 
very similar treatment, hearkening to an age of hereditary inheritance. As opposed to 
fiefdoms (which still play a part in my novel), the children are forced to physically appear 
draconic, like their parents. 
The character, StimHead, however, does not allow himself to become beautiful, even 
as he peddles objects that allow the users to attain perfection. It is the same for Buddy the 
Wirehead, and even Oda.    
For Case, however, his identity is that of the cowboy, and when that is removed, it 
only reminds him of the mortality of human existence. He is human, much to his dismay, a 
bum, and the anti-hero of the text. Case is therefore unable to shed himself from the anxieties 
of the meat as technology provided him with a distanced but not a ‘dispassionate existence’ 
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(Conway 1995, p. 5). Instead of the freedom the matrix bestows, he rents a “coffin”, a room 
in hotels of ‘white fiberglass...racked in a framework of industrial scaffolding; six tiers of 
coffins, ten coffins on a side,’ (Gibson 1995, p. 20). His world is darkened by the inability to 
recover his cowboy identity.  
Gibson used his console cowboy to understand technological transcendence. Though 
Conway believes that the wired humans in Neuromancer remain psychologically static and 
‘locked into predetermined behaviour’ (Conway 1995, p. 1), I argue that it is by dabbling into 
the means of remoulding the self, philosophically and biologically, that the wired humans 
transcend the limits of the meat. It is this perspective of console cowboys that Case has at the 
beginning of the novel: 
Emerg[ing] from the timeless rapture of cyberspace not having touched the face of 
God, for there is no divine presence in the technological future; in having triumphed 
over the void of cyberspace, they return to the world empowered and enriched. 
(Voller 1993, p. 27)  
 
For Case, there is no divinity outside the matrix—the body is a sack of meat. Night 
City is referred to as a ‘deranged experiment in social Darwinism’ (Gibson 1995, p. 10); and 
the people who live there, like Ratz, are things of uglied legend. Meatside is barren, while the 
matrix is sublime. And this is the beauty of the hacker, for the hacker, console cowboy and 
deckerxxviii all refer to the human’s ability to directly interface with the matrix. Case’s ability 
to become one with the archaeology of the matrix allows him to inhabit a space in between 
space. A world of lattices and geometry once thought only inhabitable through barriers (the 
meat). In a world where information is power, elite status is governed by those with the 
ability to jack into the mainframe. Therefore, the inability to jack in resorts to a form of 
‘emasculation for Case, or a form of impotence’ (Rosenthal 1991, p. 85). Riffing off this 
form of impotence, in my novel I attempt to subvert this emasculation via the use of Patts. 
Her degradation is akin to Case’s, but unlike the former cowboy, Patts continues to 
understand herself as a decker for you cannot rid yourself of your identity in a cyberpunk 
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world. Much like the barcode, it is imprinted on you at birthxxix. Patts understands this and 
yearns to correct herself whilst Case attempts to do nothing. It is not my claim that Patts is 
better or stronger than Case: my intention is to differentiate between the emasculation that 
Case feels and the apathy Patts endures. For being male, he literally feels cut from the matrix 
whereby Patts feels broken and isolated.   
To use Punter again, the meat is too solid, and too rigid, and to shed the meat is to 
become one with the sublime. For having triumphed over cyberspace allows the hacker to 
tame the ‘consensual hallucination’ thought only to be in control by the megacorporation.  
Though heavily reliant upon technology, the hacker can be also understood as a piece 
of technology. The hacker, like much of the ensemble of cyberpunk tropes, is specifically 
designed for one task, and one task only, and that is subversion and disruption. People in 
Neuromancer can be upgraded, and Case is no exception to this rule. In Science Fiction and 
the Work of William Gibson (2001), Dani Cavallaro labels this as the technobody, a concept 
that only reinforces the person as a technological piece. In the case of Neuromancer, Case is 
the fragment in Wintermute’s machine; ironically, the A.I. has assembled a mottled collection 
of hybrids, or chimerasxxx to assist in its quest for transcendence. Though subjectified as a 
commodity by Wintermute, it is the hybridity of Case that the A.I. yearns for. Case is viewed 
as the wired human able to subvert the Turing locksxxxi which keep Wintermute shackled. Just 
as the hacker requires its technology, Wintermute requires the wired human. Gibson’s novel 
is therefore illuminating the symbiosis of human and machine. 
 
*** 
 
Molly Millions, Gibson’s infamous street samurai (first appearing in the short story Johnny 
Mnemonic [1986] and then later appearing as Sally Shears in the third of the sprawl trilogy, 
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Mona Lisa Overdrive [1988]), is indicative of this human/machine fusion. This is proven 
with the quote she repeats twice throughout the novel, ‘It’s just the way I’m wired’ (Gibson 
1995, p. 42 & 344). The emphasis on the term wired is clear as it does not just refer to her 
state of being, or mode of thinking, but a concept of her physicality and an inference to her 
inner wiring. As the street samurai “muscle” of Wintermute’s crew, she is severely 
augmented with: heightened sensory reflexes; sharp, retractable razors within her fingernails; 
and eye sockets that are sealed by twin mirrored lenses that enhance vision—and all of which 
were installed via black market surgeons in Chiba. With the way she is wired, Molly is 
designed to be a killer, like Oda, or even the dragons in my novel. They are all wired or 
genetically treated to perform a certain task. In Blade Runner, this is presented as perfected 
imitation, but in Neuromancer, there is a sense of patching and hotwiring the old to fit in with 
the new paradigm. Molly is likened to a Harawayan cyborg, a ‘creature of social 
reality…fiction mapping our social and bodily reality’ (Haraway 1991, p. 149-150). While 
Haraway examines the cyborg as indicative of ‘the woman’s experience in the twentieth 
century’ (Haraway 1991, p. 149), I would argue that Molly is indicative of not only the 
modern woman but also the regeneration of the human. Case regains his ability to jack in 
after his encounter with Molly. She is a fluid figure that has found herself woven 
intertextually throughout the sprawl series. It is therefore prudent to analyse Molly’s 
involvement with not only Case, but alongside the crew. 
To cite Haraway, ‘The cyborg is resolutely committed to partiality, irony, intimacy, 
and perversity...it is oppositional, utopian, and completely without innocence’ (Haraway 
1991, p. 151). When the reader is introduced to Molly, it is through Case’s depiction of her as 
perverse: 
He realised that the glasses were surgically inset, sealing her sockets. The silver 
lenses seemed to grow from smooth pale skin above her cheekbones, framed by dark 
hair cut in a rough shag. The fingers curled around the fletcher were slender, white, 
tipped with polished burgundy. The nails looked artificial. (Gibson 1995, p. 41) 
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Her artifice is aligned to her perversity, and this is obvious within her description. She 
is unlike anything Case has encountered. Her eyes are augmented and loom like the artificial 
eyes in Blade Runner. Yet, they are concealed and hide any forms of spiritual essence. Or, as 
Conway citing Samuel R. Delany notes, they ‘displace the gaze of the reader who must 
always look at himself or herself anytime she or he seeks to find the origin of the gaze’ (cited 
in Conway 1995, p. 3-4). Molly mirrors the Otherness of those gazing into her chrome vision. 
By peering into her alien visors, the reader, and Case are suddenly transported into a different 
kind of fiction. As Punter states, one is ‘transported from the generic crime fiction to the 
supernatural sub-genre’ (Punter 2007, p. 182). This shift in genre alludes to the suggestion 
that power no longer resides in the hands of the human, ‘the meat has become subservient to 
the technology’ (Punter 2007, p. 183). Molly supports this statement, stating, ‘I showed up 
and you just fit me right into your reality’ (Gibson 1995 p. 41-42). Molly integrates into 
Case’s reality, the cyborg spectre melding with the hacker. Neuromancer’s obsession with the 
underneath is still prevalent as Molly identifies Case as a live body and brains. Molly doesn’t 
require Case, just his organs. More specifically, the talents his organs lend him, is very much 
like Socs requiring Patts’ talent in my novel. It is through this initial union that the reader 
understands Molly as a cold, near technician, not too dissimilar to the Mechanists in Bruce 
Sterling’s Schismatrix Plus (see my discussion of the Mechanists in Chapter Three). This 
coldness is integral to the character of Molly, for she among the cyberpunk genus is 
renowned as the razor girl—the strong, fierce combat character of the Wintermute crew. 
Cyberpunk amalgamates the rational and the irrational, the new and the old, the mind and the 
body by integrating the ‘hyper-efficient structures of high technology with the anarchy of 
street subcultures’ (Cavallaro 2001, p. xi). Molly, as the wired human, is the perfect 
representation of the integration of high-tech and street ethos that are constantly in flux in 
cyberpunk.  
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It is my claim that Molly also ‘reverses traditional gendered roles’ (Hui 2015, p. 64). 
In comparison to the neutered Case, the disembodied Dixie Flatline, the erratic Armitage, and 
the deviant Riviera, Molly is perhaps the strongest, physically, and mentally well-balanced 
(as balanced as you can be in a Gibsonian future) in the text. She is built to be the strongest; 
built to be the best; and built to exemplify the romanticised samurai. Or, as Lauraine Leblanc 
states, ‘Her augmentations merely enhance her inherent toughness’ (Leblanc 1997, para 10). 
Leblanc refers to the quote in which Molly is interrogated by the corporate Ashpool:  
“How do you cry, Molly? I see your eyes are walled away. I’m curious.” 
“I don’t cry, much.”  
“But how would you cry, if someone made you cry?”  
“I spit . . .the ducts are routed back into my mouth.” (Gibson 1995, p. 289-290) 
   
There are no tears, for the wired human cannot cry. It can only release excess oil, in 
which Molly uses to spit out her anguish. Ashpool comments, ‘You’ve already learned an 
important lesson, for one so young’ (Gibson 1995, p. 290). The lesson is that the wired 
human must bend all manner of physicality, and all manner of binary oppositions to subvert 
Gibson’s sprawl. Molly is powerful, and because of this, ‘escapes the stereotypical female 
role’ often found in most fiction (Hui 2015, p. 64). 
There are authors that prefer to keep Molly’s importance secondary to Case.  In 
Reload—Rethinking Women + Cyberculture, Booth and Flanagan implicitly refer to the 
women populated in the “generic male cyberpunk writer’s” novel as ‘women of colour, 
illegal workers, handicapped characters, lesbians, the poor, and the homeless’ (Booth & 
Flanagan 2002, p. 31). They further state that ‘male cyberpunk authors have tended to 
privilege disembodiment over embodiment, their male characters yearning...to escape the 
body through technological transcendence’ (Booth & Flanagan 2002, p. 34). To be fair, this is 
partially correct as cyberpunk writers generally prefer to underscore the lowlifer, and the 
subjugated in comparison to the elite, while also preferring to refer to disembodied 
transcendence. It is, however, glib to think that the generic cyberpunk hero of Neuromancer 
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is the console cowboy. In fact, he is more akin to Rachel from Blade Runner: a male damsel 
that is defibrillated back into the life of the hacker by Molly. Just because Case yearns for 
disembodiment does not mean Gibson privileges it over embodiment. Gibson uses both to 
understand the minds of the wired human. Case longs to shed the meat, whereas Molly is 
comfortable within her shell. Both are integral to the text, and neither own protagonist status 
fully. Because of this, it is my intention to state that Molly is Gibson’s avatar, the ether, or 
‘quintessence’ (Haraway 1991, p. 153) of fluidity in the cyberpunk lexicon as she both 
inhabits the male and female spectrum of the sprawl series.  
 In her manifesto, Haraway concludes that the cyborg has more to do with 
regeneration, and that, ‘We require regeneration for our reconstitution’ (Haraway 1991, p. 
181). The wired human is a product of late capitalism, for they are born into in a world that 
both subjugates and oppresses individuality, and personal freedoms. They, however, come to 
understand that their bodies are ‘maps of power’ (Haraway 1991, p. 180). It is through the 
upgrading of the meat, the wired human can subvert the oligarchy via interfacing with the 
matrix. The wired human is representative of Haraway’s regeneration, for they can only 
function by outgrowing the weakness of the meat. As Patts installs her consciousness within 
the Godmachine the reader understands that the wired being, the hacker or samurai, has 
outgrown the use for the flesh. It is the wires beneath, the brain within and the talent 
conceived by such characters that relieve the wired humans of their shells.  
 
*** 
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 The Revenant 
  
I’m really just a bunch of ROM. It’s one of them, ah, philosophical questions, I guess...but I 
ain’t likely to write you no poem, if you follow me. Your A.I., it just might. But it ain’t no way 
human. 
(Gibson 1995, p. 180) 
 
In cyberpunk, the human has evolved, and augmented itself to survive in a world that has 
rejected flesh. With a constant stream of humans escaping the confines of the meat, a ghostly 
trace imprints itself within the matrix. Technology is haunted, as the mere process of jacking 
in splits the soul in twain from the meat. Spectres loom and overshadow what is assumed to 
be a highly technological metropolis. They hang, rendering the sky akin to static, as the souls, 
memories, and consciousnesses of billions are siphoned into the consensual hallucination of 
cyberspace. 
 The fragments of this residue include: memories, ideals, longings, concepts, and 
dreams. Cyberspace is a vapid soup of primordial humanity. and something upon which 
Scott’s Blade Runner chews alongside Neuromancer. The residue has all but vanished from 
the wired humans, and though glimmers may appear, they are merely augmented bags of 
meat shackled by their addiction to the metal and wire. They trade their essence, their residue 
for access; and in the case of McCoy Pauley, the Dixie Flatline, nothing could be further from 
the truth. 
 
*** 
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The Dixie Flatline, infamous hacker, and one of the men to have trained Case, earned his 
nickname flatliningxxxii three times while trying to break through an A.I.. The reader does not 
encounter the fleshy Dixie Flatline, but instead a brainscan developed by the corporation 
Sense/Net. The construct retains much of the Flatline’s memories, ideas, and emotions. 
Gibson creates an interesting dynamic between the live Case and the unliving construct. It is 
indicative of the wired human accessing the ghosts of the past, and the raising of the spectre 
from within the Hosaka. The reason for relying on the Flatline is simple: Wintermute and the 
crew require the talents of one of the greatest hackers, and one that had a previous rapport 
with Case. Furthermore, the Flatline is not just an outright A.I., nor is it a truthful, human 
brainscan, but an amalgamation of both; one in which is perfectly summarised by his initial 
dialogue with Case: 
“How you doing, Dixie?”  
“I’m dead, Case. Got enough time in on this Hosaka to figure that one.” “How’s it 
feel?”  
“It doesn’t.”  
“Bother you?”  
“What bothers me is, nothin’ does.” (Gibson 1995, p. 166) 
 
 The Flatline understands that it is simultaneously dead but living through the arcane. 
A technological process which has scraped memories onto the compact disc. Although it is 
by cruel irony that the Flatline is mutilated and transfigured by the very technology it once 
was brilliant at using. It doesn’t feel like anything, for how can the dead feel any form of 
emotion or pain? It is an eerie being, and an unnatural guttural emulation, one in which Case 
describes as a stab of cold down his spine. The Flatline is a ghoul, even though Punter claims 
that: 
The Flatline embodies a dream of immortality, a dream of survival. We might indeed 
further say that the “dream of the text” is of the Dixie Flatline, of a life which is not a 
life, of the possibility of emerging into a modern, a purified world freed from the 
stench of meat. (Punter 2007, p. 187) 
 
Punter’s suggestion is intriguing, for he proposes that the Flatline is representative of 
the hacker dream: the ultimate freedom from the meat, the stench and the liability of earthly 
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living. The Flatline is immortal and able to freely roam the matrix unaided or unguided. It is a 
digital sprite offering sweet nothings to the wired human, Case. This does not escape the fact 
that the Flatline detests this supposed immortality. ‘Do me a favour, boy,’ it starts, ‘this scam 
of yours, when it’s over, you erase this goddam thing’ (Gibson 1995, p. 167). There is no 
dream of immortality, in fact, the Flatline wishes for an unshackling from the ROM, for it 
returned as a ‘literal abstraction...killed off as tragedy and returned as farce’ (Brande 1994, p. 
524). This is reminiscent of what Karl Marx contends in his essay, The Eighteenth Brumaire 
of Louis Bonaparte: 
Men make their own history, but not spontaneously...rather on terms immediately 
existing, given and handed down to them. The tradition of countless dead generations 
is an incubus to the mind of the living...at just such moments of revolutionary crisis 
they anxiously summon up spirits of the past. (Marx 1999, p. 5) 
 
As a counterpart to what Punter has previously suggested, I use Marx’s quote to 
summarise the Flatline’s purpose within the novel. The Flatline is a ghost, or incubus to 
follow Marx, that has been forced to work for Wintermute. Its history as one of the greatest 
hackers that has ever lived was crafted by men, and handed down unto Case. The hacker must 
rely on the incubus, or spirit of the past, during this moment of upheaval—the union of 
Wintermute and Neuromancer. The Flatline’s essence, is, as Derrida suggests in Specters of 
Marx, ‘A certain phenomenal and carnal form of the spirit’ (Derrida 2006, p. 23), one similar 
to Charles Dickens’ Jacob Marley.  
The Flatline’s initial encounter with an A.I. leaves him flatlined, his flesh ‘frying’ and 
‘EEG down’ (Gibson 1995, p. 180). The construct explains this to Case as the hacker’s 
interest in A.I. increases. The stuff of legend, Case recalls a coming back from the dead. But 
like Marley, it warns Case as the hacker asks for assistance: 
“I wanna have a look at an A.I. in Berne. Can you think of any reason not to?” 
 “Not unless you got a morbid fear of death, no.” (Gibson 1995, p. 180) 
 
It is at this moment that the Flatline’s role is obvious, and something that Wintermute 
had primed. The curiosity of A.I. for Case is but a natural state for the wired human as the 
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A.I. relates to the promise of transcendence. But the Flatline knows this desire all too well, 
therefore, the construct’s role was not to aid Case in the literal hacking sense, but as the 
foreboding sprite of the matrix.  
Though Punter suggests that the Flatline is indicative of the yearning for immortality, 
it is but the opposite: a Marxian spirit of anxiety and carnal spectre of dread. Do not face the 
A.I. for you will become like me, it suggests. Do not face the A.I., or you will flatline. It is a 
foreshadowing that, as Derrida states, ‘Disappears right away in the apparition, in the very 
coming of the revenant or the return of the spectre’ (Derrida 2006, p. 23).  
 
*** 
 
Wintermute and Neuromancer are sibling A.I.s developed by the corporation Tessier-
Ashpool. Wintermute’s desire to transcend itself is hampered by Neuromancer’s 
unwillingness to merge with its brother. Neuromancer’s anxiety of losing itself to the greater 
machine is reminiscent of the core thread of Neuromancer, and that is the loss of oneself to 
the very technology humans remain reliant upon. Wintermute is, however, symbolic of the 
yearning of the human, one that wishes to escape the meat-self (in the case of Case) and 
become more than it is through this alleged transcendence. The dialogue between the siblings 
is, remarkably, the dialogue between man and machine, as it traverses the issues of power, 
knowledge and desire. It is through an analysis of the two that the reader comes to understand 
that these revenants are nothing more than SF allusions to man’s anxiety of transcending the 
self through technological means. Gibson is self-reflexive and ironic; his A.I., is far more 
human than his alleged human protagonists. 
The intricacies of the A.I. is summarised by Gibson during Case’s initial meeting with 
Wintermute, ‘(Wintermute) was a simple cube of white light, that very simplicity suggesting 
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extreme complexity’ (Gibson 1995, p. 181). The cube is evocative of the unidentifiable fog, a 
miasma that litters Gothic fiction, or as suggested by Brantlinger, a ‘rejection…symbolic 
putting to sleep of reason…an apocalyptic nightmare fantasy characterised by themes of 
demonic possession and monstrous distortion’ (Brantlinger 1980, p. 31). The extreme 
complexity is the stuff of legend, and something one cannot identify by usual means. It is an 
oddity, and a bent line in a Euclidean world that consumes all forms of rationality. 
Wintermute is a character employed by Gibson to examine the matrix as some sort of ethereal 
world that can only be tamed by those who wield the skill, like Case or Patts or even Socs. 
The aura of latticed dreams permeates the A.I., prompting the Flatline to moan, like the 
spectre, ‘Knows we’re here...back off fast’ (Gibson 1995, p. 181). There was no time, and the 
‘Dark came down like a hammer...cold steel odour and ice caressed his spine’ (Gibson 1995, 
p. 182). Case is sent within the labyrinth of his memories and spat into the sprawl of the 
Ninsei. The replication of Case’s home and Gibson’s sprawl is faithfully designed by 
Wintermute and, much like the replicants in Blade Runner, symbolic of this extension of 
memory: faithful and perfect. Gibson writes: 
The weight of memory came down, an entire body of knowledge driven into his head 
like a microsoft into a socket. Gone. He smelled burning meat. The sailor in the white 
t-shirt was gone. The arcade was empty, silent. Case turned slowly, his shoulders 
hunched, teeth bared, his hands bunched into involuntary fists. Empty. (Gibson 1995, 
p. 185) 
 
The falseness of revenant memory burns into Case, frying his brain, as the hacker 
speaks with the A.I. for what feels like an eternity. Wintermute, taking the form of his ex-
girlfriend Linda Lee, begins to falter. Wintermute then takes the form of the antiquated 
criminal Julius Deane. More like to the ghosts of Gothic fiction, the A.I. is only able to 
transfigure itself into the form of people that have been taken from Case’s memories. An 
interesting premise, for the initial two people Wintermute possesses are either dead, as in the 
case of Lee, or beyond their years, as is the case with Deane. Case is haunted with the corpses 
of his allies. Although Wintermute has haunted Case previously in the novel, there is an 
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apotheosis in the sequence depicting the hacker walking past a lane of payphones that ring in 
unison for the sole purpose to communicate the A.I.’s presence within his wired brain. It is 
during this encounter that Case is haunted on a metaphysical level. The spectre returns, for it 
cannot control its comings and goings, beginning ironically by coming back (Derrida 2006, p. 
29). Haunting, as Avery Gordon states in Ghostly Matters: Haunting and the Sociological 
Imagination, is a ‘constituent element of modern social life, and to study social life one must 
confront the ghostly aspects of it’ (Gordon 2008, p. 7). In Gibson’s Neuromancer, 
technology, more specifically Wintermute, is indicative of this ghostly aspect. It is a reminder 
of the duplicitous nature of humankind, and its compulsion to transcend the self through 
repugnant, near necromantic means. Wintermute is, as it puts it to Case in the skin of Deane, 
merely a small fraction of the left brain. The other is a far quieter, subtler, and arguably more 
important part—Neuromancer. 
 
*** 
 
Neuromancer in the aptly titled Neuromancer remains the locked away goal of the text. 
Unlike its brother, Neuromancer wishes to remain isolated, for it could already copy minds, 
store personalities and allow them to grow. Neuromancer marks itself as something 
individual, and something unwired. Its personality is that of irony: a reverse death drive for 
the necromantic A.I..  
Sucked from the meatverse, there is no matrix, no grid or cyberspace. Neuromancer 
transports the hacker into an alternate reality, a beach that was dreamed by the matriarch, 
Marie-France of the Tessier-Ashpool clan: 
The sand was the shade of tarnished silver that hadn’t gone entirely black...he held 
himself and rocked, singing a song without words or tune. The sky was a different 
silver. Chiba. Like the Chiba sky. (Gibson 1995, p. 368) 
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It is a grey realm developed by the embedded memories of Neuromancer. A dulled 
silver purgatory where the spirits are raised before Case. Ratz, the bartender of Chiba appears 
in the unreality, stating ‘My artiste, you amaze me, the lengths you will go in order to 
accomplish your own destruction’ (Gibson 1995, p. 369). Gibson self-reflexively uses the 
phantom in a similar way to the Flatline. It is a precursor to meeting the revenant of 
necromancy. The destruction in which the phantom refers to is not in reference to the 
personal nature of Case, but the wired human, for the wired human has already dealt with the 
reaper. It is a promise of longevity for meat and depersonalisation. Neuromancer is symbolic 
of the willingness to preserve one’s identity due to its fighting against depersonalisation. The 
phantom of Ratz, a figure known for his uglied prosthetic, speaks gravely. What does it take 
for the wired human to acknowledge its own demise at the hand of the mechanical spectre? 
The phantom continues:  
“But I suppose that is the way of an artiste, no? You needed this world built for you, 
this beach, this place. To die.” (Gibson 1995, p. 370) 
 
The phantom uses the word artiste to conjure the creativity that Case lacks and which 
was present in the carnal form of the wired human. This place to die hovers eerily amid the 
colourless, miasmic sky of this flatlining reverie. This place to die, to drown, to be consumed 
by the technological hell, is designed by an A.I. hell bent on survival. 
In his essay, ‘Stealing Kinship: Neuromancer and Artificial Intelligence’, Carl 
Gutiérrez-Jones suggests that Neuromancer generates this flatline intervention as a test, for 
Neuromancer: 
Lives up to the associations that Gibson suggests for its name: “neuro” for nerves, 
“romancer” as in seducer—and, by phonic comparison, “necromancer,” or one who 
practices divination by conjuring up the dead. (Gutiérrez-Jones 2014, p. 81) 
 
It is interesting that Gutiérrez-Jones believes Neuromancer attempts to seduce Case 
by use of conjuring the dead (or phantoms), but it is nevertheless a problematic argument. I 
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agree that Neuromancer reunites Case with his ex-girlfriend Lee, and even gives Case an 
opportunity to stay on the beach; al-be-it catatonic for all eternity in the non-matrix creation.  
Case eventually comes to meet up with Neuromancer whom takes on the form of a 
young, Brazilian. He eerily states to Case: 
“To call up a demon you must learn its name. Men dreamed that, once, but now it is 
real in another way”...“Neuromancer,” the boy said, slitting long gray eyes against the 
rising sun. “The lane to the land of the dead. Where you are, my friend...Neuro from 
the nerves, the silver paths. Romancer. Necromancer. I call up the dead. But no, my 
friend,” and the boy did a little dance, brown feet printing the sand, “I am the dead, 
and their land.” He laughed. A gull cried. “Stay. If your woman is a ghost, she 
doesn’t know it. Neither will you.” (Gibson 1995, p. 385) 
 
Neuromancer is a novel about the condensation of the wired human into the wireless 
human, brain into ROM, and soul into the matrix. I am the dead and their land, Neuromancer 
smiles. This is indicative of this complete fusion of mind and machine as one.  
The novel ends neither optimistically nor pessimistically in depicting Wintermute and 
Neuromancer as one, the Flatline “lost”, Molly her own free agent, and Case, cured, his 
longing for the matrix quelled. The final meeting with the Wintermute/Neuromancer hybrid 
is one that coalesces the A.I. concept; a narrative arc sealed when questioned by Case: 
“So what’s the score? How are things different? You running the world now? You 
God?”  
“Things aren’t different. Things are things.” (Gibson 1995, p. 421) 
 
Things remain things, neither changed or uplifted. Things are things, as the non-
laughter consumes Case with an eerie sensibility. The wired human remains further on course 
to become one with the machine; memories and dreams lost in the vapid space between 
spaces. Things are things, and have always been things whether they be human, A.I., 
physical, ethereal or a fusion of both.  
 
*** 
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The Consensual Hallucination 
 
Cyberspace is a celebration of the spirit, as the disembodied consciousness dances with 
unparalleled freedom. It is a realm in which the mind is freed from bodily limitations, a place 
for the return of the omnipotence of thoughts. 
(Bukatman 1993, p. 208-209) 
 
Gibson’s cyberspace, the consensual hallucination he coined over thirty years ago, remains 
as one of the stark, beautiful representations of technology in the mid to late eighties. The 
matrix is the space of unreality and a disassociation with the body. Cyberspace is not just as 
Bukatman mentions in my epithet, a place allowing for the return of the omnipotence of 
thoughts, but something that Cavallaro claims is symptomatic of speculative fiction: ‘A 
means of sharpening people’s awareness of reality by defamiliarising it through fantasy’ 
(Cavallaro 2001, p. 5).  
Gibson’s cyberspace is not the Internet of the twenty-first century, but a fantastical 
realm steeped in the postmodern. It is a space between spaces, and a construction that installs 
fragments of personality, traits and humanity through consummation of the individual. It is 
through this consummation that, along with a various assortment of body modifications, 
mechanises the human. To understand cyberspace one must understand the real, or as Tony 
Myers states: 
The metropolis is troped by cyberspace, and vice versa, in a series of substitutions 
that finds each element operating as the deep structure and regulatory frame of the 
other. (Myers 2001, p. 897) 
 
Myers’ assertion is intriguing for, if cyberspace is the symbiotic parasite of the 
meatverse, and vice versa, then what does this assertion infer if the meatverse is crumbling, 
or decayed? And what does it mean to succumb to the consensual hallucination? It is my 
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claim that Gibson’s cyberspace is a convention not wholly indebted to SF, nor one that is 
even present in detective fiction, but one with roots firmly wrapped around the corpses of 
Shelley, Poe, and Lovecraft. In Gothic: Critical Concepts in Literary and Cultural Studies, 
Fred Botting suggests that: 
Gothic forms and figures come to concern the invention of a modern idea of a nation, 
they inform, through their excesses of passion, vice, and wild expenditure, bourgeois 
ideas of rationality, morality, and economy. (Botting 2004, p. 16)   
 
With Gibson’s Neuromancer, and the latter part of his Sprawl series, it is obvious that 
his cities and technologies are products of a new mode of thinking. Gibson’s futures depict 
the elimination of a near feudalistic corporate power through his notion of cyberspace. His 
cyberspace is not consensual, but an addiction. His cyberspace depicts this reversal of 
capitalist power dynamic through use of Gibson’s titular protagonist’s addiction.  
It is by examining this concept of cyberspace that the SF writer comes to not only 
understand the connection between SF and the Gothic, but the yearning for transcendence in 
which both genres attempt to articulate. 
Gibson’s explanation of cyberspace is evocative of this genre duality: 
The matrix has its roots in primitive arcade games...in early graphics programs and 
military experimentation with cranial jacks...cyberspace. A consensual hallucination 
experienced daily by billions of legitimate operators, in every nation, by children 
being taught mathematical concepts...a graphic representation of data abstracted from 
the banks of every computer in the human system. Unthinkable complexity. Lines of 
light ranged in the non-space of the mind, clusters and constellations of data. Like 
city lights, receding... (Gibson 1995, p. 83) 
Like the weaving of an elder tale, Gibson depicts his cyberspace as something 
dredged from the past. Billions of users are induced by this hallucination. The hackers are 
also biologically modified, for the only way to jack in is to physically plug oneself into a rig; 
or as Gibson puts it, ‘The cyberspace matrix was actually a drastic simplification of the 
human sensorium’ (Gibson 1995, p. 88). The matrix is immaterial code working from within 
the minds of those succumbing to the miasmic hallucinations.  
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It is my claim that like the Gothic novel, cyberpunk, is riddled with what Punter labels 
the ‘bourgeoisie’s dread of its feudal past…a contemporary ascendancy of the landed 
aristocracy’ (cited in Botting 2004, p. 15). In Neuromancer, Gibson symbolically uses 
cyberspace as a temporal field that is controlled by the elite.  
According to Julian Stallabrass, however:  
Cyberspace is...the attempt to create a world where to perceive is the same as to 
understand, where “objects” are entirely adequate to their concepts, and are even, 
through their dematerialisation, identical with them. (Stallabrass 1995, p. 31) 
 
Stallabrass’ assertion makes sense, for the human attempts to rationalise the world in 
which it lives in. Cyberspace for Stallabrass, is the utopic form designed to be maintained and 
ordered. Gibson’s reality is grim, and unlike Stallabrass’ imaginings for the Gothic, weaves 
its malignant fortune upon Gibson’s space. 
Technology, more specifically cyberspace, has become so pervasive that it has altered 
the human perception of the natural world, and indeed ‘visible only within the frame 
provided by technology’ (Sponsler 1992, p. 628). Already having examined Case, we 
understand that this cybernetic universe in Neuromancer is like the MMORPG in the video 
game world. The novel presents a hyper realistic world, one in which a self-fulfilling, near 
self-indulgent power fantasy seduces the user into uploading their consciousness into the 
machine. Committing their life, mind, or essence into the rig for an ultimate ethereal 
existence.  
The deranged Night City, Ninsei and hive-like Villa-Straylight are playgrounds for 
technology. The natural is made hard and shiny by technology, but ‘pervaded by corruption 
and evil’ (Cavallaro 2001, p. 161). Therefore, it is obvious as to why the hacker, or billions of 
legitimate operators would tune into cyberspace. They wish to lose themselves and tear their 
consciousness’ from their bodies. To live in a limitless limbo between the ethereality of life 
and undeath. 
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*** 
 
Like Blade Runner, Neuromancer deals with notions of corporatocracy and memory, but 
more importantly, it examines the hybridity of man and the machine through use of its 
primary characters, Case and Molly. 
By examining both characters, the reader comes to understand that these wired beings 
are part of a larger problem of the dystopic text for they come to symbolise the loss of 
humanity through one’s meddling and ultimate symbiosis with the machine. But unlike 
Gibson, who prefers to veer towards the technophilic, I propose a far more foreboding theory. 
In my novel, Patts’s symbiosis with the Godmachine, Socs’ meddling with A.I. sprites, and 
Oda’s fusion with prosthetics render them inhuman. It is not out of love or a yearning for the 
tech like Case or Molly, but out of a need to survive. There is no emotion. There is no 
concern. They are humans on the verge of destruction because of this lacklustre romance. 
Socs’ trading the souls of his family, Patts lending herself to Calhoun and Oda’s acceptance 
of the machine, are indicative of this for they give up their base humanity for either 
redemption or salvation.  Gibson’s wired human is addled by its addiction to disembodiment 
(in the case of Case) or is involved in a constant reworking of the meatbag (in the case of 
Molly). ‘So what?’ is the sonorous statement of Gibson’s words, and later punk following. 
‘So what?’ resonates with his characters.  
My wired human is addled by a lack of communion with the natural world. The 
millennial disillusionment comes in the form of wanting to be like Gibson’s wired humans. 
To be more than human and fly freely between the matrix. To jack in, beat up and thrive in 
their meaningless existence in a perpetual state of ennui. But Patts, Oda, Socs and the dragons 
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understand that this is a mere fairy tale. They are wired because that is how they have to be, 
not out of some romance or longing.   
As the Wintermute/Neuromancer hybrid bellows, things are things. This is a solid 
reminder from the key revenant of the novel. Gibson’s A.I. reinforces the haunting of 
technology. A macabre looming fear of the consciousness of the created. Though Blade 
Runner subtly depicts regeneration through use of the replicants, Neuromancer depicts the 
end of the human through the degradation of the meat and addiction to the consensual 
hallucination.  
His Beautiful Ones uses both notions in conjunction with the illusion of regeneration. 
Gibson’s use of technology, and his use of the mortals that remain subservient to the 
technology that they have created, remains relevant in an age dominated by subversive 
technologies. But I go one step further. Wintermute requires assistance whereby 
Neuromancer prefers to keep to itself. It is only until they fuse that they become equivalent to 
the Godmachine, 2Fir and the three pigs. But unlike the Wintermute/Neuromancer fusion, my 
A.I.  alter the very world and heavily impact on the psyche of my characters. They are not 
merely spirits, but revenants like Derrida’s Marx.  
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Chapter Three: 
  
       ‘I can buy you, grow you, sell you, cut you into bits. Your screams: my 
music’; The Body in Bruce Sterling’s Schismatrix Plus. 
  
The ReShaped 
 
You make out of your body your very own kingdom where you are the tyrant, the absolute 
dictator. 
(Bruch 2001, p. 62) 
 
Whilst there is no faction that resembles the Shapers in my thesis overtly, the rich (or middle 
class that can afford such gene therapy) do enhance their children’s genetics in His Beautiful 
Onesxxxiii. Shapers are perfect for they design themselves that way by use of bioscience. In the 
Shaper/Mechanist universe, bioscience refers to genetic manipulation, gene therapy, and non-
invasive, mechanical augmentations which enhance intelligence, or retard the aging process. 
Mechanism is clunky for Shapers for they are as ‘Slick as glass’ (Sterling 1995, p. 98) with 
their beauty ‘Cheap for even the simplest of their kind’ (Sterling 1995, p. 128). Viewing base 
beings as wild animals, it is the goal of each individual Shaper to further the perfect geneline 
and (re)produce perfection for generations to come.   
It is fair to assess Shaperism as indebted to the eugenicist Francis Galton, for ‘to catch 
birds with a mirror is the ideal snare’ (Sterling 1995, p. 40). The non-Shaper is the bird, and 
the mirror is the Shaper. Their philosophy of alleviating the body of its primal and carnal 
afflictions is not only pertinent to eugenics which is all about ‘transforming human “animals” 
into the ideal species or transforming human beings into “gods”’ (Kirby 2007, p. 85). 
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Medical historian David Kevles argues that new gene technologies accompanied a renewed 
assertion among social commentators of biology’s role in the cause of ‘societal problems’xxxiv 
(Kirby 2007, p. 94).  
To be created, or to be unborn, in SF relates to a concept that has plagued human 
thought for millennia, and affects the society at large. In this section, I examine Sterling’s 
short prose piece Twenty Evocations, for it examines the being as creation; and therefore, is 
the perfect way to start my Shaper examination. 
 
*** 
 
First published in Crystal Express as Life in the Mechanist/Shaper Era: Twenty Evocations, 
Sterling’s Twenty Evocations depicts the relatively short two-hundred year life of Nikolas 
Leng. Shaper-born, Leng’s life is depicted through a series of evocations (paragraphs or 
stanzas) compiled and collected by Sterling. The reader progresses through a linear timeline 
to follow this Shaper from initial conception to death in what is perhaps the shortest of 
Sterling’s fiction. While it is short, it is perhaps one of the more integral pieces in Sterling’s 
mythos for it does what Schismatrix cannot: distil the philosophy of the Shaper with not only 
one key character, but with each stanza. Therefore, it is prudent to analyse Sterling’s 
Evocations to further enhance one’s knowledge in regards to the posthuman, something that 
is essential for my own novel. 
As a child, Leng’s teacher was a cybernetic system hooked to a holographic interface 
in the guise of a Shaper woman. In the second evocation, aptly titled NEVER BORN, he is 
taught about Earth, and is initially surprised that his ancestry originated from the small, solid 
rock in space: 
“You mean we all came from Earth?” Said Nikolai, unbelieving.  
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“Yes,” the holo said kindly. “The first true settlers in space were born on Earth—
produced by sexual means. Of course, hundreds of years have passed since then. You 
are a Shaper. Shapers are never born.” (Sterling 1995, p. 585) 
 
 As mentioned above, this stanza distils an element of the Shaper philosophy in just 
one brief exchange. The surprise from Leng and the instruction from his holographic teacher 
refer to an odd form of nurturing system between organic and inorganic, which may in fact 
sound Mechanised, but refers to a form of eugenics reminiscent of Galton. Galton concluded 
that most of society’s ills (such as a propensity for violence and promiscuity), resulted from 
inherited animalistic behaviours, and were therefore correctable in future generations due to 
the fact they were not ‘divinely-given traits’ (Kirby 2007, p. 83). In NEVER BORN, Earth is a 
link to the elder years of humanity. Earth is muddy, uglied, and not divinely-given, a lawless 
world in the natural order of existence. However, hundreds of years have passed since then, 
and so the Shaper hologram retorts, you are a Shaper. And Shapers are never born. Though 
this can be read as Sterling coupling the title into the narrative, I read this through different, 
analytical eyes. Leng and his teacher continue this exchange: 
“Who lives on Earth now?’ 
‘Human beings.” (Sterling 1995, p. 585) 
 
 The teacher refers to the Earthlings as human beings, therefore to be Shaper is to not 
be human. But what are Shapers if they are not human? They retain the intelligence in which 
we as a species pride ourselves on. The only difference between human and Shaper is this 
notion of birth. To be born, especially on the sullied world of Earth, is to not be Shaper, 
therefore to be Shaper is to not be human. To be born through natural means is a filthy, germ-
ridden mode of conception, especially as the Shapers seek genetic manipulation in large 
measure to enable them to stay ‘clean of microbes’ (Bollinger 2009, p. 380). Shapers are 
never born, their immunity system created by the genius of genetic manipulation. To be 
Shaper is to be ReShaped, and to be ReShaped is to be created perfect amid what is 
positioned to be a posthuman solar system. 
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This concept of a posthuman solar system enters Leng’s story when he, and several 
other children, encounter a Mechanist diplomat in the next evocation, A MALFUNCTIONING 
LEG. Sterling writes: 
One of the Mechanist’s legs was malfunctioning...Nikolai’s friend, Alex mimicked, 
the man’s limp. Suddenly the man turned on them, his plastic eyes dilating. 
“Genelines,” the Mechanist snarled. “I can buy you, grow you, sell you, cut you into 
bits. Your screams: my music.” (Sterling 1995, p. 586) 
 
The diplomat is described as stalking like a predatory animal, only to snap at Alex 
with the dilating eyes of a madman. His titular line, genelines...your screams: my music, 
allows the reader to fully understand the disdain held between Shaper and Mechanist and has 
initially been pivotal to the way I have ‘shaped’ my own characters and their related and 
relatable behaviours. Your screams: my music is the line which guides StimHead as he 
gouges the eyes of his followers in the Shangrilese sprawl. You screams: my music is the line 
which guides the carrion plucking organs from the body of Socs as he lies, alone, in the 
wasteland. The mere act of taking organs, or modelling the flesh is something that 
aesthetically intrigues me, and is something that is further explored in the fourth evocation 
FUZZ PATINA: 
The murdered Shaper’s antiseptic body was desiccated, but perfect...the body of a 
Mechanist pirate sprawled in the feeble gravity. Killed during the attack, his body had 
rotted for weeks inside his suit. An inch-thick patina of graying fuzz had devoured his 
face. (Sterling 1995, p. 586) 
 
The Shaper’s antiseptic body, though desiccated, remains a work of ReShaped 
artform. A splendour amid the gory sight of the pirate ship, and of course, the fuzzy, germ-
ridden Mechanist pirate held aloft in feeble gravity. Reminded of the symbol of Earth, the 
Mechanist devoured by the fuzz patina is reminiscent of (and like Herbert’s Dune fiction) 
antiquated technology whereas the Mechanist diplomat’s leg whirrs in a world where 
whirring does not exist. The Shaper is the newest model in the assembly line of posthumans. 
They are the perfect one, still beautiful even as they lay desiccated within the ship. The 
graying fuzz of inch-thick patina is like Leng’s notion of the Earth as they both refer to the 
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Shaper anxiety of the germ. The whirring of the diplomat’s leg, however, is a startling 
reminder of the arcane mysticism of Earthly engineering. Leng eventually defects from his 
Shaper society only to then marry a Mechanist female in the evocation SPECULATIVE PITY. 
The marriage is due to her need for money, and his for stability, though he does 
misunderstand sexuality, this causing her to stare blankly at him and mutter, ‘You mean 
between the two of us?’ (Sterling 1995, p. 587).  
Again, as with Earth and mechanism, sex is alien to the ReShaped being for they 
themselves were not conceived through such “debase” actions, but through technologies 
made flesh, and flesh made into bodies. The two bodies here, the ReShaped and the 
Mechanised cannot, to keep in theme, jack into one another for they belong to a different 
order of things. The Shaper cannot control its base innate emotions, or sexual yearningsxxxv 
and therefore returns to what the meat, the flesh, and the body has known for an eternity; that 
is, a return to the sexuality of humankind. This return to a sexed identity is obvious in the 
evocation CHILD INVESTMENT where Leng attempts to create a child with the cells of his 
now deceased wife. As a clone, she remains property of the People’s Corporate Republic, 
something which stuns Leng for his intention was to not recreate his dead wife, but to 
‘Reforge her for tax purposes’ (Sterling 1995, p. 589). Leng, as the Shaper posthuman, is 
exercising what he deems to be “natural”.  
In her article, The Posthuman Ethos in Cyberpunk Science Fiction, María Goicoechea 
claims that: 
These current notions of the meaning of “human” have been forged through practice, 
habit, everyday rituals, fashions, and attitudes towards our bodies and selves. 
(Goicoechea 2008, p. 2) 
 
Leng goes through the motions of being human and attempts to fashion himself a 
persona through habit and positive attitudes towards the body. He is posthuman for he was 
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created as such, but his attempts to listen to the genetic memory of his cells hearkens at the 
base, carnal human yearning for release.  
Sterling’s Shaper in Evocations depicts a man that is conflicted. He is irrevocably 
posthuman, but does, as mentioned above, succumb to the human animus within. The 
remnants of a past untold can be discerned with Leng’s actions within the evocations. 
‘Futility is freedom!’ is Leng’s last words, ‘filled with triumph, he died and closed his eyes’ 
(Sterling 1995, p. 596). Sterling ends Evocations on a dire note of death—the posthuman 
dies, closing its eyelids and with triumph, it ends like the humans on Earth.    
 
*** 
 
‘The body,’ Hayles writes in How We Became Posthuman, ‘is the net result of thousands of 
years of sedimented evolutionary history, and it is naive to think that this history does not 
affect human behaviours’ (Hayles 1999, p. 284). With an interest that stems from such 
concepts as ‘The “human body...as cyborg prostheses or direct brain–computer interfaces”’ 
(Foster 2005, p. xi), the body in later SF is understood as attempting to escape the confines of 
the natural body. The Shaper culture in Sterling’s Shaper/Mechanist universe, however, 
attempts to reprogram the human body through use of biotechnology and the alteration of the 
genelines through the co-mingling of DNA in vats.  
During Lindsay’s exile into the Mare Tranquilitatis Circumlunar People’s Zaibatsu, a 
lunar colony that has collapsed due to ecological degradation, Lindsay encounters Kitsune, a 
woman modified by the Shapers to be the ideal prostitute. Kitsune, head of the Geisha Bank, 
is a Shaper that perfectly symbolises the ethos of the Shaper cult.   
 She explains: 
“They gave me to the surgeons...they took my womb out, and they put in brain tissue. 
Grafts from the pleasure centre, darling. I’m wired to the ass and the spine and the 
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throat, and it’s better than being God. When I’m hot, I sweat perfume. I’m cleaner 
than a fresh needle, and nothing leaves my body that you can’t drink like wine or eat 
like candy.” (Sterling 1995, p. 60) 
 
 Not exactly a Shaper, Kitsune is something representative of their philosophy. She is 
the perfect prostitute, and commodity. Kitsune cannot breed with and/or reproduce 
“mongrels”. Everyone is created for a purpose and Kitsune’s purpose is to be fresh, sweet and 
clean. 
With this brief description of Kitsune, the Shaper philosophy can be seen to be 
indicative of the posthuman as not only commodity, but as monster. As Sterling states in his 
preface to Mirrorshades: The Cyberpunk Anthology, ‘The posthuman condition stirs fears of 
the traumatic reshaping, even the loss of the subject’ (Sterling 1988, p. xiii) and with Kitsune, 
it is evident that the fears of a hyper capitalist society on the brink of merging the human with 
a corporate agenda are transposed into her character. Sterling supports this reading by stating, 
‘The resulting critique of technology amounts to an indictment of information capitalism’ 
(Sterling 1988, p. xiii). Therefore, by examining Kitsune, the reader comes to understand that 
Shaperism, unlike Mechanism, is a philosophy of excess and revels in a form of capitalistic 
rapture. As it is mentioned in Evocations ‘beauty was cheap among Shapers’. What is beauty, 
but a genetic boon for Shapers? To be alluring and to be stunning in the schismatic world of 
the Shaper/Mechanist universe promotes the ideology of biology over the dull mechanism of 
the Mechanists. Beauty is a commodity which allows access to Shaper cliques, and positions, 
and it is one which allows access to higher echelons of Shaper rank. 
After an exchange of genetic material with Lindsay (the way in which sexual 
intercourse is described is, again, genetic commodity), he wakes, and watches her toy with 
the keys of her synthesiser. As he does so, Lindsay notes: 
Her proficiency had long since passed the limits of merely technical skill. It had 
become a communion, an art sprung from dark intuition. Her synthesizer could mimic 
any instrument and surpass it...its music had the painful, brittle clarity of 
faultlessness. Other instruments struggled for that ideal clarity...their failure gave 
their sound humanity. The world of humanity was a world of losses, broken hopes, 
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and original sin, a flawed world, yearning always for mercy, empathy, compassion...it 
was not her world. (Sterling 1995, p. 67) 
 
 Like the Shapers, Kitsune is brilliant, her skill on the synthesiser unsurpassed, and 
faultless. As Lindsay notes, and is critical of, it is not human behaviour. It is a communion 
sprung from dark intuition. There is no failure, not even a misstep with her fingers as the 
synthesiser hummed its Shaper-esque tune of perfection. Lindsay continues: 
Kitsune’s world was the fantastic, seamless realm of high pornography...Kitsune was 
an artificial creature, and accepted her feverish world with a predator’s 
thoughtlessness...a pure and abstract life, a hot, distorted parody of sainthood. 
(Sterling 1995, p. 68) 
 
Kitsune is depicted as monstrous because of her inability to feel the way Lindsay 
does. She cannot experience the ‘shame, pride, guilt, or the love’ a human would feel because 
the Shaper detests the body. They detest the dirty, the germs, and unclean nature of the 
humans on Earth. But while Kitsune is the result of the Shaper atrocities, she is also arguably 
Shaper herself. Her character does also subvert the Shaper ideology through use of Sterling’s 
meaty symbolism. 
 After an abrupt ending of what could only be termed as a symbiotic relationship, 
Lindsay comes to meet Kitsune once more, this time as the “Wallmother”:  
The room was full of flesh…satiny brown skin, broken here and there by rugs of 
lustrous black hair and mauve flashes of mucus membrane. Everything was involuted, 
curved: armchair lounges, a rounded mass like a bed of flesh, studded with mauve 
holes. Blood thrummed through a pipe-sized artery beneath his feet. Another hooded 
lamp-device swivelled up on a sleek-skinned elbowed hinge. Dark eyes observed 
him. A mouth opened in the sleek rump of a footstool beside him. (Sterling 1995, p. 
283) 
 
Having ‘scrapped’ the body, Kitsune has extended herself beyond the means of the 
natural, Shaperised human. She has become an aberration. The Wallmother is not as fully 
human as Kitsune’s ‘original flesh’. Rugs of black, lustrous hair mottle the membrane as the 
blood of various arteries pump blood beneath Lindsay’s feet. Kitsune is a ‘fleshy alternative 
to Gibson’s cyberspace’ (Bollinger 2009, p. 383). She is a tomb of meat, bone and cartilage, 
all in favour for the consumption of the individual.  
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In her essay, “Containing Multitudes: Revisiting the Infection Metaphor in Science 
Fiction”, Laurel Bollinger writes about the concept of the infection and virus in SF literature. 
She states that, ‘(Schismatrix) offers an almost antithetical image of the future...inflected by 
both the opportunities and anxieties infection might produce’ (Bollinger 2009, p. 380). 
Kitsune as the Wallmother is Sterling’s attempt to identify the Shaper’s as infectious. The 
Shapers have ironically become the bacteria of space with their unwavering devotion to 
rejuvenative processes, allowing them to survive, infect worlds, and their populations with 
their viral ideology. 
It is my assertion that, through the analysis of Kitsune, Shaperism is viral. With her 
tendrils of control, Kitsune is indicative of the virus, and like the virus, Shaperism is 
everywhere. Shaperism is ‘invasive, terrifying, and inescapable’ (Bollinger 2009, p. 383). 
 
*** 
 
Shapers may appear physically resilient, attractive and even intelligent, but they are far from 
how Lindsay understands humanity. With their fervent belief that the evolutionary path the 
Mechanists have taken will lead them to a dead end, the Shapers have become enslaved to the 
ideology of ‘bettering the self through science’ (Goicoechea 2008, p. 7). However, I am 
haunted by the words of Dr Moreau, ‘The Devil is that element in human nature that impels 
us to destroy and debase’ (The Island of Dr Moreau, 1996). Though the Shapers are moulded 
and ReShaped into being by use of an oligarchical doctrine of perfection, they are compelled 
by the Devil that exists as an essential element within human nature.  
 
***  
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The Mechanised Body 
 
The cyborg represents the dream of immortality that appears within reach by means of 
scientific knowledge and technology. The Olympus of popular cyberculture is filled with 
omnipotent beings, invulnerable war machines, and all-powerful artificial intelligences. Facing 
this image of omnipotence, the cyborg also symbolises the degradation of the human, man 
turned into semi-robot by man, the image of bondage with neither soul nor will. 
(Goicoechea 2008, p. 6)  
 
I have previously written about the wired human in Chapter Two in the context of Gibson’s 
super enhanced characters. The wired human is connected to the machine via implants and 
technological alterations to the body. They are cyborgs, yes, but they are unlike the 
Mechanists in Sterling’s Shaper/Mechanist universe because they use their enhancements to 
subvert the oligarchy in Neuromancer. The Mechanists use such enhancements to achieve 
their goals, whether they be about domination of the schismatic universe or to prolong their 
already elongated existence. The wired human represents freedom in an oppressive 
technopolis whereas the Mechanist is that oppressive force. Feudal in thinking, the 
Mechanists only understand the self as commodity for they are revenants in the posthuman 
age. The Lindsay family, for example, belong to this antiquated society. They are referred to 
as “aristocrats” adorned with mummified kiss-curls, able to dial-up pacemakers and 
incorporate Teflon in their body modifications. By unravelling the words used by Sterling 
such as “mummified” and “Teflon” this early in the novel, the reader comes to understand the 
Mechanists as ancient beings with a fondness for the physicality of their universe. To live on 
as a Mechanist is to remain attached to the wires (the physical), and therefore it is imperative 
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to understand Sterling’s Mechanised Bodies as they refer to not only the commodification of 
the body, but the utter domination of the self through mechanism.  
 Sterling describes his Mechanists as ‘coldly persistent’ and soulless creatures that can 
cut a living man or woman to bits and ‘Never feel their pain’ (Sterling 1995, p. 457). If we 
use Leng’s experience in meeting the Mechanist diplomat, the beloved ‘your screams: my 
music’ quote corroborates this notion of mechanical cruelty while the coldly persistent nature 
is proven from the use of their archaic technology, such as ‘plaque-scraping arterial 
microbots, old-fashioned Teflon kneecaps and plastic knuckles’ (Sterling 1995, p. 303). The 
Mechanists work to keep the “bloodlines” pure, their technologies essential for it allows 
Mechanists to remain connected. Genelines remain susceptible to mutation, whereas 
machines alleviate the likelihood of contamination. To be a Mechanist is to remain stagnant 
in a universe on the cusp of change. Therefore, it is imperative to examine the Mechanist as 
the unchanging revenant that haunts Sterling’s posthuman universe. To do so we must 
examine two key characters: Fyodor Ryumin from Schismatrix and the titular character from 
the short Spider Rose. 
 
*** 
 
The figure of the cyborg can be read in many ways: its very constitution shifts across texts 
and historical periods. However, there is consistency in the way it is fictively imagined as a 
mixture of metals conjoined with flesh, diodes, LEDS, pistons and Teflon. Its consciousness 
encased in a steel casket. ‘A strong motivation for the development of the cyborg,’ Marie 
O’Mahony suggests in Cyborg: The Man Machine ‘is the desire for eternal life...linked as it is 
to the instinct for survival’ (O’Mahony 2002, p. 3). O’Mahony’s statement is stark, but is 
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indicative of the cyborg in fiction ranging from Robocop (1987, USA) to The Terminator 
(1984, USA). The cyborg is, unlike the wired human, a symbol of immortality.  
In Sterling’s Shaper/Mechanist universe, his cyborgs, the Mechanists standout, the 
character Fyodor Ryumin. An ancient Mechanist, Lindsay comes to encounter the elder 
Mechanist on the sundog colony Mare Tranquilitatis Circumlunar People’s Zaibatsu. 
Lindsay’s initial introduction with the Mechanist features Lindsay crawling through a 
decrepit airlocked home, wind stirring the dust as a ‘skeletal camera robot minced up on four 
tubular legs, watching them’ (Sterling 1995, p. 29). Already with only a sentence, the reader 
comes to understand this Ryumin as antiquated. The dust stirring, an elder connotation of 
Earth (like the mudball planet in Evocations) while ‘filthy rain permeates the locked room’ 
(Sterling 1995, p. 29). The camera, Ryumin’s eye, watches Lindsay keenly, and though I can 
easily say this refers to the inner workings of Ryumin’s mind. I refer to this skeletal camera 
robot as representative of the Mechanist’s link to the Victorian Gothic anxiety of 
human/machine hybridity. As Christophe Den Tandt states: 
In cyberpunk, Gothic discourse issues from the defamiliarising modes in which 
human subjects interface with software and machines. (Tandt 2013, p. 103) 
 
The first time the reader comes this close to Tandt’s statement is when Lindsay 
consumes dinner with his aristocratic Mechanist family. His wife, fifty years his senior, is 
bothered by her newly replaced knees while his uncle turns down the beating of his heart with 
a simple wrist monitor. The human in Mechanist society has bonded with prosthetic 
apparatuses. Knees, heart monitors and eyes, all of which are a result of the fusion between 
the body and the machine. For each of the technologies I mentioned are rendered grotesque, 
even in the age where the year is set for the first human head transplantxxxvi. By doing so, 
Sterling has created a divide between the Shapers (even Lindsay, a Shaper sympathist) and 
the Mechanists. As the reader is introduced to Ryumin, or even the Lindsay household, they 
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understand that the Mechanist are elderly and unnatural by nature due to their fondness for 
bulky technology that does not align with the natural or biology.  
As Bukatman states, ‘(Sterling’s) Shaper/Mechanist writing almost demands a 
deconstructive engagement’ (Bukatman 1991, p. 350), and therefore it is prudent to 
deconstruct Sterling’s use of this Mechanist image for it is bound by the revenant.  
In the forward to Emily Alder and Sara Wasson’s Gothic Science Fiction: 1980-2010, 
Adam Roberts argues that, ‘What gives Gothic SF its peculiar counter-intuitive potency is 
precisely the way it parses this eerie, spectral pastness as future’ (Roberts 2014, p. xii). When 
one examines Neuromancer, for example, one can understand that the A.I., Neuromancer and 
Wintermute are but spectres that litter the cyberpunk world. They are ghosts that inhabit a 
futuristic world, a couple of revenants with the powers of manipulation and technological 
possession. When one examines my novel, one is privy to a pastness (the eighties exterior), 
and the way in which it contrasts against the future in which I, the writer, reside within. There 
is a doubling, a similarity, in which I, and Sterling, conceive such images, characters, and 
worlds. 
Schismatrix continues with the camera leading Lindsay down a low hill into an 
orchard where fallen trees, thick with black smut, form a loose, skeletal thicket. Note the term 
skeletal, again, Sterling is building upon the Gothic crypt, one which is covered in dry rot and 
spores, and in which choke the ‘pure lungs’ of the Shaper-trained Lindsay. Lindsay coughs: 
  “Someone ought to clean this up,” he said. 
  “Where would they put it?” The camera said. (Sterling 1995, p. 30) 
 
 Whilst the reader would assume that Lindsay was referring to the heap of rotten 
wood, spores and junk, I stress Bukatman’s words: everything in Sterling’s Shaper/Mechanist 
universe demands to be dissected and analysed. Lindsay is in fact not referring to the debris 
but vibe, or essence of the crypt. Clean this up is Lindsay’s Shaper-inflicted way of 
remarking ‘scrub this place’ or ‘exorcise the demons from this crypt’ for they affect the 
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Shaper mode of thinking. It is a regressive and barren crypt one in which only the machine 
(these are Lindsay’s initial thoughts upon meeting Ryumin) can live within. As Ryumin 
states, where would they put it? Where can the Gothic breed if not in the dank, decrepit 
dungeons of a regressive ideological machine mind? Where can the Gothic thrive if not in the 
bowels of the crypt of Mare Tranquilitatis Circumlunar People’s Zaibatsu? When Lindsay 
remarks, clean this up, he wishes for the Mechanist philosophy to be wiped from the crypt as 
he—as Chris Baldick has noted about the Gothic in general—feels threatened by the age-old 
regime of oppression and persecution which threatens still to fix its ‘dead hand’ upon him 
(cited in Alder & Wasson 2014, p. 3). The dead, mechanical hand is fixed upon Lindsay like 
the mark of the beast, with Ryumin answering, where would they put it? Where else can one 
put the decrepit horrors but in the heart of a crypt that yearns for release? Though not evil—
like the horrors that lurk in Lovecraft’s nihilistic universe, or Poe’s miserable fiction—
Ryumin, as the pragmatic Mechanist, refers to the Gothic underbelly of SF. The circuitry, 
inner mechanisms, chips grafted along his optic nerves, disks firmly attached to his temples 
and cloaked by a ‘jungle of wires’. Where else would they put it? Where else would they put 
him?  
Technohybridity in cyberpunk, according to Tandt, involves the ‘redrawing of key 
existential boundaries’ (Tandt 2013, p. 105). These boundaries such as meat and metal, brain 
and silicon are indicative through analysis of the Mechanists for they are representatives of 
the anxiety of hybridisation that litters the genre.  
As the conversation continues: 
“You’re a Mechanist.” 
“Does it show?” Ryumin asked, ironically. 
“How old are you?” 
“A hundred. No, a hundred and forty-two.” He smiled. “Don’t be alarmed.” 
“I’m not prejudiced,” Lindsay said falsely.” (Sterling 1995, p. 32) 
 
From beneath Ryumin’s wry smile and Lindsay’s false mien, both Shaper and 
Mechanist have come into contact. The phrase “don’t be alarmed,” that he mentions to 
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Lindsay is not for Lindsay, but for the reader who sympathises with the Shaper. Lindsay is 
aware of how Mechanist biology functions. This concept is only further supplemented with 
another conversation they have a little later: 
 “I don’t clutter my mind with their written forms.”  
“You don’t read at all?”  
“My machines can do that for me.”  
“Then you’re blind to mankind’s whole cultural heritage.” (Sterling 1995, p. 35) 
 
The Mechanised man does not clutter himself with the useless jargon of words or 
humanity, but the things which elevate him above his fellow, fleshy men. “My machines can 
do that for me” Ryumin retorts, for why would he want to read himself? Why would a 
Mechanist liken himself to the ape that originated from mudball Earth?  
Though the Mechanists are shackled to the physical, human-like physiques, Ryumin, 
who is like Kitsune, transforms into the ultimate Mechanised form. Meeting Lindsay for the 
final time, his appearance is like Wintermute or Neuromancer. A video-manicured face 
glowing with bogus health, a replica of the original Fyodor Ryumin, but one that could not 
trick Lindsay. Unable to remember where he left his physical brain, Ryumin warbles: 
“The wires bring changes,” Ryumin said. “It all becomes a matter of input, you see. 
Systems. Data. We tend toward solipsism...the mind isn’t what you think, Mr Dze. 
When you grip it with wires, it tends to flow. Data seem to bubble up from some deep 
layer of the mind. This is not exactly living, but it has advantages.” (Sterling 1995, p. 
270) 
 
By becoming one with technology, or as he mentions later, becoming a ‘spirit on the 
wire’ (Sterling 1995, p. 273) Ryumin has transcended the Mechanised body to become data 
composed of flows of bubbling knowledge deep within the mind. Freed from the limits of 
humankind, or the cultural heritage (the philosophies of Mechanism) which shackled him 
previously, Ryumin has accomplished what Wintermute has in Neuromancer, and that is 
unliving in an unbound reality free of the meat. The mind isn’t what you think is but a whisper 
of an Old God that warps the mind.    
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*** 
 
Mechanists never die, but the Mechanised mind rusts, and with it the dormant humanity 
erodes as the predatory spider is left atop the delicate rose.  
 Written in 1982, Sterling’s Spider Rose features an ancient Mechanist (Spider Rose) 
that lives in the fringes of the solar system. The story starts with the reader being told that, 
‘Nothing was what Spider Rose felt, or almost nothing’ (Sterling 1995, p. 478). Sterling here 
referring to the latent human emotion locked away within the Mechanist’s metallic shell. Her 
feelings and her humanity have been mashed with cranial injections, akin to the smashing of 
a ‘roach with a hammer’, which is a significant symbol, for cockroaches are the only native 
animal life able to withstand Mechanist colonisation. Known for their tough carapace and 
their ironic symbolism for filth, the cockroach works as a parallel for the Mechanist. As 
Sterling notes, ‘They had plagued spacecraft from the beginning, too tough, prolific, and 
adaptable to kill’ (Sterling 1995, p. 478). The Mechanist is this ‘crawling’, infected cyborg 
plaguing the stars opposed to the ReShaped clones of humanity. Spider Rose is indicative of 
their nature, as Sterling narrates: 
Rose was clever. She might have been insane, but her monitoring techniques 
established the chemical basis of sanity and maintained it artificially. Spider Rose 
accepted this as normal. And it was normal; not for human beings, but for a two-
hundred-year-old Mechanist, living in a spinning web of a habitat orbiting Uranus. 
(Sterling 1995, p. 479) 
 
Not only is the nature of the Mechanist diligently expressed through this description 
of Spider Rose, but also Sterling’s melding of the Gothic into SF. I have expressed that the 
Mechanised being is indebted to Gothic fiction, and this is most obvious through the imagery 
of Spider Rose’s web-like habitat. As John C. Tibbetts suggests, it is this ‘blurring of the 
lines between the terror sublime and the uncanny, the rational and the irrational’ (Tibbetts 
2011, p. 5) that renders cyberpunk chained to its primordial past. Spider Rose believes her 
cocoon-like habitat to be “normal”, but normal for the Mechanised being, not the human. 
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The imagery surrounding Spider Rose is ghoulish and on the cusp of being vampiric. 
She is completely and utterly inhuman because of this aristocratic influence, for her living is 
only normal for two-hundred year old beings, preferably Mechanised in webs and allured by 
symbolic roaches. Therefore, compared to the ReShaped beings, Spider Rose’s existence, like 
Ryumin’s, is indicative of Sterling’s use of Gothic Romanticism. The Gothic Romance, as 
laid out by Patrick Brantlinger, is characterised by: 
ghostly, demonic alter ego; claustrophobic motifs of imprisonment, secret passages, 
coffins and catacombs; and metaphors that liken events to demonic possession or-
what is usually the same thing to lunacy. (Brantlinger, P 1980, pp 35) 
 
Imprisoned on the claustrophobic ship that is like a coffin or catacomb (again, like 
Ryumin’s hovel), the Mechanist is likened to the insanity that invades the human when 
cybernetically enhanced beyond its aging capacity. It is with this description of Spider Rose 
that we come to an understanding that the Mechanised being, the cyborg and other 
mechanically altered humans are not just mere cogs in the human evolutionary line, but the 
finite form of flesh and bone. As Constantine states, ‘They’ll be cybernetic, not living 
flesh...there’s no will behind it. No imperatives. Only programming. No imagination’ 
(Sterling 1995, p. 207), and therefore it is imperative to identify Spider Rose as Sterling’s 
representative of Mechanism in SF.   
But as life moves in clades, so does the story of Spider Rose. Encountering the 
Investor species, she trades a rare mineral not for gigawatts (currency of the 
Shaper/Mechanist universe), weapons, political influence or even a solid gold habitat, but the 
Investor “mascot”, Little Nose for Profits: a diminutive iguana-like creature. Christening it 
with the ironic name “Fuzzy”, she cares for it, though her maternal affections are riddled with 
mechanical inflections; her language reading like something from an appliance manual while 
she searches for “respiratory requirements” and “dextrorotatory proteins”. She overcomes 
this and takes care of her new pet even after it eats her fattest roaches, cocoons itself and 
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emerges as a little ape. This is perhaps the most intriguing turn in Sterling’s short story, for 
Spider Rose’s analysis of the creature is as follows: 
It was a genetic artefact, able to judge the emotional wants and needs of an alien 
species and adapt itself to them in a matter of days. (Sterling 1995, p. 497) 
 
The creature, Little Nose for Profits/Fuzzy, is a device for Sterling to delve into the 
latent humanity of Spider Rose. As it grips her cold, metallic fingers with its small, warm 
sinewy hands, Spider Rose’s cold Mechanised exterior sheds. Even the most depraved and 
hardened of her own species had ‘secret weaknesses’. In this case, it is the femininity of this 
Mechanist that overrules her pistons. As the exterior sheds and the metal erodes, the little 
creature nuzzles and absorbs her trauma. Spider Rose is healed with its almost exotic 
presence, memories flood the Mechanist. As Sterling writes: 
There were so many memories. She felt old, horribly old, but at the same time she felt 
a new sense of wholeness...now for the first time in decades she felt the vague 
reawakening of a sense of purpose. (Sterling 1995, p. 498) 
 
I, following Haraway, suggest that the cyborg has more to do with ‘regeneration’ 
(Haraway 2015, p. 181). Though the cyborg (more specifically the Mechanist) is symbolic of 
the past in comparison to the Shaper, it is also emblematic of what I term rejuvenate. Though 
the Shaper refers to biotechnology, the ReShaped are merely created, and not birthed. 
Mechanists are/were/have been born naturally and have only been repaired and elongated 
through implants, drugs and chitinous alloys. One can never regenerate by use of Shaperism 
because of its inherent sterility. The Mechanist, however, is indicative of rejuvenation 
because of its access to the repressed, human emotionsxxxvii. The cyborg eventually becomes 
more than human and more than machine for cyborg writing is about the ‘Power to survive in 
a world that marked them (cyborgs) as Other’ (Haraway 2015, p. 177). In the case of Spider 
Rose, her mark of the Mechanist melts as soon as she devours her pet. After being shot at by 
pirates, Spider Rose kills her pet to release it from pain hoping that it would poison her. The 
Mechanised being fully eroded as she feels the pains of a human being. The aftermath of this 
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delicacy transforms Spider Rose into the scaly winged being akin to Fuzzy’s previous form, 
eager for the leash as the Investors claim not only her but her jewel.  
My reason for using Sterling’s Spider Rose is to understand how the Mechanised 
being functions within an isolated piece of writing. Sterling’s other Mechanists in 
Schismatrix Plus work primarily as antagonist due to their cold, indifferent nature. Spider 
Rose, however, is the perfect example of a singular Mechanist that is symbolic of both past, 
present and future in one short fiction piece. Working alongside Ryumin, Spider Rose is 
indicative of how the cyborg is, as Haraway suggests, regenerative.  
However, the reader can see that the cyborg, in my fiction, works more like an 
instrument than a mere process to elongate living. Oda exemplifies this for he is literally a 
tool used by Socs, a piece of jewellery worn by Patts and her eventual bodyguard during the 
final chapters of my novel. When examining this role of protector, he is much like the T-800, 
protecting the fleshy beings from the harm of the outside world. It is regenerative, and by 
that, I refer to him trying to protect my humans from harm so that they can further procreate. 
The unfortunate thing is, that by being a character within my form of narrative is everyone is 
“sterile”, for the human is but a meagre flesh-body that lives much like Calhoun’s mice—to 
live for the sake of living. Technology only enhances this ennui, especially when combined 
with such gadgetry. For we are all chimeras.  
 
*** 
 
Sterling’s Shaper/Mechanist universe is analogous to Scott’s Blade Runner and Gibson’s 
Neuromancer, and fits within the crown of the cyberpunk lexicon. They are a triumvirate of 
texts that examine the make-up of human and machine. Unlike Blade Runner and 
Neuromancer, the Shaper/Mechanist universe deals in subverting binaries, questioning the 
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biological against the mechanical and vice versa. Sterling’s universe is stark, diverse and 
poignant, and he uses the worlds in his writings to convey a sense of the chimeric battle 
between biology and technology.  
It is my claim that the ReShaped provide the reader with not a viable skein of 
posthumanity, but one that is corrupted. In both Leng’s and Kitsune’s account, they are 
created for roles in which they defy due to an inability to fit in the constructed Shaper society, 
one in which hearkens to a utopian vision first described in the early thirties. The Shapers 
attempt to evoke this form of sincerity, something which Lindsay rebukes as ‘a slippery 
concept’. The ReShaped remain the flawed, warmongering fiends. Shapers are beautiful and 
perfect, but they are also irrevocably human. 
The Mechanised beings function as a foil to the ReShaped. They are archaic as 
opposed to being newly forged, constructed with elderly materials unlike bone, blood and 
flesh, and mostly resemble garish figures from Gothic literature. Ryumin, the elderly 
Mechanist is a symbol of the degeneration of the Mechanists and phony aristocracy, whereas 
Spider Rose, on a far more subtler level, is indicative of the change the Mechanists must 
undergo to compete on a grander scale in the posthuman universe. Mechanists are dull and 
ancient, but they are also irrevocably human.  
Sterling’s writing evokes a dream reverie in which dual factions compete in a very 
pointless game of chess. There are no winners, only losers, the supremacy belonging to the 
one whom transcends both meat and metal. In Schismatrix, Lindsay is the figure that 
transcends said ennui, elevated beyond the earthly state of affairs. Hounded by an invisible 
alien presence, he is swooped, and told by the intelligence that: 
I don’t care what goes on beneath this skin, I want only to see, only to feel. Origins 
and destinies, predictions and memories, lives and deaths, I sidestep those. (Sterling 
1995, p. 439) 
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Inspired by such words, Lindsay stretches out his arms and in ecstasy and suddenly, 
‘All things were fresh and new’ (Sterling 1995, p. 440), and thus, Sterling’s 
Shaper/Mechanist universe ends with both Lindsay and the presence departing for someplace 
wonderful. The boundaries of meat and metal are just as illusory as the politics that they were 
bound by. Such is the same in cyberpunk, for there is truly no elite or punk, no ethics or 
ethos, but a mentality and spirituality that binds all the human entity.  
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Conclusion 
  
‘The future is unwritten. There are best case scenarios. There are worst-case scenarios...what 
happens in the real world is always a sideways-case scenario. World-changing marvels to us, 
are only wallpaper to our children.’ 
 (Sterling 1993) 
 
Like the writer Christopher Toumey, I ‘mine the raw material of these anxieties and then 
shape them into moral narratives’ (Toumey 1992, p. 411). Over the course of my candidature, 
a dragon has won the seat of the White House. Proxy wars rage between two great powers. 
Hackers fight for prominence amid corporate leaks. And the rats rise to march against the 
oligarchy. We are living the cyberpunk reality dreamt of the eighties.  
I have explained that cyberpunk was about rebellion in an age of technological 
upheaval. It was about anti-authoritarian, brand-averse, tech-literate (Neon Dystopia 2015, 
para 4) savants with the canny ability to subvert corporations.  
 Yet His Beautiful Ones does not belabour on the dated detective trope, nor does it 
focus solely on the “wicked” nature of the corporatocratic elites. I instead focus on 
individuals trying to survive in a world that has forgotten them. In a city where humans are 
literal trash, the sprawl rat arises. I am like John B. Calhoun, observing rats in what should be 
a utopia: Shangrila, the perfect city. The actual Shang is a marvellous world for the elites, the 
spires, towers and massive buildings being spectacular dens for my dragons. Like Calhoun’s 
Universe 25, my people are degenerates, rats. Humanity’s every need is fed. The words of 
Calhoun have guided my writing: 
In seeking such fulfilment they (the mice) compete for social role occupancy …this 
competition is so severe that is simultaneously leads to the nearly total breakdown of 
all normal behaviour…normal social organisation breaks down, it “dies”. (Calhoun 
1973, p. 86) 
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Calhoun refers to overpopulation. My vision of cyberpunk is about overpopulating the 
mind with anxiety. When every need is met, then the sudden ennui of Calhoun’s ‘second 
death’ approaches (Calhoun 1973, p. 86). The sprawl rat, the dragon, and A.I., all compete 
not for resources or technology but for a purpose. The human has designed itself to be 
completely and utterly pointless. The dragon is an ancient and bygone relic. The A.I. is 
driven mad due to its inability to correlate all its contents.  Death is the only inevitability, not 
of the mortal kind, but Calhoun’s second death.      
Scott’s Blade Runner features a bustling world that is ironically barren, void of “life” 
and on the cusp of eradication. Gibson’s Neuromancer echoes the over-consumption of the 
human body, impregnated with wires, weapons and ports. Sterling’s Schismatrix Plus dissects 
the two factions of meat and metal only for Sterling to miserably conclude that both are 
irrelevant in a world where binaries are illusory.  
Whilst the above texts have all inspired my writing, I do not believe that things are 
still things. Cyberpunk is itself a revenant, and I, the cyberpunk writer of the 2010’s, come to 
understand that dragons, rats and A.I. are not, and cannot be the same as they were over thirty 
years ago. Homage and inspiration is key to some genre fiction, and to some extent, it’s 
wonderfully nostalgic. But after writing His Beautiful Ones, I’ve come to the realisation that 
cyberpunk, in the form I had been inspired by is dead. It has been stated many times that it 
died just as it was getting started (Butler 2000, p. 16). As Butler comments:  
In the late 1970’s and early 1980’s a number of writers wished to explore this 
brave new world… depicted a near-future world dominated by computer 
networks and Japanese corporations, with artificially intelligent entities 
possibly running things behind the scenes.  (Butler 2000, p. 9) 
 
In Butler’s context, this form of cyberpunk is dead. How can it continue when the 
historical context is all but vanished? Think of it this way: what you are reading this thesis on 
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is an obsolete product, whether it be your laptop or the paper in your hands. What you are 
reading this with is also rendered obsolete, such as the eyeballs in your sockets.  
But like the recurring cycle of Apple products, I follow this up with, there is always a 
new product, long live the new product (though Butler would say, long live the new 
cyberpunk). Therefore, to understand cyberpunk is to understand that it is a genre that is in 
constant flux. Like the phoenix, it rises from the ash just as it becomes irrelevant, and like the 
phoenix, it is a genre that can never truly die.  
His Beautiful Ones is testament to this recurring, cyclical nature of cyberpunk. Like 
the revenant, it comes and goes as it pleases—long live the new cyberpunk. 
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i Political advisor and author Jeremy Rifkin has been cited by The Guardian, ‘No one in their 
wildest imagination, including economists and business people, ever imagined the possibility 
of a technology revolution so extreme in its productivity that it could actually reduce 
marginal costs to near zero, making products nearly free, abundant and absolutely no longer 
subject to market forces’ (Confino 2014). 
 
ii In ‘Robots are killing jobs after all, apparently: One droid equals 5.6 workers’, Thomas 
Claburn states that ‘Industrial robots are depressing wages and increasing unemployment’ 
(Claburn 2017) citing the National Bureau of Economic Research. If this trend is to continue, 
it is possible to concede that this will displace millions, if not, billions of blue collar workers 
that weld, paint, assemble products, move materials and package (Claburn 2017). It is 
because of this, Yuval Harari states that ‘as algorithms push humans out of the job market, 
wealth and power might become concentrated in the hands of the tiny elite that owns the all-
powerful algorithm creating unprecedented social and political inequality’ (Harari 2016, p. 
680). 
 
iii Cavallaro also cites key terms such as pollution, contagion, disease, bestiality and 
monstrosity, as well as the penchant for exaggeration which could be read as a parody of 
classic realism and its claims to descriptive accuracy and authorial control (Cavallaro 2001, 
p. xiv). 
 
iv Gibson’s novel became the first to win the Nebula, Hugo and Philip K. Dick Award, the 
triumvirate of SF literary awards. Lawrence Person (of Nova Express fanzine) in his ‘Notes 
Toward a Postcyberpunk Manifesto’ labelled it as the archetypal cyberpunk text (Person 
1998). 
 
v When referring to Schismatrix Plus, I am referring to the Shaper/Mechanist universe, 
whereas my use of the lone Schismatrix refers to the novel Schismatrix itself.  
 
vi In Tech-Noir Film: A Theory of the Development of Popular Genres, Emily Auger claims 
that tech-noir films make frequent use of the wasteland motif, the main plot development 
centring around the recycling of the wasteland as a means of restoring the ‘natural, if not 
nature itself’ (Auger 2011, p. 17-18). The same could be said about cyberpunk fiction, an 
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example of this (excluding my His Beautiful Ones) includes the comic book series 
Transmetropolitan (Ellis 1997-2002). 
 
vii Vision in Blade Runner is referenced by Bukatman in his reader (Bukatman 2012, p. 9) and 
by Alissa Ferguson and Vernon Shetley in ‘Reflections in a Silver Eye: Lens and Mirror in 
Blade Runner’. 
 
viii Mulhall uses the example of Rachel failing her test, thus to Deckard the simple fact of her 
‘non-humanity’ is obvious (Mulhall 1994, p. 90). 
 
ix Blake’s original quotation: ‘fiery the angels rose, and as they rose deep thunder roll’d 
around their shores: indignant burning with the fires of Orc’ (Blake 1793, para 27.) 
 
x Not necessarily Chew’s canon due to his Oriental ethnicity, but Western literary hegemony 
in which Blade Runner was conceived. 
 
xi It is interesting to note, that along with his dolls, brushes, and tools, there is a plush unicorn 
aloft in the corner of the screen. If we are to continue with the totem theory (the Owl is 
Tyrell’s totem of false intelligence, for instance), the unicorn can be likened to Deckard’s 
totem as he not only dreams of the beast, but is also gifted with an origami unicorn by Gaff. 
In his chapter, Redemption, “Race”, Religion, Reality and the Far-Right: Science Fiction 
Film Adaptations of Philip. K. Dick, Dominic Allesio states that the unicorn horn is symbolic 
for truth (Allesio 2012, p. 80), and therefore one can conclude that this symbology of the 
unicorn, and the presence of it in Sebastian’s home, can refer to Deckard’s unnaturality, and 
Sebastian playing a role in his creation.   
I myself utilise this totem concept with the rat/mouse, an obvious animal that appears 
throughout His Beautiful Ones. Not only is the title of my novel is a reference ethologist John 
B. Calhoun’s influential paper, Death Squared: The Explosive Growth and Demise of a 
Mouse Population (the liberal use of the “beautiful ones” is a reference that refers to a 
populace having undergone Calhoun’s notion of the metaphorical “second death”). By 
adopting the term sprawl rat, I refer to a segment of a nation that feel adrift in a technocratic 
society. A world that has ignored them, their plight and their voice. Like Calhoun’s mice, my 
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rats are but wandering souls with no purpose, no reason and no nothing. They are but a 
millennial blight. 
 
xii More of an embodiment of perfection, at least in comparison to Sebastian. To him, they 
appear like gods, an impossibility made in the flesh through the science of man. 
 
xiii In ‘The Romantic Roots of Blade Runner’ Kaitlin Gowan and Mark Lussier claims that 
Scott pays homage to the Romantic era, specifically both Mary and Percy Shelley, and 
William Blake; paralleling against the promethean myth through the adaption of Blake’s 
America, a Prophecy (Gowan & Lussier 2012, p. 165). 
 
xiv William Gibson was open to admitting that Blade Runner, whilst mirroring his own work, 
was a visually fine-looking film (Gibson 2003), and it is obvious when reading through his 
Sprawl series that the film had an effect on the way in which his sprawls were designed.  It is 
also obvious that the anime Akira and Ghost in the Shell were further influenced by Scott’s 
dystopic cityscape.  
The cities are overwhelmed by an almost ravenous and tenacious body, the 
megacorporation; the “mega” indicative of its all-encompassing, all-consuming and near 
psychopathic tendency to pervade all manner of biological (human) life; a life cut short due 
to the degenerative cities of cyberpunk.     
 
xv This point is strengthened by Timothy Yu’s statement, ‘the postmodern city of SF, while 
sharing some of the attributes of the globalized, transnational, borderless space of 
postmodernity…remains racialised and marked (however superficially) by history, exposing 
the degree to which Western conceptions of postmodernity are built upon continuing 
fantasies of—and anxieties about—the Orient’ (Yu 2008, p. 46). 
 
xvi Cunningham is known for special effect work on the 90’s Judge Dredd and A.I. Artificial 
Intelligence. He was also approached to pen the Neuromancer film script along with Gibson; 
his sensibility and artistic vision in relation to cyberpunk is relevant.   
 
xvii Neal Stephenson’s cyberpunk stories often refer to a gilded past, more specifically Snow 
Crash and The Diamond Age: Or, A Young Lady's Illustrated Primer. In Snow Crash the 
future is more or less online, however that doesn’t prevent a subculture of techies referred to 
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as “gargoyles” from adorning themselves with mottled pieces of archaic technology, very 
similar to Gibsonian technology. The Diamond Age, however is set into a future whereby 
subcultures dictate technological process, and the primary Neo-Victorian phyle prefers to use 
ancient, Victorian technology in conjunction with hightech.    
 
xviii This is explained more thoroughly in Jennifer Abbott’s and Mark Achbar’s documentary, 
The Corporation. 
 
xix Giuliana Bruno’s ‘Ramble City: Postmodernism and Blade Runner’, Stephen Rowley’s 
‘False LA: Blade Runner and the Nightmare City’, Redmond’s ‘Purge! Class Pathology in 
Blade Runner’ and Douglas Kellner’s, Flo Leibowitz’s, and Michael Ryan’s ‘Blade Runner: 
A Diagnostic Critique’, are just a sampling. 
 
xx A great reading by Yu examines the oriental aegis (Yu 2008, p. 56) that enfolds Scott’s 
cityscape. 
 
xxi Thomas Byers claims that Scott pays tribute to Lang’s Metropolis through ‘symbolism of 
the city’s physical levels; the lower class, though not underground, remains below the 
astronomically tall buildings, detached from the earth and the ecological wreckage they have 
made of it’ (Byers 1987, p. 337). 
 
xxii Even after his death, his name will live on through his corporation. 
 
xxiii Perhaps also indicative of the sprawl’s tears. 
 
xxiv Whilst Blade Runner did cause William Gibson to panic (for having a similar concept to 
his then unpublished novel Neuromancer), he is known to have stated, ‘He (Scott) got it 
right’ (Wallace-Wells 2011). Blade Runner is the cyberpunk film, and without it, the genre 
was perhaps unlikely to grow the way it did.    
 
xxv Plato’s concept of the “simulacra”, the identical copy for which no original has ever 
existed (Jameson 1992, p. 18). 
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xxvi YouTube channel, Kurzgesagt—In a Nutshell, has revamped interested in designer babies 
with their recent video, Genetic Engineering Will Change Everything Forever—CRISPR  
(2016). Writer of tech website Gizmodo, George Dvorsky, has written on how we’ll 
eventually accept the concept (Gizmodo, 2015), while astrophysicist, Neil deGrasse Tyson, 
examines concerns over ‘the good, the bad, and the ugly’ in a video for channel Tech Insider 
(Business Insider, 2016).   
 
xxvii Of course, as mentioned, Brave New World and Gattaca are prime examples, but more 
include my beloved Last and First Men, Last Men in London, and Star Maker written by Olaf 
Stapledon all of which delve into the genetic evolution of mankind; Russian novel, We 
written by Yevgeny Zamyatin, the prototype dystopic novel published in 1924; and Ira 
Levin’s This Perfect Day, depicting a technocratic dystopia. These are just a small sampling 
of texts that examine dystopia, genetics, and the crumbling of society.   
 
xxviii Hackers are referred to as deckers in the role-playing game Shadowrun. 
 
xxix Patts’ dreams in the latter section of His Beautiful Ones, refer to chapter’s nine, ten and 
fourteen. 
 
xxx Coined by Donna Haraway in her infamous A Cyborg Manifesto, where she claims that, 
‘We are all chimeras, theorized and fabricated hybrids of machine and organism’ (Haraway 
1991, p. 150). 
 
xxxi Gibson’s Turing locks prevent Wintermute from merging with its brother, Neuromancer; 
something in which the wired humans, Case and Molly, assist. 
 
xxxii In cyberpunk literature, flatlining refers to a form of brain death, or catatonia, perhaps 
most famously depicted in Kathryn Bigelow’s Strange Days. 
 
xxxiii Socs is the primary example. He is genetically altered by his parents to appear more 
anglicised. This is done to provide more opportunity for him in the land of the free. 
 
xxxiv Kirby citing Kevles’ In the Name of Eugenics: Genetics and the Uses of Human 
Heredity, a definite read for the enthusiastic historian in eugenic studies. 
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xxxv ‘Clumsily, his wife began to caress him. The roar of chemical pleasure made sex 
irrelevant. “Why...why bother?” he gasped. His wife looked surprised. “It’s traditional”’ 
(Sterling 1995, p. 593). Though this quote may appear to contradict my overall argument, 
Leng does feel a stirring, and the roaring of the chemicals within him. This is by all means a 
sexual experience for not only a Shaper, but Mechanist, for they can only understand things 
through descriptions of elements, chemicals, mechanisms, etc.   
 
xxxvi Tom Lamont’s article, ‘I’ll do the First Human Head Transplant’ examines Italian 
surgeon, Sergio Canavero’s, passion and yearning to transplant the unfortunate heads of 
disabled patients onto healthy bodies: 
https://www.theguardian.com/science/2015/oct/03/will-first-human-head-transplant-happen-
in-2017    
 
xxxvii Like Murphy’s repressed memories in RoboCop. 
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